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PREFACE

The desire to undertake a study of the law of perpetuities in

Scotland arose during the latter part of 1971 while I held a

lectureship in the University of Southampton. Ify commitments there

were almost entirely within the field of Chancery jurisprudence,

being primarily concerned with the laws governing real property,

trusts and taxation. To this professional interest in an area of

the law which had evolved the Rules against Perpetuities there was

to be added a personal interest in the historical development of the

rules and principles of landholding, an interest which included the

development of the feudal system, which thirteenth century politics

substantially overthrew as far as England was concerned, and its

modern embodiment in the law of heritable property in Scotland. The

immediate result of this combination of interests was an attempt to

prepare a paper on aspects of the laws of entail in England and

Scotland, an attempt which proved abortive owing to the unavailability

of appropriate Scottish material. Although nothing positive resulted

from this exercise my researches were beginning to raise a number of

questions involving the attitude of the law of Scotland to perpetual

settlements and it is in these questions that this study has its

origins.

If the consideration of an area of law hitherto largely

unconsidered needs any justification, mine mu3t lie in the negative,

almost timid, attitude displayed by the Scottish courts, and the almost

aggressively dismissive approach of legal writers in Scotland to the

problems surrounding perpetuities. For this 3tudy is as much an

attempt to explain these attitudes - to answer the question, why not? -
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as anything else. In so doing it attempts to trace the origins

of the perpetuity principle in Scotland, to chart its development

and the reasons for and path of its demise; it examines those rules

of common law which might have provided an effective check, and it

examines the introduction of statutory rules, their scope and their

effectiveness.

"Perpetuities in Scots Law" is then a study of the development

of the growth of perpetual settlements in Scotland and of the

reaction to that growth and its effects. The culmination of this

process is of course the law of the present day and, where appropriate,

the text states the law as at January 1st, 1975. However in this

study the modern law is seen as relevant only in the context of the

development of the perpetuity principle and the checks to it. Thus,

for example, although the doctrine of the fiduciary fee is discussed

in some detail, the development of that doctrine which has taken place

since the passing of the htail Amendment (Scotland) Act 1863 is

largely ignored as being no longer relevant to the perpetuity question;

and various aspects of the law of entail and, in particular, some of

the powers of entailed proprietors, are also omitted as being

irrelevant to the consideration of that same principle.

The approach that I have adopted is essentially that of an English

Chancery lawyer looking at a corresponding area of law from another

jurisdiction. Given my background this was, perhaps, inevitable; but

given the negative attitude of Scottish judges and writers to the

subject and all that this implies, such an approach would seem to have

the advantage that in any attempt to explain a negative (or partial

negative, as the Soots law of perpetuities is) guidelines of some kind
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are essential. An awareness of the relevant pressures, of the

critical points, in the story of the development of perpetuities

elsewhere, it is suggested, provides such guidelines, giving some

indication of the points of departure, historical social and legal,

and thus helping to explain the origins of the Scottish rules and the

reasons for them.

However, such an approach either assumes that the reader has the

same background knowledge, or else makes necessary the provision of

that knowledge. In part that is the reason for my inclusion of a

chapter on Perpetuities in English law. But on reflection it seems

to me that there are other factors too which serve to provide as much,

if not more, justification. The first is that the material contained

in that chapter helps explain some of my theories on the origins of the

most important of Scottish perpetuities, the entail. The appropriate

material could, of course, as could most of the rest of that chapter,

have been included elsewhere, but not, I felt, without achieving at

the same time an unacceptable degree of disjointedness. Perhaps more

important was the fact that the Scottish courts have had occasion to

pronounce on the English Rule against Perpetuities and doctrines

associated with it. Consideration of these pronouncements would be

difficult without some explanation of the Rule and its evolution. And

further the Rules against Accumulations, which provide most of the cases

in the perpetuity-influenced field, were devised as a direct result of

consequences arising out of the English Perpetuity Rule.

Yet, justifiable though its inclusion may be, its very presence

does invite the temptation to regard this work as a comparative study of

the /
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the English and besots laws against perpetuities. It is not intended

to be anything of the kind. Inevitably comparisons have been made

at various points; but they have only been made in an attempt to

explain more clearly the Scottish position. "Perpetuities in Scots

Law" is, and is not intended to be other than, a study of the origins

and development of the perpetuity principle in Scotland, of the rules

developed by the common law, such as they were, and of the legislation

enacted in reaction to that principle.

Inevitably I owe considerable debts to many individuals for help

in the completion of this study and especially to my colleagues in the

Department of Scots Law for their willingness to discuss abstruse

points of detail and to suggest avenues of enquiry. In particular I

should mention Professor W.A. Wilson, my supervisor, who bore the

brunt of those interrogations and who was kind enough to make available

to me part3 of his volume on the Law of Trusts in Scotland prior to

publication; to David Sellar for drawing ay attention to several extant

charters, an examination of which helped form my judgement on several

matters, but notably on the origins of the entail in Scotland; to Bill

Leslie of Brodie's W.3. for information as to the origin and present

administration of the Craigcrook Mortification; to the staff of

Register House in connection with ray examination of the Register of

Entails; but perhaps most of all to Betty Ferguson and Sheila Steven

who have done such & magnificent job in producing this typescript from

an illegible and often incomprehensible manuscript, to winter

Irene who suffered similarly with the /ppendices.

Edinburgh
June 19-/5
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CHAPTER I

f>;#pjTO;py

1. 'PoTpefrflty'

It would seem that the term •perpetuity' first became used in England

towards the end of the first Elizabethan era. It was used to denote a

particular type of settlement whereby land was tied up in such a way as to

render it inalienable. The chronology and the meaning are vouched for by

oases in the law reports of the time and in contemporary treatises. Thus

in •The Use of the Law1, generally (although some say fallaciously)

attributed to Bacon (l), the following statement appears: (2)
"There is started up a device called perpetuity* which is an entail

with an addition of a proviso conditional, tied to his estate not to put
away the land from the next heir, and if he do so, to forfeit his own
estate. Chich perpetuities, if they should stand, would bring back in all
the former inconveniences of entails,"

The first reported case in which perpetuities ore discussed at length

is Chudleifih's case (3) designated by Coke as the 'Case of Perpetuities*.

It is clear from this case that although the term 'perpetuity1 migbt only

recently have coma into use the end sou^xt after by the creation of

perpetuities, and the devices used in furtherance of that aim were of some

antiquity, but were, nonetheless, contrary to the cocsnon law of England as

an extract from that report shows. (4)

"The statute made 13 Ed I de Bonis Conditionalibus in a manner created
perpetuities and it continued about 200 years, but in 12 Ed IV 9 (5) by the
resolution of the judges it was resolved that by a common recovery the
estate tail should be barred for t he mischiefs which were introduced in the
commonwealth thereby. In the time of Rich. II, Justice Richel (6),
attempted to make a perpetuity, as it appears by Lit[tleton] in his Chapter
on Warranty fol. 263 and 21 Hen. VI 33b. which has such in effect. Justice
Richel, having divers sons, and intending that none of those sons should
alien those lands, or to make a warranty to bar or hurt the others, made a
deed intended to such effect, soil, that the lands and tenements were to be
given to his eldest son in tail, etc. or if any of his sons should alien,
etc. then that their estate should cease and be void and that then the lands
should /

1. See asp. Morris and Leach - 'The Rule against Perpetuities at p.8; and
Holdsworth History of English Law vol. vii p.197

2. Bacon's works (Spedding ed.) vol. VII at p.491
3. (1589-95) 1 Co. Rep. f.l20a
4. 1 Co. Rep. at f,13lb
5. Taltarum's Case 1472
6. Usually 3pelt Riokhill, and occasionally Richil (l), a judge of the Court

of Kings Bench during the reign of Richard II.



should remain to his second son in tail, etc. and sio ultra the reminder
to his other sons and livezy and seisin vras made accordingly. But all
such remainders were void because the limitation of them were against the
rule of law as appears by Lit[tleton], And it appears in 21 Hen. VI that
Thirning, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas made the like perpetuity for
the continuance of his land in his blood, but the judges held it was
against the law."

In other cases of the same period dicta to the same effect appear and

so it appears quite clear that by the end of the reign of Elizabeth I, the

English common lawyers were acquainted with both the term 'perpetuity* and

its meaning (7).

Put broadly that meaning amounted to this, that a perpetuity was

really a refinement on the oenturies old grant in fee tail. mis

refinement was felt to be necessary during the latter half of the sixteenth

eentuty /

7. Thus in Cpyfrpys 1 &>, ftflP,♦ Slanville J in the course
of his judgement referred to the attempts by Rickhill and Thirning to
the effect that they "intended to have made perpetuities and upon
forfeiture of the estate tail of one of their sons, to have given the
remainder and entry to another, but such remainders were utterly void
and against the law".

Again in Anthony Mildnav's Case (1606) 6 Co. Ben. f.40a. the judges
resolved that "all these perpetuities were against the reason and policy
of the common law; for at the common law all inheritances were fee
simple But the true policy and rule of the common law in this
point was in effect overthrown by the statute de Bonis Conditionalibus
made anno 13 Ed. I which established a general perpetuity by Act of
Parliament.

Although throughout the seventeenth oentury, as more devices were tried
with varying success, and as the general concept of a perpetuity widened
from simply an attempt to create an unbarrable entail to the more general
idea of an attempt to render land inalienable, the definitions given by
the courts frequently stressed the connection with entails. Thus,
nearly a century after 9m> ^ flf, ^
UfrffiO,, 2 .Mftt 1 ^ Pi Nottingham L.C. gave what is considered
to be the classic definition of a perpetuity. He said, "A perpetuity is
the settlement of an estate or an interest in tail, with such remainders
expectant upon it as are in no sort in the power of the tenant in tail in
possession to dock by any recovery or assignment, but such remainders must
continue as perpetual clogs upon the estate; such do fight against God,
for they pretend to such stability in human affairs as the nature of them
admits not of and they are against the reason and policy of the law and
therefore not to be endured."

Gee too, as late as 1721, the edition of 'Terraes de la Ley' of that year
which defines perpetuity as being "where an estate is so designed to be
settled in tail, that it cannot be undone or made void". It is
interesting that the original edition of this work, published in 1618
did not make mention of perpetuities at all.



century since by 1536 at the latest (8) the English entail became freely

alienable by means of the Joint use of the fine and the common recovery (9)
and because this gave rise to a form of rationalisation by which the judges

came to look upon the entail as possessing the inherent quality of being so

barred.

The refinement, as appears from the extract from the report of

Ghudleifih'a Case quoted above, was the introduction into the deed of entail

of a clause or •proviso1 known as a 'clause of perpetuity' purporting to

render the interests granted determinable at the occurrence of an action

which could be construed as an attempted alienation (10), It was the

description given to this clause that oame to be used to describe the

settii oment as a whole and the purpose behind that settlement.

The original meaning of perpetuity, then, relates to attempts to create

an unbarrable entail in order to render the settled land inalienable. The

reason why this should be so is that in early English Law an entail was

practically the only way by which land was settled. Hence it would be the

starting point from which conveyancers would work in any attempt to tie up

land within a family.

Also during the sixteenth century, a second strand to the definition of

perpetuity appears, a strand that is closely linked with the idea of the

unbarrable entail. The point behind the settlements in this line of cases

was comparatively simple: an unbarrable entail rendered the grantee in

possession and those following him with powers of enjoyment equivalent to

those of a life tenant, Why not, therefore, settle the land directly on one's

grantees for successive life interests? The first case in which this device

appears is Tit AB&Efflfll (H) where the settlor conveyed lands to

feoffees to uses to the effect that his heirs were to take only life interests

thereunder, /

8, Am a result of the Statute of Pines 1536 (the Second Statute of Pines)
9, See Chapter II below, section 2.
10, Compare the prohibition against alienation in the modern English protective

trust, as contained in seotion 33 of the Trustee Act 1925
11. (1575) 1 Leo. 256.
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thereunder, creating behind a trust what ©am® to bo known as a perpetual

freehold,

Iloldswortii toads to regard this caso something of an oddity in that

It occurred nearly twenty years before tho groat perpetuities ocues, but,

aoro importantly, in that the aottleiaont Is question was made as early as

1517, nearly forty years* before the settlement in Jbudlei^a ease (12).
The answer ic probably that suggested by Charles itoeot (15) that prior

to the Statute of Uses 1535, settlements in perpetuity could bo aade (and

wore mfide) behind a conveyance to feoffees to uses and that this was simply

an Qiampla of this practice. She point was th^t while, oven m early as

this, tho cuss law was fooling its way towards a rule against perpetual

settlements (14), tho con.ten law restrictions did not apply in equity with

the result that such equitable perpetuities were valid. Certainly in

H&nrtinr v. .■ndm.-o 'the perpetuity point was not argued, discussion ©entering

around the effect of the Etatttto on the estate of the feoffees to uses, but

it seems to have been assunod that, as the Jtatuto executed the uses, the

limitations became subject to the coarsen law which, would have rendered than

void as perpetuities. (Hovorer tide particular rule had not yet been

settled by the courts (15)). Weight is given to this Interpretation by the

fact that one of the objects of the Etatut© wtn "utterly to extirpate and

extinguish" contingent usco of thin kind, being "uses Invented and limited

in a new manner not agreeable to the ancient common lews of the lsad." (16)

That this object was effected is dear from Whudleiah's case where rophara

C.J. explained: (17)

"If a feoffment be made to tho us® of A for life, and after to the use
of every person who should be his heir, one after another, for the term of
the life of every such heir only; in this case if this limitation should
be good, /

12, The oettlen-ent in -arafffrtafr'?. <yg,g ma made in 1556
13, (1899) 15 L R 71 at p. 73 end authorities cited there
14. Examples of this are the oases of Hioldiill and Thirning cited above, and

of course, gag® (lffffi) Y3 Kfl. ^ ^
15. dor was it until gqg? UgffH?) A ?°» B»Pt f jffiq
16, ibid at f 138a
17. ibid.



good, the inheritance should be in nobody, but this limitation is merely
void, for the limitation to have a use for a perpetual freehold is not
agreeable with the rule of law in estates in possession".

The first case in which perpetual freeholds were directly linked with

unb&rrable entails was Parrot*a case (18) a decision which really turned on

technical points of pleading. However the case is important in this

context for the argument of Coke, who equated the settlement before the

court with those of Rlckhill and Thirning and, relying on Ohudleiah's

ease, argued against its validity (19). Coke's line of reasoning was

accepted as correct (20) and so in addition to definition by reference to

unbarrablo entails, perpetuities also came to be defined by reference to

attempts to create perpetual freeholds. Thus Gilbert 0.3, stated: (21)
"It is i gainst the rules of common law that a perpetual freehold for

life only should descend, because it creates a perpetuity,"

And later that: (22)

"A perpetuity is the settlement of an interest descendable from heir
to heir so that it shall not be in the power of Mm in whom it is vested
to dispose of it or turn it out of the channel."

In /

18. (1595) Moo. 568 *
19. ibid at p. 372:

"II conclude ceo point que 1*estate de franktenement en remainder al
Sir Tho. Perrot est bon a luy et chescun fits que fuit en esse durant
son vie, xaes nient ouster: et sic de tout les autre persons nosme en
le remainder et lour fits ••• St il dit gue ceux £ petuities ont estre
touts temps £ jrvidence de bleu defeat et pvent per l'aot del ley, come
en les cases de Thirning et Rickill esteant deux les Judges de oeo
Realm. St en la darrein temps les future uses and perpetual
frarikteneaents entend de faire £ petuities ont cate enfeable per les
opinion des Justices en le cose de billon and Froine oocsounoment appel
Chudley *a Case argue darreinmt per tout lee Judges d' Angleterre et aur
oeo adjudge encounter les £ petuities en Bank le Roy."
In this case tho pleadings raised tho question, "si touts les estates j>~
petualnoixt limit en franktenemt pur vie al touts les fits soi bone ou void"

20. See Sheppard's Touchstone (1600-1620) which is generally regarded as
authoritative, and follows Coke by stating the law as follows:

therefore if a feoffment be made to the use of A for life, and aftai
to the use of every person that shall be his heir one after another for the
terms of his life those uses shall not be executed because these
limitations are wholly void." It is interesting to note that in the 1820
edition of this work, prepared by Preston, a leading conveyancer of his
period, the words 'being a perpetuity' wore added to the passage quoted.

21. Gilbert on Uses at p. 77
22. ibid at p. 118



In spite of the obviously hostile approach of the courts, as tiiae went

on the number of settlements attempting to create perpetuities increased and

the devices employed became more varied (23), To combat these the courts

sought to apply by analogy the rules developed in connection with uabarrabl©

entails and perpetual freeholds, and with these oases there evolved the wider,

more general concept of a perpetuity as an attempt to render property

inalienable. Holds-worth captures the essence of this process in the following

passage: (24)
"It was only gradually that the courts came to appreciate the nature of

this new problem with which they were faced, and to provide an effective
solution. They laid down rules from time to time to meet the various devices
employed by the landowners. Here, as In all other branches of English law,
they advanced from precedent to precedent, till the repeated consideration of
many oases gradually led them to a true understanding of the nature of the
problem, and of the rules which were needed to deal adequately with it.
Hence w© get at different periods many different rules laid down, which
represent different plans adopted to meet different devices to create a
perpetuity, and often these rules have little in common except the general
object of frustrating the creation of unbarrable entails, and settlements of
property upon a succession of limited owners in perpetuity. In fact the
development of this branch of the law, having been left almost entirely to
the courts has all the characteristic defects of case law. The ground has
been encumbered, and to some extent still is encumbered, with many rules
invented for the purpose of coping with devices employed to create perpetuities
at different periods in the history of the law-rules propounded before the
true nature of the problem was correctly appreciated. It is for this reason
that it has been truly said that this branch of the law *is particularly
distinguished by what the Romans termed ineleaantia .1uris1 (25)."

The moat effective devices were created by way of trust and sought to

guard against the possibility of alienation by postponing the vesting of

the estate by fencing it round with conditions until some remote date in the

future. The idea of postponed vesting was not new and was indeed exemplified

by the successive grants for life. The original device was the contingent

remainder (26), How the English common law had no problem in dealing with

contingent remainders. It simply applied the doctrine that the law abhors

an /

23. For a full account of these devices see Holdsworth H.E.L.vol.vli at pp.197-
24. ibid at p. 194/195
25. Williams on Real Property (22nd Ed) at p. 424
26. Contingent remainders were only finally declared valid as ouch in .English

law in 1551 in the case of Colthlrst v. Bedushdn Plowd. 21
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an abeyance of seisin, which effectively meant, in this context, that if a

contingent remainder was to be valid it had to vest before the prior estate,

on which it was made to depend, ceased. Further, the rule wan that the

remainder could only be valid if the grantee of the precedent life estato was

in esse at the date of the grant. Thus, in offset, the remainder, if it was

to be valid had to vest within the lifetime of someone living at the date of

the grant, with the result that at common law land could only be effectively

tied up for a lifetime.

However if the fee simple was given to trustees no question of en

abeyance of seisin could arise and, provided the St atute of Uses could bo

evaded (2?) possibilities for the creation of perpetuities could be made to

exist. The first development was that certain executory devises of terras

of years wore recognised as indestructible (28), and in - ells v. Brown (29)

it was held that executory (30) interests in freeholds, other than those

talcing effect a.. contingent remainders were vtdid and indestructible (2l),
Thus armed, settlors began to create settlements behind trusts whereby land

was effectively limited 00 that the vesting of the ultimate remainder might

be /

27. If it could not be so evaded the limitations would bo subject to the
common law rules re contingent remainders.

28. fififift Ufag), 12 "yVt>Pi4Sk
29. (1620) Cro, Jao. 590.
30. •dxecutoiy' refers to interests behind trusts (or uses) not yet •executed*

by the Statute; that is, not yet converted into legal est-'-tea.
31. Under the dicta in dhudlehda'a case these would have been subject to the

common law rule3 and therefore destructible as * quasi * contingent
remainders. However the decision in rolls v. Drown effectively negatived
the application of GImUiolrh'a case to such interests. bp II#,.y>,
however was not unanimously decided, Dodderidge J. feeling that the
limitation in question created hut a possibility to have a fee and quasi
a contingent estate which is destroyed by this rcoovary before it came in
esse, for otherwise it would be a mischievous kind of perpetuity which
could not by any means be destroyed" •
Unfortunately Dodderidge was in a minority of one. Had his views
prevailed it is doubtful whether the development of the mod; -*n rule
against perpetuities would ever have taken place. (See Holasworth H.S.L,
vol. vii at p. 218)
The last vestige of Ohudloirii'o case as an operative rule of law was the
rule in lUrefov v. Rogers (1671) 2 Urns. Saunders 380, that if a limitation
by way of use did not in fact break the common law rules as to the
limitation of contingent remainders then it would be subjected to such rules
The result therefore was that a limitation which frequently broke the common
law rules would escape. It was to deal with this situation that the modern
rule was developed. See below, Chapter II, section 3.2.2,



be postponed until far Into the future. In Hie rasas of case law in the

seventeenth century the judges reacted by applying by analogy various rales

of common law, sometimes appropriately, sometime9 not, Eventually in 1631

the Duke of Norfolk's case (52) was argued before Lord Nottingham in which

the Lord Chancellor delivered the judgement that forms the foundation of the

'modern* rule against perpetuities, recognising the problem as the date of

vesting. Having defined perpetuity (53) he went on; (34)
"But on tiie other side future interests, springing trusts or trusts

executory, remainders that are to emerge and arise upon contingencies are
quite out of the rules and reasons of perpetuities, nay, out of the reason
upon which the policy of the law is founded in those cases, especially if
they be not of remote or long consideration, but such as by a natural and
easy interpretation will speedily wear out, and so things come to their
right channel again."

It is to be observed that both the original and the modern rules against

perpetuities had the same broad aim, but that the emphasis of the two rules

is rather different. In the former, the reference is to the power of

alienation; in the latter it is to the period (or remoteness) of vesting.
Lb later years the importance of the modern rule outstripped that of the old

rule and as a matter of practice "the restrictions imposed by the original

rule on the creation of future estates ceased to be attributed to the doctrine

of perpetuities and were stated as a rule of law forbidding the limitation of

contingent remainders to the children of unborn persons. In other words

'perpetuity' lost its primary meaning of an unbarrable entail, or a

limitation of successive estates for life to unborn descendants and acquired

the sense of a limitation whioh is unduly remote in joint of time", (35) with

a consequent shift of emphasis from the property settled to the interests

subsisting or to subsist under the settlement.

We /

32. (1682) 3 Ch. ess. 1
33. dee above at note 7
34. 3 Oh. Gas. at p. 31
33. per Charles 3waet (1899) 15 LQR at p. 76



We have, then, the three meanings which have been attributed to the

term 'perpetuity' by the English courts in their development of a set of

rules against the tying up of property indefinitely. Looked at historically

perpetuities present few difficulties of understanding and such as there are

usually stem from confusion as to what a perpetuity actually is. Perhaps

one source of difficulty is that both the old and the new rules, with their

different definitions and emphases were in use concurrently. Thus while

the modem rule was founded by Lord Nottingham in 1682, for at least another

century the courts continued to use the term 'perpetuity' in its original

sense of an unbarrable entail or a perp etual freehold.

While in England the term 'perpetuity* is generally met in a negative

context, in that it is something against which the policy of the law has

always 3tood and can be seen to have stood for centuries,the position in

Scotland, at least until the perpetuities legislation of the nineteenth

century, has not been nearly so clear, although the modem tendency is to

present it as a contrast to the English position. (36)

However modem Scots lawyers may rationalise past trendy it is almost

undeniable that when they speak of a 'perpetuity' they do so with reference

to the English definitions; indeed it would appear that no definition of

the term was attempted by a Scottish jurist until 1825.

The first occasion on which the term seems to have been used in Scots

legal literature was the year the Puke of Norfolk's case was being argued

before Lord Nottingham, 1681, for in that year were published Stair's

Institutions. The reference to perpetuities comes in the context of the

author's discussion of ontails. He writes: (37)

"The /

36, per T.B. Smith in his chapter on Trusts in Studies Critical and Comparative
at p. 214

37. Book II Tit. III. 58
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"The perpetuities of estates where they have been long accustomed
have sufficiently manifested their inconveniencyj and therefore devices
have been found to render them ineffectual ..... But these perpetuities
in England are now easily evacuated! first by warrants to sell, purchased
in Parliament, which pass without much difficulty! and if they become
frequent with us, it is like wo will find the some remedy; they are also
evacuated by a simulate action of fine and recovery, whereby the purchaser
pretends that he is unwarrantably dispossessed of such lands by the present
fiar, who colludes and is silent, having received a price or other
consideration, so that these sentences, though collusive, oust be
irrevocable." (38 )

In spite of the authority of Etair's work the reports of decisions

during the remainder of the seventeenth and almost the whole of the

eighteenth century make little mention of perpetuities. Such mention as

there is adds very little to 3tair's view and is worthy of note only in that

it confirms that the term and idea of perpetuity were considered id thin the

context of the strict entail, (39) and indeed this continues into the

nineteenth century. The point was that tha tor® was essentially English

and was only really relevant in comparisons with English law. Thus as late

as 1825 Bell's Dictionary and Digest contains the following definitionJ (40)

"In the law of England a perpetuity seems to have been originally
equivalent to a Scotch entail,"

Perhaps the first tmee of a broadening of the idea of perpetuity is

to be found in Bankton. He wrote: (41)

"Some of those strict entails tend to infer a perp etuity of the estate
subject thereto which no doubt is an ineonvenicncy; but at tha sam time,
such settlements were allowed by the civil law, the* the emperor Justinian
at last made a kind of temperament in this case vis. that unless the will of
the testator was very express, the fidei-commissary settlement should not
endure beyond the fourth generation .... [l]t is submitted to the wisucsa of
Parliament how far some such limitation might not be put to future settlements,
that our strict entails may be reduced as not to run intc oorpetm. i :nr."

Although /

58. the first edition of Stair's work was published in 1681. In his revised
edition of 1693, while amendments to the general text are made to take
account of the -Entail Act 1-35, Stair's original views on perpetuities
remained unaltered.

59. Thus in M Ti ftf (1728) W 15272 157H* "But
in tailzies of lands the principal intention is to preserve the ©state to
the heirs in perpetuity and not to give the value to any one substitute."
In two other cases, ,y, ^7^7 ** #4# Y,». VmtiPi
(1735) N 15436 the reports mention the purpose of the entails in question as
•perpetuating' the entailer's name.

See also Brskino's Institutes (1773) 3ook III Tit. VIII{ 25 whore entails
are equated to a 'perpetuity of liferents'.

40. at p. 725
41. Institutes: Vol I at p. 585, para 147.



Although Bankton is clearly dealing with strict entails it is

suggested that the use of the term in the last part of the passage quoted

sight contain the gora of a wider concept of a settlement rendering

property inalienable, as opposed to simply a sattloaont by way of strict

entail (which of course would have that affect).

Whether Bankton was referring to recent developments or perhaps

pointing the way is uncertain. What is known is that about the timo of

Bankton's treatise, or shortly after, the trust came to be used with

increasing frequency as a means of settling property, and of settling it

in perpetuity. -Ihile the strict entail may have c ^eated interests

equivalent to 'a perpetuity of liferents1, the actuality could be created

behind a trust, the trust form overcoming the problem of the general rule

that the fee might not be in pendente, by vesting it in tho trusto©3. As

Bell put iti (42)

'"Fa© trout will bo offootual to sustain future or contingent interests
or those of persons not yet existing} aau the fee in the trustees will be
effectual to all intents, as if those persons were actually in existence,
or as if their right sei-e already purified. (43)

It is on this account that trust deeds are made of so much use in
family settlements and in marriage contracts whore, if a single conveyance
alone were used, the purposes of the arrangement would find an obstacle
almost insurmountable, in the maxim that a fee cannot be in pendente."

As in iAaglaad 'the analogy with entails was drawn end not only in perpetual

liferent trusts. In throe oases towards tho ond of the eighteenth century,

limitations /

42, Commentaries vol i p. 38
43. She host example of a trust of perpetual liferents to come before the

court was -aiffiP Yt (1846) 18 Jur. 442.
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limitations involving issues of reaoteaeas of vesting were found, (44)

particularly in accunlatien trusts, and i_ tbeso it beoaiae clear that the

second stag* in the dngliah development of the perpetuity concept, tin it of

a settlement, of whatever typo, which effectively rendered the property

settled inalienable, had been reached. However in opito of trusts

involving problems of reaotonass the third stage in the Ingliah development,

the transition from considering perpetuities on the broad ground of

alienation to the narrower ipect of remoteness never oeeas to have occurred.

Accordingly, thon, as far as the done3tic law of Scotland is concerned the

concept of perpetuity is e ssentially that of a settlement rendering the

properly subject to it inalienable.

2. . ..r.. ...—i Lc

it will have bean noticed from the foregoing that the creation of a

perpetuity was a very deliberate act; it was not simple to create, and a

degree of precision and accuracy was required in the legal creation vhloh is

probably ©euallod in modern times only by that required for the drafting of

instruments relating to tax avoidance schemes.

von this, it would aeon to be essential that there be eeae analysis

of the attitudes of the various parties involved. why, for example, should

people want to create perpetual settlements, and hew did their existence

affect those subject to thorn/ 4nu above all .dint was the attitude of the

law towards then urn why was that attitude adopted?

!• 4^ ri-iittSm Tr-n'- ^ 4 -,^'Tr^.

There could appaar to have boen three principcdL factors involved in the

oroation of perpetuitiee.

1.1. /

44. The first was the CIT52) Ulch.
Tailsie Ho 46; 5 W. & a, 180-135 (in a note); the second was that of
iSSL WWA<$?§P\, «P >areatly unreported but diseusr-.ed to the
third cose, jjjgMt Y« .Mftte ilMi Mifc'fr 236.
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1.1. cyanotic mbition

The first is, in a sense, a positive one, consisting of gratifying

one 's dynastic ambitions or • founding a family* and endowing it with land.

In many cases this pure ambition or vanity ban been explained as nifeotiug

one's affection for one's descendants, but in truth it amounts to littla

more than on attempt to achieve immortality in a small way by establishing

a persianont connection with that nost permanent of assets, land. In a

scholarly, if emotional, attache on the entail system in Scotland, Patrick

Irvine disposed of this argument: (45)
"The strong affections of the huasa aind do not ext nd to many

generations. If traced upwards the feeling of affection towards ancestors
is aoon loot in that of veneration or respoet} and beyond the second
generation, feelings towards descendants nay more properly be denominated
benevolence than strong affection. The sotivee which prompt men to endure
privations, and which lead to vigorous exertions, are those which flow from
self-love nd from affection to immediate descendants, and to relatione
endeared by personal intercourse. Industry is not promoted by estimating
the respectability of posterity a century hemesf - however powerfully if
may be stimulated by endeavours to raise an existing family in the scale of
Society. Complete security for the enjoyment of property during the life
of the possessor, with power to give a preference to a particular line of
descendants after death and a right to secure the succession against imprudent
management, during the limited period over which human affections extend, are
sufficiently powerful motives to influence conduct. Kany have persuaded
themselves in making entails, thrt they act upon principles proceeding from
affection for their posterity. hut the principle on which they really act,
in so far as regards remote heirs, proceeds from their anxiety to perpetuate
their own names and to establish a connecting tie between themselves and their
property. Hr assuming a right of managenent for their successors they seem
to continue their possession after death The sons predominating
principle of perpetuating a name, by preserving a control over property,
neither sanctioned by natural law, nor calculated to promote the benefit of
future generations, pervades the whole system of entailing."

These dynastic ambitions generally manifest themselves after a successful

e&roer and the creation of perpetual settlements has generally followed the

amassing of great wealth either by trade or in a chosen career. (46) The

settlements of Hickhill and Thinning arc generally considered to exemplify

this, /

45. "Considerations on the Inexpediency of the La*? of -Jntail in Scotland by
Patriak Irvine, M.S. 2nd Ed. 1827 (Edinburgh and London) at p 16/17.

46. Karnes in his History of Property, law 'Tracts at p 13$ suggests that the
wealth was derived from acquisitions in war.
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this, Rickhill especially, having come to England from Ireland to

practice at the bar and having no especially noble antecedents.

But these two settlements were exceptional. The rash of

perpetuities came to be affected in England during the Elizabethan

era and before, a period described by one commentator as "that almost

Victorianly commercial age" (47) when land became available fairly

freely (48) and great fortunes could be made in trade, or from

privateering, an age during which the New World was yielding forth

its riches in abundance.

In Scotland too the creation of perpetual settlements by way of

entail seems to have coincided with the increase in commercial activity

and wealth generated by the industrial revolution of the late eighteenth

and early nineteenth centuries, a fact that can be verified by

consulting the entries in the Register of Entails for the appropriate

dates. Thusj (49)

between 1685 and 1735 there were 335 deeds recorded
« 1735 » 1785 " " 590 " "
" 1785 " 1835 " " 1114 "
" 1835 " 1885 " " 1134 "
" 1885 " 1935 " " 221 " "

since 1935 there have been 2 " "

We see, then, from this table that the great mass of new

registrations occurred during the period of the industrial revolution,

a period which saw an unprecedented upsurge in the generation of new

wealth, a substantial portion of which was invested in land. As

Patrick Irvine put it: (50)

"[w]ealth began to be generally diffused over the country; and
...*• by investments in kind, and money acquired by manufacture and
commerce, the beneficial influence of the system of entailing has been
much more widely extended. Since that period the increase in wealth,
both of foreign and domestic acquisition has naturally tended to
increase the number of persons whose inclinations lead them to follow
the example of the nobles and old established families in fixing an
hereditary succession to the properties acquired by them."

And /

47. Parran at p. 152.
48. Especially after the Reformation with the freeing of Church lands.
49. See Appendix I for a full statement. Note this table refers only

to deeds relating to the entailing of land. Disentails can be
found in Appendix II.

50. at p. 51.
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And this emulation had clearly been carried to ludicrous lengths.

In 1814 Sir John Sinclair published a "General Report of the

Agricultural State and Political Circumstances of Scotland", containing

a table giving the valued rent of every estate held under entail at

that time. (5l) Entailed estates, like the rest of the land were

allocated into one of three classest

(a) estates with a valued rent in excess of £2,000 Scots each (52)
b) estates with a valued rent of between £500 and £2,000 Scots, and
c) estates with a valued rent of less than £500 Scots.

while the Occasions are few, the Report nonetheless shows several

examples of the entailed land in the latter class including such

ludicrous "estates" as lodgings in Edinburgh, part of a tenement in

Forfar, and a field in the Eaughs of Clyde.

The practice of making new entails seems to have reached its climax

around 1850, Thereafter (55) the entries on the Register relate

increasingly to resettlements, first by the reinvestment of entailed

lands compulsorily acquired by railway companies and others, and then as

part of the general process of disentail followed by a resettlement on

strict entail. From about 1875 onwards (55) even this falls off until

by 1914 the rate of settlements by way of strict entail is very small.

1.2. Family Preservation

The second of the three principal factors involved in the creation

of perpetuities is really the negative aspect of the dynastic ambition

already discussed, for the dynast would wish to preserve an already

established family just as much as a nouveau riche would wish to

establish one.

On the domestic side the danger came from the increasing relaxation

of the restraints imposed by the feudal system. As Professor Monteath

has observed1 (54)

"The /

51. As indeed it gave the rental value of all other land. It transpired
that about 5of all the estates in Scotland (in terms of rental
value) were entailed.

52. £100 Scots * £8.6.8 sterling.
55« See Appendix 1.
54. "Heritable Rights" in Introduction to Scottish Legal Histoiyj Stair

Soc. vol. 18 at u. 178.
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"The cohesive form of the feudal system in its heyday afforded a
substantial guarantee that the feu would not go out of the vassal*a family,
but the gradually amplified conception of ownership in the vassal tended
to clash with a human sentiment manifested early in our history, being the
desire of perpetuating the name wealth and influence of a family on the
basis of ancestral holding of land, at one time ihe only kind of property
viewed a3 respectable and indicating a stake- in the country."

Aa we shall see this 'amplified conception of ownership* manifested itself

in a greater and ultimately complete freedom of alienation (55) which

effectively meant the possibility of the land through which the family had

become established being disposed of elsewhere with the likely diminution

in status and fortune that would go with it.

This alienation might occur in throe ways. In the first place there

mi^it be a simple deviation from the line of heirs; this would in fact be

creating a new settle:.ant. Secondly the lend might be sold and thirdly it

might be loaded with debt and apprised by the creditors.

The fee tail in England provided implicit prohibitions of the first two

and rendered any such debts unenforceable as against the land itself. In

Scotland the strict entail provided protection by explicit clauses in the

Charter. A good example of this is the J torment case (56) itself which

concerned the entail of the Lordship of Leone end which recited. 'That it

should not be- lawful for any of the heirs of entail to violate or di; solve

the said tailzie, to dispose or wadset the said estate, or any part thereof,
or to do any deed whereby the same may be evicted or comprised from them.'

Thil clause was fenced with a resolutive clause declaring that in the ovent

of contravention by any heir, that heir should forfait -lis right to the

estate which would then devolve on the next substitute.

The /

55. See Chapters II.1. and III.2. for a discussion of tills in relation to
iagland and Scotland respectively.

56. ,y.f. y.i?PP;"£t.. ■ tompnfc (1662) M.
15594-6.
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The EaaX of Anaandale, being an heir of entail, contracted debts which

were secured on the lozxisMp. On Ms death Ms creditors sought to apprise

the lordship whereupon the next heir, the Viscount of etorment, sought to

prevent this by bringing an action of declarator to have it found that the

late Earl had, by his action in contracting debt, contravened the prohibition

and thereupon lost his right to the estate, which in turn would have

rendered the action cf the creditors mill, so that he could take the lands

free from the debts.

It was held that the declarator would be granted, so that the diligence

of the creditors failed,

x'his general result seems in turn to have had. two principal effects.

In the first place it provided a means whereby creditors who were less than

properly vigilant (57) oculd be defrauded by heirs of ontail; and this in

turn meant that borrowing on the security of entailed property became less

attractive, so that funds for improvements to the settled estate dried up, (58]

1,3, Protection from Forfeiture

In djr /fithoav lUldaay's ca?e (59) Ooke pours the following vituperations

on perpetuities. He ssysj (60)
'•'•That all those perpetuities were against the reason and policy of the

common law; for at consaon law all inheritances were fee simple, as
Littleton ssith lib i Gap, Estate-tail; end the reason thereof was, that
neither lords should be defeated of their escheats, wards, etc. nor the
farmers or purchasers lose their estates or leases, or be evicted by the
heirs of the grantors or lessors, nor such infinite occasions of troubles,
contentions ami suits arise, But tlae true policy and rule of the comon
law in this point was in effect ovorthrown by the dtatuts de bonis
Conditionslibua made anno 13 Ad. I which established a general perpetuity by
Act of Parliament, for all who had or would make it, by force whereof all the
possessions of England wore in offoot entailed accordingly, which was the
occasion and cause of the said and ivors other aischiefs. And the same
was attempted and endeavoured to be remedied at divers Parliaments and divers
bills /

57, One of the objects of the Act of 1685 was to protect creditors by the
creation of a -legister of Entails wherein had to be registerad all valid
entails. An entry would therefore be open to inspection by a prospective
creditor who could then take action accordingly.

58. See below at Chapter III, section 3,6,
59. 1606 4 Co. Rep f 40a.
60, ibid at ff 40a; 40b. Compare this with Blackotone Comm. vol ii p. 117.
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bills were exhibited accordingly (which I have seen) bat they were all on
one pretence or another rejected. But the truth wan that the Lords and
Commons kmoxdag that their estates tail were not to bo forfeited for felony
or treason; as their estates of inheritance wore before the said Act (and
chiefly in the time of H.J in the barons war), and finding that they were
not answerable for the debts and encumbrances of their ancestors, nor did
the sales, alienations or leases of their ancestors bind them for the lands
which were entailed to their ancestors, they always rejected such bills."

This second defensive factor is known to have played a significant T>art

in both England and Scotland.

In England the idea that an estate tail was not forfeitable for treason

c ~io from t1 common law and 3 apparently accepted in a case in 1341. (61)

The justification for it seems to be in the growing notion of inalienability

attaclied to the entailed fee, that the tenant in tail could not do any act

hereby the irats of his heirs and those entitled in remainder or reversion

would be prejudiced (62) and that this applied also to acts against the drown,

"hether this justification would have stood the test of time however became

academic in 1352 when the Statute of Treasons confirmed what was thought to

be the common law rule. Accordingly while Acts of Attainder wore passed

against individuals forfeiting their property tho effect came to be that as

far ai3 entailed land3 were concerned, tho forfeiture lasted only during the

lifetime of the attainted, so that the lands were recoverable by his heirs

and the entail continued. (63).

The entail however was not the only way land was sought to be protected.

Another method, which proliferated during the troubles of the fifteenth

century was the conveyance to feoffees to hold to the use of the grantor. (64)
It has been suggested by .alter doss (65) that this practice found its way to

Scotland una that the origin of the trust in Scotland stems from such

conveyances. /

61. I.B. 14-Ud« Ill (dolls aeries) at p. 314
62. See per ftonore O.J. in (1331) Y.3. 4 dw« III Tri. pi.4 and per Irons

arguendo in (1346) Y.B. 20 id. Ill (Rolls Series) ii 202.
"You see plainly how ho has confessed that J. was issue i. tail whoae
deed is as much restrained by the statute as the deed of the tenant in
tail himself."

63. See the study of Professor Bellamy in 'The Law of Treason in Anyland in
the Later Kiddle Ages' (1970 Cambridge) esp. at pp 191-7.

64. ibid. Hoto also the speech of Bacon in Chu&leigh's case supra where the
usage of conveying land to Pooffees to Uses is attacked,

65. Lectures on the Law of boatload (1792) at pp 242/243.
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conveyances. However, aa has been pointed out elsewhere, (66) there is

no evidence of any kind that trusts were in use in Scotland in the

fifteenth century and indeed do not appear in the reports until the ,rly

seventeenth. If Ross is right the gap of one and a half centuries is

testifying. it asens much more likely that Ross was in fact drawing

from contemporary English material and assuming that a similar situation

existed in cotland.

The true use of the perpetual settlement in Scotland, as a means of

preventing the forteiture of estates begins with the entail. Indeed, in

spite of the assertion in the preamble that the object of the statute is

the protection of creditors, it is a strongly held view that the true

purpose of the rteil ct of 1685 was to secure r. neons whereby land

could not be forfeited even for treason. 'Thus, ing writes: (67)

"Amidst the ne-' treasons which the . 'arliaacnt created, and the numerous
attainders which it pronounced, an act of an opposite tendency was passed,
to authorise the perpetual entail of lands. That the >cots should have
remained so long ignorant, or have availed themselves at sue1', a late period
of a feudal institution, which other nations wore desirous to explode, are
circumstances sufficient to excite our attention and surprise. The statute
of entails was evaded in . oagland before the ocots had begun to study or
improve their laws; and the early sovereigns of the tuart family would
never have consented to a device adapted to perpetuate a feudal aristocracy,
which it was the uniform policy of their house to depress. But the
nobility at present wore no longer the objects of jealousy or fear. Tie
estates were required to confirm the sentences of Jcrviowood, rgylo raid
iortorfield; to ratify the opinions of the Court of Josoion, that it was
treason not to reveal the demand of contributions for traitors, nor to
abjure the treasonable declaration of the fanatics; to approve the practice
of the Juotici ry Court in proceeding to trial and conviotions the day after
the citation was given; and the nobility wore secretly rTLarmed at tho
retrospective tr< sons which they wore employer to create. from tlioco they
perceived that the declation of new laws and of new crimes was lodged
entirely in tho breast of the judgo; and from the numerous attainders which
they wore re 'uirec, to pronounce, they felt with terror th t their lives woro
exposed to tho mercy, and their estates to tho pacify o the Crown. To
reserve their estates from forfeiture, and their families from ruin, it would
appear that they sought an indirect expedient to elude ..lie iniquitous laws
nd corrupt practices which they were too dependent to reject or to resist,
ntails /

>6. bee be lor at ;hepter f'TI at n. 61.
67. "History of -cotland" (1800) vol. 4; bk.9; p. 166.



Entails had already been introduced in a few lr stances, but were reprobated
as repugnant to the genius of the laws. Corruption of blood, which
obstructs the course of succession, was a penalty never incurred as a
conaequenoa of attainder, unless it were inflicted by an act of
dishabilitation; (60) end the estates relying secretly on the naxin that
nothing sore could be forfeited than the person attainted was entitled to
alienate, passed an act by which lands might be entailed to perpetuity,
and the rightii of an endless series of hairs, be reduced almost to an
usufructuary int. rest during their lives. Under the pretext of securing
their estates from alienation or debts, the nobility undoubtedly axpooted
to preserve their families, in tho event of attainder, from the forfeiture
of aore than the lifex*ent interest or escheat of an heir. The commissioner
contented to the act, to perpetuate his own acquisitions to his family;
and from the tyranny of Janes, entails wore introduced into Scotland when
the rigour of the feudal system had almost expired."

The background of fear explicit in Lain#'a statement would seem

accurately to represent the contemporary situation. The tremendous length

of the list of those named as having suffered forfeiture in tho ^ct of 4th

July 1690 'rescinding die forefaltur-es and fines passed since 1665', would

seen, triply to cora'ina this. If thero exist doubts about the overall

validity of Laing'a opinion, it would seen that they stem froia tho closeness

with which his account follows the English medieval position, especially

with regard to tho conceptual justification of the effectiveness of the

entail as a protector of family estates. Again, as with iioso earlier, (69)

the suspicion ruined is that English sources have been translated into a

uoottish context} or perhaps in this case that Laing is telescoping two

pieces of legislation. This latter view comes from the fact that in 1690

(70) an Act was passed 'for security of the creditors, vassals, and heirs

of entail of persons forfeited'. ftor reciting that it is a grievance,

to be remedied in that "such rights as are not in a nan's power to alienate

by consent should not be confiscate by Ms Giyzae," and after dealing with

vassals end creditors the bust then turns to entails and tho act of 1685

providing: /

68. See Bellamy supra at p. 192.
69. In connection with trusts, see above at p. 19.
70. Act of 169c; c 104 U.P.S. Vol. VII p. 225).
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providing;

"•••• that no aires of entails in infeftraents or other doods affected
with prohibitive or irritant clauses in case of contravention of the
provisions therein mentioned shall be prejudged by the forfaulture of his
predecessor but only insofar as the partie forfaulted had liberty to
contract debt or affect the lands of others be the quality of the right
and infeftment .... provyding the Eight of Tailzie be registrate conform
to the Act of Parliament of 1685."

However this may be, it would appear, oven if Laing is completely

accurate, the Act of 1685 failed to provide the necessary protection, for

if it had the provisions of 1690 would have been unnecessary.

Of these three factors above discussed this last was of only a

temporary relevance. In England estates tail became alienable after the

judgements in Trltarum's case 1472 (71) had indicated that it would be

possible to bar the claims of remaindermen and reversioners by means of a

collusive common recovery with double voucher to warranty (72). In

Scotland the inviolability of entailed estates was of even shorter duration,

a statute of 7 Anne, c 20 enacting "that all persons convicted or attainted

of hi^ treason, or misprision of high treason in icotland, shall be subject

and liable to the same corruption of blood, pains, penalties, and

forfeitures, with persons convicted of these crimes in England."

2. vP, SL PorpefrUtfos 9.n ,HenQ.fi^.crAo.p.

"[a] perpetual family settlement is made by a remote ancestor, who
could not anticipate the various changes which may occur in the course of
tine and progress of society. The power of regulating succession after
death acoording to the exigencies and circumstances of a family, is one of
the most interesting exorcises of parental affection and duty. But the
family settlement of the entailed proprietor is made for him before his
birth; and the deed of his ancestor, which inconveniently restrioted his
natural right of possession during his life, deprives him of the civil
right of a power of distribution of his property after death (73)

This /

71. (1472) Y.B. 12 Ed. IV filch, f.14 pi.16; f.19 pi.35. Y.B. 13 3d. IV
i-dch. f.l pl.l. There is a tradition, given prominence by Pigott in
his •Common Recoveries' (1739) that the litigation in this case woo
instigated by Edward IV in an attempt to achieve the alienability of
entailed estates in order that the lands of tlioee participating in the
Lancastrian uprising of 1471 could be forfeited to the Crown.

72. Leo below Chapter II, section 2.
73. Observations on the inexpediency of the Law of Entail in cotlc.nd, at

p. 82.
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This quotation from Patrick Irvine's essay captures the essential

paradox of the perpetual settlement. On the one hand tho dynast creating

the perpetuity, whether for defensive reasons or not, is intending that

the benefit of such a settlement be passed on through the ages. Yet at

the scine time he is prescribing that those #io do benefit shall forfeit

their own rights of disposition in respect of the property subject to the

settlement.

jiacuaaed in terms of abstract concepts such as righto of property and

so on, while no doubt producing fascinating philosophical dialogue, the

question has a degree of unreality as far as those subject to the perpetuity

are concerned. For, in a settlement designed to protect them and their

families, this restriction of righto would no doubt be accepted without

question if the benefits from the settlement were sufficiently obvious

find sufficiently large. And yet it is those benefits which have beon felt

consistently to have been either insufficient, or irrelevant or else

productive of other evils.

That they were insufficient is evidenced by the persistent complaints

of entailed proprietors in dcotland of impoverishment. The point was that

in such settlements only the income would be available to satisfy the needs

of those who were supposed to benefit. There could be no resort to

capital, for this would be dissipating the estate and infringing the

perpetuity. Accordingly, as the income from the estate would be fixed', at

the time of the settlement, calls on it, for example to provide an education

for members of the family, would mean that there would be that much loss to

meet other needs.

An economist would argue that income could be ire roaned by improvements

to /



to both the estate and in the methods of running it. But the Improvements

themselves would coat moiiey, money which properly should bo derived from

capital. But capital oould not be forthcoming from the estate because

this :rna inviolable. Nor, in fact would much be obtainable on credit

because the estate, being inviolable, would not be available as security

for a creditor. ccordingly as expenses increased with the increase in

families and inflation generally, it would become lec3 practicable to

reserve a portion of current incone to moot future expenditure for

improvements. This in turn would mean at best no increase, but often,

in actuality, a decrease in, income because of the running down of the

estate and the lack of aeons with which 3uch a trend could be corrected.

There were, of course, some who defended this. Jir George Kackenc-.e,

for example said: (74)

"Discourage not (my lords) such as love to bo frugal, because tloy
hope their estates nay remain with their posterity. Encourage not such
as resolve to shake loose by their prodigality what was established by
their vise predecessors. 3y favouring the creditors' defences, you will
but ^ratify the prodigality of hoirc or the laziness o of creditors;
whereas by sustaining my client 's pursuit you will perpetuate noble
families and bour" 'he luxury of those who are to succeed,"

But during the next century and a half those sentiments became less

and less popular 03 it became more and more difficult to live adequately

witiiin /

74. Pleadings in the Jtorment caso supra.

This sooms to epitomise the other chiof complaint about perpetuities
which perhaps owed as audi to the generation gap as to anything else,
aely that the perpetual settlement tondod to be disruptive of the

family unit by promoting discord between father md son. Bacon (dorks
vol. vxi -t p. 634/6>5) put it this way:
"Though I revoroiico the laws of ay country, yet I observe one defect in
them; <aid that is, there is no footstep there of the reverend note :tae
patria which was so commended in anciont times ..... dhis only yet
remains; if the father has any patrimony ad t.c son Ix: disobedient, he
-nay disinherit him; if he will not deserve his blessing he .mall not
iiave his living. iiut this daviae of perpetuities has taken this power
from the father likewise; and has tiod and made subject (as the proverb
is) the parents to their cradle, and so notwithstanding lie has the curse
of his fathor yet ho shall have the land of his grandfather."



within the restrictive confines of the perpetuity. To meet some of the

objections remedial legislation was passed in 1770 (75) permitting the

entailed proprietor to charge the substitute heirs with the bulk of money

expended for the purpose of improving the estate, and in 1824 (76)

permitting a similar device to be utilised so aa to make provision for

other members of the family. But these were little more than palliatives

and the plight of entailed proprietors continued to be acute until power

to disentail was granted in 3.848. (77)

Perhaps the most elociuent of the many orie de coeur of this period,

is that of Patrick Irvine which is written with such obvious honesty that

it needs neither comment nor explanation. (78)

"The injurious consequences arising from entails are so generally
known and appreciated, ua to require no recapitulation. In all important
transactions for loans of laoney upon heritable security the persons
proposing to advance it consult the records; and the entailed proprietor
cannot obtain a loan. But in the ordinary affairs of life the possession
of property naturally lends4 to -personal credit, without much investigation,
which to a certain extant, and in many instances of daily occurrence
cannot be refused, unless in cases of notorious extravagance. Hence upon
the death of entailed proprietors losses frequently arise.

With the exception of some instances in which property is preserved
under bad management to the worthy descendant of an extravagant ancestor
entails are injurious to individuals. The benefits which arise from such
occasional exceptions will not bear a comparison with the evils arising
in numerous instances from tine succession devolving upon a remote heir,
leaving the nearest relatives of the previous hair in possession unprovided
for and unprotected. Hxuaan wisdom cannot anticipate events so as to
appreciate duly, and to regulate the rights and interests of posterity with
discriminating foresight for any period of long duration. The rules
according to whicn justice is administered, and all the public acts of
the country are subject to alteration according to the changes produced by
time and circumstances. 'The uncontrolled power and dominion of individuals
ever property should not be of unlimited duration. How many entailers
would have rejected the order of succession pointed out by them, and the
restrictions contained in their deeds, if they could have anticipated the
intervening course of events, and the situation of their posterity.

'The /

75. Act of 10 Geo. Ill c. 51. (The Ilontgomery Act).
76. Act of 5 Geo. IV c. 87. ('The Aberdeen Act).
77. Act of 11th and 12th Vict, o, 36. The Entail Amendment Act (known as

the liutherfurd Act).
78. Considerations on the Inexpediency of the Law of Entail in Gotland

at pp. 78-80,



The mtailed proprietor labours under grievous hardships. Upon his
succession ho is probably burdened with provisions to brothers and
sisters» which, however inadequate for their suitable education and support,
ho nay not have the means to pay without the aid of friends. The
prosecution of his own plans of life is obstructed by his limited credit.
It is expected that he will live suitably to the rental of the estate, of
which he is nominally the proprietor, but really only the lif©renter. If
prudent he is surrounded by difficulties in providing for a family, and
improving his estate: - and if extravagant, his creditors may be under
the necessity of attaching his rents. He cannot borrow money in the
ordinaxy way of loan to supply his wants. his early expectations of
succession end station in society naturally lead to a mode of living and
habits by which such debts aro contracted as his limited credit can
command, arising rather from the situation in which he is placed than from
the general extravagance ascribed ..... to entailed proprietors. He
cannot command money to Improve his property, however much it nay bo
susceptible of it, unless by encroaciiing upon his moans of granting
provisions to a family."

3. The -ttituio of the Courts to Peruetuitlos

Given that similar factors were present in both not land and ngland

with regard- to the creation of perpetuities and with regard to their

effects it is perhaps surprising that the attitudes of the respective

courts wore so markedly different. The nglish attitude is summed up

by Lord Nottingham in the l/uke of Norfolk's case in the following

statement: (79)

"The great matter objected to is, it is against all the rules of law
and tends to a perpetuity. If it tends to a perpetuity there needs no
more to be said, for the lax? has so lo tg laboured against perpetuities,
that it is an undeniabl3 reason against any settlement, if it cui be found
to tend to a perpetuity,"

In Scotland the tendency has been to describe the attitude of the law

as being precisely the opposite. Thus in tfulr's Trustees v. billi^ataa (80)
Lord Cooper opined:

"how as I understand it, the ...nglish rule against perpetuities is a
rule or aeries of rales, of great antiquity and high artificiality, slowly
evolved by the English courts without legislative aid. The Scottish
counterpart is a relatively modern statutory innovation. The traditional
English attitude towards anything 'tending' to a perpetuity is one of
pronounced dislike. The attitude of the common law of boatload ia one of
indifference? and even of benevolence. In dtr^thaoro v. .ubrathmora's
fla^toea (oi)» /

79. (1682) 3 Ch. Gas at p. 31
80. 1942 E.G. 5 at pp 11/12
81. (1831) 5 w. & 3. 170.



True toos (01), Lord Chancellor Brougham said: (82) 'In Scotland the
law, instead of discouraging perpetuities, gives them all manner of
encouragement'; and in .Tattle v. (.Butties Trustees 1 (33) Loz'd President
Boyle referred to this statement with approval, and added (84)j 'It is
manifest that our lax; by no means views I perpetuities] with tlie abhorrence
in which they arc held both in the language of the Ongiiah authorities,
and in the decisions of the courts of that country. The case of ..ir
in 1791 (85) uiiquectionably evinces that the law of Scotland rests on
principles of an opposite nature.1 But it is not merely in background
•and origin that the two systems differ. A superficial similarity
conceals a fundamental difference in the content and offeet of the laws
of the two oountries."

This dictum is typical of so many modern rationalisations (86) of

the attitude adopted by the common law to perpetuities, perhaps induced

by some fear of 'the sinister influence of the ijiglish rule against

perpetuities' (87) being introduced into Scots law. In point of fact it

is generally agreed that some doubt existed until as late as 1846 ( 88) as

to the legality of private trusts in perpetuity. Put at its highest, the

attitude of the common law seems to have been one of indifference in which

the 'benevolence' referred to by Lord Cooper is difficult to find. Put

at less than its highest it is possible to discover what could be taken .as

flirtations with some kind of a perpetuity principle at various time* prior

to the Buttle decision.

If one looks at the strict entail and examinee the attitude of the

Court of session to the object of their reluctant approval (89) one scarcely

finds /

02. ibid at p. 195
83. (1846) 18 Jur 442
84. ibid at p. 445
85. Bells cases at p. 546
86. 3©o especially J. , Halliday 'The Tragedy of Sasine' (1965) 10. Jur.

Her. (U.S.) at pp 105/106
"
.g .in the sacrod English doctrine against perpetuities (which vexes

Scottish lawyers not at ail) has resulted in suoh comic clauses as that
which specifies the endurance of a trust for a period ending upon the
expiry of a stated number of years after the death of the survivor of the
doocend-snts of His Late Majesty King George the Pifth alive at the
execution of the dood,"
Bee also 1.3. smith supra.

87. Per lord honor in Hair's Icoo. v. ..illjams 19',5 . J. (hi) 47 at p. 53
mocking the attitude of cortaln members of the court below.

38. writes v« supra
39. In Creditors of the Tori of Annandale v. Viscount tosotmt 11652) 13994



finds a picture of benevolence, or even of indifference. (90) As early

as 1677 in Rothes v I'elville (9l) Fountainhall, speaking of the clauses

fencing the prohibitions, could say that "the President in his system has

declared hixiself no friend of these clauses," And 3tair was equally

hostile. He wrotet (92)

"Clauses do Eton aliendo or non contrahendo debituxa are most
unfavourable and inconvenient, especially when absolutes for first
commerce is thereby hindered, which is the common interest of mankind)
secondly the natural obligations of providing wives and children are
thereby hindered whioh cannot lawfully be omitted; thirdly it is
unreasonable so to clog estates descending from predecessors left us
whereby they have the shadow of an ©state •••••"

Erskine writing in 1773 was of the same opinion. Ee said: (93)

"As to which it nay be promised that though such entails appear to
have been first brought into use as for back as Hope's time yet they were
generally accounted not only contrary to good conscience, as they cut off
the right of the lineal heir «•••. but also inconsistent with the genius
of our law as tlioy sunk the property of land, estates and created a
perpetuity of liferents."

Indeed this approach was reflected in the courts where a strict approach

vras adopted so that the entail was 'interpreted with rigour'. (94) As a

rc3ult the reports are full of cases where the courts have reduced an entail

because a formality has not been complied with, or because on its 'true*

construction a particular clause contains the possibility of a loophole.

This is further confirmed by the note in the fourth edition of htair's

Institutions, published in 1824. The note reads: (95)

"We now proceed to the construction of entails. That has always bean
accounted strict! iuris •••••

But, though the principle of strict interpretation be applicable to
entails, yet a very marked difference in viewing this subject has lately
been introduced. The principle entertained during at least the last half
of the late century, and some years of this, was that entails, being
calculated /

90. For a detailed discussion of the decisions on the construction of clauses
in entailed settlements me below Chapter III sections 3*3, 3,4 and 3,5,

91. (1677) 3 Bro. 3upp. at p 170.
92. Book II, Tit, III. 58.
93. Book II, Tit. VIII. 25.
94. Duke of neansberrv v. Iktrl of „aaysa (1807) M. Tailzie Ann, .art I 44
95. atp»271*



calculated to put land extra comerciun were to be considered as public
evils which ou^it to be got rid of, or softened on every occasion in which
the language could liberally allow it, however contrary the construction
might be to the manifest intention of the entailer (96)."

It had long been established that a straightforward perpetuity of

liferents might fall foul of the feudal principle that a fee nust not be

in pendente. (97) e wo have seen, Erskice was of the opinion that the

use of the strict entail wa3 simply a way of achieving this via the back

door and that accordingly entails were to be deprecated. (98)

But the change case with the increasing use of the trust as a means

of settling property, ror the vesting of the fee in trustees overcame such

objections as this.

And it was, of course, in aonneotion with trust dispositions that Lord

Cooper's remarks wore made. But even here, as late as 1846, it could bo

seriously and strenuously argued that a trust should be reduced because it

tended to perpetuity (99), and If one examines the judgements in decided

cases, again one finds dissatisfaction ana hostility to the idea of

perpetual settlements.

Thus in H'liair v h'ftair (loo) which is really -the first case on this

topic reported in any detail, the oourt was divided over what policy to

adopt and eventually came down in favour of the limitation in question by

a majority (lOl). However in that case there were clear statements against

permitting /

96. citing I.ozbur/rhe v. Bellendcn Ker (lOCO) II. Anu (gailsie) 18; on remit
from II.L.j F.C. 17th June 1313 and 2 Low 151. .JLso Roxburahe v. Jon

U^gippc (,1734) 1. pr, $ g,t„ IU& See further, Chapter III, section 3.5
97. Soe below, Chapter III, note 241.
98. For a detailed discussion of the perpetuities aspect of the liferent

rules see Chapter IV, section 2.
99. In the Cuttle case, supra
100. This case is reported in throe places. Hut in horz*i30n'o Dictionary K.

16210 is the least satisfactory, giving only a summary of the arguments
without giving any details of the judgements. 'Hie report in Bell's cases
(1790-92) at p 546 gives a good account of the arguments employed tut a
somewhat incomplete record of the judgements. i'his report is best
supplemented with the note of the case in 5 .«• 8 S. at pp 187-191, (the
note is to the btrat.Ijr.ore oaao).

101. Hie majority and indeed the judges differ according to the reports. It
appears that Lords Cwinton, Campbell and Alva (not mentioned in Bell's
reports) were against the trust, that Lords Konboddo and Macqueen were for
it| and that Lords Eskgrove and Junsinnan were reluctant to let it stand,
but could find no valid reason to reduce it. According to the note in
Wilson and Shaw's reports, Lords Hendorland and Eailes were at some stage
involved /
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permitting perpetual trusts. Thus Lord Swinton stated that he had always

heen against perpetuities and Lord President Campbell was much troubled by

the point. He said? (102)

"Trust settlements are usual with us and admit of being easily-
extricated when granted for certain reasonable and temporary purposes, such
as payments of debts and securing provisions to wives and children •••••

[The] object of the deod was to secure the capital of tho grantor's fortune
to his children and their desoendents and that this trust should be
perpetual, .hat is this but an entail in a new form?"

The question cams up again in -trathaore v /trathaore'a Trustees (103)

where Lord Brougham delivered his classic statement that the law of Scotland

gave perpetuities 'all maimer of encouragement1, It 3hould be pointed out

that this appears very ouch to have been an ipse dixit for certainly there

were no cases prior to this in which tho attitude of the law had been

expressed in a positive way. =hile it is true that in tho ...'Ilair case the

deed (104) had been upheld, the support it received was more on the ground

of indifference to perpetuity rather than support, at least whore trusts were

concerned (105). however as nord Brougham's statoiaent has been cited with

approval in the ..aitiu case (106) tho judge ent should be examined with some

closeness, and when so extuaineu it appears that Lord Jrougham was not nearly

so emphatic as at first sight he appears to have been,

;arly on in his judgement when he referred to the decision of the Court

below he said: (107)

the Court below have cone to the riapit judgement in saying that
tliis is not, by the law of .-Scotland, such a perrietuity as a man may not create
with regard to the real property of which ha is unlimited fiar."

If /

involved also. Lord Benderland was apparently in favour of the deed
whereas Lord Bailee was definitely against it on the ground of perpetuity.

102. 5 u & S. at pp 189/190
103. (1831) 5 . & si. 170
104. In Cngland this would certainly have been void under the modern rule

against perpetuities and probably under the old rule as well.
105. dee below. Chapter III, section 4.
106. ( .1846) 18 Jur. 442.
107. b <<• & o, at p 194



If that passage is taken alone it would seem to imply that, by the

law of Scotland, there did in fact (or at least there mi^vt) exist such

a perpetuity as might not be created. On the other hand, without more,

it could be argued that such an interpretation is strained and is reading

too much into the statement.

But there is more, Several cases wore cited in favour of some

principle against perpetuities. The first of these was the Barholm case

(108) which His Lordship dismissed as inextricable, 'The next was the

M*Hair case which was explained as not providing any authority against

intelligible but perpetual trusts. The third of -these was Lord Hyndford'a

case, which does not appear to havo been reported, but which was referred

to in I-l'Nair. 'The ilyndi'ord settlement apparently clearly tended to

perpetuity, although its provisions were not discussed in detail. In

I!.1Hair's case (109) Lord President Campbell is reported to have said:

"In the late case of Lord Hyndford•s settlements the court vent as
far as possible to sustain a trust deed where tho purposes went a little
beyond what has usually been thought reasonable ana consistent with the
powers of a proprietor with regard to the disposal of his estate after his
death; but lawyers differed with regard to tho validity of that deed,
though temporary in its nature, and calculated for purposes which, in the
case of a noble family were not thought inexpedient or unwise."

Of Lord Lyndforfi's settlement Lord Brougham had this to say: (110)
"That was not a deed for twenty five years, except in one event - In

tho event of one of tiro alternatives happening; but nevertheless that deed
was supported, if I am to take the statement of Lord President Campbell,
He says it nay be supported in so far as it wen temporary, for special
purposes; and what nay possibly reconcile the books on this subject is that
it was supported as far as regards the temporary part, ard set aside only
as regards tho perpetuity,"

.'.gain, /

103. Tulloah v Tailor ii: Heported by Lord Hlchio: in his section on
Tailzie, Ho 48, bit much more fully in the note to the truth ore case
at 5 W, & 3, pp 180—185,

109, according to the note in 5 C, & 3,, at p lTS/'lOG, but not, apparently
in either of tine othor two reports,

110. 5 V. & 3. at p 199.



Again, the view that the oourts have set aside an intelligible

settlement *as regards the perpetuity1 is hardly evidence of 1giving all

manner of encouragement1 to perpetuities.

But there is more to come. Bven with, this, had Lord Brougham then

gone ahead and treated the settlement before him as valid, notwithstanding

its being perpetual nature, his classic dictum would still carry groat

authority. But ho aid not, for lie went on: (ill)

"Here it is not contended that the perpetuity be supported, nor i3
that contention necessary to support the judgement of the court below. I
do not mean to say that there may not be an extremely good ground for
setting aside an accumulation which is to go on for ever

l/ith the best will in the world it is difficult to see, in view of

statements libs this, how Lord Brougham'a judgement can properly be node a

foundation for a view that the Jcots common law tended to encourage rather

than discourage perpetuities. All he appears to be saying is that the

settlement in front of him is neither inextricable nor bad for perpetuity.

But, if 30, what of his statement that .cots law gives perpetuities all

manner of encouragement? It is suggested that d o most appropriate comment

on this is that of Lord Hackay in Lindsay's .xsoutors v orsvth: (112)
"flie view of Scottish law on perpetuities is not very definite and I

do not propose in the circumstances of tills case to enter into any attempt
of mine to define it ..... Generally speaking perpetuities are not so
obnoxious to the outlook of sottish law as they arc found in nglish law,
where early statutes are construed as almost negativing all perpetuities.
In the ~tratlmiore oaso. Lord roughara said this: (113j * In cotland the
law instead of discouraging perpetuities gives tliem all manner of
enoouragenent, and ..... permits you to tie up property for over and ever.*
Had it stood there, there would have been no question left. In the eassage
in 'question however, I have always thought that Lord Brougham, as lie
sometimes did, wen using a sarcastic exaggeration.'

fhus /

111. ibid.
112. 1940 B.C. 568.
113. 5 . & s. at p 195.
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Thus far it has been attempted to show that the common lav; of

Scotland gave little encouragement to the creation of perpetuities. But

on the other hand there is little to show that where the settlement was

by way of trust it did very much to control thorn either. It might be

that some of the remarks of Lord Brougham quoted above could be cited in

support of such a contention, 'out the clearest indication of a possible

flirtation with an anti-perpetuity policy ooraee from a case thirteen years

later, decided by the same judges who, two years afterwards decided the

The case was Lason v Jkinner (114) and in itself was not very

remarkable. Like the .'trathmorc case it was concerned with an accumulation

trust but, unlike the 'trathnore case, this settlement was eventually

reduced by the First Division as being inextricable because it was shown

that, on the basis of accountancy evidence the provisions of the

settlement were unworkable. The point of interest centre3 around the note

of the Lord Ordinary, Lord Cuninghaao, to the 'irst Division, the relevant

part of which reads as follows: (115)

"Juppose the will cud the schedule to have been validly executed as
writs, the enquiry on the merits, which requires no extrinsic proof would
next fail to be considered, whether the deed itself is no irrational,
delusive and inertr J cable as to be void at coeeioii lav;.

The relevancy of that ground of reduction cannot be doubted. It is
true that the Thellusson .ot uoes not apply to the disposition of landed
property in Scotland} and in the stratlaaore case a trust for thirty years,
and the lifetime thereafter of certain parties specially excluded, was
sustained as founded on well-defined and not irrational purposes; but
nevertheless, the law in questions of this nature, as stated by Kr. Bell
in hia Commentaries (llS), has been understood as incontestable, in that it
is laid down that ' -hen the will becomes inextricable, or .'hen it is intended
for too distant a contingency. it will be inefficient at common Jew'. That
doctrine was in substance acquiesced in by the lord Chancellor (Brougham) in
the Gtrathmorc cage; and it is apprehended that the present case falls
clearly within the rule thus announced .....

If /

114. (1844) 16 Jur 422.
115. ibid at p 424.
116. vol i at p 3G. The relevant passage reads: "Trustees may be invested

with a power to accumulate profits for particular purposes or
destinations; to sell lands and apply the price; or to realise funds
and purchase estates, and their powers and duties will depend on the
terras of their appointment. But wherever a will becomes inextricable,
or where it is intended for too distant a contingency, it will be
inefficient at common law



If this be a correct view of the import of the settlement and scheme,
an estate now yielding £120 per annum and worth from £3,000 to £4,000
capital, [will be] being hoarded and withdrawn from commerce for eighty-four
years Surely if any trust be void from undue accumulation and from
the shadowy and remote nature of the contingent interest given to the
respective beneficiaries, the present is a case of that description."

The First Division were at pains to point out that they agreed with the

views of the Lord Ordinary, only Lord Fullerton adding a qualification: (117)

"I do not hold that it is incompetent to make a settlement which is to
go on for ever} but then the accumulations must have a definite object.
The beneficial interests must merge immediately as in the case of a
charitable endowment." (118)

Now, phrased as it is, with mention of 'too distant a contingency' and

the 'remote nature of the contingent interest' one oould be forgiven for

thinking that this passage contains the germ of a rule against remoteness

(119) having similar considerations to those of Lord Nottingham's rule. By

this it is not intended to suggest that the Lord Ordinary's note can be

construed as suggesting that the modern English rule against perpetuities

with all its various ramifications was applicable. But it does point to a

problem of remoteness and it is that problem which gave rise to the English

rule.

Two years later came Suttie's case (120) heard by the same Lord

Ordinary, Lord Cuninghame, and then by the First Division constituted by

exactly the same four judges as sat in Mason v Skinner. Here the result

was emphatically different, the Court rejecting any suggestion that Scots

law contained a rule against perpetuities. Lord President Boyle dealt with

the /

117. (1844) 16 Jur. at p 425
118. Compare Parker and Mellows - The Modern Law of Trusts (1970) 2nd Ed.

"Since mediaeval times English law has been subject to the tension
between two conflicting influences. Land and other property owners
have desired to tie up their property indefinitely, usually for the
benefit of their family, or for some institution or cause, while the
courts and legislature have always felt that it is in the interests of
the nation as a whole that wealth should circulate freely and not be
inalienable. The result has been a compromise. Property may be tied
up indefinitely for a purpose which the law wishes to advance, namely a
charity. Otherwise property may be tied up, but only for a
comparatively short period."

119. Compare with Lord Nottingham's view in The Duke of Norfolk's case - see
note 34 above - 'especially if they be not of remote or long consideration'.

120. (1846) 18 Jur. 442.



the natter very shortly. He said: (121)

"After perusing the cases for the parties now submitted to us on the
report of the Lord Ordinary, I am unable to see any sufficient reasons for
sustaining any of the conclusions of this action, at least in hoc statu.
The elaborate discussion in the case for the pursuer, and by which it is
endeavoured to got the letter of the distinction between the law of England
and Jcot land with regard to perpetuities, however ingenious it is, does not
appear to me to be at all successful as it is manifest that our law by no
means views them with the abhorrence in which tliey are hold both in the
language of the dngliah authorities and in the decisions of the Courts of
that country."

This approach was echoed by the three other members of the Court, only

Lord Mackenzie showing the slightest doubt, sad then not on the correctness

of the Lord Preside it's statement of the law. He saidi (122)

"Nor is the Juration of trusts restricted by law. There are numerous
instances in the cases of mortifications, and of trusts for the foundation
and maintenance of schools and hospitals, end for other c liaritable purposes,
which are so constituted as to be calculated to exist to perpetuity? but
though these trusts have given rise to much litigation, they have never been
challenged on the ground of illegality because they were to endure to
perpetuity. he tlier such trusts are consistent with the interests of the
public might indeed give rise to a shrewd education of political economy} and
it might, as a question of political economy, be argued, that such trusts to
perpetuity ought not to be sustained, unless it wore made out to the
satisfaction of high judicial authority that there gas a nigh and permanent
utility in putting funds extra commerciua. ,e have no statute, no law,
however to prevent the creation of such trusts; and though the abstract
question as to the policy of permitting them may be a curious speculative
question, it does not..fall within our consideration."

Of hnaon v ..hinner (l2*i) counsel against the settlement mad© nuoh, but

while the Lord Ordinary felt it might have some relevance, the first ivision

were not impressed, feeling that that cose was authority only on the point of

inextricability nd that no question of inextricsbility arose in the case

before thorn. They wore thus free to enunciate the broad principle that

perpetual settlements as such wore not abhorrent to die law of ...cotluod.

4. /

121. Ibid at p. 445
122. ibid
123. (1844) 16 Jur. 422.
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4.

In this chapter we have traced the meaning of perpetuities and the

origins of perpetual settlements in Scotland and in both cases there has

been found to be a closo connection between ideas and situations

prevalent in England end those in ScotL-nd. Yet in spite of this the

Scottish courts took up a decidedly different position with relation to

perpetuities from that taken up in England. It is with the reasons for

this difference that the next two chapters are concerned. The suggestion

is that the reasons arc largely historical and that as a result of

examining the development of perpetual settlements in Scotland -aid

referring back to the relevant developments in the 30uth, an

understanding of the Scottish common law position can be obtained.

Accordingly then, Chapter II will deal with perpetual settlements in

England, but (hopefully) 5ji such a way as to illuminate the subsequent

developments in Scotland, which will be examined in Chapter III.



CHATT.Ht II

PHRP- jxli 1'i'Iiiiia Il'i jAuILIoH Law

As perpetual settlements constitute the very antithesis of free

alienation, it would seem reasonable to assume that they would be found

only where the system of property-holding was 3uch that it failed to

embody the restrictions found in such settlements. Accordingly it is to

the rules to alienation that enquiries must first be directed in order

to discover the origin of perpetuities.

1. Alienation

Tho nature of the feudal grant was originally very much against the

idea of freedom of alienation. In the feudal context a "grant was not

just an act of creation, an event which left tho creature having an

independent existence. The grantor could reach out into the future

because he and his heirs would always be there controlling the grant", (l)

It is important to emphasise this aspect of control, for the feudal grant

would normally entitle the feudal lord not only to service or rent from

the grantee but would also bring him within the ambit of his jurisdictional

powers as well. The feudal grant, then, far from being simply tlie

conveyance of a parcel of land using feudal conveyancing forms was

originally the means whereby a political and social, as well a3 a legal

and economic, relationship came into being. It was the breakdown of this

control, the erosion of the political and social elements of the

relationship, that brought about freedom of alienation.

In /

1. Milsom, Historical Foundations of -the Common Law (London 1969) at p 140.



In England this erosion occurred early in her history, and although

some of the trappings remained until 1660 (2) the process was effectively

complete by 1290 at the latest. Indeed it is known that by the middle of

the thirteenth oentury freedom of alienation by subinfeudation had been

achieved in fact and was both supportable and supported in law. There was

a case in the King's Court in 1225 (5) from which it would appear that, if

the consent of the feudal lord was needed at all, it could only have been

as a formality in the completion of the grantee's title. In addition,

judgements in cases decided in the fourteenth (4) and fifteenth centuries (5)

acknowledge the existence of a general freedom of alienation during the

reign of Henry III. By the time of Bracton's treatise, written between

1250 and 1258, this state of affairs had come under attack, for Bracton'3

work contains an attempted justification of the freedom to subinfeudate in

that while it might cause 'damnum' (economic loss), it caused no 'injuria'

(injury to legal rights), even in cases where the vassal subinfeudated

without reservation of services.

This whole process culminated in the passing of the Statute Quia

Emptores (6) which, while limiting the method of alienation to substitution,

confirmed that such alienations might be made without restriction.

It would appear that the legal instrument as a result of whose use

freedom of alienation was achieved was the feudal warranty, which had earlier

played a significant part in establishing the principle of heredity. The

essential point was that in any grant of land, whether by substitution or

subinfeudation, the grantor would normally warrant the title of the grantee,

either /

2. Tenures Abolition Act 1660.
2. Bracton's Note Book No, 1024.
4. See esp. (1246) Lib. Ass. f. 73 ann. 20 pi. 17; (1252) Lib. Ass. f. 124

ann. 26 pi. 27; (1355) Lib, Ass, f. 160 ann. 24 pi. 19.
5. See (1412) Y.B. 14 Hen IV f. 4 (Mich. pi. 6).
6. 1290 18 Edw I.



either expressly or by necessary implication. Thus where A made a grant

'to B and his heirs', A put himself under an obligation to warrant B's

title, an obligation, the burden of which passed to A's heirs, just as the

benefit of it passed to B's heirs, on death. The result was an

obligation to warrant which effectively prevented A's heirs from claiming

the land for themselves. It is not known exactly when this development

occurred, but in the case in 1225, referred to above, the principle was

upheld. By the time of Bracton the principle had been rationalised so

that it had become a principle of substantive law that the words 'and his

hairs' in a grant or conveyance gave no interest to the individual heirs,

but rather defined as inheritable the character of the interest granted.

Thus the position was arrived at whereby a grant 'to B and his heirs' gave

an interest that was inheritable; if it was inheritable, it was a fee;

and if it was a fee it was alienable.

Prom the thirteenth century, then, there was first a practice, then

a rule, and ultimately a tradition of general freedom of alienation in

English law, a tradition which destroyed the inviolability of the entail

after 1472 (7) and which provided the background against which the great

perpetuity cases of the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were

decided (8).

But although it was the imaginative use of the feudal warranty which

brought about the change in the nature of the interest granted, nonetheless

it seems clear that there must have existed pressures which stimulated the

creative use of this conveyancing tool, and further, pressures that did not

exist in Scotland, for although Soots feudal law possessed (and in its

developed /

7. Taltaruia's case (1472) Y.3B. 12 Edw 17 Mich. f. 14, pi. 16; f. 19, pi.
25; 13 Sdw IV Mich. f. 1. pi. 1.

8. For a detailed account see Holdsworth - History of English Law vol. III.
Milsom Ch. 6 and 7.
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Royal Court3 at the expense of the baronial jurisdictions.

'.Diether this wa3 the ultimate objective of the exercise is doubtful.

It is probable this was simply one facet - possibly even a side-effect -

of the centralisation policies of the early Plantagenets, designed to

achieve a concentration of power and wealth in the Crown. (13)

Inevitably this would involve the courts as they were political and

administrative instruments and sources of revenue as well as tribunals

for the dispensation of justice, (14) and expansion of royal jurisdiction

and power would generally be at the expense of that of the baronage.

Certainly by Bracton's time the emphasis had moved from questions of

jurisdiction and control to issues of finance, reflecting, perhaps, the

fear that the erosion of the political value of seignorial rights was

becoming also an erosion of their economic value as well, a fear that is

apparent in the protests in the Petition of the Barons in 1257 (15). in

the early mortmain legislation of 1259 (16) culminating in two measures

of Edward IJ the first was the Statute de Viris Religiosis (17) which

prohibited the acquisition of land by the Church or ecclesiastical bodies

except /

13. see P. Jouen des Longrais - 1Henry II and his Justiciars - had they a
political plan in their reforms about seisin?" (1962).

14. As demonstrated, for example, in a recent 3tudy of the Royal Courts under
John and Henry III, 'The King and his Courts' by R.V. Turner (Cornell
1968). Thus at p 200
"John seems to have been guided by self-interest in the supervision of his
courts; in some cases his motives were financial gain through the offering
of favors, in others his motives were political advantage ....."
and at p 277

"....« Although Henry III was perhaps less vigorous than John in his
supervision, the Royal Courts could still be made to serve as instruments
of royal policy and the Judges could still feel his personal will. The
justices continued to be careful to protect the king's rights in cases
touching his possessions and they could still hand down judgements that
must have been politically inspired."

15. 1257 c 27.
16. The Provisions of Westminster 43 Hen III c 14.
17. 1279, 7 Edw I.
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except by royal licence, and the second was uia Emptores (18) itself by
which the economic benefits of lordship were preserved in return for the

last vestiges of seignorial control of the fee.

Commenting on uia Emptares, Milsom graphically describes this change,

lie writes: (19)

"The statute epitomises in a few lines the changes of a century and
more by which groat social forces had been channelled into technical rules
about property. Consider its opening words: 'Forasmuch as purchasers of
lands and tenements of the fees of great men and other lords have many
times heretofore entered into their fees, to the prejudice of the lords *
These may be compared with a passage in an ordinance made just thirty years
earlier by the county court of Chester: '..... that none shall make grant
to anyone in the fee of another, nor shall anyone presume by grant to enter
the fee of another, without first securing the consent of the chief lord
of the fee ' ' 20) This is the language of lordship as power, with
the chief lord of the fee able to control the holdings within it; and
although the concept was still living the reality was dead. The county
court of Chester was fighting against history; and by the date of its
ordinance there was probably general agreement elsewhere that a lord
could not prevent any alienation by his tenant, who had become in our
language an owner of property. If he granted it away by subinfeudation,
there was economic damage to the lord. If he granted it away by
substituting the grantee for himself as immediate tenant of the lord,
there was of course even more direct damage of the same nature if the
grantee was an undying church; and this is why mortmain continued to be a
problem after Ouia Jmptores. -Jut the more obvious and invariable damage
of a substitution is to the feudal relationship: the lord cannot even
control who is to be his immediate tenant, let alone who is to have
subordinate interests within his fee. All this is admitted by tjuia Emptores
which expressly empowers tenants to alienate at their own free will so
long as they do it by substituting their grantees for themselves. The
feudal realities are recognised as dead, and the economic realities are
saved."

Precisely how seignorial control was reduced to a mere shell will

probably never be known, but two principal instruments appear to have been

the /

18. 1290, 18 Edw I.
19. Historical Foundations of i;he Common Law at pp 98/99.
20. 1260. Cited in I. '.T. Plucknett - "The Legislation of Edward I"

(Oxford 1949) ut p 108.



the Assizes of Hovel Disseisin end. Mort D' ancestor, both being posaessoiy

remedies provided by Henry II.

Novel Disseisin was provided in 1166 by the Assize of Clarendon as a

summary remedy to enable the tenant put out of his holding to get back in

again. Within the living feudal system in which it was conceived (as

opposed to the formal shell it subsequently became), Ilovel Disseisin

appears to have been directed against abuses of seignorial authority.

Defences were available, the most common plea in the early cases being

that of 'proper seignorial action'. But in the context of twelfth and

early thirteenth century justice, to avail oneself of this defence would

involve great inconvenience and expense. In purely economic terms it

would often not be worth the trouble for a lord to challenge the claim

even of a bad tenant. With this lack of willingness to exercise

seignorial rights Trithin the fee against his own tenants actual seignorial

control begins to diminish. Eventually the lord's form of action against

the fee, distraint per feodum, died altogether, leaving distress of

chattels as the last vestige of seignorial control.

The next stage is the reluctance to fulfil his feudal duties of

protection towards his own tenants in cases where they have been turned

out of their holdings by some wrongdoer acting under some pretext of right.

This development is scarcely surprising; after all, what lord is going to

embark upon protracted and expensive litigation for someone else when it

had become too burdensome to embark upon a similar course on his own

behalf. This would account for the extension of the Assize to cover third

parties and for a still further diminution of control within the lord's

own fee.

The /
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The Assize of Northampton of 1176 made provision for a second

possessory remedy - Mort D'Ancestor. This went much further than Novel

Disseisin into the substance of the land law itself, for it made inroads

into the sacred process of giving seisin and its requirements of a

proper grant in a proper form. Thenceforth an heir to real property was

deemed to have the seisin of his ancestor's holding without the

prerequisite of having to go through the feudal motions which could be

gone through later in order to complete the title. Thenceforth the

feudal lord could not even resume seisin on the death of a tenant even

for the purpose of giving it to the hair.

During the later twelfth and thirteenth centuries Mort D'Ancestor

and Novel Disseisin were supplemented by the Writs of Entry, bringing more

matters within the scope of the Royal Courts. With these the transfer

of jurisdictions became virtually complete.

As has been mentioned these jurisdictional powers of the feudal lord

were of considerable political significance, and indeed, from a political

standpoint, were probably the most important that he possessed. The

suggestion is that it was the strangulation of these powers by the possessoxy

assizes by transferring the forum for such actions from local to national

level that changed the underlying nature of English feudalism. With the

political and jurisdictional powers being eroded away, what was left was a

collection of rights with an economic value, or a nuisance value that could

be /
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be turned to economic advantage. As Kilsom puts it: (2.1.)

"Lordship, of course, lingers on for centuries, a truncated end
economic affair, a mere 3hadow. But the world in which land is now
dealt with, and in which disputes now arise is a flat world; equal deals
with equal over mere pieces of property and disputes over these as over
anything else are for the ordinary courts."

2. Entails

The introduction of the entail into English law can be seen

essentially as a reaction to the completeness of the process as a result

of which land had become freely alienable. It can be regarded as a

defensive measure (22) to deal with the effects of free alienation on

family estates and has been so regarded by most commentators on feudal

law. Thus in his 'Feudal Property' (23) Dalrymple writes of the

origins of the entail:

"After the feudal law had been for some time on the decline, it was
again, notwithstanding the general bent of men against it, in some degree
revived by the bent of particular persons.

It /

21. Milsom at p 124. This point is extravagantly amplified at pp 99/100
in which the overstated analogy with a modern investor nonetheless
contains more than a gem of truth. It reads:
"The fee simple has become an estate, 'and his heirs* magic words to
create it, and this estate, this ownership has become an article of
commerce. The feudal services are income, the incidents are capital
gains and land and lordship are being sold for money..... Just as
the grantor in mortmain was usually a benefactor who harmed his lord
incidentally, so the grantor for nominal services was usually a vendor
who chose to sell for a capital sum in money rather than for a
perpetual income of real value. That the choice was made because the
capital payment was 'tax-free1 whereas the valuable service would
enrich the lord during minorities and the like, is of course very likely;
and this may be reflected in the large number of freehold rents in, for
example, the City of London, where incidents had never pliycd any p&rt.
o should think, not in terms ox the modern tax-planner, but of the
vendor's solicitor advising on the merits of alternative modes of sale."

22. See above Chapter I at 2 1.2.
23. (London 1757) at pp 155/156.



It was obvious to the ancient nobles that the allowing [of] land
to come so much into commerce tended to weaken them) by the
prodigality of some and the misfortunes of others of their own body,
their lands, they saw, were continually shifting, into the hands of
people who had formerly been little better than their slaves. In order
to prevent such consequences they invented the artifice of entails, which
took particular estates out of commerce, and with regard to those estates,
revived the spirit of the feudal law."

Hot,'ever, although the origin of the entail can be regarded in such

general terms, in fact the particular measure introduced in the Statute

of Westminster II (24) was almost certainly a reaction to a development

in the more limited field of the family settlement.

It will have been noticed that in one sense the very early feudal

grants were themselves settlements in that they attempted to reach out

into the future and control the succession under the grant. But more

akin to modern ideas of settlement was the grant in liberum raanifcagium.

The origin of this type of grant is uncertain but it was probably in a

custom observed in Normandy prior to the Conquest under which a father

could make provision for his children by way of gift free from all

services. As this gift would normally be by way of subinfeudation it

would create the relationship of lord and vassal between the donor and

donee and would entitle the grantor, in the normal course to rights and

services.

The essential point about this type of gift was that it was treated

as being provisional. The freedom from services applied because the gift

was in law incomplete and retained its incomplete character until the entry

of the third heir. Upon the occurrence of this event services became

exigible and the grant took on the character of an ordinary fee.

This incompleteness had several effects, stemming from the absence of

homage /

24. de Bonis Conditionalibu3 (Stat. Westminster II c l) 13 Sdw I c.l.



homage until the entry of the third heir. One was that the comprehensive

feudal warranty, imported by homage, was absent. Technically therefore,

until the entry of the third heir, the donees were holding in the name of

the donor and in any action affecting their right to the land the donor

had to be joined as a party. Most importantly, on the failure of heirs

to the marriage the land reverted automatically to the donor.

Around the year 1200 (25) gifts in liberum naritagiura began to be

supplemented by those to the donee and the heirs of his body or to a

husband and wife and the heirs of their bodies. There are plenty of

examples from the reigns of Hichard I and John and such gifts became

increasingly frequent during the reign of Henry III, As an example one

can cite a charter of 1252 by which Henry III himself granted land to his

♦brother Hichard to hold to him and his heirs begotten of his wife Sanchia'

with an express provision that the land was to revert on the failure of

such heirs, to the king and his heirs. (26)

At the time such gifts were beginning to become common (i.e. around

1200) the right to alienate without the lord's consent had not yet been

fully accepted by the King's Court, and it seems that when the third heir

actually entered, did homage and obtained the fee, as this fee was of an

ordinary character under the general law, although it might have become

heritable among the heirs general, it was not freely alienable. What

happened was simply that the donor's right of reversion shrank to an

escheat on the failure of the heirs general. Thus when freedom of

alienation came some years later it affected these grants as well as

ordinary /

25. 3ee Pollock ft Maitland - History of English Law vol ii at p 16.
26. Plaoit. Abbrev. 145.
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ordinary grants in fee simple. But it affected them in a peculiar

way with the result that they appear to have been interpreted as

'conditional gifts'. Thus a gift to 'A and the heirs of his body' was

construed in such a way that as soon as A had a child, he acquired a

full alienable fee. Indeed the courts went further. If A alienated

before having a child this would not be treated as making the transaction

void; instead it was to be construed as giving the alienee an estate

which would be good so long as A or his issue survived. (27) Again it

is not known precisely how this development came about but the most

plausible explanation seems to be that of Maitland, who wrote: (28)

"When men were making their first attempts to devise these restricted
gifts they seem to have not infrequently adopted a form of words which
might reasonably be construed as the creation of a 'conditional fee1 • In
the first years of the [thirteenth] century a gift 'to A and his heirs,
if he shall have an heir of the body', seems to have been almost as common
as the gift 'to A and the heirs of his body'. At first, little
difference could be seen between these two forms. In either case the
donor, with no precedents before him might well suppose that he had 3hown
an intention that the land should descend to the issue, if any, of A, but
to no other heirs. But without doing much violence to the former of
these clauses ..... [it could be construed as] 'to A and his heirs upon
condition that he shall have a child born to him.' If A then has a child
the condition is fulfilled for good and all; A is holding the land simply
to himself and his heirs. A mode of interpretation established for one
form of gift may then have extended itself to the other."

Hot surprisingly this doctrine was not popular among the donors since

it would run directly counter to their intentions. Aa these donors would

usually be members of the baronage it is hardly surprising that grievances

as to this principle operated by the King's Court were to be found in their

formulated expressions of dissatisfaction.(29)

At last in 1285 Edward I made a concession to the feudalists in the

form of the Statute de Donis Conditionalibus (30) which enacted:

"That /

27• In modern English legal parlance the interest of such an alienee would
be said to constitute a 'base fee*.

28. Pollock and Maitland vol ii at p 18.
29. In the Petition of the Barons supra.
30. 13 Edw I c.l.
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"That the will of the giver according to the form in the deed of
gift, manifestly expressed shall be from henceforth observed; so that
they to whom the land was given under such condition, shall have no
power to aliene the land so given, but that it shall remain unto the
issue of them to whom it was given after their death, or shall revert
unto the giver or his heirs if issue fail either by an absolute default
of issue, or after the birth of issue, by its subsequent extinction ...,"

Then follow clauses dealing with the detailed application of the

Statute to particular cases.

It will be seen from this that on a literal interpretation of the

Statute it clearly did not create an inalienable fee. Those bound were

apparently only the donees. It followed therefore that, on this

interpretation, the Statute itself imposed no restraint upon alienation

by the issue. Accordingly, then, the Statute, so construed, would make

little more than a dent in the accepted policy of free alienation and

would scarcely iiave 'revived the spirit of the feudal law' as Dalrymple

put it.

But there was a difficulty with that interpretation, a difficulty of

concept. If the issue of the first donee took by descent, as they

appeared to do, since the donee's interest had been limited by the Statute,

must not their interest be limited too? Should not they, therefore, be

subject to the same restraints on alienation as the donee? The point was

raised in 1311 (31) where a case of formedon in descender came before
Bereford C.J. It was admitted that the claimant's father, who was the

donee's son, had gained seisin, and it was argued that the restriction on

alienation applied only to the donee and that therefore the father was

entitled to alienate. Bereford C.J. admitted that this was the legal

effect of the statute but stated that: (32)

"..... he who made the statute meant to bind the issue in fee tail as
well as the feoffees until the tail had reached the fourth degree (33) and
it was only through negligence that he omitted to insert express words to
that effect in the statute; therefore we shall not debate this writ."

As /

31. Y.B. 5 Bdw. II (Selden Soc. vol 3l) at p 117.
32. ibid.
33. Clearly under the influence of the maatagium.
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As one commentator has remarked: (34)

"Thus the vituperations so often showered on de Bonis - not least by-
Scots - are not justified by the Act. They should be directed against the
judges long supposed to have defeated the wicked ends of the statute by their
predilection for freedom of alienation But this ..... influence
towards individualism was alien to the dynastically minded feudal
English baronage to which Bereford and his brethren belonged. Be Bonis as
eventually interpreted is clear evidence of the great strength attaching to
the tradition that land belongs to, and must be preserved for, the family in
all its succeeding generations. The judges were only giving legal effect
to a popular sentiment of their day."

In point of fact this would seem to be overstating the position for

Bereford C.J.'s exposition was not unanimously followed. VJhile there are

dicta (35) from the 1330's onwards suggesting inalienability as an inherent

characteristic of the entail there was nonetheless a case in 1344 (36) in

which the question of the duration of the entail was inconclusively discussed,

but in which the suggestion was put forward that it would not last even for

four degrees. However during the remainder of the century the feeling for

inalienability gradually prevailed so that in a case in 1410 (37) it was

stated as a settled principle that 'after the fourth degree frank marriage

becomes formedon'; in other words that so long as there were heirs of the

prescribed class the entail would continue.

The doubts raised as to duration were perhaps a symptom of or an attempt

to get around the consequences of, inalienability, and as early as I3O6 (38)

attempts were made by using the feudal warranty to bar the heirs in tail.

This attempt however was rendered unsuccessful by reason of the Court's

extending the provisions of the Statute of Gloucester 1278 to cover the case. (39)

Further /

34. Farran - The Principles of Scots and English Land Lav; (Edinburgh 1958)
at p. 143*

35. See esp. per Stonore C.J. in (1331) Y.B. 4 Edw. Ill Tri. pi. 4; cited Y.B.
5 Edw. II (Selden Soc. xxvii note 2) as follows: "Lestatut restraint le
poar le issue en la tail daliener en prejudice de celuy en le reversion
per expresse parol: donqus a plus fort home atteindra son poar restraint
en prejudice de la tail."

36. Y.B. 18 and 19 Edw. Ill 201.
37. Y.B. 12 Hen. IV 9.
38. Y.B. 33-35 Edw. I (Rolls Series) at p. 387.
39. 6 Edw. I c. 3» The Statute of Gloucester had dealt with the case of a

husband's alienating his wife's land with warranty, whether during her
lifetime or as tenant by curtesy after her death. Their son was to be
barred to the extent that he had 'assetz by descent' from his father. The
maritagium would have been common ground between the two statutes and it would
have been but a small step to go from one to the other. The result was that
the heirs came to be barred only to the extent of their 'assetz by descent'.



Further attempts were made during the course of the fourteenth century with

variants on this theme, but were largely unsuccessful.

Of more utility was the 'fine* which was in essence an action commenced

by writ by which lands might either be demanded or charged, which was

compromised by leave of the court, the claim of the plaintiff being

acknowledged by the defendant. According to the common law the title

conferred by a fine was a bar to the claims of all those who, not being under

a disability, did not prosecute their claims within a year and a day.

Although this rule was abrogated in 1361 (40) it was restored in 1434 (4l)

with the adjustment that the period was extended to five years and that in

addition there had to be a •proclamation' of the fine. This was supplemented

by the Statute of Fines of 1536 (42) which enacted that all fines, levied with

proclamations, whether before or after the Act, of any hereditament entailed

to the tenant or his ancestors should immediately after the fine be deemed to

be a sufficient bar for ever against someone claiming the land by force only

of the entail. In other words by the fine it became possible more effectively

than could be done with the warranty to bar the issue in tail.

Given that since Taltarum's case in 1472 (43) it had become possible by

means of a collusive common recovery with double voucher to warranty (44) to

bar the interests of anyone entitled in remainder or reversion, after 1540 a

procedure arose whereby the fine and the recovery were used in conjunction so

as effectively to bar the claims of anyone entitled under the entail.

3. /

40. by the Statute of Non-Claim I36I stat. 34 Sdw. Ill c. 16.
41. Stat. 1 Ric. Ill c. 7. This was repealed and reenacted hy Henry VII in

1489 stat. 4 Hen. 711 c. 24, such enactment being known as the First
Statute of Fines.

42. Stat. 28 Hen. YIII c. 36, (The Second Statute of Fines).
43. Y.BB. 12 Edw. 17 Mich.f. 14 pi. 16; f. 19 pi. 25; 13 Sdw. 17 Mich.f.l.pl.l.
44. For a description of this see Simpson. 'An Introduction to the History of

Land Law'(Oxford 1961) at pp. 118-129.
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3« Perpetual oettlementa

We have 3een that uh.ile land subject to an entail was inalienable,

nevertheless the entail itself was not absolutely indestructible. The

development of perpetual settlements was essentially a reaction to the

practice, or even the possibility, of destroying the entail and so making

the land alienable. In Chapter I we examined the various meanings given to

the term 'perpetuity* and saw how these were derived from the devices used.

What now fall to be considered are the ideas employed in these devices and

the ultimate development of a mile against perpetuities.

3.1. Conditions

The imposition of conditions in the grant was not surprisingly the first

of the ideas tried; not surprisingly, because although the feudal realities

were gone feudal conveyancing forms were still in use in Kngland (and indeed

were to remain so for some centuries yet) and the imposition of conditions

in the grant was essentially a feudal idea.

What was sought to be guarded against was the barring of the entail

by warranty by which the heir in tail was barred to the extent of his

assets by descent. Further if the warranty oould be vouched by the other

interests created by the entailer, the remainder or the reversion, then the

voucher would complete the bar thus permitting a complete alienation in

fee simple. In idea, it will be seen that thi3 marshalling together of

the beneficial interests under the settlement is exactly the same as that

used in modern times to break or vary trust settlements by deeds of arrangement

using the principle in launders v. Vautier. (45) Hen:ever, just as in

modern settlements it was necessary for those interested to be sui juris

and for them to agree, so in those early entails agreement had to be

obtained so that the appropriate vouchers could be effected.

But /

45. (1841) 4 Beav. 115.
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But however difficult this may have been actually to effect it is

clear that by the last quarter of the fourteenth century it was

sufficiently well known to stimulate a reaction. This is known because

of the discussion of the settlement of Rickhill J. to be found in

Littleton. (46) Rickhill's settlement operated to convey lands to his

first, second and third sons successively in tail, "and because he would

that none of his sons should alien or make warranty to bar or hurt the

others that should be in remainder, etc., he causeth an indenture to be

made to this effect, viz. that the lands and tenements were given to his

eldest son upon such condition, that if the eldest son alien in fee, or in

fee tail, etc., or if any of his sons alien, etc., that then their estate

should cease or be void and that then the same land3 and tenements

immediately should remain to the second son, and to the heirs of his body

begotten et sic ultra, the remainder to his other sons, and livery of

seisin wa3 made accordingly." (47)

Littleton's view was that such a settlement wan bad, but interestingly

not on any broad ground of public policy that was to be employed later;

instead his objections were on purely technical grounds, and further were

not directly against the imposition of the conditions, but only against

their consequences. Thus it was pointed out that if the eldest son did

alienate the fee simple would, as a result of the alienation, vest in the

alienee, the reversion would be discontinued and the remainder would

necessarily fail because it would have no estate of freehold to support

it. (48) This in later cases was rationalised so as to become a rule that

the contingent remainder was invalid because of the repugnancy of the

condition to the nature of the ostate granted. Thus in Colthirst v.

Be.iushin. Montague C.J. said: (49)

"[A] /

46. Tenures, paras. 720-725
47. ibid at para 720
48. ibid at para 722
49. (1551) 3 Plowd. 21 at 34-35.
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"[a] condition unlawful or impossible is of no effect to gain anything
by the doing of it in our law ..... If a gift in tail is made upon
condition that, if the donee alien, it shall remain to another, this is
repugnant, for when he has aliened to a stranger, it is contrary to the
alienation to remain over."

Furthermore, Littleton went on to attack its invalidity on the basis

that it infringed the rule that the benefit of a condition or right of

entry could be limited only to the donor. (50) Accordingly then, although

the condition might be good as far as enforcement by the reversioner was

concerned where it was coupled with a remainder, as it would be in all

perpetuities, it was bad and incapable of enforcement by the remainderman. (5l)

A1though there was apparently a similar attempt along the same lines

a few years later (52) the idea was apparently laid to rest until the

middle of the sixteenth century when it was pressed into service to combat

attempted alienations of entailed land by fine and recovery. There was

however one significant development. This was that the condition was to

operate, not so much on the alienations themselves but on attempts to

alienate, the point being that a condition of forfeiture on suffering a

recovery by itself would be useless, for by then the damage would have been

done. The two leading cases in which the imposition of conditions was

tried were Corbet's case (55) and Kildmay's case (54) where the limitations

were substantially the same. Basically they amounted to a conveyance to

A for life, thereafter to B in tail male and in default to the use of

a's heirs in tail male with remainders over. The prohibition was in

the following terms, that if B "or any of his heirs male of his body should

be resolved and determine, or advisedly should attempt, or procure any act

or thing concerning any alienation of or for the said manor, etc., by which

any estate tail before limited should be undone, barred or determined, or by

which /

50. ibid, at para. 725.
51. See below, at section 5*2.
52. In the settlement of Thirning C.J. during the reign of Henry IV. The

exact date is unknown.
55. (1599-1600) 1 Co. Rep. 856.
54. (1606) 6 Co. Rep. 40a. Two other and earlier but unreported cases were

cited as having similar limitations. These were G-errain v. iscot (1595)
and Cholmley v. Humble (1595).
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which the same should not come, remain and he in manner and form as is

limited in the same indenture; that then after that, and before any such act

done ..••• the uses and estates to him limited who should do so, etc. should

cease only in respect, and having regard to such person so attempting, in

the same manner quality degree and condition as if such person so attempting

was naturally dead and not otherwise. And that then immediately, in all

such cases, the uses of the said manor should be to such persons to whom

the uses should come by intent of the same indenture, as if such person so

attempting were naturally dead."

This forfeiture clause was held bad for a number of reasons, but

principally it was said to be contrary to law and repugnant to the nature

of the estate granted to make it cease as to the tenant in tail but keep

it subsisting as to the issue. The report reads: (55)

"It was resolved that it was impossible and repugnant that an estate
tail should cease as if•the tenant in tail were dead (had he issue or no),
for an estate tail cannot cease so long as it continues; but here his
interest was to continue the estate tail, and to cease it in respect to
the party offending only, and not as to any other, which is impossible and
repugnant and against law; for every limitation or condition ought to
defeat the whole estate, and not to defeat part of the estate."

The final development was that found in Mary Portington's case (56)

and emulated in the Scottish strict entails. Here the condition was

framed so as to operate on the doing of any act which prevented the lands

from descending as provided in the settlement, with the result that the

estate of the perpetrator should cease "as if he or she were dead without

an heir of his or her body." On this Fearne commented: (57)

"In the former cases the proviso was repugnant to a rule of law, as
being confined to the avoiding only part of the estate tail, viz. so far
only a3 respected tenant in tail himself, still leaving it good as to his
issue; and also involved something contradictory and absurd in itself,
being to determine the estate tail, as if tenant in tail were dead; which
in fact does not determine the estate tail. Whereas the case of Mary
Portington steered clear of these objections; the proviso there enuring
to defeat the whole estate tail; and to determine the estate tail as if
tenant in tail wore dead without heirs of his body; which really is a
determination of the estate tail."

In /

55. Hildmav's case at f,40b. See also Corbet's case at ff.85b, 86a.
56. (1614) 10 Co. Hep. f.35b.
57. Contingent Remainders (9th Ed. at p. 259).
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In this case the conveyancing technicalities of Littleton and the

conceptual difficulties that stemmed from them were insufficient by

themselves to invalidate the condition. Indeed there was a line of

authority going back to 1572 (58) which supported it. So the court

were faced with a choice; they could decide the matter purely on the

technical merits of the condition, in which case it would have to be

upheld; or they could reject it moving onto the broader, general rule

of policy against restrictions on alienation. They chose the latter,

overturning any previous authority to the contrary, thus in effect ending

the attempts to create perpetuities by imposing direct fetters on

alienation in the grant.

3.2. Contingent Remainders

Conditions went hand in hand with remainders, and it was in connection

with these contingent remainders that the common law made perhaps its most

striking contribution to the perpetuity problem.

3.2.1. Origins and Validity

If a feudal lord granted an estate in possession to a grantee by

subinfeudation, when that estate (59) ended the land would "come back" or

"revert" to him. Lven after the abolition of transfer by subinfeudation

this position was still intact where the grant was of an estate of less

than fee simple and on its termination there would still be a reverter to

the grantor.

In the purely feudal relationship the reversioner would be the seigneur

whose right would amount to a seigneury derived from the existence of tenure

between /

58. The first was bcholaatica's case (1572) Plowd. 708 which permitted the
proviso to take effect, not as a condition but as a limitation, the point
being that a condition ultimately required re-entry by the grantor whereas
a limitation operated simply to determine the estate. This was followed
in Rudhall v. Ililward (1586) Moo. 212 and there are dicta in Corbet's case

(1599-1600) 1 Co. Rep. f.83b at f.86b supporting it.
59. Referred to in both reports and treaties as 'the particular estate'.



between the parties. .After the demise of subinfeudation the reverter,

while no longer derived from the concept of tenure would still exist as a

superior estate for the reversioner would have the highest of all estates,

the fee simple absolute. A reversion then, was what was left in the

grantor when a grant was made which did not dispose of the grantor's

interest completely, in most cases, the fee simple.

Where however an inferior estate was granted but the residue, instead

of being retained, was also granted out then, in the hands of the grantee,

that interest was known as a 'remainder' because it stayed away or

•remained' (60) from the grantor.

Remainders, although scarcely younger than reverters seem to have had

more difficulty in finding their niche in the common law scheme of things.

The problem was that under the common lav/, those who took did so either as

heirs by inheritance or as purchasers. (6l) If a remainderman was to take,

it ought to have been aa purchaser since he clearly was no one's heir.

But if he took as purchaser the fee should vest in him from the date of the

grant. (62) Yet it clearly did not, for it vested in the life tenant who

had seisin and who performed the feudal services.

During the thirteenth century the courts had no solution to this problem.

What happened earlier is unknown, although the answer probably lies in the

fact of seignorial control: the grantor would be the lord v/ho would, in a

sense, constitute the law that would control the grant, and the remainderman

would in effect be relying on the lord's promise to obtain seisin. (63)
As the law developed and seignorial control faded the position of the

remainderman /

60. Prom the Latin 'remanere'.
61. Hence the distinction in medieval English conveyancing between words of

limitation, referring to inheritance, and words of purchase. The
significance was that on the entry of someone taking by inheritance feudal
incidents would be exigible whereas in the case of entry by a purchaser
they would not.

62. As in the Scottish feudal law of liferent and fee where the liferent is
regarded in orthodox doctrine as a mere servitude on the fee.

63. See Milsom at p. 161 citing Bracton (see note 64) concerning a case in 1220
where remainder was described as a •conventio'.
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remainderman became less and less secure since, not being an heir, he had

none of the heir's remedies open to him. Bracton stated that there was a

writ designed for the remainderman and promised that later in his treatise

its form would be given (64) but in fact neglected to do so. He referred

to the remainderman as a 'quasi-heir' who took by substitution according to

the form of the gift and certainly after de Donis (65) that is precisely

how he was treated.

.(here the remainder was contingent another, and, in the feudal context,

more real and practical problem, presented itself, for where the remainder

in fee was contingent, to whom would the lord look for his services?

In the earliest examples, while the problem was recognised it was not

considered as fatal to the grant. Thus in 1309 there was a fine which was

reported thus: (65)

"B grants the tenements to Robert and renders them to him in his court,
to have end to hold to Robert for his whole life, of the chief lord of the
fee; and after the decease of Robert the tenements are to remain to C and
the heirs of his body begotten, to hold of the chief lord of the fee; and
if C die without heirs of his body the tenements are to remain to the right
heirs of Robert to hold of the chief lord of the fee.

Bereford J. asked who was to do homage."

In other words the position seemed to be that if arrangements could be

made covering the question of services the court would not invalidate the

gift. However, whatever arrangement mi^t be made, it must not destroy the

right of the lord to have some certain tenant all of the time who would be

responsible for the services.

The next development comes from a case in 1336 (66) from which two

principles emerged. The first was that remainders to persons not in esse

at the time of the gift were bad. This would naturally follow from the need

for /

64. Bracton pi. 86.
65. Y.B. 2 & 3 Edw. II Selden Soc. vol. 19 at p. 4. The first case in which

the validity of a contingent remainder was upheld appears to be (1304)
Y.B. 32 & 33 Edw. I (Rolls Series) at p. 329.

66. Y.B. Edw. Ill Hichs. No. 8.
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for some certain tenant to be responsible for the services. The second was

that a remainder, which though contingent at first, had vested would be

upheld. Decisions from 1336 onwards (67) developed this theme and it became

the general rule that where a contingent remainder became vested in the

course of circumstances, that was enough. So in a case in 1388 (68) the

remainderman died after satisfying the contingency, but before the life

tenant. The plaintiff prayed to be received as his right heir. It was

held that he could be, since the interest of the remainderman had vested

before his death.

During most of the fourteenth and throughout the fifteenth centuries,

then, the courts were willing to recognise remainders to the right heirs of

a living person in cases where that person died before the remainder fell in.

The difficulties with seisin and feudal services were avoided in part by the

device of giving 3eisin to the particular tenant, which seisin was held to

enure for the benefit of the remainderman. This doctrine however had the

important corollary that the remainder was dependant upon the life estate and

that the destruction of the life estate would involve as a consequence the

destruction of the remainder too. This was eventually confirmed in the case

of Colthirst v. 3e.1ush.in in 1551 (69) where the experience of the common

lawyers in connection with conditions was linked with the rules developed in

connection with remainders. After this case the position can be summarised

in the following propositions.

(a) The remainder could not be subject to any condition that was illegal
or impossible.

(b) The right left the grantor at the moment of grant and was carried by
the estate precedent. The remainder had therefore to vest not later
than the ending of that estate.

(c) However, the remainder had not to he repugnant to the estate precedent
and could not cut it short. It might therefore vest before the

termination of the precedent estate, but gave no right to possession
until that estate had ended.

5.S.2. /

67. ibid.; see also Y.B. 11 Hen. IV, 74 no. 14; Y.B. 9 Hen. VI 23 no. 19.
68. Y.B. 11 Ric. II (Ames Foundation volume) at pp. 283-288.
69. Plowd. 21.



3.2.2. The Weakness of the Contingent Remainder

Although the settlement of the validity of contingent remainders opened,

in theory at least, great new possibilities for the creators of perpetuities

by postponing the vesting of the fee until a remote date, nonetheless such

remainders contained inherent weaknesses. These came as Holdsworth has said: (70)

"..... firstly [from] the rules regulating the limitation of remainders;
and secondly [from] the common law principles as to seisin and disseisin, and
as to merger. The rules regulating the limitations of remainders rendered a

contingent remainder liable to fail irrespective of the wish of any of the
parties to a settlement. The legal principles regulating seisin and disseisin
and merger put it into the power of one or more of the parties to the settlements
to destroy the contingent remainder limited by that settlement. A contingent
remainder was therefore a very precarious interest."

(a) It will be remembered that one of the rules confirmed in Colthirst v.

Be.iushin. although originating much earlier, dictated that, to be valid, a

contingent remainder had to vest during, or at the latest on, the termination

of the precedent estate. This in itself derives from the old feudal rule that

there must never be an abeyance of seisin; that permission for the vesting of

a freehold estate in futuro would bring this about.

In fact this requirement, no matter how extravagant the theoretical

possibilities of contingent remainders, severely restricted their usefulness

as instruments in creating perpetuities. The point is that as, since Quia

Emptores 1290, a contingent remainder could net be limited to take effect after

a fee simple, if it was to be valid at all, it would have to be limited so as

to take effect after a life estate or an estate tail. If it was limited to

take effect after a life estate, it had to vest within the duration of that

life. (7l) As a limitation in favour of an unborn person must be contingent

it would follow that for it to be valid it would have to vest during an existent

life. Accordingly settlors could not confidently reach further into the future

than the ending of lives already in being.

But /

70. History of English Law vol. vii at p. 104.
71. If it had been limited to take effect after an estate tail, it would of

course have been liable to destruction on the barring of the entail.



But the Elizabethan courts went further. In Chudleigh's case (72)

Popham C.J. enunciated the principle:

"If a feoffment be made to the use of A for life, and after to the use
of every person who should be his heir, one after another for the term of the
life of every such heir only, in this case if the limitation should be good,
the inheritance should be in nobody: but this limitation is merely void, for
the limitation of a use to have a perpetual freehold is not agreeable with
the rule of law in estates in possession."

This, it will be seen, is no more than an enunciation of the old rule

clothed in anti-perpetuity language. But it gave rise to the particular

rule preventing such a perpetual freehold by contingent remainder known as

the rule in Perrot's case. (73) This was that while an estate might be

limited to a person for life, with remainder to his unborn son for life, all

further contingent limitations after that life estate were void.

(b) Because a contingent remainder did not of itself give an estate in the

land but only a possibility of an estate, if the precedent estate on which

it depended ceased before the contingency had been satisfied and the estate

vested, then the contingent remainder would fall also. In Chudleiah's

case (74) Coke enunciated the principle:

"By the feoffment of the tenants for life their estate was determined
and title of entry given for the forfeiture, and then those in the future
remainder were not in esse to take it; for this reason those remainders in
futuro, by this matter ex post facto were utterly destroyed and made voidf
and there is no difference when the estate of the tenant for life determines
by the death or the tenant for life and when it determines in right by his
forfeiture, for in both cases entxy is given to him in the next remainder,
and then if he cannot take the land when the particular estate determines,
the remainder is void."

Accordingly, where, for example, there was a variation of the settlement

by which the precedent estate merged with another and subsequent estate, thus

ceasing to have a separate existence, any contingent remainder dependant on

that estate would fall. In Purefoy v. Rogers (75), for example, land was

settled /

72. (1589-95) 1 Co. Rep. f. 120a at f. 138a.
73. (1595) Moo. 368.
74. (1589-95) 1 Co. Rep. f. 120a at f. 135b.
75. (I671) 2 Wms. Saunders 380.
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settled on A for life with remainder to her son, if she should hare one.

The reversioner in fee, before the birth of the son, conveyed his reversion

to A. It was held that this conveyance had the effect of merging A's life

estate in the fee simple and that accordingly, as the contingency had not

been satisfied, the remainder was destroyed.

Similarly, if the remainder was limited to follow an estate tail, if

the entail was barred effectively then the contingent remainder dependant

on it would fall.

In the latter half of the seventeenth century this particular form of

destruction began to be countered by the devices of limiting, after the

life estate, an estate to trustees and their heirs, during the life of the

tenant for life, in case his estate should be determined by forfeiture or

otherwise in. his lifetime, in trust for him and to preserve the contingent

remainders. The efficacy of this whole device depended upon the remainder

to the trustees being vested so that there could be no possibility of an

abeyance of seisin. It should perhaps be emphasised that this device did

no more than save the remainder from destruction by the tenant for life.

It did not validate any remainder which would otherwise have been invalid.

Accordingly had the life estate determined naturally and the contingency had

not been satisfied the remainder would still have failed for, in such a case,

there would be no one to take the fee, the trust having ended.

3.3* Executory Interests and Trusts

It will have been realised from the above that the rules relating to

conditions and contingent remainders kept the perpetuity problem in check

as regards the interests they covered. Their great defect was the

comparatively limited field that they did cover. While the rules of common

law /
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law governing future interests were being refined and re-refined, shortly

after the Statute of Uses 1535 (76) and the Statute of Wills 1540 (77) it

became realised that the restrictions of the common law rules could be

avoided by creating contingent remainders or their equivalent by way of vise.

The process has been graphically described by Milsom in the following

passage: (78)

"The matter is usually put in this way. At common law settlements of
land had to obey certain rules, especially those governing contingent
remainders. A remainder had always to be supported by a prior estate ana
had to take effect as soon as that prior estate came to an end; this was
because there had always to be somebody seised. But equally a remainder
could not intervene and cut short the prior estate; and this was to prevent
conditions being used to create indestructible settlements. Then it is said
that in equity before the statute of Uses, with a fee simple continuously in
the hands of the feoffees and continuously obeying the law, interests could
be made to spring, that is to break the first of these rules, or to shift, to
break the second. Then lastly it is said that when the Statute of Uses
brought such interests into the law, it was decided after hesitation that they
should retain the plastic quality they had enjoyed in equity and not in
general be subjected to the rigid legal rules. The undoubted result was a
new and distinct class of legal future interests, springing and shifting uses.
They were brought into being by a conveyance expressed as granting the land
to feoffees to uses; and the uses, being at once exposed like magic ink to
the rays of the statute, were transmuted into legal interests."

However, while ultimately being treated differently from legal contingent

remainders, these executory interests nonetheless posed exactly the same

problem. By either, or by a combination of both, the vesting of the fee could

be postponed far into the future. The most reasonable course would have

been to bring these executory interests within the common law rules relating

to contingent remainders. And indeed at one point it looked as though this

approach might prevail. In Chudleiah's case (79) Coke adopted this line of

argument suggesting that the intention of the framers of the Statute was to

revive the ancient common law and that it therefore followed that the courts

should construe such interests as were allowed to exist in accordance with

the /

76. Stat. 27 Hen. VIII c. 10.
77. Stat. 32 Hen. VIII c. 1.
78. Milsom at p. 196.
79. (1589-95) 1 Co. Rep. f. 120a.
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the principles of the common law. In his judgement in the case Popham C.J.

acceded to this argument and laid it down as a principle of law that: (80)

"uses invented and limited in a new manner not agreeable to the ancient
common laws of the land ..... are utterly extirpated and extinguished by
this Act ..... Further there is no difference at this day between estates
conveyed in vise and estates conveyed in possession, for the estate and
limitation of an use ought to be known to the common lav? and governed and
directed by the rules thereof."

But unfortunately this principle was never consistently applied and

throughout the seventeenth century was eroded until it ended up as a parody

of its origin in what became known as the rule in Purefoy v. Rogers. (8l)

that when a contingency is limited to depend on an estate of freehold which

is capable of supporting a remainder, it shall never be construed to be an

executory interest but rather as a contingent remainder.

Other equally ineffectual remedies were tried such as the rule in Brent's

case (82), itself an unintentional parody of the common law rules whereby

contingent remainders could be destroyed by the rules of sei3in. Here the

executory interest could he destroyed by the joint action of the feoffees to

uses and the beneficiaries. Indeed the fact that this rule provided a means

of destx^oying perpetual settlements based on executory interests was often

thought to be sufficient until the decision in Pells v. Brown in 1620 (83) in
which an innocuous shifting use threw up the principle that an executory

interest was not only valid but could be indestructible as well. As has

been remarked: (84)

"This was a momentous decision. Not only did it finally reject the
argument that the legal remainder rules would apply and, in effect, prevent
the existence of executory interests. It also finally held such interests
to be indestructible by any means except by the act of their owners. There
was of course no perpetuity sought in the case itself, because the gift over
was to operate, if at all, upon the dropping of an existing life; but the
mischief was pressed in argument, and subordinated to the hardship of allowing
destructibility.

Perhaps /

80. ibid at f. 138a.
81. (l67l) 2 Wma. Saunders 380.
82. (1575) Dyer 359(b).
83. (1620) Cro. Jac. 590.
84. Milsom at p. 203.



Perhaps this was the better choice. There had been much perversity in
results reached by reason over the entail and over contingent remainders,
allowing the extravagant creation of settlements and countering the mischief
by allowing their capricious destruction. The alternative mode of control
to which the courts were now driven, was to impose some initial limit upon
the reach of settlors beyond which their dispositions would just be
ineffective. Although undertaken by judges, this was an essentially
legislative process motivated by policy rather than logic."

The result was great uncertainty as to what waa and what was not

permitted. Eventually in the Duke of Norfolk's case in 1681 (85) there was

propounded what has become the modem rule against perpetuities. Lord

Nottingham's main thesis was that the time at which the executory interest must

vest was the sole point to be regarded. Accordin ly if it must vest, if at

all, either during or after a life in being it wrduMbe good irrespective of the

nature of the estate that preceded it.

Although the basis of the rule had now been stated as remoteness, Lord

Nottingham had not settled the utmost length of time at which a future

interest could be made to vest. The Duke of Norfolk's case settled only that

it was valid after a life or lives in being. The question as to whether it

could be limited to vest at any more remote date was deliberately left open

and it was eventually settled during the eighteenth century as being a life

or lives in being plus twenty one years plus the period of gestation where the

beneficiary was en ventre sa mere. A variant of a straight period of twenty

one years, depending on neither lives in being nor minorities was also introduced

during this period.

Any lingering doubts were set at rest by the House of Lords in Cadell v.

Palmer (86) in 1832.

4. Rules against Perpetuities

Although the rulo3 against perpetuities developed by the English courts

can be traced back to basic feudal doctrines perhaps the most significant

development /

85. (1681) 3 Ch. Cas. 1.
86. (1832) 1 CI. and Fin. 372.
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development came in the Elizabethan era with the courts ceasing to negative

perpetuities because they conflicted with technical rules and positively

using those legal rules to defeat perpetuities. With the adoption of a

positive approach the policy element came to the fore until, as in Mary

Portington's case (87) even technical perfection was insufficient. In

this section we shall look at contemporary justification of that policy and

examine it3 products, the old and the modern rules against perpetuities.

4.1. Reasons for the adoption of a Policy against Perpetuities

The classic articulations of the evils of perpetual settlements come

from Chudleigh's case (88), from the argument of Bacon (89) and the

judgement of Popharn C.J. (90). Indeed these statements provided the

foundation for a Bill introduced into the House of Lords in 1597 (9l)

designed to abolish perpetuities.

It will be remembered that much of the argument in Chudleigh's oase

was concerned with the position of contingent uses, and the discussion of

perpetuities in conducted against that background. Bacon indeed founded

his argument on the preamble to the statute of Uses (92) and began by

detailing the mischiefs attributed to uses there. He then turned to

perpetuities specifically arguing that they were contrary to public policy,

to humanity, to the discipline of families and to clearness and certainty

in the law. As to public policy: (95)

"We should consider the perils imminent in the present estate; who
see in this time the desperate humours of divers men in devising treason
and conspiracies, - \*ho being such men, that in the course of their ambition
or other furious apprehensions, they make very small or no account of their
proper lives; if to the common desire and sweetness of life the natural
regard for their posterity be not adjoined, the bridle, I doubt, will be too
weak; for when they see that whatever comes of themselves, yet their
posterity shall not be overthrown, they will be made more audacious to attempt
such matters. And another reason of State may be added and that is
the /

87. (1614) 10 Co. Rep. f. 55b.
88. (1589-95) 1 Co. Rep. f. 120a.
89. Works vol. vii (Spedding ed.) pp. 652-655.
90. 1 Co. Rep. at ff. 158a-140a.
91. Calendared in third Rep. Hist. M.SS Com.10. See Holdsworth (1919)

55 L.Q.R. at p. 258.
92. 1555 Stat 27 Hen. VIII c.10.
95. at p. 655-634.
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the peril which necessarily grows to any state, if the greatness of nan*a
possessions be in discontented, races; the which must necessarily follow
if, notwithstanding the attainder of the father, the son shall succeed to
his line and estate."

As to humanity: (94)

"A man is taken prisoner in war. Life and liberty are more precious
than land or goods. For his ransom it is necessary for him to sell. If
then he be shackled in such conveyances, he is as much captive to his
conveyances as to his enemy, and so must die in misery to make his son and
heir after him to live in jollity. Some young heir when he first comes to
the float of his living outcompasseth himself in expenses; yet perhaps in
good time reclaims himself, and has a desire to recover his estates; but
has no readier way than to sell a parcel to free himself from the biting
and consuming interest. But now he cannot redeem himself with his proper
means, and though he be reclaimed in mind, yet can he not remedy his
estate."

As to family discipline: (95)

"Though I reverence the laws of my country, yet I observe one defect
in them, and that is, there is no footstep there of the reverend potestas
patria which was so commended in ancient times ..... This only yet remains:
if the father has any patrimony and the son be disobedient, he may
disinherit him; if he will not deserve his blessing he shall not have his
living. But this device of perpetuities has taken this power from the
father likewise; and has tied and made subject (as the proverb is) the
parents to their cradle, and so notwithstanding he has the curse of his
father, yet he shall have the land of his grandfather."

As to the state of the law: (96)

"If this clause which is put in perpetuities be considered, that is to
say, that the land shall remain upon forfeiture to him who is next in
limitation, a3 if the other committing the forfeiture were dead, it is not
possible for the mo3t learned judge to answer the questions. For there
will be heirs without death, the which is a thing prodigious in our law and
is a common highway to many subtle questions."

Popham C.J.'s attack is concentrated more on the mischiefs to the
family. Thus he said: (97)

" the said construction did tend to the subversion of noble and
great families and to the disinherison of their heirs, so that no land
subject to such perpetuities could continue four descents; for if he, who
is restrained and bound with the provisos of perpetuities, should sell any
part of the land for payments of any debts or legacies, or, if he be taken
prisoner in the war, for his ransom, or for the preferment of his younger
sons, or for the advancement of hi3 daughters in marriage, or for any cause,
or upon any necessity whatsoever he would forfeit his estate; (98) also
when the eldest son knows he shall have the lands and possessions of his
father, /

94. ibid, at p. 634.
95. ibid, at p. 634-635.
95. ibid, at p. 635, '
97. 1. Co. Rep. at xl. 138b-139a.
98. Compare Patrick Irvine W.S. writing in 1827; quoted above, Chapter I,

section 2.2. at pp. 24-25.
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father, whether he will or no, it makes the son become dissolute and
disobedient, so that he will not depend upon the government of his father,
but refuse to be ruled and directed by him. It would likewise occasion
variance and discord in the same blood, and in effect tear the bowels of
nature, for it would stir up the son (upon every supposition of breach of
the provisos) to put his father out of the land; from whence great suits
and troubles would arise, to the wasting and subversion of the families;
and so of the brother and brother, and of the cousin and cousin; and he
who hath such perpetuity ought always to have a counsellor at law at his
elbow, for he cannot do any act concerning his land, but his son, who is
next to the land, watches for a forfeiture ..... Also, if the wives of
such persons become incontinent, and have issue by other men than by
their husbands, this adulterous generation shall inherit the husband's
lands whether they will or noi and this would be a great occasion for
women to offend, when they know their issues shall inherit."

As to the state of the law Popham C.J. was more specific than Bacon

(99), first/to the proprietor, then as to any purchaser and finally as to

any lessee.

"-Also he who hath an estate subject to such perpetuity, if he hath
two several farms, out of which tiro several rents have been reserved, and
peradventure where the several usual rents amount but to 40s per aim.
and he joins both in one lease for life, and reserves one rent of four
marks per ann. it is a forfeiture of his estate: for upon this lease
the usual and accustomed rent is not reserved: so in many other cases if
he do not observe the precise form of the power which is given him it will
amount to a forfeiture of his estate; and within two or three descents
the provisos and limitations will not be so fresh in memory that every
gentleman can, in every lease which he shall make, follow the precise form
of the provisos ..... Also no purchaser would be sure of his purchase
without an Act of Parliament; and where, at the common law, if he had
purchased the land bona fide without notice of the use, he had been free
of the use, he will now be in a worse case, for by the construction which
hath been made has lands shall be subject to these future uses.

Also farmers and lessees cannot have any certain and full assurance,
for suppose a feoffment in fee to be made to the use of one for life, and
after to the use of another in tail, with remainder over, with power to
the lessee for life to make leases so that he reserves the accustomed
rent payable to all those who shall have the reversion; if the tenant for
life makes leases according to his power, the lessees derive their interest
out of the first feoffment, how then can the reservation of the rent be
good, and how can his heir, or he in the remainder come at it? and if a
proviso be added in the original assurance, that the lessee shall pay the
rent, then forasmuch as it is no rent, it ought to be paid without demand,
and if he do not pay it, his interest shall immediately cease by the
limitation of the use "

/aid lastly there was the economic argument: (99)

"And /

99. 1 Co. Rep. at f. 139a.



"And many other inconveniences would ensue upon such a construction
in maintenance of these perpetuities: and so men who overreach the
providence of God and covet to establish their lands in their blood by
these ways are in truth thereby the cause and the wasting and subversion
of their homes

Also the King and other lords will lose their wards, escheats and
other profits of their seignories; for if the said case before put of a
perpetual freehold should be maintained, that no heir shall have but an
estate for life, and that the inheritance shall be in nobody, what escheat
or ward or heriot or other profit will accrue to the king or other lords'?"

These factors then, political, social, economic and legal were the

foundation of the anti-perpetuity policy that ultimately resulted in the

modern law of perpetuities. That these views were genuinely held is

beyond doubt. That they were consistently held is more questionable.

The point was that the monied classes, and particularly the common lawyers,

many of whom made large fortunes out of their legal practice, would often

hold a split view, depending on whether they were in the market for land or

were seeking to establish their house. Hence many of the arguments used

above have a double edge to them and, looked at from a distance of four

hundred years, appear somewhat unconvincing. Of much more relevance would

appear to be the economic consequences of taking and keeping land out of

commerce which were stressed two hundred years later when the problem became

acute in Scotland. However it must be remembered that the debates took

place in different ages; economic theory had at this time not yet reached

the mercantalist stage and socially and politically the period, though post-

feudal, still had many of the forms and folk-memories of the feudal past,

and it is these that would seem to have shaped the English perpetuity policy.

4.2. The Relationship between tlxe Rules

Although the Elizabethan courts took the step of formulating and

articulating an anti-perpetuity policy the instruments used to implement it

were still, by and large, those that were available to Littleton. They

were the technical rules governing seisin and the limitation of estates

consequent upon that and they were pressed into service with some success.

Although /



Although not specifically aimed, in that direction, these rules

nonetheless had the effect of controlling dispositions which were unduly-

remote and indeed produced a shorter period of vesting than the modern

rule. At the same time the influences of these old rules can clearly be

seen, especially in the early stages, on the development of the modern

rule. 3ub there were undoubted differences. Whatever its effect on

remoteness the old rules operated on the limitation itself; the period

of vesting was a very secondary matter. In the modem rale the period

of vesting is all.

Furthermore the old rules were concerned with factual situations, and

not hypotheses. If a contingent remainder did not vest before the

termination of the particular estate it was void; but one had to wait and

see. It was perhaps this aspect which caused Holdsworth to comments (lOO)

"They were inadequate in their contents because they were, for the most
part, merely negative. They condemned certain sorts of limitations, of
rendered them liable to destruction in certain ways; but they gave no
information to landowners what limitations were valid. They laid down no
positive rule for their guidance. What was wanted was a rule which was
both positive and negative - a rule which would tell owners of property
both what settlements they mijht, and what they might not, make."

In a sense the modern rule satisfied this criticism. One feature of

it is the requirement that one must be able to tell at the inception of the

settlement whether the limitation is good or bad - if it may possibly vest

outside the perpetuity period it will be bad. (lOl)

The principal difference between the two sets of rules, though,

related to the types of property they were designed to cover, for the old

rules were meant to cover legal contingent remainders in land, but little

else. The modern rule was meant to cover other interests and in other

property. /

100. History of English Law vol. vii p. 195.
101. However this aspect of the modern rule was consistently criticised (see

for example Morris & Leach - The Rule against Perpetuities, 2nd ed. 1962)
as being inflexible and as producing capricious and absurd results.
Accordingly in 1964 the Perpetuities and Accumulations Act introduced
a 'wait and see' principle for dispositions infringing the rule and
taking effect after the coming into operation of the Act, 15th July 1964.
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property. Eventually, throughout the nineteenth century contingent

remainders were equated with executory interests and in 1925 (102) the

two were completely assimilated, the varieties of future interest being

reduced to one and controlled by one rule - the modern rule.

One result of this has been, perhaps, that although family

settlements were still made, a resettlement took place every generation,

keeping within the perpetuity rules in fact, but achieving the desired

object all the same.

5. The Effect of the inglish Law of Perpetuities in Scotland

The reaction that is most apparent in the more modern judgements of

the Scottish courts in cases involving points with a possible perpetuity

connection is one of nervousness, perhaps induced by the fear that 'the

sinister influence of the English rule against perpetuities' (103) might

be brought to bear on Scottish rules and doctrines. Accordingly

suggestions of the possible relevance of English decisions with a

perpetuity connection have frequently been met with a comprehensive

assertion to the contrary. Thus in Muir's Trustees v. Williams (104)

Lord Justice-Clerk Cooper said: (105)

"Now as I understand it, the English rule against perpetuities is a
rule, or series of rules, of great antiquity and high artificiality,
slowly evolved by the English courts without legislative aid. The
Scottish counterpart is a relatively modern statutory innovation

..... But it is not merely in background and in origin that the two
systems differ. A superficial similarity conceals a difference in content
and effect of the laws of the two countries and that difference seems to me

to he very material to the present controversy. The basic English
principle, as laid down in the leading standard works ..... is that every
attempted disposition of land or goods is void unless at the time when the
instrument creating it takes effect, one can say that it must take effect,
if it takes effect at all, within a life or lives then in being plus
twenty one years and nine months. It will be noted:

(a) /

102. Law of Property Act 1925 s. 161 for instruments taking effect after
1st January 1926.

105. Per Lord Romer in kuir's Trustees v. willjama 1943 3.0. (HL) 47 at p. 53.
104. 1942 3.C. 5.
105. ibid, at p. 11, 12.
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ia) that this rule operates as a limitation upon the power to make certain
kinds of disposition of property; and

(b) that the infringing disposition is void ab initio. The Scottish
statutory counterpart proceeds upon the totally different principle
of imposing no bar of illegality and no penalty of nullity, but merely
prescribing the conditions upon which an interest intended to be a liferent
will or may be transformed into a fee. It follows naturally enough that
an English court should approach the question ab ante ..... But the
appropriate Scottish approach ..... is ex post facto with an inquiry
directed solely to the question whether the events prescribed by the statute
have in fact occurred."

Pausing there for a moment it is apparent that Lord Cooper was either

unaware of, or else chose to ignore, the fact that English law developed

two rules against perpetuities, and that while his statement is perfectly

accurate with regard to the modern rule; the old rule has much more affinity

with the Scottish rules. The point, which the Scottish courts have ignored

is that their own perpetuity provisions were originally essentially of an

anti-avoidance nature, designed to prevent the evasion of the provisions of

the Rutherfurd Act (106) by a conveyance of land to trustees for a succession

of limited interests. This device which was designed to get over

difficulties caused by the feudal rule that a fee might not be in pendente;

and it will be remembered that it was this principle that was one of the basic

elements of the 'old rule'.

However there is little doubt that Lord Cooper is correct in stating that

the Scottish rules owe nothing to the 'modern rule against perpetuities'.

It would therefore seem reasonable to assume that English cases cited as

authoritative by counsel which contain connections with the 'modern rule*

would be dealt with on the basis that the perpetuity point was irrelevant to

the question before them. But instead the courts in Scotland have tended to

go much further and to regard the perpetuity connection, not as irrelevant in

itself, but as a ground for rejecting the relevance of the case altogether.

Thus, /

106. Entail Amendment (Scotland) Act 1848, 11 & 12 Vict. c. 36.



Thus, for example, in Muir'3 Trustees a rule of construction relating to

powers of appointment had been developed in England and it was sought to

apply that rule to a power under a Scottish trust. While the construction

was not inconsistent with the principles of Scots law, it was nevertheless

sought to be excluded by the Court of Session on the basis of its having been

derived from the rule against perpetuities. On appeal to the House of

Lords (107) the decision of the Scottish court was reversed on the facts, it

being shown that the rule of construction was of general application in

several branches of English law, of which the modern rule against perpetuities

was one.

However the substance of the Court of Session*s decision seemed to be

left intact, its being accepted that principles of law or rules of

construction founded on "the specialties of the English rule against

perpetuities" would not be applicable.

There would seem to be several points that arise from this approach.

In the first place it would seem mistaken to reject a perfectly viable rule

of law which could be of general application simply because at some point in

its evolution it became part of, or indeed had its origin in the modern rule.

The fact of the acceptance of the particular principle would scarcely imply

acceptance of, and still less the importation of the modern rule against

perpetuities.

In the second place the approach would seem to be self defeating, for

to ascertain whether a particular principle had its origin in the rules

against perpetuities it would be necessary to delve into the history of both

the principle and the English perpetuity rules. To go to such lengths simply

to exclude what might prove to be a perfectly useful principle would seem to

be absurd.

In /
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In the third place it is possible to envisage a situation where

legislation would render this approach inappropriate. For example the

Accumulations Act 1800 was passed as a direct result of a consequence arising

from the modern rule. In this, or indeed in any analogous case it would

seem essential that the perpetuity background be taken into account.

The specific difficulty in Muir's case arose from the suggestion made

in general terms that English learning was relevant in dealing with questions

under the Scottish perpetuity rules. The suggestion came from Lord Sands in

Stewart's Trustees v. ..hitelaw in the following terms: (108)

"But in view of the statutory origin of the rules we are applying,
[English] authority may perhaps be regarded as standing in a peculiar
position. An analogous question might have arisen in Scotland under the
Thellusson Act, but it did not arise. It arose in England and was decided
in favour of [solution A], As regards legislation against the creation
of 'perpetuities' the question could not have arisen until the passing of
the recent legislation (109) with which we are here concerned. The rule,
however, that, in regard to laws against perpetuities analogous to those
struck at by the Scottish Acts [solution A is to be adopted] has been
established in England. Now, although the Acts here in question apply to
Scotland only, they are Acts of the Imperial Parliament, If it is to be
taken that the English Courts, the only courts which had adjudicated on the
matter had, as regards both the Thellusson Act (llO) and perpetuities
recognised [a particular rule] may not perhaps there be room for argument
that the legislature, in framing the Scottish Acts, had this judicial
interpretation of such provision in view, there being nothing in this
interpretation repugnant to any established principle of Scottish law."

This may be regarded going to the other extreme and, not surprisingly,

was rejected by Lord Cooper, (ill) Its difficulty is that it is equating

specific legislation covering a particular problem, such as the Thellusson

Act, which applied to both jurisdictions, with other legislation which, while

directed towards the same end, adopts a different means of achieving it from

that in England. To accept Lord Sands' proposition is, therefore accepting

that something approaching a common general aim is enough. Similar

objections (from the opposite standpoint) can therefore be levelled against

this view as can be levelled against the Cooper approach. Does it entail

the acceptance of an inconvenient principle of law or construction provided

such /
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such principle is not contrary to any established principle of Scots law?

Does it not also entail, albeit to a lesser degree, any enquiry into the

principle's origins.

With respect, the present writer feels that the middle view that except

in possibly special cases such as a Thellusson Act situation, the fact of a

principle's association with the English rule against perpetuities should be

treated as irrelevant. If it is desired to accept or reject a principle it

should be done on its merits and not dealt with on the basis of possible

contamination or enrichment because of its association with the English

perpetuity rule.

Apart from accumulations (112) the English rule against perpetuities

(that is the modern rule) would appear to have little effect on the

substantive rules of Scots law, although, surprisingly, it is not without

effect in practice, specifically in connection with drafting trust deeds for

unit trust schemes.

Unit trusts originated in London in 1868, the trust form which had been

used for centuries as a means of holding family and institutional wealth,

being adapted for use as a medium for investment. (113) The form of the

first unit trusts was such that a provision was included for their

termination within twenty years, so as to avoid any possible invalidity for

perpetuity. Yet though Scots law has no rules against remoteness, and while

unit trust schemes could not infringe the statutory perpetuity rule,

nevertheless the form of trust deeds adopted by Scottish unit trust managers

still provides for the traditional termination on the original English model,

a praotice unnecessary even in England now. (114)

112. See below Chapter V.
113. See R. Burgess - 'The Development of the Managed Investment Fund' (1973) 18

Journal of the Law Society of Scotland at pp. 277 et seq; and 321 et seq.
114. See Pennington 'The Investor and the Law' (London 1967). See also the

judgement of Wynn-Parry J. in Re AEG Unit Trust (Managers) Ltd's Trust Deed
[l957] Ch. 415 where it was held that the accumulation rules had no
application to unit trusts which provided for the accumulation of income.



CHAPTER III

PERPETUITIES III SCOTS LAW

English Law and Jcota Law

A study of the evolution of perpetuities and perpetuity rules

in Scotland provides a marked contrast to what happened in England,

not only in terms of what was done but also as to why and how it was

done. Perpetuity law would appear to be one of those areas in

which the individual styles of English and Scots law contrast most

clearly.

Perhaps the most significant characteristic of the Scottish law

of landholding has been it3 gradual evolution, gradual, that is, not

only in terms of time but also in terms of principle; only the

context has changed, and in Scotland even that has changed slowly.

Indeed the whole process looks pedestrian when compared with the

more flamboyant developments that occurred In the South.

This flamboyance in England seems to have come from two sources.

In the first place it came from legislation making tremendous changes

in the substantive law of landholding. It may be asked what

legislation in Scotland prior to 1747 made such e shattering impact

on the prior law and on subsequent conveyancing practice as Cuia

Smptores, The Statutes of Pines, the Statutes of Uses and Wills, and

what statute in Scotland had such an effect on the theory of

landownership as de Donis Conditionalibus? In Scotland legislative

intervention tended to be of the type that made detailed amendments

to existing principle while leaving that principle intact. The

various /
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various statutes of the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth

oenturios concerned with the registration (l) of deeds of title

exemplify this; even the Entail Act 1685 was passed in

confirmation of and to give statutory force to a development

which (on one view at least) the comuon law had reached by

itself*

One reason for this may well be the use that was made of

legislative amendments to landholding* In England all the great

pillars of the land law were essentially politically or

financially motivated (or both). As we have seen, de Doni3 was

a concession to the feudal baronage, Quia Enptores an intrument

for preserving seignorial revenues; The Statutes of Pines had

their origins in the Wars of the doses and the Statute of Uses

must be the example par excellence of legislative interference

with substantive legal principle for financial ends. In Scotland

the amendments seom to have been more in the nature of law reform

measures, pure and simple, whatever the political background, even

the Entail Act 1685 can be viewed in this light. Hence Scots law

gives the impression of a smooth, slow, and gradual evolution, in

almost complete contrast to the English position.

Equally important seems to have been the skill and imagination

of the mediaeval English conveyancers, which had seemingly no

counterpart in mediaeval Scotland,

While Scottish legal historians write of "skilled conveyancers" (2)

there /

1. Act of 1469 c.27; Act of 1503 c.89; Act of 1555 c.46; Act 31st
July 1599 (Act Anent the Register of Seasings, Reversions, etc.);
Act of 1617 c.16 (Anent Registration of Reversions, Seaaings and
other writs); Act of 1695 c.13 (Act concerning the Preference of
Real Rights).

2. per (J.C.H. Paton "The Dark Age 1329-1532" in Introduction to
Scottish Legal History Stair Soc. vol. 20 at p.22.



there seem to have been few attempts to see how far feudal concepts

could be pushed in the manner and on the scale that there were in

England. Certainly the developments utilising the potentialities

of the feudal warranty which played so important a part in

achieving freedom of alienation in England were apparently absent

from Scottish usage. Perhaps this is explained by - or perhaps it

explains - Lord Cooper's assertion that! (3)
the Scottish lawyers, nearly all of whom were then

ecclesiastics, would view with instinctive distaste the later trend
of nglish developments, and particularly the empirical effort to
contrive a new tool for every new job, to use that tool only for that
job, and to circumvent occasional obstacles by legal fictions. The
Scottish aim would rather be to use the smallest possible number of
tools for the largest possible number of jobs, to abstract the
general from the particular and to avoid excessive technicality and
needless elaborations."

But these differences are perhaps only illustrative of the

greater divergence of Scots law from English law and it3 establishment

as a separate system. To quote Lord Cooper again! (4)

"For a large part of the period the borrowing from England, or
at least from ITorman law, was slavish, and most of the 'English
remedies and expedients appear one by one in Scotland, though only
after a time lag of many years accounted for by the slov penetration
to the Horth of the system which was being rapidly developed tinder
the lawyers of Henry II and his successors in the Louth. It would
seem however that it was only the English master patents that were
thus infringed. Thus Scotland appropriated such notable inventions
as the writs of right, mortance3tor and novel disseisin, but soon
imparted to thorn national characteristics and never pursued to any
distance the developments and refinements to which these remedies
were subjected in England ....

For over a hundred years Scotland was well content to follow in
England's wake and to appropriate and apply the best of the system
which Glsnvill described. But the age of Bracton succeeded the age
of Glanvill in England, and the Justices of Henry III and Edward I,
having at their disposal large and growing volumes of juristic
material on which to work, pursued with enthusiasm the task of
refining and elaborating the law. The relative simplicity of Noruan
law rapidly became overlaid with innumerable technicalities ••••

Before /

3, David I to Bruce; ibid at p.15.
4. ibid at pp. 10, 14, 15.
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Before this process had been carried very far Scotland dropped
out of the race. For one thing the task of following the English
load was an impossible one under the conditions which then
prevailed. With neither law reports, nor digests, nor up-to-date
textbooks, and with a system of communications which separated
Edinburgh from Westminster by an interval of weeks, Scotland had
no chance of maintaining olose contact with London, and most of
the English provinces must have been completely detached from the
remoter districts of Scotland. The divergence of the two legal
systems would thus have been inevitable ••••

By the time of Bruce the divergence of the two legal systems
was clearly visible in the rejection of new English ideas, in the
modification of ideas already borrowed from England, and in a
general effort towards greater simplicity and flexibility. The
extent of the divergence and the recognition ty England are shown
by two notable instances. There is an English record in 1305 of
a litigation relating to the wardship of the insane in which it was
specifically averred that Scots law was different from English and
a remit was made to ascertain what Scots law on the subject was.
In the same year, when Edward I assumed that he was free to impose
a new legal system on Scotland, his first step was to initiate,
before a mixed Anglo-Scottish advisory council, an investigation
into the law of Scotland."

2. Uiaas&lm

Nowhere is this divergence more apparent than in the development

of the law governing the alienation of land in Scotland; nowhere is

the slow plod of evolution more evident and the contrast with the

style and nature of developments in England more evident than hero.

Of the use of the warranty, of its implications there is little or

nothing except, of course, its normal insertion in charters.

Cex'tainly there is no evidence of any creative use of feudal

principle to achieve relative freedom of alienation as there was in

England.

Of course there is a tremendous difficulty in that there is

comparatively little early evidence, owing in part to the Scottish

records having been transported by Edward I to England, and in part

to the political anarchy which existed in Scotland from the death of

Bruce for much of the succeeding two and a half centuries, factors

which /
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which scarcely made for the preservation of much legal material.

There is one view, however, to the effect that after the Wars

of Independence Scotland tended to take its law from the England of

the pre-war era. Thus C. D'Olivier Parran writest (5)

"Feudal Scotland's land law was, and feudal it had to remain,
for the whole social and economic life of the Soots was ....

irrevocably based on a feudal organisation of society. Barred from
following English developments by new-found national pride, and yet
unable to revolutionise itself on civilian lines, Scots land law had
little choice but to remain in its pre-Edwardian state, borrowing at
a later date muoh terminology and some conceptions from the old
feudal laws of the continent, but in the main preserving the earlier
structure of English land law, which in that country was undergoing,
and was to undergo through the centuries, some very considerable
changes."

It will be seen at once that this view runs directly counter to

what nay be considered as the classical Scots view that Bractonian

technicalities were shunned in preference to the mere purely feudal

doctrines of Glanvil, and indeed sounds strange when considering on

the one hand the fact of freedom of alienation in the England of

Henry III and, on the other, the emphasis on the rights of the

superior to be found in Balfour and Craig, and the fact that there

existed legal restraints on alienating land held in ward until

1747. (6) Furthermore (although this is not fatal to his thesis)

Farran apparently rejects what would seem to be the most promising

line of support.

This comes from the statements of some commentators that a

Scottish counterpart of the English statute Quia Etaptores was enacted

by the Scottish Parliament during the reign of Robert I. (7) If

the statute was genuine, which is doubtful, it would seem inexplicable

that /

5. The Principles of Scots and English Land Law (Edinburgh 1953)
at p.78.

6. 20 Geo. IX. c.58.
7. Stat. Rob. I c.25.
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that its provisions could be or would be imposed on a baronage

that had been a pillar of support during the bars of Independence

taking away, as they did, the power to control who should be their

vassals, unless thin power had, as in England, already effectively

gone. But if this view is right, it ronains to be explained how

the feudal system reasserted itself. An explanation was suggested

by Ross, who put it down to politics, and in particular the rise of

the power and influence of the nobility at the expense of the Crown,

He wrote* (8)

a statute wa3 made in England in the reign of duard I ,...
which takes its title from the initial words, 'Qtt[i]a Bmptores
Terrarun'. It Is unnecessary to give the tenor of the English act,
because it was afterwards transplanted into Scotland verbatim, by
statute of our Robert Bruce about the year 1325 ....

Our own writers upon this subject have supposed that the statute
of Robert was never executed [i.e. implemented J in Scotland; it is
certain, however, that it was executed during the remainder of that
century; and it is the genuine source of our precepts of sasine and
obllgements to infeft a me et de superior© meo. The vassc,ls, by the
act, oould only alienate their lands to be hold of their immediate
superiors; and consequently a man could only infeft a purchaser a
se et do superior© suo, otherwise the sale was null upon the statute.
The superiors, however, refused to obey upon their part, and claimed
a power of confirming the infeftment, In short the nobility at last
took advantage of that part of the statute which strengthened their
own interest, and refused to comply with the other, which favoured the
vassal. Thus the very law which gives complete relief to the body of
the people in England, rendered the condition of the same rank in
Scotland worse than ever. So completely was the act of Robert I
neglected by superiors that, in the reign of Robert III in the year
1400, (9) an act passed, declaring, that 'if the tenant aneillied his
land without licence of the overlord, in that case the overlord might
recognosce them1. Robert III was a weak and unfortunate Prince:
His nobility got the ascendance, and trampled both upon him and upon
the people. After this period it was that the aristocracy continued
to gain strength. At la3t our connection with the French became very
close, and our lawyers and courts had recourse to the written feudal
law upon every occasion. They adopted its rigours and the subtleties
of its commentators, whose inferences always tended to increase the
power, and swell the pride of the haughty nobility and great Crown
vassals."

This /

3. Lectures on the Law of Ccotland (1798) vol. II at pp. 257/258.
Other exponents of the genuineness of the statute have been, notably,
Candford (Entails at p. 32) and Lord Kames, who, in his "Statute Law
of Scotland" (Edinburgh & London 1757) devoted several pages (pp. 350,
432-436) to It, coming to essentially the sane conclusion as R033.

9. Act of 1400 c.l9, section 4.
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This explanation however, while it may fit the political facta,

scarcely corresponds with actuality, many grants by way of

subinfeudation having been found which were effected during the

fourteenth century. Still more surprising is the fact that not one

case appears to have been presented to the courts in which the

supposed statute was relied on. Furthermore, had there been any

translation of the statute to Scotland, one would have expected

Craig to have commented on it. but Craig is silent on the matter,

as is Stair and the other institutional writers. Ross's point, too,

about the origin of grants in Scotland a me et de superiore meo

would also seem not to follow from his premise. Such a grant would

indeed be a substitution, but it would not have been necessary for

the statute to have been passed for such a substitution to have been

effected. buch dispositions, with the superior's consent, were

perfectly in accord with feudal principle.

aa for Carran's main the3i3, the difficulty is his reluctance to

produce anything in support of it. There are, it is true, comparisons

drawn between Glanvil and the Regiam llajestitem, unsurprisingly in

view of the fact that the latter was very largely a transcription of

the former, with detailed local amendments, and his principal

examples, the quantum of land that might be alienated and the existence

of conquest in early idiglish as well as in Scot3 law, both come from

the Glanvilian age and had disappeared by Bracton's time. (10) If

therefore Farran's description is taken as referring to the pre-

Bractonian period of pre- dwardian England he is no doubt correct.

But it -unfortunately cannot bo so taken, for he then goes on to discuss

the Bractonian view of gifts in liberura maritagium a3 conditional gifts

and /

10. 3ee Farran at p. 137.
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and assumes that this development applied in Scotland as well.

Having stated the mechanics of these conditional grants he goes

on: (ll)

"English and Scots law advanced thus far together - we may
assume. There is a scribal interpolation in some M.33 of the
Regiam which shows that Bracton's text probably circulated in
Scotland. Even if it did not, the ideas put forward by Rracton
would be those of all civilians, which the early Scots Judges, being
mostly churchmen, tended to be. Certainly Braeton*3 view that the
donee in tail acquires an indefeasible interest as soon as the
condition is fulfilled, corresponds pretty closely to the conclusions
of the classical Boots law. There is thus a direct chain of
continuity between the views of Bracton and thooe of modern -cotland.
But Bracton's view is very far removed from that of the developed
English law on this subject. This is yet another instance of the
tendency for Scotland to preserve the pre-Bdward I English law."

Now, the only fact offered as evidence for this fantastic

speculative non-sequitur is the existence of a scribal interpolation

in some manuscripts of the Regiam Hajestatea. (12) No date is

riven for this interpolation or even the nature of it. ill the

scholars tell us is that It shows traces of Bractonian influence,

although there is no indication as to any acceptance of Bractonian

doctrines. Farraa then turns to clerical judges, but socle to

assume they occupied the important positions they did in the pro-

Reformation Court of Cession, completely ignoring the decentralised,

fragmented and by general consent, unsatisfactory system of

administering justice in mediaeval Scotland; in short he appears to

be attaching an importance to civilian training that was not obviously

in a position to influence the weight of legal development to the

extent suggested. But then, dubious as these points are, to use them

in conjunction with the fact that the classical Scots law bore sorse

resemblances /

11. ibid at p. 141.
12. Lord Cooper - Eegiam Majestatem (stair Society vol. XI) at p.44.
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resemblances to Bractonian doctrine to produce the conclusion

that there existed "a direct chain of continuity" from one to the

other savours more of fantasy than of fact ami of wishful thinking

rather than logical or historical deduction.

If, then, the r'arran view can be disoarded, we are throvm

back on Glanvilian feudal principle and what opens up before us is

the long, slow and vexy gradual amplification of the rights of the

vassal into something approaching ownership, a process which, as

in jnglamd seems to have ooinoided with the erosion of seignorial

control over the fee.

£•1. Tho cemtaoA, <tf

We saw when examining the achievement of free alienation of

land in fngland that such freedom came with the ending of true

seignorial control over the fee with the result that the lord's

interest changed from the exercise of his political power and

influence to the preservation of the economic value of the

seigneury. We suggested that this change came about as a result

of the strangulation of the lord's local jurisdictional powers by

the operation of the possess&ry assizes of novel disseisin ami rnort

d*ancestor, and in turn that the provision of these remedies might

have been part of the centralisation policies of tho early

Plantagents.

In Scotland the political climate was vastly different.

Whereas by the time of Edward I the power struggle between Crown

and baronage was largely over, in Scotland it had hardly begun.

And when it did begin the results were dramatically different.

Instead of an increasing centralisation of power in the Crown, a

combination /
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combination of circumstances such as intermittent civil war, the

capture and detention of the king by the English, and most

importantly the successive minorities of the Stewarts made for a

period of two and a half centuries during which - with the exception

of short intervals of "strong" government - effective power was with

the baronage. As one legal historian has remarked of this

periods (13)

"The 14th, 15th und 16th centuries witnessed continuous political
strife and economic troubles, recurrent national war, internal
rebellion and internecine feuds, The feudalism on which the
government and the legal system had been based moved in the 15th
century to a position where the central authority was weal; raid strong
barons siesed control in the outlying regions and got from a weak
government powers it was unable to exercise. There developed a
situation whereby the support of the less powerful by the more
powerful magnates could defy the King and the Government. These long
continued wars, diatrubances, disorders and political confusions were
not compatible with the development of private law. Thoy weakened
the strength of the government, broke down the law and slowed down the
progress of social life by which law lives and develops. They
prohibited the normal development of legal institutions and indeed were
all but destructive of the legal institutions we have."

It is hardly surprising, then, that in this climate the emphasis

should bo placed on the rights and might of the superiors rather than

on their vassals, and that such rights and powers should flourish

rather than be stifled. Insofar as there was a political force in

operation comparable to that in England it operated in precisely the

opposite direction not inducing or promoting freedom of alienation but

postponing it.

At the same time the Jeottish counterparts of novel disseisin find

xaort d'ancestor had no effect on the local jurisdictional powers of

superiors comparable to that produced in England, In part this can

no doubt bo explained by the lack of a political dimension on the

part of the Scottish Crown's use of them, although in the case of the

brieve /

15. 0. Campbell H. Paton. "Introduction to Scottish Legal History"
(Gtair Coc. vol. 20) at p.18.
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brieve of Novel Disseisin as constituted by statute of Alexander II

(14) the fact that a target is the feudal superior is ovon noro

apparent than in the rnglish assise, the relevant part of the

statute reading:

"•••• gif ony man plenzies to the king or til his Ju3tioe that
his lord or any othir man his disseysit hyn wranguisly and wythoutin
in rnient of ony thing the quhillc he was befor vestyt and sesyt and
fyndis borowys to folow his plagnt the Justice or the 3chireff throu
the Ityngis commandment sal ger it be knawin throu leil sen and
worthy of the cuntre gif the nan that plenzies sayi3 suth. And if
it be fundin suth be the said asayse the Justice or the schireff
sal restor hym til his landis and the disaeysour sal be in the
Kingis amercyiaent. And gif it be knowin that the playntiff sayis
fals he sal be in the ityngis amercyiaent of 10 libre3."

As for the brieve of mortancestor, which was originally

indistinguishable from its English counterpart, this rapidly changed

its character, the emphasis changing from getting out an intruder to

declaring the title of the heir to succeed.

But the essential point must surely be that the object of the

Scottish brieves was simply to provide a remedy: the background of

transference of actions from local to national courts was just not

there, if only beoause there were no national courts of the

centralised type set up by Henry II in England. (15) And it was

this lack of transference that was the important point, for the

existence of a powerful local jurisdiction under little or no central

control could be and was an instrument of power and influence in the

hands of the proprietor. Indeed as late as 1747 (16) this fact was

expressly recognised in the statute of that year abolishing heritable

jurisdictions, one reason for whioh being that it wa3 felt that their

existence /

14. (1250) Stat Alex II c.7. A.P.S. vol. i at p.400.
15. The two brieves were in fact reconstituted in the I3I8 Parliament,

A.P.3. i p.110 0.13 (novel disseisin) and A.P.3, i p.112
(mortancestor). In their reconstituted form they survived until
the establishment of the Court of Cession - 3ee ItcKechie, Judicial
Process uoon Brieves 1219-1532 (Glasgow 1956),

16. Stat. 20 Geo II c.43.
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existence was one factor in the marshalling of support for the

oause of the Pretender in 1745, and that with abolition such

influence would cease.

But pressure for a different system of administering justice

grew, largely because the local courts were unsatisfactory judicial

instruments, showing little consistency and inspiring little

confidence. As has been said: (17)

"The administration of justice was, however, too much in the
hands of the judges ordinary - the local and franchise courts.
Particularly in the latter part of the fourteenth century and till at
least 1424, these cane to be more and more unpopular, Not only were
thoy corrupt and inefficient but they became virtually independent
without supervision following their own interpretation of law and
giving decisions of interest only to the litigants. It is not
surprising that there was little, if any, public confidence in them.
Various unhappy and unsuccessful expedients were vainly resorted to
in an attempt to secure law and order. 'The dislike of local courts
led dissatisfied litigants to seek their remedies at Parliament and
Council causing continual congestion of business there .... Despite
the lack of redress in the feudal courts there was no true system of
royal justice in operation and Parliament and Council did not
apparently - were reluctant to - adopt a critical attitude towards
the feudal courts."

This reluctance is perhaps understandable. Feudal courts were

part of the very fabric of the feudal system and it was on this system

that society and government in Scotland were based. By its very

nature it would be decentralised and its continued acceptance as the

framework of local government is evident into the sixteenth century.

"The continued acceptance of feudalism as the framework of local
government is evident in the creation of new baronies. During Jamos
IV's reign the pages of the register of the great seal are spattered
with creations of baronies - a cursory examination reveals more than
eighty. Nor had their function changed from that of the twelfth
century: when lands near the Great Glen were conferred upon John
Grant of Freuchie in 1509 they were incorporated into a barony (to be
held in feu farm) so that good rule miiit be established among the
inhabitants and 'to make those obedient to the laws who formerly were
undaunted and disobedient'." (18)

The /

17. G. Campbell H. Baton at p.20,
18. Bee Ranald Nicholson - "Feudal Developments in late Mediaeval

Scotland" [1973] Jur, Rev. 1. The grant quoted is from
Registrum Magni Sigilll vol. II No. 3390.
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Th© groat leap forward cam© with the establishment of the

Court of Session in 1532; and it case for two reasons. In the

first place it was the first centralised supreme court in Scotland;

it had supervisory jurisdiction over the feudal courts which must

necessarily have caused a diminution in the independence and

importance of these feudal courts and jurisdictions. But in the

second place it accelerated the procer.3 of regarding land as an

item of commerce.

Ross regards this process as having began as a result of the

Diligence Act 1469 (19) which provided the neons (by way of legal

fiction) whereby dispositions in substitution could be effected

without the consent of the feudal superior. The Act directed the

Sheriff of the Shire whore a debtor had lands, to value and assign

to the creditor property to the amount of the debt due to him, the

debtor's superior being thereupon directed to receive the creditor

upon payment of one year's rent. If the superior proved reluctant,

the King's Chancery would issue a brieve to the creditor giving him

a right to enter. According to Ross the enforcement machinery was

seised upon by imaginative conveyancers so that land could be

alienated /

19. Act of 1469 c»l2; A.P.8. ii p.96.
"Item to eschew the great hardship and destruction on the King's
subjects (?) and inhabitants of their lord's lands thrown on them
by force of the brieve of distress that where any sums are due
to bo obtained by virtue of the said brieve upon the lord of the
ground, that the goods and cattle of the poor, mean inhabitants
of the ground are taken and distrained against for their lord's
debts •••• And if the sum obtained by the brieve of distress
exceeds the amount of the naill by official sale, they shall go
against the goods ...•
If he has no goods or lands within the said shire the creditor
shall go to the King and bring certification of the ihoriff how
much he wants recovered by the brieve of distress 'and cannot get].
.... If the debtor has no novoablo goods, only his land, the
Sheriff before whom the said sum is to be recovered by the brieve
of distress shall sell the land to the satisfaction of the debt and
pay the creditors so that the inhabitants of the land may not be
hurt or grieved for their lord's debts."

Originally this applied only to apprisings but by the Adjudications
Act 1672 (o.l9) was brought within the scope of adjudications.
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alienated at the will of the vassal with the result that: (20)

"The commerce of lands grew by these precautions more comon
and the superiors came to do with facility what the law would compel
them to perform if unwilling. The security of purchasers increased
as the publio registers rose to perfection; and a greater confidence
in civil business naturally took tho place of the more ancient
jealousy and apprehension. In consequence of thi3 alteration the
price was either immediately paid or a separate bond granted for
it •••• The purchaser had little more to do than pay the price.
All the obligement necessary in the business was on the 3ide of the
seller ••••"

However the evidence - 3uch as it is - doe3 not entirely support

Rosa's conclusion. Between 1478 and 1487 only seventeen transactions

are recorded in tho Registrum Kagni Sigilli in which apprising was

applied, (21) Again in the twenty years 1468-1488 only .sixty sales

of land (that is sales at the rate of three per year) receivod

confirmation under the great seal. (22) Admittedly tho transactions

recorded are only those in which the Crown was involved, but

nevertheless they hardly give the impression of a flourishing market

in land.

It seems more likely, in point of fact, that the upsurge car?©

with the rise of the feu farm which came into prominence after the Acts

of 1504 permitting first the King(23) and then his subjects (24) to feu

out land provided there wa3 no diminution in rental, grassums and other

duties.

Grants in feu farm were not new, having been made by the Church on

a small scale in the fourteenth century and on an equally small scale

by the Crown to the more important royal burghs. By the middle of the

fifteenth /

20. Vol. ii at p.270.
21. Ranald Nicholson op. cit. at p.12,
22. ibid at p.9.
23. Act of 1504 c.30. A.P.S. vol. ii at p#244.
24. Act of 1504 c.36. A.P.S. vol. ii at p.253.
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fifteenth century its characteristics had booome more or less

settled, the holder of the feu being exempt from the normal feudal

casualties of wardship and relief, yet at the same time having an

interest which was heritable find secure so long as he and his heirs

paid the required feuduty. In return for these advantages the

grantee was required to pay a lump sum on receipt of his fou-charter

find the feuduty was likely to be fixed at a figure in excess of the

fomer annualrent of the land, (25)

Certainly during the reign of James III feu farm grants were

rare, as they were during James IV's reign up to the cts of 1504,

Thereafter they increased rapidly and "a general process sot in of

converting royal tenants into feuars feu farm became the almost

universal tenure of small parcels of land and a very usual tenure

even of larger estates granted by the crown" (26), the Registrum

Magni jigilli showing one hundred imd seventeen grants from the

Crown in feu, the vast body of them having been effected after 1504,

It would seem then that the upsurge of commercial activity in

land comes largely from the sixteenth century, and that activity was,

in the main, transacted by feuing and subfeuing rather than by

substitution. But even in the case of substitutions, the evidence

of the Registrum indicates that they were far more plentiful during

the /

25. Grants in feu farm were not, as is frequently stated, peculiar to
Scotland alone. cf. Nicholson at p.3 and references cited there
(note 9). In fact feu farm tenure was common in nglond prior
to 1290, although Quia 'imptores effectively made further grants
impossible. At the present day there are a few fee farm grants
in Ireland made "non obstante Quia Emptores". Tee J.C.G. Wylie,
"Pee Farm Grants - Montrose Continued" (1972) 23 N.I.L. . 285.

26, per Aeneas J.G. Mackay, "The Exchequer Rolls of Scotland" vol.
xiii at 119-120.
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the reign of James IV, two hundred and ninety voluntary sales

having been confirmed, together with one hundred and nineteen

apprisinga, in both cases the transactions becoming more frequent

towards the end of the reign, and furthermore there are indications,

especially in the latter category, of the ultimate acquirer'3 being

an investor, (27)

Now the role of the newly established Court of .Session in this

process was twofold. In the first place there is the traditional

view that half the Judges on the bench were to be prelates (until

the Reformation) who would have had a civilian training which was

supposed to produce a leaning towards alienation. (28) But perhaps

the second aspect of the foundation of the Court is more important

and was stimulated by the trend towards viewing land as a commercial

investment instead of the basis of a sacred relationship. As

Irvine Smith has put it: (29)

"In the course of the sixteenth century the traditional view of
landholding underwent a radical change. Feudal relationships became
les3 sacrosanct and land increasingly [became] the subject of
co--mercial investment. This change, which is apparent in the early
years of the sixteenth century, was greatly accelerated by the
alienation of the Church lands in the period between 1532 and 1560 -
at first in an attempt by the Church to obtain ready money with which
to pay the Great Tax imposed in 1532 to uphold the College of Justice;
and latterly in an attempt by the prelates to save to themselves or
their kin, something of the Church property from what they saw to be
the impending disaster of the Reformation."

2,2. /

27, See generally Ranald Nicholson op cit. at p.10 (voluntary sales)
at p.13 (apprisings) and at p.16, "About half of the recorded
cases show that the apprised lands went to the original creditor.
The other half show -that they went to a person distinct from
either creditor of debtor, who may be regarded as an investor in
land."

See also at p.9. "another development which has attracted less
attention than feuing was the growth of an open market in land
doubtless apparently stimulated by the use of wadsets, under which
the lands that were sold to the wadsetter might revert to the
seller on payment of a stipulated sum. In November 1469
Parliament implicitly recognised the validity of wadsets and
sought to circumvent fraud by stipulating that reversions be
recorded in the register."

28, See esp, Farran op cit.
29, "Introduction to Scottish Legal History" (stair soc. vol.20) at p,32.
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2.2. Legal, on Al^eqa^ffl

Given the diminution in importance and influence of the feudal

Jurisdictions by the establishment of the Court of session and the

gradual change in the under-lying views about landholding in the

sixteenth century it might have been expectod that the feudal

realities would have faded away as they did in England, But in

fact this was not the case; the feudal past held on tenaciously,

and this can be observed in the pages of the legal writers of the

period, Balfour, whose "Practicks" were produced about 1573 and

Craig, whose "Jus Feudale" was written in 1608, although not

published until 1652. The contrast between them and Bracton is

marked. If one reads Bracton ono reads the words of an advocate

of alienation in an age of economic rights; if one reads Balfour

and Craig one still sees the trappings of genuine feudal power,

2.2.1. iardholding

./here land was still held in ward the legal restraints on

alienation tended to be strong. Ihich time and space (30) has been

spent on ascertaining the general position with regard to alienation

in the early feudal period and whether consideration of it should

start by assuming absolute freedom to alienate on to which restraints

were gradually imposed, or whether consideration should start at the

other extreme of assuming the fee to have been absolutely inalienable

with the gradual increase in the powers of the vassal as against his

superior. Probably neither is correct in that each assumes the

existence of propretorial rights and conoepts which were not defined

or /

30. See esp. Coke 2nd Inst, 65| Blackstone Com. ii 71-2.
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or formulated until much later. Thus, with Pollock and

Maitland* (jl)

we must start, not from the absolute inalienability of
•the fief1, nor from the absolute alienability of the 'fee simple',
but from something much less satisfactory, an indeterminate right
of the lord to prevent alienations which would seriously impair
his interests."

The first attempt to define this position is the attempt made

in a statute, reputed to be of William the Lion which provides. (32)

"Nullus liber homo potest dare, vel vendere alicui plus de
terra sua, quam de residuo terrae poasit fieri domino feudi
servitium ei debitum; et quod pertinent ad feudum;

2, at si qui oppositum fecerit, si vocetur forisfactun ad
curiam ea de causa, omittet id quod tenet, nisi Domini superiorie
ad hoc habuerit benevolentiam aut confirmationem."

It is interesting to note that this provision is found also in

the aagnae Cartae of 1217 and 1225 granted by Henxy III in nglnnd

to the effect that 'No free man shall henceforth give or sell so

much of hi3 land that the residue shall be insufficient to support

the service due in respect of the fee'. In England this provision

had little or no effect and was certainly not observed by the time

of Bracton, But in Scotland the provision was refined so as to

prohibit alienating more than one half of the fief without the

consent of the superior and continued in existence until the

abolition of wardholding.

This rule also seems to have been the foundation of two other

mediaeval statutory provisions, the first in 1347 being an jict for

the "Recognition of lands halden of strangers" (33) which providest

"Gif /

31. History of English Law vol. i at p.344.
32. Leg. Gul. c,31. The authenticity of this provision as being

of .illiam the Lion has been doubted (see Farran at p.138),
although it is cited in some of the late cases on recognition.

33. 6th November 1347, David II c.34.
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"Gif anie man analeis his heill heretage or tenement guhilk
he holds of the King in chief, or the raaist part, without special
licence (consent, or confirmation) the samin lands sail be token
in the King's hands and sail be recognosced be him."

In an Act of 1400 (34) which seems to be an early attempt to

codify the law of recognition the ri$it of superiors generally to

recognosce is confirmed. The Act providest

"These are the just and lauchful cases to recognosce lands be
the law of this land, be the ovorlord, against his tenant or vassal,

.... 4, The fourt, gif the tenant analeis his lands ithout licence
of his overlord, in that case the overlord (may recognosce them and
thereafter) let them to borgh to his tenant."

Two things are noteworthy about this latter provision. In the

first place there is nothing in the statute to limit recognition to

lands held in ward, yet nonetheless by feudal principle it did not

extend to non military holdings. Perhaps it was taken as axiomatic

in view of the distinction which appertained at that tine between

noble fiefs and base or socage fief3. In the latter alienation

(especially by subinfeudation) was unrestricted. (34a)

In the second place there is no montion of any restriction on

the superior's power to recognosce. Thus if only one tenth of the

fee were alienated, on a strict construction of the provision,

recognition would still lie. However by the time of Balfour it

irould appear that recognition only lay where the alienation was of

more than half the holding. Thus Balfour writes: (35)

"vi. The overlord may recognosce all the haill the landis,
gif the samin be ann&lzeit be the tenant without licence of the
overlord: And in this case the overlord is not oblist to let them
to the borgh. Rob. Ill c.21.

Item. /

34. Act of 1400 c.l9.
34a, Grants in feu farm were 3till very rare at this time.
35. Practicks at p.483 under the title "Anont recognition of 1 ndis

in superiouris handis".
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Item. Gif ony fre tenant or vassal, quha haldin his land is
bo service of ward and relief immediately of ane superior, soil
or annalzie, all or haill the said landis, with their pertinentia,
or maist part thereof, without licence, consent or confirmation of
his overlord or his predecessor, to be halden of him, and the
aires of his superioris; all and haill the said landis, ale Weill
annalzeit as not annalzeit, with their pertinentis, may be
recognoscit and ressavit in the superioria landis and baith tho
properties and possession of the samin sould pertain to him to be
disponit at his pleasour in all time to cum. 12 Jan 1501.
—c king contra William Douglas: 20 Novemb. 1509 £ge
.□.oxander otratoun; 12 Jan. 1509 .tfre ^andip of Cloning}
13 Julij 1536 The King contra David Boswell i.b.c. 117.

Bot if the leist part of the landis be annalzeit be the tenant
without consent of his superior, it is not leasuia to the superior
to recognosce the saidis landi3, or any part thereof by reassoun
of the said alienation. 11 Decemb. 1506. The King contra John
Lord Maxwell. And it is to wit that the landis may be recognoscit
be the superior for alienation of annualrentis furth of the
saisoin, extending to all and haill the profits of the maist part
of the saidis landis. 16 Mart. 1569 David Balfour contra David
Balfour."

It is apparent that this restriction extended to all

transactions concerning land in ward which could be held to

constitute alienations. Dispositions were clearly caught (36),

as, by extension, were wadsets. (37) And 30 were most

subinfeudations. Surprisingly there seems to have been

considerable learned agonising over this question. Craig, indeed,

expresses considerable doubt over the conflicting feudal sources (38)
and fails to reach a satisfactory conclusion. In point of fact

in Scotland the reality, rather than the feudal theory (39) seems

to have been adhered to in that as a general principle

subinfeudations of land held in ward were considered alienation's

and as such inferred recognition. However if the subinfeudation

consisted /

26. -ir James Hall of Dunglas v. John Gaw Jan 15/14 1723 h. 13295 in
which land held in ward by a bride was disponed to her husband
and his heira, infeftment being taken thereon.

37. Dee. King's -dvooate v. Creditors of Jrouartu 1683 k. 12393:
■arl of vberdeen v. March 1683 M. 13394; her v. Lay
Juno 1687 K. 13395.

38. 111.3.22 Clyde translation at p.965/966.
39. As in Bracton, see above Chapter II. p. Section 1 at p.36

et seq.
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consisted of a grant in feu-farm, then provided the requirements

of sufficiency of feu-duty were complied vrith the superior would

be unable to recognosce. (40) The reason for this in spite of

attempts by Stair and Craig, to find an explanation within the

bounds of feudal principle, seems to be based in the statutory

provisions permitting grant3 in feu-farm.

However although wardholding and its restrictive influence

remained until 1747 (41) its practical importance became less and

loss with the growth of grants in feu-farm. Nonetheless the

power of recognition remained capable of creating mischief .and

cases continued to come before the Court of Session until shortly

before abolition. (42)

2.2.2. The superior's Consent

The other principal restraint was the requisite of the

superior's consent. In most cases this was not necessary for the

actual disposition (whore the land was not held in ward) unless the

grant contained conditions reserving the right of consent to an

alienation either a me or de me, which wa3 backed up by an irritant

clause; (45) but rather that in the case of a grant a rae de

superiors raeo the superior's confirmation of the infeftment was

necessary for the grantee to obtain a complete title.

As we have seen the procedure under the Act of 1469 c.12

provided a means whereby this obstacle could be overcome. However

this device, useful as it was, was not wholly satisfactory,

especially /

40. See Stair; 11.11.15*
41. Stat. 20 Goo II c.50.
42. See note 56 above.
45* See Craig cited above at note 58.
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especially if the pur clanser required, a quick transfer, for there

were any number of formal obstructions that could be employed by

a recalcitrant superior, ITor too, was this method cheap. The

statutory bribe of one year's rent could be quite considerable and

to overcome those inconveniences the device of a disposition a me

vel de no was introduced. There is no clear evidence as to the

precise tine this device was introduced but it would seem to have

been around 1560, (44)

Originally the device operated on the basis of there being two

separate charters or dispositions; one of these would be an

ordinary feu or blench charter that would be used in the case of a

sub-feu, the second charter would be the same except that it would

contain an obligation to infeft a me upon the same terms and

conditions as the disponer had himself held the land. At first

there were separate precepts of sasine granted, one for each charter.

These were later combined into one precept in such a way that it was

impossible to know whether the grantee held a me or do me.

The point was that possible recalcitrance on the part of the

superior would now be irrelevant for even if confirmation of the

infeftment a me was not forthcoming the grantee still had infeftment

de me of the disponer who was left with an economically worthless

though legally existant mid-superiority,

hen the grantee found it expedient or imperative to enter with

the true superior, he produced his charter a me with the ambiguous

but equally appropriate precept of sasine and had these confirmed.

Having /

44, Hontoath - Heritable Rights in Introduction to Scottish Legal
History at p.162, suggests the second half of the 16th century
as its time of origin, Girvan suggests its origin as coming
from otat. 1540 c.105 (concerning fraudulent alienations).
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Having done this the de me charter lost its importance and simply

disappeared.

This mode of disposition proved so effective that in the course

of time the tiro separate charters were dispensed with, to be

replaced by one disposition which contained an obligation to infeft

by two separate infeftments, one de me to bo hold of the disponer,

and the other a me of the true superior. In its final form this

device continued until rendered obsolete by the Conveyancing (Scotland)

Act 1874.

2.3. T: c

Apart from a few spheres of ever decreasing importance, by the

time of the setting up of the Register of Sasines, by and large there

was complete freedom of alienation in Scotland either by subinfeudation

or, using the a me vel de me procedure, by substitution. With the

establishment of an effective registration system purchasers of land

could be absolutely secure in their purchase.

Prom another point of view this development was disastrous for

it meant that land could no longer be certain of retention within the

family, and the growth of extravagance, and borrowing to finance it

during the early seventeenth century (45) would make for even greater

fluidity in the situation. The time was ripe for a reaction. As

Dalrymple rather picturesquely put its (46)
"As long as the great part of the lands in the country were

unalienable beyond a half; as long as there was not a sufficient
commerce to oover a considerable fluctuation of land property; and
even when land came into commerce, as long as the great families were
powerful enough to defy the law, and laugh at execution by apprising
used /

45. See Irvine Smith - Introduction to Scottish Legal History at p.33.
46. Feudal Property at p.161/162.
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used against their estates there was no need of entails. In the
highlands of Scotland to this day entails are far less frequent
than in the low-countries.

■Jut when arts and commerce introduced luxury, when the ali nation
of land property became more frequent and when the voice of the
laws was heard through the land, then people to secure their
families introduced entails."

The precise date of this reaction i3 unknown. Certainly

the entailed settlement of earliest date that came to be entered

into the Register of Entails, the loxburghe entail, was made in

•binary 1646. However there is evidence to suggest that this

w. .3 not the first. Thus Fountainhall, in his report of _ w:.o v.

holville (47) gives the following infonaations

"The first of then are within these sixty or seventy years,
hat was first in ^cotland was the laird of Calderwood's Tailzie
of Ms lands, advised by ;ir Thomas Hope; then there was one
woncan's; then there was Thomas hoodie's as to the lands of
uchtonhall; then the Viscount of itormont's as to the estate of
.jnondale, and many since ...."

h» at-.ils

Thoreas in England, entails constituted the Starting point for

the development of devices to create and rules to prevent

perpetuities, in Scotland the position was different, for the entail

itself, until the mid-nineteenth century was sufficient, without

more, to create an effective perpetuity. Indeed in the ottish

legal literature dealing with entails in the eighteenth and nine¬

teenth centuries the terms "perpetuity" and "strict entail" are

largely synonymous. hen other varieties of perpetual settlement

arose they did so, not because of any weakness in the entail but

rather because the law of entail applied only to land, and

accordingly the new forms of wealth that appeared during the

nineteenth /

47. (1677) Bro. 3upp. 16S at p. 170.
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nineteenth, century necessitated the development of other typo3

of perpetual settlement.

Just as in England the approach of the courts to these

settlements tended to he founded on their earlier treatment of

entails. Urns in i.'Ilair v. li'Nair (43) the view was propounded

that as the common law had accepted as valid one type of perpetuity

in the strict entail it should accept other types of perpetual

settlement provided they did not fall foul of any substantive rule

of law.

However this raises in an acute form the problem of the origin

of the entail in Ecots law; for if the above view is correct then

there is foundation for the opinion that the later decisions

approving perpetual settlements were in accordance with the

established principles of the common law. The question of the origin

of the Scots entail lias been the subject of much discussion which

has centred around two points: first, as to whether entails were

imported from another system or whether they were purely ocots in

origin, and second as to whether they were in fact recognised as valid

by the common law or whether their validity depended on the force of

the Entail Act 1689.

3.1. OaflrtfaW ~ IflflHepffiB?

3.1.1. /

43. (1791) Bell's Cao. 546 per Lord Justice-Cleric Ilacqueen.
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3.1.1. Roman Law

Of modern writers only Professor T.B. drr.ith has favoured the

view that Roman law was the source of the entail in Scotland. (48a)

hiscu sin/; the origin of the cots law trust he treats the entail as

"a •trustlike* institution dividing ownership -ind '.■'nation and

do ignod to perpetuate family succession." (49) Specifically

Professor Gmith believes the origin of the entail to be in the

fidoi-coi uiissum, basing himself largely on a passage in 8 mi ton which

points to the similarities between -.cots entails .and Roman fidei-

commissa as showing that the one was derived from the other. The

passago reads: (50)

"There is no doubt but our tailies, even those with strict
irritant clauses, are founded in the civil law: their lides-cowmissos
resembled them greatly; for by these, the estate, subject to the
same, could not be sold otherwise than for the testator's debt, and
the burthen of the fidei-coronis followed it to all singular
successors. Put a prohibition by the testator upon the heir to
alienate without showing in whose favour it wo3 so ordered, i3 void,
as of the nature only of a council [sic] or simple command 'rich
infers no burthen on the right; and cannot abate or infringe the
power inherent in every proprietor to dispose of his own, where no
other person is vested with any interest in the subject. However
a fidei-commis, to be restored to another, if the heir died without
issue, without a prohibition to contract debt thereon is effectual;
nd a simple prohibition in behalf of certain heirs is on that
fidei—commie implying that the subject must be saved to them. nd
this will hold for certain with us vis. that an absolute fee or fee
simple, being conveyed to any person his heirs whataoev r, he
could not be limited in the exercise of his property by any
prohibition to contract debt or alien the subject: whereas in a
t ilaie, such clause has its effect, as shall appear eft "irds,
iry; always in favour of the subsequent heirs of entail. nd as

by the civil low, an estate nay be left in testament under a strict
prohibition to alien the same which shall have effect to bar all
conveyan.ee of the subject or burthening it in prejudice of the
fidei-ooolssary heir: so with us an estate may be convoyed with
strict prohibition upon the disponee as much as on any of the heirs
of entail."

The /

,oa. 'Trusts nd lduciary .el. tionships in the Law of ooil tnd" in
his "Studies ritical and Comparative" (1962).

49. ibid at p. 205. It should perhaps bo mentioned th. t the present
writer dissents from Professor Smith's views on the origin of the
dcots law trust. pee ".jone Thou hts on the Ori -in of the Trust
in ocots Law" 1974 Jur. Rev. 196.

50. Institutes Vol. I p. 582 para. 135.
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The fidei-commissa owed their origin to the peculiar forms

required for drawing up wills and to the rules which rendered

certain persons incapable of succession. The original mechanism

was a conveyance of the relevant property to a nominal heir who

would then be bound to convey it to the intended beneficiary.

Originally fidei-commissa were without legal effect (51) and it

was not until Augustus granted a personal action to the fidei-

commissarius that there existed any legal means of enforcement. (52)

Indeed it was not until Justinian's time that a real action was

allowed to the haeres fidei-commissarius when the distinctions

between legata and fidei-commissa were abolished permitting both

to be enforced by the actio hypothecaria and by the rei vindication. (53)

These reforms had a significant effect on the rights of the parties,

restraining the heir in possession from exercising ordinary proprietorial

rights over the property, the words of the "trust" being strictly

construed.

whatever their original purpose fidei-commissa came to be drafted

in such a way as to prevent the heir from alienating the property or

encumbering the succession, and obliging him to tramsmit it to his

children under similar limitations. hereas the ordinary mode of

completing was in the form:

"Titius haeres esto, eundem vero rogo, ut haereditatem Jempronio
restituat." (54)

when it was desired to impose restraints on alienation and so

create an effectual substitution, the form uaed was:

"Rogo /

51. Cioero, de Pinibus lib. ii.
52. Inst. lib. ii tit. 23.
53. 3y a rescript. See Inst. lib. ii, tit. 23,7; Codex lib. vi,

tit. 43,1.
54. Inst. lib. ii, tit. 23.
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"Rogo haeradem, ne haereditatem alienet, sed familiae relinquat." (55)

or:

"Rogo haeradem, ut testaraento auo, beium haeradem faciat." (56)

•vhere the substitutions were intended to perpetuate the family

of the donor (57) a form came to be used which is much closer to the

form used to create the strict entail in Scotland for not only was

there a prohibition of alienation by sale or otherwise but there were

also clauses designed to prevent the heir's borrowing money on the

security of the entrusted land. To back up these there were clauses

declaring any acts done in contravention of the prohibitions null and

void, as in the following! (58)

"Vole meas aedes non vendi ab haeredibus meis, neque foenerari
super eas, sed manere eas firmas simplices meis filiis et nepolibus
universum tempus. bi autem aliquis eorum voluerit vendere partem
suam, vel foenerari 3uper earn, potestatem habeat vendere cohaeredi
suo, et foenerari ab eo; si autem aliquis praeter haec fecerit,
erit quod obligetur inutile atque irritum."

Accordingly, then, property subject to these settlements had

become effectively entailed by Justinian's time. But, having ensured

their validity, Justinian's law then sought to restrict their effect,

for in a case where the deed declared that the heir succeeding in

virtue of it should have no power to sell or alienate in any way, it

was decreed that these limitations should last no longer than four

generations including that of the grantor. (59)

It will be seen at once that tht.re are striking similarities

between the concepts employed in the late fidei-commissum and the

strict entail, each providing for the settled property to be held

absolutely by a series of successive substitutes subject to the

restrictions /

55. Dig. lib. xxxi 1. 69. 5.
56. Heineccii Inst. 668.
57. If the object of the settlement was to perpetuate the name and

family of the grantor the form was:

"Neque per venditionem, neque damnationem, neque per mutationem,
neque quocunque, tandem titulo in alium transferant, rejiciantve aut
earn domum, seu praescripta, e meo nomine et mea familia alienent" -
Novellae 159 tit. 42 Praefatio.

53. Dig. lib. xxxi.
59. Novellae 159 c. 2 & 5.
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restrictions imposed in the grant. In neither Scots nor Roman

law is there any idea that the proprietor of property so settled

had a limited interest in the sense that an entailed proprietor

under English law had. Equally there are similarities as to the

form of words used to settle the property, both the Roman fidei-

commissum and the Scots entail containing prohibitive and irritant

clauses.

But there are al30 important differences; in the first place

the fidei-commissum contained no express prohibition against

altering the line of succession - this seems to have been implied;

in the second place the fidei-commissum lacked the resolutive clause

providing for forfeiture in the event of a breach or attempted breach

of the prohibitions, a clause whose inclusion was vital to the

efficacy of the entail in Scotland.

Further, there wa3 a difference in scope of the two institutions,

for the Scots entail was restricted to land, whereas any property in

Roman law could be made the subject of a fidei-commissum.

Banktonis view, it is suggested, is essentially that of the

eomparativist, seeing the Scots entail in a general European context

and having affinity to other substitutionary settlements in other

countries. Thus he writes: (60)

"Some of these strict entails tend to infer a perpetuity of the
estate subject thereto which no doubt is an inconveniency; but at the
same time such settlements were allowed by the civil law, tho* the
emperor Justinian at last made a kind of temperament in this case viz.
that unless the will of the testator was very express, the fidei-
commissary settlement should not endure beyond the fourth generation.
And still such perpetuities are in use in many countries, particularly
in Holland and elsewhere, but in France they cannot be extended beyond
the fourth generation."

With respect, Bankton seems to be making the mistake of no many

Boots comparativists, of assuming that, because there exist

similarities, /

60, supra at para. 147.



similarities, it necessarily follows that the later institution was

derived from the former. As we have seen there are differences as

well as similarities, and these differences would seem to be dictated

by the requirements of Scots feudal law. The point is that the

context of such settlements in Scotland was exclusively feudal. It

i3 just possible that the principle of fidei-commissary settlements

was introduced into this context and adapted to meet feudal requirements

as Bankton seems to be suggesting. But the probabilities are slight

for the fidei-commissum was never received into Scotland, principally

because the existing feudal laws had thrown up an institution in the

trust (6l) which largely did the work that the fidei-commissum did in

Roman law.

It is perhaps significant that no other writer of institutional

status, from Craig down to R'Laren has suggested in dealing with

entails that they have Roman origins and. indeed most have placed the

origin elsewhere. It is suggested therefore that Bankton's view is

to be treated as more of a rationalisation and that the true source of

the strict entail is in the feudal law,

5,1.2. gggflfifa Law

It might perhaps have been expected that, had anyone claimed

Roman origins for the entail it would have been Stair. But instead

Stair suggested Prance as the origin. He wrote: (62)

"Heirs, by the course of law, are called heirs of line as
befalling the line of succession appointed and known in law. All
other heirs do cross or cut that line and therefore are called heirs
of tailzie, from the French word tailzer, to cut; whence Craig
conceiveth that tailzied succession hath been first denominated amongst
the French and Hermans, and whence being brought into England by the
Norman Conquest, both in custom and in name, hath been derived to us;
yet /

61. Bee "Borne Thoughts on the Origin of the Trust in Boots Law"
[1974] Jur. Rev. 196.

62. 3.4.33.



yet it is liicor to have cone to ua immediately froa France, with
which ws kept greater intercourse than with England, of old; and
our tailzies, at least to heirs male, are ancientor than the
English, which begun hut from the famous law, called the second
Statute of Jeotminstor, in the reign of Edward the First of that
name of the Koriaan line."

Discussing this, Professor T.B. Smith treats the French

connection within the framework of fidei-commissary substitutions,

pointing out that, although substitutions in perpetuity had at one

tine been permitted in Prance, from 1560 such destinations were

limited to two degrees by the Ordonnance of Orleans, while the

Ordonnance of houlins 1566 provided for the insertion of the deed

in a public register on pain of its being null. (65)

However this misses the point of Stair's comment, for the

Institutional writer was not writing of fidei-cornmiseary substitutions

but of feudal grants.

The principal difficulty with stair's view is that it is unclear

whether ho was referring to entails having the nature of perpetuities

or to something leasj in either case his statement displays

irmacuracy. One would, for instance, hardly think he was writing of

the strict entail since its efficacy was not sanctioned until 1662 at

the earliest. (64) If he -were, then clearly this could not be

"oncienter" than the entails of English law. Yet if he was referring

to something less, such as a grant in favour of someone's "heirs male"

this would clearly not be sufficient to restrict the alienability of

the fee, in which case his comparison with English entails under the

Jtatute de bonis Conditionalibus is inappropriate for it did (as

construed by the courts) provide for the inalienability of the entailed

fee. /

65. studies Critical and Comparative supra at p. 204.
64. In Creditors of the Carl of onaandale ▼. Viscount .ito^-ont 16.62

H 139S4—6.
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fee. And further, as we have seen, simple destinations in

favour of a grantee and his male heirs were common in England

long before de Donis. (65)

But perhaps such criticism is being overly concerned with

details. Stair's basic point seems to be that entails in Scotland

had a feudal origin and that insofar as feudalism can be traced back

ultimately to Prance the ultimate origin of Scots entails must lie

there. This basic point, as regards the feudal origins of the

entail, at least, seems unobjectionable.

5«1*3» English Law

Whereas support for a Roman or French origin is 3mall among

Scottish commentators there ezists a great weight of opinion in

favour of the view that entails in Scotland were received from

English law. Thus Craig categorically states that "it was introduced

into our country from England which received it from the Normans." (66)

Mackenzie, reputedly the draftsman of the Entail Act 1685, follow

Craig in the belief that "our tailzies proceed immediately from the

English entails." (67) And as we have seen, Stair appeared to

consider England as a possible alternative to France as the true source.

Sandford, the author of the leading treatise on the Law of Entail in

Scotland;also favours England as the source although his views differ

somewhat from those of Craig and Mackenzie. (68) Most recently,

Farran, in his historical study of the development of land laws in

England and Scotland, has also come down in favour of a substantial

English influence in the development of the Scots entail. (69)

The /

65. See Chapter II above; at pp. 44 et seq.
66. Ius Feudale II.16.1. Clyde Translation at p. 697.
67. On Tailzies at p. 484.
68. Entails, Chapter I.
69. "The Principles of Soots and English Land Law" at pp. 144-149.

See below section 2.2 at p. 113 et 3eq.
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The difficulty with Craig's view, and indeed of all those who

found themselves on him, in that he does not appear to consider the

entail per oe, either in Scotland or in England,as a perpetuity.

While he states that: (70)

"Tailzies are more familiar in Scotland than in any other
country, for the reason that the pride of our old families and the
wish to perpetuate their high position makes succession in the male
line preferable

it 3ceus that the "perpetuation1' is to come from the ordinary

operation of the rules of primogeniture rather than from any

restriction on alienation in the grant, for in his view the only-

effect of entailing land in Scotland was to alter the line of

succession. Thus he writes: (71)

"We say that a fou is tailzied not only when the legal line of
succession (direct or collateral) is broken, but also when the heirs
of the legal line are made the subject of restriction or selection -
either as regards the persons favoured or as regards the order of
their succession - and in short, whenever there is any interference
with the order of succession in a simple feu such as to cause the
estate to be diverted from the ordinary course of succession and to
devolve upon persons other than those who would naturally succeed
and so to become opon to the superior on the failure of the chosen
heirs."

/aid again that: (72)

"There is thus no difficulty in defining a tailzied feu as one
in which the legal order of succession is excluded and the property
is destined to a series of substituted heirs named in the tenor of
the investiture. This does not make the tailzied feu any less
feudal in quality than the titlo to a simple feu. Indeed paying
strict regard to the principles of the Feudal Law, we might say that
a tailzied feu is essentially identical with what was known in the
general feudal law as a simple feu."

With regard to entails in England, he writos: (7?)

"It /

70. lus Feudale 11.16.12; Clyde Translation at p. 704.
71. ibid. 11.16.15; Clyde translation at p. 706/7.
72. ibid. II.16.3; Clyde translation at p. 698.
73. ibid. II.16.4; Clyde translation at p. 699.
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"It was accordingly determined and enacted by all the estates
assembled in parliament at Westminster that the owner of any feu
(ancestral or novel) in which he was duly vested, should be allowed
to name the heirs, both institute and substitute, to whom the fee
should transmit at his death and to attach to their rights of
succession such conditions and limitations - both as to the order
of succession and the persona who should succeed - as he chose,
provided always that the heirs named were sound in body and in
mind (74) and the superior had given his consent."

But even on his own restricted terms, leaving aside for the

moment the question of alienability, Craig's basis of derivation,

his construction of de Donia, is woefully inaccurate. In the

first place holders of land in fee in iCngland did not at this time

need the consent of the superior to alienate (75) either in tail or

even in fee simple.

More importantly there was never the complete freedom with

regard to the selection of heirs that Craig implies for de Donis

operated only on three types of gift, (76) namely those -

(a) to husband and wife and the heirs of their bodies, with a
reversion expressly reserved

(b) in frankmarriage

(c) in the form "to A and the heirs of his body".

In any of these oases the only classes of heirs to come within

the statute were heirs of the body. Nor indeed could the conditions

as to the succession mentioned by Craig alter this very much, their

relevance seemingly being only that they were the means of creating

a limitation in special tail. (77)

Perhaps the greatest fault with Craig's conception of the English

fee tail is his failure to recognise that it was something different -

and had been so regarded from an early date - from the fee simple or

simple feu. By the time Craig wrote his treatise (77a) this

difference /

74. Parran doubts the accuracy of Clyde's translation on this particular
point, although it seems to matter little to the general critique
of Craig's statement. Parran supra at p. 145.

75. Certainly not by subinfeudation in 1285, or by substitution after
1290. See Chapter II above.

76. In the preamble.
77. As he himself appears to recognise. See Craig 1.11.26. Clyde

translation at p. 193/194.
77a. 1608, although it was not published until 1652.
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difference had been rationalised and developed into the doctrine

of estates, and specifically that the "tail" now referred not

3imply to a line of heirs "cut from" the general line but

indicated that the fee tail was a special type of fee which was

cut up and partitioned among the various parties to the entail.

As Plucknett has put it: (78)

"In Coke's thought, to carve an entail was analogous to
carving a joint - a certain amount is cut off, and a certain
amount is left; adding them together we have exactly one fee
simple."

One probable reason for Craig's failure to grasp the point

about the entail might be that at the time of his writing the

entail and acquired the characteristic of being barrable by the

conjunct use of the fine and recovery (79) and indeed his work

contains a oomplex commentary on this procedure. (80)

For him, the perpetuity aspect stemmed from the imposition of

conditions on the fee tail restricting the holder's right to

alienate. He writesi (8l)

"A distinction is closely observed in England between grants in
fee simple and grants in tail (whether general or special). In a
fee simple grant the condition against alienation is held invalid on
the ground that every man is entitled to the free disposal of his own
property; but in a grant in tail (whether general or special) the
condition is sustained and alienation is forbidden and, moreover,
the superior is entitled in the event of contravention to claim the
estate as having reverted to him. This distinction is justified
on the ground that while a grantee in fee simple must have absolute
power of disposal, the same reasoning does not apply to a grantee
in tail who may properly be restrained from alienation in order to
[facilitate] the carrying out of the intention of the grantor which
would otherwise be liable to be defeated,"

At first glance - ignoring the inaccuracies concerning feudal

superiors /

78. Concise History of the Common Law 5th Ed, at p, 557. The first
ocoasion on which this rationale was used was in ' 'IIlion v. Berkley
(1562) Plowd. 225 at p. 251,

79. See above Chapter II section 2 at pp. 49 et seq.
80. 11,5.6. Clyde Translation at p. 445/446,
81. II.5.5. Clyde translation at p. 444/445.
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superiors in England - it might seem that Craig was rationalising

the feature of inalienability that characterised the classic

English entail into conditional terms and that he really did

understand the different natures of the fee simple and the foe

tail. .admittedly this would be mistaken for thero were in reality

no such conditions, the entail achieving its inalienable character

by-virtue of the operation of de Donis on the words of grant in the

feoffment: put 3imply, if tho appropriate words of grant were

employed then the disposition was in foe tail and consequently

inalienable. But even so it would seem to be intellectually

possible to rationalise this in terms of conditions of grant and to

explain that a condition restraining alienation was responsible for

the perpetuity.

Biit later in the same paragraph Craig makes clear that this is

not his understanding for he cites Littleton in connection with

Rickhill's settlement (82) with its grants in tail fenced around with

resolutive clauses and describes how the courts held such clauses

invalid. He then concludes: (83)

"In the law of England necessity is held to justify alienation
even in ^ho pace of an entail containing a prohibition agqins.l?
alienation on the ground that a man must have more regard for
himself than for his heirs."

Clearly Craig cannot be referring to the ordinary characteristic

of inalienability conferred by the operation of de Donis (84), for if

he were, there would be no need for the phrase "even in the case of an

entail, etc." Equally clearly this passage demonstrates Craig's

apparent view that the law of England contained entails without such

prohibition and which were alienable.

This /

82. ibid. Clyde translation at p. 445.
83. II.5.7. Clyde translation at p. 447.
84. As interpreted by the early fourteenth century English courts -

See above Chapter II. section 2; at p. 49 et seq.



This can however be reconciled with the contemporary situation

by visualising Craig telescoping the developments of three hundred

years and equating the alienation possibilities of the ordinary

entail of his time with those of a fee simple and concluding in

effect that a fee tail was but a species of simple feu. This, for

him, would, as the passage quoted above shows, (85) enable him to

fit such grants into the mainstream of feudal theory and link them

up with the tailzied feus that were appearing in Scotland.

It must by now be apparent that Craig's derivation is without

much foundation, but it may well be that Craig's exposition of the

elements of the English entail came to have a significant effect on

developments in Scotland, for it may help explain Mackenzie's

adoption of it, (86) which also at first sight, seem3 inexplicable.

This difficulty comes from the more advanced state of the entail

concept in Scotland in Mackenzie's time. Whereas in Craig's

Scotland, tailzies were little more than 3imple destinations, by

Mackenzie's time they had taken on the aspect of perpetuities, as

the following pa33age from his treatise on "Tailies" shows: (87)
"The great Design of Tailies being to perpetuate the succession

of the Maker, they ordinarily insert clauses disabling the Persons
institute and substitute to dispone which are called pacta de non
aliendo and by this clause it is ordinarily provided that the Persons
institute and substitute shall do no fact or deed which may prejudge
the succession of the heirs of Tailie or that it should not be lawful
to them to dispone or wadset any of the lands so tailied, or do any
deed whereby the lands may be evicted or apprised from them without
the consent of all persons contained in the Tailie."

Given, then, this intimate knowledge of the mechanics of the

tailzie it seems inconceivable that Mackenzie did not appreciate that

the Mngliah entail operated on entirely different principles, that it

operated /

85. Dee above at note 71.
86. "Tailies" in collected works Vol. II at p. 454.
87. at p. 487.
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operated through the words of grant creating a special type of foe

and not by placing restrictive conditions on the grant of an

ordinary fee. But if the framework of exposition va3 Craig1 s„as

exemplified by his description of Rickhill's settlement, then the

difficulty disappears, for, in this event, what Mackenzie is

referring to is the "perpetuity", which, it will be remembered,

was a settlement comprising one or more grants successively in tail

backed up by the appropriate fencing clauses. (08) Indeed,

clauses of an exactly similar type, in almost exactly similar terms

to those which became standard in Scotland, were examined by the

English courts in Scholastica'a case (89) and latterly in Ilary

Portinrton's case (90) where the limitations in the settlement

almost exactly corresponded with those approved nearly fifty years

later in the Stormont case. (91)

Sandford too appears to favour this view, feeling that if

English influence was effective at all it was in the imposition and

formulation of the fencing clauses. Thus he wrote: (92)

"In the time of Craig it appears that the entail with an irritant
clause was not known: but if the system was, as he states, introduced
from England, it is not surprising that, after this device had been
attempted in the testamentary deeds of that country, in the reign of
Queen Elizabeth, the same form should be adopted here."

Sandford's general approach however is that Scots law produced

its own entail, that the institution was not imported, although the

conveyancing device whereby that institution achieved its

effectiveness might have come from England, And certainly as we have

seen, the two institutions were markedly different in concept. An

Lord /

88. See above at Chapter I. section 1 at p. 2 et seq.
89. (1572) Plowd, 408.
90. (1614) 10 Co. Rep. F. 356.
91. (1662) K 13994-6.
92. Entails at p. 36.
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Lord Blackburn said in a nineteenth century appeal to the House of

Lords: (93)

"In ;inland it is an estate of limited inheritance: in Scotland
it is an estate of absolute inheritance with restrictions which
practically cut it down."

.hat would probably be of more relevance, then, would be to

trace the origins and development of the entail within Scotland and

to show how these external influences operated.

3.2. Orally? r Spots Feudal, Ly

In contrast to the well-known development of the English entail

from its origins in grants in liberum naritagium through conditional

foes, the origins of the entail in Jcotland are much more obscure.

Indeed, in spite of references to entails in Balfour, a case could

be made out showing that they were simply a seventeenth century

variation on ordinary feus.

as we have seen, most of the commentators on the subject resolved

this question simply by assuming that the institution was derived from

a legal system outside Scotland, but, as we have sought to show,

external factors would seem to have operated more as influences rather

than as sources.

The most recent theory - that of Farran - seeks to connect Scots

entails with grants in liberum maritagium and to show in consequence

that both nglish and Scottish entails shared the same feudal root,

whatever their subsequent development.

The justification for this view is based on two grounds: the

first, that grants in liberum maritagium existed in Scotland just as

they did in England} and the second, that somehow the English statute

de /

93. In Sayl of Setlufld y, Boyd Aflvocaft? (1378) 3 App. Cas. 505 at
p. 526.
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de Donis wielded a peculiar influence over subsequent developments

in Scotland and that this influence provided the connecting link

with the entails of the seventeenth century.

As to the first point, it is undoubtedly true that grants in

liberun maritagium were made in Scotland. 3xtant charters (94)

provide examples dating from the early years of the thirteenth

century. Grants seem to have been fairly common during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries but seem to die out thereafter.

The present writer has been unable to trace any fifteenth century

grants in liberum maritngium.

The second limb of Farran* s thesis however, is much more

tenuous. It is based on a passage from Craig's discussion of de

Ponis, in the context, it will be remembered, of Unglish, and not

of Scots law. This passage has been discussed above (95) but for

the sake of clarity will be repeated here. It reads: (96)

'It was accordingly determined raid enacted thrt the owner
of any feu (ancestral or novel) in which he was duly vested, should
be allowed to name the heirs, both institute and substitute to whom
the fee should transmit at his death and to attach to their rights of
succession such conditions and limitations - both as to the order of
limitation and the persons who should succeed as he chose, provided
always that the heirs named were sound in body and mind and the
superior had given his consent."

After a quibble over the precise accuracy of the Clyde

translation (97) Farran then proceeds to detail the errors embodied

in this statement relating to the degree of freedom of selection of

heirs, to the degree of imposing conditions, to the requirement of

the superior's consent and to Craig's lack of comprehension of the

effect /

94. See, for example, the many reproduced in the publications of the
Scottish History Society, o, . High!and Papers.

95. See section 3#1,3« above; at p. 107 et seq.
96. Craig: 11,16.4. Clyde translation at p. 699.
97. See above at note 74.
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offoot of the doctrine of estates. Ho then goes ons (98)

"It is submitted that although Craig's remarks are therefor©
very inaccurate as an account of what do Donis actually said or
effected in English law, the summary that ho gives of its
provisions affords some guidance as to the course of events in
Scotland. e have no records to guide us as to the development
of Scots law at such an early stage but it seems not unreasonable
to surmise that the step by which the maritagiua limited to three
generations became the entail in aetormus won caused by Ccots
lawyers of the fourteenth century miaunderct -nding the effect of
a revolutionary statute. Possibly no authoritative text of the
Act found its way to Edinburgh, but only some non-legal traveller's
report and that about fifty years after its passing. Support for
this supposition is derived from the fact that no mention is made
of the lacuna in the Act by which only the original donee was
bound. This was not filled by the English judges until the
thirteon-forties. Wars had then caused a long break in ordinary
relatione between the two countries. These wars raged on and off
from about 1292 to 1546. During them Scotland had no time to
think of lav, but when peace came the Jcots may well have wished
to catch up with the times. It is significant that the wars
covered the period between the passing of de Donio and the final
fixing of its meaning by the English courts."

This whole passage seers to indicate Perron's obliviousness to

the fact that Craig was not a fourteenth century lawyer and that he

wrote over three centuries after do bonis. There ie no reason

whatever why Craig's views should be anto&ated in this way or even

treated as indicative of fourteenth century sottish legal thought.

Further, there is no possible justification for the assumption

Farran makes that because Craig got his English law wrong, that

wrong interpretation was a general Scottish one and so for believing

that the .bngliah statute had any influence in Scotland.

The truth of the matter would appear to be that the maritagiua

did not, as Parran suggests, become the ontail but rather that it

simply faded out of use. The reasons con only be guessed at.

Possibly the re-emphasis of baronial power and the greater

oohesivonoaa this would give to the feudal system as a whole was

sufficient /

98. Principles of -cota and English hand Law at pp. 146/147.



sufficient to ensure that land remained within the family unit

and that the restraints and benefits given by maritagium grants

were unnecessary. In any event the suggestion that the entail

in Scotland was derived from the maritagium seems to be wrong.

It is submitted that the origin of the entail in Scotland

is to be found - as indeed it is Sngland - in political events.

A feature almost peculiarly Scottish has been the number of

occasions on which the succession to the Grown has been settled

and resettled to take account of various contingencies. The

first Act of Settlement was that of Alexander III in 1284

providing for the succession of the Maid of Norway. This was
followed by three more such Acts in the fourteenth century, two

of them relating to the succession to Robert I and a third, in

1373 providing for the succession to Robert III. These were

essentially public acts, sanctioned and variable only by

Parliament.

A similar, indeed, corresponding procedure was adopted in

the case of certain of the King's great vassals. Thus in 1342

Parliament passed an Act providing for the succession to the
Earldom of Douglas and sanctioned the settlement in 1370 concerning

the Earldom of Ross. In both of these cases the succession

departed from ordinary feudal rules, limiting the right to succeed
to specified heirs and their descendants, and, in the case of the
Ross settlement, to speoifled heirs and their legitimate male

descendants, and was already by 1389 being described as "tailzied".

Almost certainly the prestige of the houses involved became

associated with the specialties in the destinations for in the last

years of the fourteenth and early years of the fifteenth centuries
grants /
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grants were made to important families such as the Crichtona,

Livingstons, Hones and Hepburns hearing destinations to the heirs

male of the line subject to conditions resembling a modem name

and arms clause, (99)

However these grants continued to be special oases. The

proliferation of tailzied grants seems to have come from the

changes that took place during the fifteenth century with the rise

in popularity and frequency of grants in feu farm, (100) A

prominent feature of this process was the redefinition of the

rights of the parties, particularly where land was held of the

Crown; where estates formerly held on whatever conditions of

service (most usually military service) were surrendered up and

rogranted for a capital sum and an increased rent in return for the

lifting of certain feudal incidents of the old tenures. In most

cases these regrants would be in such terms that the general line

of heirs would inherit after the feuar's death. In others it seems

that the Crown or other superior was induced to regrant on terns

such that the general line of inheritance was departed from or "cut".

The essential nature of the grant would bo the same, the rights and

duties of the parties similar to, if not identical with, those where

the orthodox line of inheritance had been adopted. The point is

then that these original tailzies were no more than simple feus with

a special line of succession. Hence this would explain Craig's (lOl),

Balfour's /

99, The Acts governing the royal succession are to be found in A.P.S.i
at pp. 424 (1284); 464 (1315); 549 (1373). The text of the Act
of 1326 appears to have been lost during the seventeenth century.
The Douglas settlement is referred to in proceedings in Parliament
on 7th April 1389? A.P.3. i. 557-8. The Ross settlement is
contained in A.P.3. i, 537-538.

For the grants to the Crichtons and others see R.M.3. ii 1045, 1064,
1191, 1214, 1534, 1595. See generally Nicholson "Scotland in the
Later Kiddle Ages" (Edinburgh 1974).

100, See generally Ranald Nicholson [1973] Jur, Rev. 1 at seq.
101. Ius Feudale 11.16,
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Balfour'3 (102), Hope's (103), Stair's (104) and their successors'

treatment of the entail in terms almost exclusively of succession,

ignoring any possible perpetuity element because such an element

simply did not exist.

To repeat Craig's definition: (105)
"There is no difficulty in defining a tailzied feu as one in

which the legal order of succession is excluded and the property
is destined to a series of substituted heirs named in the tenor of
the investiture * This does not make the tailzied feu any less
feudal in quality than the title to a simple feu. Indeed, paying
strict regard to the principles of Feudal Law, we might say that a
tailzied feu is eventually Identical with what was known in the
general feudal law as a simple feu,"

3*3. wevelooacats to 1685

If entails were originally merely a species of simple feu,

then they could be made subject to any of the restrictions that would

be imposed in a simple feu by means of conditions in the grant.

The efficacy of these restrictions depended primarily on consent:

the grantee was bound because he had bound himself; his heirs

would be bound by their acceptance of the succession. As Lord

Karnes put it: (106)

"It is plain that ©very single heir who accepts the succession
is bound by thi3 prohibition so far as he can be bound by his own
consent. His very acceptance of the deed, vouched by his serving
heir and taking possession, subjects him in common justice to the
prohibition: for no man is permitted to take the benefit of a deed
without fulfilling the provisions and burdens imposed on him in the
deed."

As /

102. Practick3 pp. 173-175,
103. Major Practicks III. 9. (stair Soc. vol. 3 at pp. IO3/I84).
104. III.4.33.
105. 11,16.3, Clyde translation at p. 698.
106. Historical Law Tracts at p. 133.
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As we have already seen (10*7) land could be alienated in one

of three ways: it could be given away gratuitously, it could be

sold or it could be apprised (108) for debt. The conditions of

grant, therefore, that would have to be imposed to prevent alienation

would need to restrict, if not entirely prohibit, the activities of

feuars in respect of these. The problem was whether conditions

embodying these restrictions would be valid. Although Balfour is

silent on what conditions mi^t be validly imposed Craig gives

several examples of conditions valid and invalid (108) but displays

considerable uncertainty with regard to those purporting to restrict

or prohibit alienation. He writes: (109)

"Coming to our law, I may say that in my opinion the condition
against alienation is of no force or effect in the case of any
infeftiaent (whatever the manner of holding may be) if conceived in
favour of one, his heirs and assignees."

But he qualifies this by indicating that his reason is the

technical one of the inclusion of "assignees" which was apjmrently

the then modern practice and which, not unnaturally, were considered

as importing a right to alienate. He goes on: (llO)

"It would be otherwise in a military feu which did not include
assignees. In titles of ancient date the references to assignees
are few and. far between and I would suspect the inclusion of them
in feudal grants is invented to legalise what would otherwise be
illegal."

In other words Craig would seem to be suggesting that in

accordance with pore feudal principle conditions restraining

alienation would be unnecessary since alienation (at least without

the /

107. hee above at section 2.1. at p. 83 at seq.
108. II.5. Clyde translation at p. 441 et seq.
109. II.5.7. Clyde translation at p. 446.
110. ibid; Clyde translation at p. 447.
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the superior*8 consent) would probably be illegal anyway. If

this is correct then it would seem that a condition to reinforce

this principle would be valid, unless, of course, it was

inconsistent with the terms of the grant.

By the time of Gtair (ill) and Mackenzie the problem was being

discussed in terms of principle rather than of the technical words

contained in conveyances and the point of principle was now quite

clearly that a grant in fee conferred also the right to alienate,

so that any prohibition on alienation would be inconsistent with

the character of the fee, or as Mackenzie put it, "inconsistent with

the nature of property and dominion." (112)

But at the same time 3tair felt that a restriction or limited

prohibition might be treated differently. Thus, for example, a

prohibition against alienation without the consent of the superior or

other person might be considered valid. The reasoning behind this

distinction would appear to be that restrictions on how the right to

alienate is used do not conflict with the essential nature of that

right whereas an absolute prohibition does. Lord Kames articulated

the point in this way: (113)

"Though none of the powers of property can be annihilated by will
or consent, a proprietor however may, by will or consent, limit
himself in the exercise of his property, for the benefit of others.
Liuch limitations are effectual in law and are at the same time
perfectly consistent with absolute property. If a man be put in
chains, or shut up in a dungeon, his property, in a legal sense is
as entire as ever; though at present he i3 deprived of the use or
enjoyment of the subjects which belong to him. In like manner a
civil obligation msy restrain a proprietor from the free use of his
own subject: but such restraint limits not his right to the subject
more than restraint by walls or chains."

There /

111, 11.3.58,
112, Institutions III.8.
113, Historical Law Traots at p. 121.



There appeal's to be only one known example of a condition de

non aliendo in a charter before the seventeenth century although

its validity had never been pronounced upon by either courts or

commentators prior to 1685. (114) Indeed up to the passing of

the Jntail Act the question of the validity of prohibitions de

non aliendo et non contrahendo debitum only came before the courts

once, in the case of Creditors of the Earl of Annandale v. Viecount

Jtoraont in 1662. (115) The case concerned the entail of the

lordship of Scone which contained the declaration that it should

not be lawful for any of the heirs of entail to violate or dissolve

it, to dispone or wadset the entailed estate "or do any deed whereby

the same may be evicted or comprised from them without the special

consent of all the persons contained in the tailzie or their heirs

if of full age."

The Sari of Annandale, having succeeded to the estate,

contracted debts which were secured on the estate in contravention

of the prohibition. On his death the creditors apprised the estate.

As the prohibition was fenced with a resolutive clause the next heir,

Viscount Stormont, brought an action of declarator to have it found

that on contravening the prohibitions the Earl had lost his right to

the estate, that accordingly the diligence of the creditors was

incompetent and that he was therefore entitled to enter onto the

lands free from the Sari's debts.

For the creditors the question of the validity of the prohibitions

was naturally of prime importance and they pleaded that the

prohibitions /

114. In a charter dated 1489 Adv. Lib. MS,54.2.1. Indeed no writer
since 1685 appears to have commented on its validity either, all
being content to follow Dalrymple in recording its existence and
singularity. In fact if the distinction between limited and
absolute prohibitions held any validity it would appear to
operate against the condition in the charter which is in
absolute terms. On the othor hand, given the limited rights of
alienation at this time, Its utility is somewhat doubtful.

115. 1662 M 13994-6.
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prohibitions were mill and void as being inconsistent with the

nature of property which gave to every proprietor in fee the free

exercise of his rights; as the Earl had been vested in fee no

such prohibitions could affect their claims.

The court rejected the claims of the creditors, feeling that

these clauses were not contrary to law as they were found in many

feudal grants and were indeed implied by law in the case of

wardholding.

However while the prohibition in this case was not held to be

bad the decision of the court is not without difficulty as to its

applicability to other prohibitions against alienation. The point

is that the prohibition here was not absolute and so could be

reconciled, in theory* with feudal principle on the basis that it

did not take away the proprietor's right of property in the estate

but merely prescribed conditions as to its use. Indeed what limited

support the case received from Stair (116) appears to be on the basis

of this distinction between limited restraint and absolute prohibition.

But on the other hand the case appears to have been argued, with

regard to the prohibitions, on more general lines and Sir George

Mackenzie, counsel for Viscount Storraont, presented a long argument

on the desirability of restraints against alienation generally in the

case of entailed estates. (117) Certainly the Act of 1685 envisaged

no such distinctions and absolute prohibitions were perfectly

acceptable thereunder. But -whether this was an innovation made by

the Act, or simply a confirmation of existing law is uncertain.

That it confirmed existing practice however is not in doubt for both

limited /

116. II 3.58.
117. Pleadings by Sir George Mackenzie. Second Pleading at p. 28,



limited and absolute restraints in respect of pre-statute entails

appear to have been approved on registration thereafter.

Yet even if the -^tornont case wore to be read as sanctioning

absolute prohibitions, it was clear, some thirty years before, that

the use of prohibitory clauses alone would not be effective to

ensure that the entailed land was not alienated. The reason was

that while the prohibitions might declare what might not be done,

they did not prescribe what was to happen if the proprietor acted

in contravention of them. hile they might take away the riaht of

the proprietor to alienate or contract debt, as proprietor he none

the less still had the 'power to alienate or secure his debts on the

entailed land if he so chose. Unlike the position of those

entitled under an entail in ingland, successors to an entailed

proprietor in Scotland had no interest in the land as such. The

most they could be said to have was a spes successionis, which was

never sufficient to give any rights in rem against the entailed

estate. Put at its highest, the prohibition was treated as imposing

an obligation on the proprietor, the benefit of which amounted to a

personal right giving rise, at most, to an action for damages. As

Lord Kames put it: (118)

"Admitting then that the heir is bound by his acceptance, let
us enquire whether this consent be effectual to fulfil the purposes
of the entail. He sells the estate notwithstanding the prohibition;
will not the purchaser be secure, leaving to the heirs of entail an
action against the vendor for damages? This has been doubted for the
following reason, that a purchaser who buys from an heir of entail,
in whom it is a breach of duty to sell, concurs thereby with his
author in doing what is unjust. But this argument applies not
against a bona fide purchaser ignorant of the restraint;
therefore he must be secure. Or to put yet a simpler case let us
suppose the estate is adjudged for payment of debt. It i3 necessity
and not choice that makes a creditor proceed to legal execution; and
even supposing him to be in the knowledge of the restraint there can
be no justice in his taking the benefit of the law to make his claim
effectual. Hence it is plain that a prohibition cannot alone have
the effect to secure the estate against the debts and deeds of the
tenant in tail."

The /

118. Historical Law Tracts at p. 133/154; even this doctrine of the
personal rights of substitutes was abolished during the first half
of the nineteenth century. See below at section 3.4.
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The solution, generally attributed to Sir Thomas Hope who is

supposed to have discovered it in England while acting as King's

Advocate, (119) was the use of irritant and resolutive clauses to

fence round the prohibitions. As Hope himself put it (120)

"either to make the party contractor of the debt to incur the I033

and tinsel of his right in favour of the next in tailzie, or to

declare all deeds done in prejudice of the tailzie, by bond,

contract, infeftment or comprising, to be null of the law". (121)

Again it was in the .tormont case (115) that the only pro-

statute testing of the validity of the fencing clauses occurred.

Here the prohibition was coupled with a resolutive clause in terms

that* "if any of the said persons or their heirs should contravene

the said provision, that they should lose their right and title to

the said infeftment, and of all the lands and others therein

contained ipso facto; and the said charter and infeftment with

all right and title thereof, should be null and expire and their

right should accresce and belong to the next heir of tailzie who is

immediately provided to succeed the failing contravener".

For the creditors it was pleaded that the resolutive clause had

no foundation in law and that in any event it could not operate so

as to annul their rights. In the event however the court rejected

this /
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this plea and granted the declarator sought. It did so however on

a rather strange and technical ground. It was found that the

prohibitive and resolutive clauses were contained in the instrument

of sasine which had been duly entered in the Register. As such,

it was said, the prohibitions had been effectively published so that

the creditors should be treated as having notice of them and

accordingly should be bound by them (thus, in effect, going contrary

to the proposition advanced by Lord Karnes, supra). Prom the report

it is difficult to ascertain whether the nature and validity of

resolutive clauses were discussed at all; the judgement merely

seems to assume that they were valid. (122)

The theory on which the resolutive clause was supposed to

operate was comparatively simple. It iiras founded on the undoubted

right of the entailer to impose conditions on those heirs he had

appointed to succeed and as a consequence he would have the power

to forfeit or "resolve" the rights of those heirs on such conditions

as lie chose. Accordingly on taking infeftment of the settled

property the heirs of entail, being bound by its conditions, must

lose their rights to the estate if the conditions were contravened.

However the theory had the further elaboration that, with the

forfeiture of the contravener's right, his acts of contravention

must fall also as being the doeds of someone who was no longer owner

of the estate.

Certainly the court's acceptance of Viscount Stormont's plea to

enter free of the Barl of Annandale's debts necessarily involved

acceptance of this last step in the reasoning, but, even allowing

the efficacy of a forfeiture clause under the general law, there

would appear to be a number of objections to this result.

In /
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In the first place the forfeiture would appear to come too

late. If the resolution of the contravener'a right is conditioned

to operate as a consequence of an act of contravention then clearly

that act of contravention must precede the forfeiture. As it must

so preoede the forfeiture it must operate at a time when the

proprietor still had the power (if not the right) to dispone; and

any exercise of that power would still confer a good title on a

purchaser or creditor. (l2p) But even if the forfeiture is

conditioned to take effect on the occurrence of an act of contravention

it would seem that the same objections would apply. As Lord Kames

has articulated it at length: (124)

"The consent here is obviously conditional, *1 3hall abandon if
I transgress or contravene any of the prohibitions'. Therefore,
from the nature of the thing, there can be no abandon till there
first be an act of contravention. This is not less clear than that
the crime must precede the punishment. Where then is the security
that arises from a resolutive clause? A tenant in tail agrees to sell
by the lump: a disposition is made out - nothing wanting tut the
subscription: the disponer takes a pen in his hand, and begins to
write his name. During this act there is not abandon nor forfeiture,
because as yet there is no alienation. Let it be so, that the
forfeiture takes place upon the last stroke of the pen; but then the
alienation is also completed by the same stroke; and the land is gone
past redemption. The defect is still more palpable, if possible,
in the case of contracting debt. No man can subsist without
contracting debt more or less; and no lawyer has been found so
chimerical as to assert, that the contracting debt singly will produce
a forfeiture. All agree that the debtor's right is forfeited no
sooner than when the debt is secured on the land by adjudication.
But what avails the forfeiture after the debt is made real and secured
upon the land."

It will be remembered that the same problem was faced by the

fraaers of English perpetuities and the attempted solution there was

to condition the forfeiture to take effect on an attempt to contravene,

although this was held to be invalid for uncertainty. (125)

There /
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124. Historical Law Tracts at pp. 125/126.
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There is the further point that, whatever view he taken of

his rights under the entail, the proprietor still held the feudal

title to his land in spite of his acts of contravention, and this

would remin with him until the appropriate judgement or act of

infeftmont of the next heir had deprived him of it. In short the

conveyancing mechanics rendered it impossible for a proprietor to

be deprived of his feudal title simple by an act of contravention.

Whatever the entail might say, his powers would not be impaired by

such contravention but would become voidable at the instance of

the heir next entitled. But this being so, the right would remain

in the proprietor until such time as action were taken to divest

him of it. To quote Lord Komes again: (126)

"It is a rule of law that has never been called into question,
that consent alone without delivery cannot transfer property. Nay,
it is universally admitted that consent alone cannot even have the
effeot to divest the concenter of his property till another be
invested! or, which comes to the same, that one infeftment cannot
be taken away but by another. If so, what avails a resolutive
clause more than one is simply prohibitory? Suppose the consent to
abandon, which at first was conditional, is now purified by an act
of contravention, the tenant in tail i3 indeed laid open to have his
right voided and the land taken from him; but he still remains
proprietor, and his infeftment stands good till the next heir be
infeft} or at least till the next heir obtain a decree declaring
the forfeiture. Before such process be commenced every debt
contracted by the tenant in tail, and every disposition granted by
him, must be effectual, being deeds of a man, xsfco, at the time of
executing, was proprietor."

This defect in the resolutive clause was sought to be remedied

by coupling it with an irritant clause nullifying, or purporting to

nullify, the acts of the proprietor in contravention of the

prohibition. Even though, therefore, the forfeiture might come too

late /
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late, if the contravening acts of the proprietor were in the

meantime nullified might not such a clause be sufficient to plug

that gap?

The only objection to this is that until forfeiture the

proprietor still held the fee ami would therefore still have the

power to dispone or burden with debt the entailed estate. An

irritant clause would certainly avoid any conveyance or bond, a3

far as the proprietor was concerned, but it is a much more dubious

proposition to hold that it would affect the rights of purchasers or

creditors derived from (what was for them) a validly executed

instrument. Indeed (with regard to the resolutive clause) the

creditors in the Stormont case put this point. The court, however

overrode this objection on the basis that the creditors had notice

of the restraints as, being contained in the instruments of sasine

which had been duly registered, having been effectively published;

this being so, having notice of them, the creditors were to be treated

as dealing subject to them, with the result that their interests

would be postponed to those under the entail.

There was no direct authority for this approach. Instead the

court treated the published restraints as equivalent to published

interdictions, and on this analogy the court rested its decision.

As with so many aspects of the .itormont case, difficulties are

presented by the poor quality of the reports, but at first sight, it

would seem that the only point on which the analogy holds good is

that both instruments of sasine and interdictions were required to be

recorded. Am to the substance of the comparison there seems to be

little common ground. An interdiction was essentially a public

tiling; it was a common law writ, prohibiting the proprietor from

selling or entering into transactions affecting his land without the

consent /
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consent of those responsible for the interdiction. The purpose

was to provide a legal restraint on the activities of those who,

because of their personal inadequacies might be induced to fritter

away their inheritance. It was notified to the public by a solemn

act of publication, after which those who still dealt with an

interdicted proprietor became just as subject to the interdiction

as the proprietor, their activities in respect of the relevant

propcrty being liable to be set aside. After publication the

interdiction was then recorded in the Register of basines. It is

to be emphasised that the recording itself had no effect on existing

legal rights and remedies} the effect was derived from the

publication.

On the other hand the context to which the court sought to

apply the analogy of the interdiction lacked the necessary element

of publication and by so doing the court was ascribing to the action

of registration a consequence which (at this time at any rate) it

did not have, namely that of altering the nature of the rights of

those governed by the document registered.

However, notwithstanding the technical objections to the court's

action, it must be admitted that this approach did solve a number of

probleras emanating from the difficulty a3 to whether irritant or

resolutive clauses could be said to operate not only against the

heirs of entail but also against third parties. The point Was

that an interdiction operated not only against the proprietor but

also against those who dealt with him. If this were to be applied

to entails it would get over the problem as to whether an entailer

could prescribe the consequences not only of his heirs' acts, but

also those of such persons who might deal with hi3 heirs.

Whatever /
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Whatever the objections to the Jtonaont decision there is no

doubt that it was acted upon by landed proprietors, Ahaw's Index

of hitaila indicates that nineteen entails were executed between

the date of the decision find the passing of the Act of 1685.

This figure, however, represents only those entails which satisfied

the requirements laid down by the Act itself; it takes no account

of those entails executed with only two clauses on the Atormont

model which did not satisfy the Act. As to this latter category

the number can only be guessed at. Lord Kames on the one hand

suggests that many 3uch were executed. (127) Other commentators

have doubted this (128) suggesting the low figure in ohaw as being

indicative of the lack of faith in the correctness and durability

of the decision. Of contemporary writers, Mackenzie, while

supporting the validity of entails, nevertheless felt that a statute

was needed to secure them. He wrote: (129)

"If the maker of a taillie designed that the taillied lands
should not be alienable even for onerous causes thon he adjects to
the pactum de non aliendo, a clause irritant and resolutive,
declaring all deeds done contrary to and in prejudice of the taillie
to be null and void; and in that case all posterior alienations,
even for onerous causes, will be reducible ..... And bee use 3uch
clauses prejudge creditors and commerce very much, and soen to be
inconsistent with the nature of property and dominion, therefore an
Act of Parliament was necessary for securing them."

5.4. The ,-ct of 1685 (130)

The Act of 1685 made provision for the regulation of the law of

entail in the following terms:

"Our Sovereign Lord, with advice and consent of his estates in
Parliament, statutes and declares, That it 3hall be lawful to his
Majesty's subjects to tailzie their lands and estates and to
substitute heirs in their tailzies, with such provisions road conditions
as /
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as they shall think fit, and to affect the soid tailzies with
irritant and resolutive clauses, "hereby it shall not be lawful to
the heirs of tailzie to sell, armailzie or dispone the; n i- lands
or any part thereof, or contract debt or do any deed -hereby the
snr.-r.n nny be apprised, adjudged or evicted iron t3m oxh ;r destitutes
in the tailzie, or the succession frustrate or interrupted,
declaring all such deeds to be in themselves null and void, and that
th; next heir of tailzie may, irmediitely upon contravention, pursue
declarators thereof and serve himself heir to him who died last
infeft in the fee, and did not contravene, without necessity any
ways to represent the contravener; it is always declared, tliat such
t ilsies only shall be allowed, in which the presaid irrii \t and
resolutive clauses are insert in the procuratorios of resignation,
charters, precepts .aid instruments of sasitie; and the original
tailzie once produced before the Lords of session judicially, who
ar- here;by ordained to interpose their authority thereto; .nd that
a re cord bo made in a particular register book to be kept for that
effect, .heroin shall be recorded the names of the maker of tailzie,
and of the heirs of tailsie, and the general designations of the
lordship:; .aid baronies, .nd the provisions and conditions contained
in the tailzie with the ..oreaaid irritant and resolution clauses
sub-joined thereto, to re gain in the said rep;Later ad perpc fcuao rei
raemoriaai end for which record there s all be paid to th clerk of
rogxstt• —'* .nd his depUuxec the >■wio uuos .... xc p. id for ..no
re iotration of sasines; end which provisions and irritant clauses
shall be repeated in all the subsequent conveyances of the said
tailzied estate, to toy of the heirs of tailzie; and boin so
ins rt, his i.ajesty, vrith advice and consent aforesaid, docleros the
su. :e. to bo real and effectual, not only .•against the contr....v-tners and
th-ir .-sirs, out ilso against their creditors comprizers, .djudgors
and other singular .'successors whatsoev- .r, whether by log:..! or
co...v. -dionsl titles. It is always hereby declared, that if the
said provisions and irritant clauses aliall not be repe vted in the
ri hta and conveyonces, where by any of the h.,irs of tailzie shall
brook or enjoy the tailzied estate, the said omission shall import
s contravention of the irritant and resolutive clauses .. - I .at the
I ■•"son and his heirs who shall omit to insert the s me ,-hercoy the
fi-.il estate shall, ipso facto, fall, accresce md f . ...evolved to the
n xt heir of tailzie, but shall not militate against creditors and
other singular successors, who shall happen to have contr..ctad bona
fide with the person who stood infeft in the said est .to, Jtkout
Lhe said irritant .-nd resolutive clauses in the oo&y of hi. right}

• i it is further declared, that nothing in this act 'hall prejudge
his ..ujosty as to confiscations or other fines, as to tlx punishment
of crim.es, or his I'ajesty or any other lawful superior, of the
casualties of superiority which aay arise to then out of kv tailzied
estate, but these fines shall import no contravention of the
iorit-at clause.''

The /
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The Act therefore made provision for the legality of settlements

by way of entail, provided that the deed of entail contained certain

specified clauses and provided that the procedure for production

before the Court of heasion, and recording in the newly set-up

Register of Jntails was followed. It disposed of the difficulties

apparent at common law regarding the effects of a contravention of

the prohibitions on the irritant and resolutive clauses as to the

heir of entail in possession, as to the heir next entitled and as

to the rights of third parties in the entailed estate. hat the

Act did not do however was to define its relationship with the

common law. The problem therefore which presented itself was as

to its precise effect; did it provide a new code which was to

apply exclusively to entailed settlements or did it merely provide

a facility which did not impinge upon or abrogate common law

principles 30 that those principles operate as an alternative; and

did it relate to all entails or only to those created after the

passing of the Act?

3»4»1« Defective Entails and the Common Law

As might bo expected, since the Act made no provision for pre-

1685 entails, it was their status that was to present many of the

early problems. The problems, however, were not so much substantive,

as the fona of settlement sanctioned by the Act was essentially that

of the developed settlements already used, but were more concerned

with the conveyancing technicalities. Thus in Viscount Garnock v.

Heirs of Entail. (l3l) on the death of the institute the estate had

been /
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been transferred to the heir, but without repeating the prohibitions

and fencing clauses in his service and instrument of sasine. Instead

these documents had attempted to incorporate by reference the various

provisions of the original charter and infeftsaent. .."hen it was

subsequently sought to sell the entailed estate for the payment of

debts the heirs objected that such an act was contrary to the

provisions of the entail. The creditors however pleaded that this

lack of repetition took the entail outside the scope of the Act with

the result that the estate could be sold. To this the heirs pleaded

that the Act of 1685 was not made retrospective and as such did not

apply to entails made prior to that date, so that the issue should be

decided on the basis of the common law which they felt, rightly or

wrongly, would assist them. The Court found:

"That the act 1685 regulates the transmissions of tailzies made
before the said act as well as those made since; and that the
general reference in the sasine is not sufficient to interpel
creditors, according to the act 1685."

The Court was less decisive with regard to the requirement for

the registration of pre-statute settlements. In Cant v. Jorthwlck

(132) a pro-statute entail which was perfect in all other respects

was nought to be reduced on the basis of its lack of registration.

It was held that as the Act was not retrospective it was unnecessary

for pre-etatute settlements to be registered. No reason seems to

have been offered as to why, if it was not retrospective as regards

registration, the Act should have been treated as retrospective with

regard to the formalities of a transmission document a year before.

Possibly the answer lies in the fact that even under the common law

the documents in the Gamook case would have been regarded as

inadequate /
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inadequate publication of the restraints. Certainly in the next

case, that of Creditors of Hepburn (133) the adequacy of the

publication 3eeras to have beon the decisive factor. Here an

unrecorded deed was upheld as its restrictions and limitations had

been engrossed in the registered instrument of sosine and as such

had in reality been effectively published. The decision roads:

"That as the tailzie was executed and completed by infcftiaent
prior to the act 1685 there was no necessity for recording it in the
register of tailzies appointed by the act."

These decisions however were reversed some years later in Lord

>: i v. Hunter (134) after which it became settled principle

that, whether the entail was made either before or after the Act, to

coue within its provisions, it had to be registered.

Although in these cases it seem to have been assumed that,

insofar as it went, the Act superseded the principles of the common

law, especially in view of the statement in the Act that "such

tailzies only shall be allowed, in which the foresaid irritant and

resolutive clauses are insert", it was nevertheless 3till sought to

argue that the Act merely provided a facility, which did not exclude

the possibility of an entail being valid and effectual at common la;.

Thus in Hamilton v. hcDowall (135) counsel sought to show that an

entail which was defective in terras of the Act still might be valid

on the basis of the decision in the -torment case. (136) This,

however, met with very little sympathy, Lord lieadowbank dismissing

it as follows: (137)

"Ifr /
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"My Lords, it seeios seriously to be suggested that entails
are not founded on statute only, but have an existence at cosmon
lew. I don't blame a party for attempting anything that may
seem to him to have the remote possibility of aiding his cause;
but I must say, that a more desperate attempt I never saw in any
case; and sure I am that it will not impose, I do not say on any
lawyer, but on any person even moderately skilled in the rudiments
of the law, Ity lords, I eia not speaking from my own authority;
I speak the unanimous judgement of this Court, while Lord Justice-
Clerk Miller and Lord Braxfield oat on the bench. It was the
unanimous opinion of the Court, in the case of Aanew of Jheachan (138)
that the case of 3tormont was wrongly decided, and that entails had
not a foot to stand upon but the statute 1635. They are the mere
creations of statute."

Yet while an entailed settlement that was in some measure

deficient in terms of the Act could not derive its efficacy from the

co x:ion law, it did not follow that it3 provisions were wholly without

effect. If, for example, the defect was in complying with on© of

the requirements of tie Act as to form or procedure, but where the

prohibitions and the fencing clauses were perfect it seems

inconceivable that they should not have been given effect to insofar

as the common law could give effect to them. The point is that while

to irritant and resolutive clauses without the statutory backing

would have been insufficient to preserve the inviolability of the

entailed estate, they should nevertheless still have been operative

inter haeredes so that a contravening entailed proprietor could still

be faced with an action of declarator to have it found that hi3 right

had been forfeited by virtue of the resolutive clause and that the

next heir was entitled to be infeft. The point seems almost to be

without direct judicial authority. There is however the case of

Moos v. )runmond (139) in which an action of irritancy had been brought

ag: inst the heir of entail in possession for alleged acts contravening

the /
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tho prohibitions. Hie entail had not been registered and so was

outwith the protection of the Act of 1685. Host of the discussion,

both by counsel and by members cf the court concerned the effect of

the action on the status of the creditors of the estate, and,

unsurprisingly it was found that their rights were unaffected.

But the court then went on to grant a declarator confirming the

forfeiture of the contravening heir in pursuance of the resolutive

clause,

/hero the defect which excluded the Act was not one of mere

formality, but was rather a matter of the perfection of the fencing

clauses the position might have been different, depending on whether

the defect was contained in or comprised the omission of the irritant

clause. It is difficult however to see what precise effect this

would have, for a clause which ineffectually declared acts of

contravention null would scarcely cause any repercussions on the

interests under the settlement. The resolutive clause would still

be available to effect the forfeiture of the contraveneds interest

and the position would seam to be much the same as if the defect was

one of formality.

If the defect was in the resolutive clause then not oven the

right to forfeit the oontravener's interest would be open to the

following heirs. All that would be left would be the force of the

prohibitions, such as they were.

How, although, as we have seen, the clauses of prohibition could

not, of themselves, protect the settled property, nevertheless it was

felt for a considerable period of time that they might bo effectual

to protect the interests under the settlement. (140) The basis of

this /
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this view was the theory that, while creating no real right, the

prohibitions created a personal right in favour of the heirs, o

dandford explains: (141)
"This prohibitory clause nay be conceived either in general

terns, declaring that the heirs of entail shall do no act or deed
by which the course of the succession nay be altered or innovated,
or the lands affected} or it nay declare that it shall not be
lawful to any of the heirs of entail to contract debt, alienate the
property, or alter the destination. By such clauses the rights of
the heir in possession, and of the substitutes are materially
affected; the former cannot grant any gratuitous deed by -hich the
substitutes can be disappointed of the succession; and the latter
have a right of credit in their favour, which entitles then to claim
performance of the obligation conceived in their favour and to set
aside any gratuitous deed done to their prejudice. By ta1 ring up
the succession under the burden of the condition annexed to It, the
heir in possession binds himself to implement it, and the
substitutes are creditors to that effect,"

Thus, if an entailed proprietor could be restrained from

alienating gratuitously, and although he still might alienate for

onerous causes, if such consideration as he received must

necessarily be held under, or invested in subjects to be held under,

the entail then a perpetuity of sorts would still exist, for although

the settled property itself might change, the interests undor the

settlement would continue so long as there were substitutes to

satisfy the destination. The vx-jjafc of the substitute heirs to

reduce gratuitous alienations in contravention of the prohibitions

was established early in the case of the harl of Callendar v. Lord

John Hamilton. (142) although the correctness of the decision has

often bean doubted since it appears to have been based on the

provisions of the Bankruptcy Act 1621 (145) in apite of the fact that

it was not found in that ca3© that there had been an insolvency,

Nevertheless the Jus orediti of the heirs was held sufficient eight

years /

141, supra at p. 101,
142. January 27, 1607 I'. 15476,
143* Act of 1621 o, 18.
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years later in allaoe (144), in 1695, to reduce a gratuitous deed

of alienation and by the middle of the eighteenth century the

principle was beyond doubt, (145)

The second limb of the process, the securing of the suias

raised and their investment for the benefit of the heirs of entail

took a little longer to establish. It began in 1728 in Lord

.;tT»«thna?er v. Duke of Douglas (146) where debts had been contracted

on the security of the entailed estate in contravention of the

prohibitory clause. The court, while agreeing that an entailed

proprietor subject only to clauses of prohibition held the estate

in fee, and that the powers that went with such a holding, including

those of burdening the estates with debt or alienating them for an

onerous cause were unaffected, (147) held that he was nevertheless

obliged to fulfil the condition under which he had accepted the

estate. If, therefore, he acted in breach of such conditions he

was bound to make reparation to those heirs following for the injury

he had done to them.

This principle was applied in Gordon Cummin/? v. Gordon in 1761

(148) where the entailed proprietor of the estate of Pitlurg sought

a declarator that he was entitled to sell the estate in contravention

of the prohibitions in the entail and to dispose of the price at his

pleasure. The Court found in the following terrass

",.,[T]he pursuer is laid under a prohibition of selling or
alienating the estate to the prejudice of the substitute heirs of
tailzie? and therefore that however safe an onerous purchaser
might be, the pursuer, by a voluntary sale of the lands, would
contravene the entail and be subjected to an action of reparation
and damages, at the instance of the substitute heirs of tailzie,"

UP /

144. February 8, 1695 4 Bro. Supp, 65,
145. Ure v. Carl of Crawfurd July 1, 1756 M. 4315.
146. February 2nd 1728, H. 15373.
147. established in Young v. BothwellB: December 7, 1705 K. 15482,
148. July 29th, 1761, M. 15513.
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Up till this point the issue had been discussed by the courts

in terras only of the availability of an action for reparation and

damages, and indeed the commentators acquiesced in this view. (149)
But in the some year as the Pitlurg case the court went furthor.

In Young- v. Young (150) the entailed estate was sold contrary to the

prohibition. In an action brought at the instance of the

substitute heir it was held that although the purchaser's right to

the estate was unimpeachable, the purchase price oust be reinvested

and resettled in terns of the entail because the prohibition had

been breachod and a liability for reparation in damages thus arose

in favour of those thereby prejudiced,

however there does not appear to have been another case directly

on this point for fifty years, until Locfrharta v, Stewart jonham (l5l)
cane before the court in 1811. Here again the contravention

consisted of a sale in breach of the prohibition. Again the court,

while finding that the proprietor had the powor to sell, declared

that, having done so, he was obliged to invest the proceeds, The

court articulated its decision in the following terns:

"[T]he 3lmple prohibition did give a jus crediti to the
substitutes though they were merely personal creditors; that they
no doubt had not the benefit of the statute, as they would have had
if the entail Ixad been complete, which would have made tlien real
creditors, and night be disappointed if the heir in possession spent
the whole, or if it was carried off from them "by his creditors;
but that so long as any part of the price remained they were
entitled to insist on its being secured in terms of the entail." (152)

Up to this point, then, it seemed that while a settlement

containing a simple prohibition (or one fenced with defective irritant

or /

149. >~>oe esp. Lord Karnes cited above at note 113.
150, November 13th 1761 5 Bro. hupp, 884,
151. June 8th 1811 P.O.
152, Followed in It -m). of 12th June 1812.
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or resolutive clauses) would not ensure the porpetu&l retention

of the entailed land subject to the entailer's prescribed

destination, it would nevertheless provide a settlement under which

the interests created thereunder night continue in perpetuity.

The principle was, in the words of -andford: (153)

"... that the substitutes in a deed of entail, which only
contained a prohibitory clause, or which, contained prohibitions
not sufficiently fenced by the irritant and resolutive clauses, in
terms of the statute 1685, were entitled to demand fulfilment of
what was lieId to be an obligation upon the heir in possession to
transmit the estate to then according to the intention of the maker
of the deed in their favour} or to demand reparation for its breach,
by the investment of the sua received as the price of the estate, in
the purchase of other estates, to be limited to the same uses as the
original property. It was considered, that as the obligation
imposed by the deed was not real, but merely personal upon the heir,
it did not give the substitutes a jus viadicandi over the property
itself, so as to interfere with the power of disposal which
possession of the foe gave; but that the personal obligation
deprived the heir of the ri^h-t, though not of the legal power to
alienate and rendered him liable to an action to enforce implement
of the obligation, or remedy the wrong he may have committed."

The itewart aonhaa case however was appealed to the House of

Lords, inconclusively as it turned out, for while doubts were

expressed as to the correctness of the principles on which it had

been decided and while it was remitted to the Court of Cession for

their further deliberations, the parties decided to proceed no

further.

There tlie matter rested until 1830 when the House of Lords -was

called to pronounce upon three alienations of land settled under

defective entails and in particular as to whether the price received

should be reinvested, or paid out and apportioned between the

substitute heirs, or retained by the disponer. In the first two

HtoWt /
153. at p. 108.
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-tc>;art v« iullartoit (154) concerning the loads of Aacog and

hruce v. bruce (155) concerning the lands of Tillicoultry tha

entire line of cases decided by the Court of Joasion which gave

rise to the above principle was brought into question, as was the

very basis of the principle, the existence of an enforceable

obligation in favour of the substitute heirs. Their Lordships

denied the existence of ouoh an enforceable obligation, at least

in so far as it was supposed to give the substitute heirs a Jus

orediti on the price. It was held that as prohibitions in a deed

of entail could not be the foundation of inhibitory diligenco and

as they did not take away from the proprietor his power to

contravene the prohibitions for onerous causes, the alleged

obligation simply did not exist. This being so, there could be

no insistence that the price derived from the sale of property

settled under a defective entail be reinvested under tha t rns of

the entail, nor could there be reparation for the substitute heirs.

The third case was slightly different. While the /iscog

entail contained no resolutive clause and that in the Tillicoultry

entail was found to be defective, the deficiency in the

ueonsberry entail of tha lands of Tinw&ld (156) was merely formal

in that the entail lied not been registered in accordance with the

Act# In this case, while the same principle, that there was no

enforceable obligation under which the proceeds should be invested,

was applied, the substitute heirs were not left entirely helpless,

being able to apply for a declarator of irritancy in order to forfeit

the /

154. July 16, 1830 , 4 tr ft 3 196.
155. July 16, 1830, 4* & S 240.
156. i arouis of • ueenaberry v. Txeputorg of Duke of ueensberry July 16,

1830 4 W & 3 254.
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the heir's right to the estate, this, of course, being as a result

of the resolutive clause,

'..'ith these three decisions the House of Lords effectively

prevented the creation of a type of perpetual settlement by way

of the defective entail .rules, (157) However, in doing so they

created a further difficulty as to whether this left the

prohibitions completely redundant or whether they still had a use,

and specifically whether thoy still conferred on substitute heirs

the right to reduce a deed purporting to make a gratuitous

alienation. The difficulty arose from the doctrine of the Scottish

courts that this right derived from the obligation created by the

existence of the prohibition in the deed of entail. If however

this obligation no longer existed, as it did not according tc the

House of Lords, how could the substitute heirs still retain their

right? Subsequent judicial pronouncenents provide little assistance,

simply asserting, as they do, that prohibitory clauses remained

sufficient to prevent gratuitous alienations, (158) Perhaps the

answer lies in the fact that the three decisions of July 15th IBjJO

were embodiments of the rules of strict interpretation that were

applied to entailed settlements; that in accordance with these

rules, as the Act of 1635 did not apply, the substitute heirs must

look to the provisions of the deed of entail itself for their rights

and that there were no provisions for reinvestment In their favour in

the deed; but that the right to reduce gratuitous deeds needed no

implication of any extraneous matter or idea with the result that its

survival /

157. i'or a discussion of the policy aspects and a detailed examination
of the judgment of the House of Lords in these three cases see
below, section 3,5,

158. See per Lord Kbncrieff in Lockhart & Lockhart 1841; per Lord
Brougham in Cathcart v. C'athcart (1331) 5 W & 3 315 at p. 344.
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survival would not conflict with the rules of strict

interpretation. (159)

3.4.2. Effective 'Entails

.hile the let of 1685 was designed to give protection for

entailed property it nevertheless occurred that, ovon when all

the requirements of the Act had boon net, so that it operated

with full force, it was not sufficient, without more, to prevent

the entailed estate from being alienated. To fill this gap the

eommon law had to be pressed into service.

The point was that the Act was expressed as opeKiting against

"heirs of entail". Accordingly where the proprietor of an

entailed estate could not be so described the question arose as to

whether he was bound by the prohibitions. The difficulty arose

in two situations: first, where the entailer directly disponed the

estate to X and then substituted to him a number of other persons

as heirs of tailzie, and secondly where the proprietor entailed his

estate on himself.

The earliest cases concerned situations of the first type.

In the first of them, ..illiaon v. illison (160) the institute put

forward what was to become the standard plea, that although the

settlement was within the Act of 1685 the prohibitions were directed

against the heirs of entail end therefore, not being within such

description, they did not apply to him. The court however found

that the prohibitions were applicable to him.

In Hav v, drakine Balfour. (161) the court decided the other

way, finding that the institute "was not restricted from contracting

debts, /

159. See below, section 3,5? at p. 149 et seq.
160. February 26th. 1726 H. 15458.
161. February, 14th, 1758 M. 4406? M. 15461.
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debts, he being tins dispones, and tiie restriction only laid on

the lieirs of tailzie".

The question went for decision to the house of Lords in

wagonstone of uuntreath v. ..Omens tone (162) where the prohibitions

wore directed against the heirs of entail without specific mention

of the institute. The Court of session held, as a mutter of

construction, that "the purchaser is comprehended under the

description and designation of heir of entail [and] is thereby

subjected to the restrictions and limitations of the said entail'.

The douse of Lords however, acting upon the principle that entailed

settlements were res odiosae and so required a strict interpretation,

reversed this, holding that if the institute was to be bound it was

for the entailer specifically to bind him by directing the

prohibitions against him. where there was no audi specific

direction, it would not be implied by the courts. Thus the

judgement declares;

"That the appellant, being fiar or disponee, and not an heir
of entail, ought not by implication from other parts of the deed of
entail to be construed within the prohibitory, irritant and
resolutive clauses, laid only upon the heirs of tailzie."

This principle was applied to the second class of casos where

the question concerned the entailer's being bound by the prohibitions

of the settlement. The issue here was not so much the entailed

proprietor's right to dispone as whether the entailer's creditors

could proceed against the estate (of which the entailer was still

proprietor under the deed of entail).

jigain the point was that the Act of 1685 was stated to be

operative only against "heirs of entail" and that the entailer was

clearly /

162. November 24th 1769 M, 4409 (H.L. judgment delivered in 1771).
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clearly not one of these. But there was also the point that to

permit such restrictions to apply, either by an extension of the

statute or by operation of the common lav, would provide a means

whereby the entailer's debts might be evaded as a result of tho

settlement.

On the first point there was no difficulty. The statute

would not be extended to cover the position of the entailer.

Thus in PteflPfl Y« r'HPnSrtffoffl (163) the report reads:

"The statute 1685, authorising settlements of that sort [i.e.
entails] related, it is observed, to the case of heirs alone,
whose interest might, according to the forms therein prescribed,
be limited or modified by the dead of the ancestor, from whose
gift they derived the estate. But the case of the proprietor
himself was left to the consideration of the common law."

But as to the second point there was ouch uncertainty.

Again there was the undoubted rule that without the prohibitions

being directed specifically against the entailer they would not

apply. whether one could accept the other half of this proposition,

that if they were so effectively directed, then the entailed

estate would be safe was more doubtful, for this would mean going

against an established rule of law. As Lord Robertson said in the

oase of Actiqw of Shauohan: (164)

"It is clear in the law of Scotland, and runs through the
whole system, that the whole estate of every debtor i3 liable to
be affected by the diligence of his creditor; and it is
impossible that any man can have in his own person the fee of an
estate, continue in it, and at the same time by any deed or
operation of hi3 own prevent the attachment of it by his creditors."

In jickson v. Cunningham (163) it was held that where the

entail was gratuitous then erven though the prohibitions mi, ht be

directed against the entailer they would not be effectual to bar

his /

163. Larch 10th 1706 H. 15534; affirmed by H.L. 1S31 5 & S
(App. Cas) 693.

164. 3rd March 1784 M. 15435.
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his creditors from proceeding against the settled estate. The

case concerned the entail of the estate of Kilbucho which was

settled on the entailer and his nominated substitutes, the

prohibitions being directed against both. After the settlement,

however, the entailer contracted a number of debts and felt

obliged to sell a portion of the entailed estate to satisfy them.

The substitutes then brought an action to nullify the validity of

the sale. The report readss

"The Lords considered the entail to be altogether ineffectual
in a question with the creditors of the entailer .... The maker
of the entail in question might have restricted his right to mere
liferent; or by executing a band of interdiction, he might have
precluded his burdening of the lands unless for onerous or rational
causes. These however were the only methods by which the order
of succession marked out by him could be secured against h.i3 future
contractions the general rule being undoubted, 'That no man can,
by any device, withdraw his estate from being liable for his
debts *."

Two years later came the case of htewart v- Vm-in ;-.gnew (164)
where the entail was not gratuitous and which was found not to

have been made with the intention of defrauding the entailer's

creditors. Here, unlike the situation in Dickson's case the debts

related to periods both before and after the settlement. The

original action was brought by the trustees for the creditors

against the son of the original entailer who was apparently, anxious

that the debts of his father should he paid and was agreeable to

there being recourse to the entailed estate to satisfy them if this

ware possible. In the first action it was unanimously held that

recourse could be had to the settled estate. To quote Lord

Braxfield, with whom the other members of the court agreed: (164)
"lib /
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"No fraud here* the entail must subsist, but as not to affect
creditors. All debts contracted before recording infeftment oust
be good. This provided by the statute 1685, and this agreeable to
the principles of the feudal law of Scotland. A personal deed of
entail cannot qualify a ri^it in a person by charter and seisin)
but I incline to go further. Prior to the statute 1685 entails
were in use, but doubted how far by common law a proprietor could
lay such extraordinary burdens. The statute 1605 interposed to
prevent such questions, it lays burdens on the heirs of tailzie;
but nothing in the statute which says that a man may tie up his
own hands, possess the estate and yet secure it from creditors?
that is contrary to the nature of property; and it would have been
unlawful[?] in the legislature to do so. A different case when
the maker of the entail put3 the fee in the heir and reserves only
a liferent. No difference that here a mutual entail; that good
among the persons contracting with him; but still the debts will
be good quoad the creditors."

The defender, however, died in 1809, to be succeeded by his

son as substitute heir. In 1812 this 30n lodged an appeal to the

House of Lords who, on hearing it, remitted the case to the Court

of hession for reconsideration. (165) The Court of Session duly

reconsidered the oase (166) but unanimously came down in favour of

their earlier decision. The case was then re-appealed to the

House of Lords who upset the decision of the Scottish court, drawing

a distinction between debts incurred prior to the settlement and

those incurred afterwards, and holding that only the former were

capable of founding diligence against the entailed estate. As

to the point that an entailer could not disable himself from

satisfying his debtors by reason of the entail, Lord Idon, L.C.

said; (167)

"Hy Lords, when we come to look at the reasoning why he cannot
do it against himself, it is said that statute enables him to do it,
as against heirs of entail. To which it was answered, it is true
that statute was made to remove doubts,.and to enable good and valid
entails against heirs of tailzie; but still that statute could not
alter /

165. 3rd March 1784 M. 15455.
166. June 2nd 1818.
167. In .,ensv; v. arl of otair (1022) 1 thaw's App. Cas. at p. 355.
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alter what the law was with relation to provisions as to others
than the heirs of entail; and this has been repeatedly observed
in this House, in the case of Duntraath, (168) and a variety of
other coses with which all your Lordships oust be familiar, that
an institute, for instanoe, is not an heir of tailzie; that the
description of an institute is nowhere to be found in the act of
1685; and yet you have very few questions whether the institute
is net bound, if you only bind the heirs of entail. The description
frequently is, 'John, such a one, and the other heirs of tailzie1,
where John, such a one, vras an institute. It is 3aid that you
cannot imply, from those words, that he was an heir of tailzie noant
to be fettered, because he was not an heir of tailzie. In the case
of Duntreath, it will be in your Lordships' recollection, that
expressions of that kind are to be found in various places, 'the
institute* naming him, and the other heirs of tailzie; but when
you cone to look at the resolutive, irritant and prohibitory clauses,
thoy are only on the heirs of tailzie; and though that man was
called one of the hairs of tailzie, by the reference to the others
as 'the other heirs of tailzie', and though it is said that you
cannot, by implication, fetter the man, but that he must be
expressly named, yet if you find, as you have done over and over
again, that if the institute i3 expressly named, he is as much
bound as the heirs of tailzie; there does not appear to me to be,
in that case, any difference between the institute and the
succeeding heirs of tailzie. If your Lordships will look at what
is found in Jtair, in Hope, and in Mackenzie, it appears to me that
the maker of the entail himself may be bound, it is said clearly he
may be, if tho deed of tailzie is an onerous deed. It is very true
that after these cases, your Lordships will not hastily decide, that
if the deed was not an onerous deed, he could bind himself; but if
it be an onerous deed, xaade on sufficient consideration,
notwithstanding all the reasoning I have seen, it does appear to me
to be quite sufficient to support the obligations entered into. I
say such a deed will bind him if ho 3ells the estate for money, and
money constitutes the consideration. VJfcat is this in truth, if you
cone to analyze it, but a sale according to the expression to be
found in it •••• and the question is whether this is not in effect
the same thing, considering the nature of the contract and the other
obligation which arises out of the consideration.

I do confess, after considering the arguments, I have a very
strong conviction that, independently of the statute 1685, such a
deed as this - recollect my Lords, I do not say a gratuitous deed;
- but such a deed as this, proceeding on onerous consideration, and
valuable consideration, not a mere mutual entail, but proceeding
likewise on money considerations, is competent to bind him."

The essence of the decision therefore wa3 the fact of onerous

consideration, /

168. 1706 !•!. 15554.
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comoderation, a fact which effectively made the competition one

between two equally innocent parties, both of which had provided

consideration for their claims, unlike the ause of -ic -son v.

kinal-vvham (163) 't re no consideration Id boon provided x'or the

settle .ent. Thereafter the decision proceeded on the prounds of

notice and priority of time. .n the entail effectively published

the restraints, so all creditors dealing with the entailed

v •' tor must be deenod to deal -rith : 'lo'.. d? :;?.o:a; however

during the period before these restraints came into being the

interests of the creditors must prevail, the restraints being

incapable of acting retrospectively.

It can scarcely be doubted :k t the let of 1635 nude provision

for the creation of the first effective private perpetuities in

• cots Lav;. bile it did so by making use of, and lvi:v; legal

authority to, ideas and devices developed by the common lavr, it

became clear Luring the century and a half after the let that the

common law itself ecuId not have achieved the same effectiveness.

h at a perpetuity of interests under the settle vet could have

been achieved at common law is probable; that it was not was the

result of the rules of interpretation which were applied by the

courts to entailed settlements generally. It is with these rules

of interpretation that we now concern ourselves.

1 3 Judicial uronch to nt -ils

It will be remembered from our look at entails in vr.-lish 1cat

that their effectiveness was broken by the courts as a r u It of a

device, /
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device, or combination of devices, suggested in part by the

judgements in faltarum'^ case. (169) In Scotland the su nation

that the Court of cession Elicit follow this example was not without

support, and indeed was the subject of invitations to the house of

Lords to break the stranglehold that the practice of entailing was

acquiring on the Scottish land economy. (170) However these

suggestions and invitations met with little success, not so much

because of any attachment to the entail system but rather because

the nature of the judicial function had become more restrictivcly

defined, so that, while decisions might mitigate its effects, the

courts would not openly abrogate the statute itself.

It will be remembered that the Act of 1685 prescribed to the

court a role in establishing the validity of entails in that the

original entail should be "produced before the Lords of Session

judicially, who are hereby ordained to interpone their authority

thereto". It has been suggested that the court "could have used

this requirement to prevent *perpetuities', had [it] wished to do

so". (171) Ho doubt, on one interpretation the court could have

actod in this way. But the tenor of this part of the ct casts

the court's function as an administrative one and indeed the

requirement became (if it was ever anything else) simply a procedural

step whereby a petition was to be presented to the court prior to

registration. Whether this shows, as has been suggested, (171)

that /

169. (1472) YBB. 12 Udw. IV iiich. f.14, pl.16; f.19 pl.25; 13 3d*.
IV Mich, f.l.pl.l.

170. ee below section 3.6 at p. 161 et seq.
171. 'arran at pp. 164/165.
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that Scottish judges were less antagonistic towards entails than

their diglish counterparts is, perhaps, open to question. It

would seem that, if it shows anything at all, it is rather the

more modem view of the courts position in relation to le islativo

enactments. .3 Lord dldon said: (172)

"In igland, too, the legislature had endeavoured to rotoct
the entails of estates. The .nglish mode of barring the iesuo and
renainder^men was only a fiction of law; and it has often occurred
to ao as a very great singularity, with respect to the judicial and
legislative powers, that it 3hould have boen permitted judicially
to destroy these entails. But if the .ngliah statute protecting
entails had been passed only about a century ago, it might be
doubted whether the legislature would have permitted the exorcise
of such a stretch of power by the judges."

ad again six years later: (173)

.... the power of the judges in thd. respect ay bo oubtod.
Upon that subject, as it applies to English law, I have for.eed an
opinion which leads me to think that the judges of this age in
..;gland would not have boen permitted to get rid of the statute of
liaglish entails as judges of that age did, soon after the passing
of the statute de donis."

Indeed Scottish judges seem to have been scarcely more

enamoured of entails than do their "nglish counterparts, but their

lino of attack came to be concentrated on the interpretation of the

provisions of the entail. a . mdford put it: (174)

'In Scotland, although judges were impressed ,;ith an
unfavourable idea of their nature, and foresaw their probable
effect upon the agricultural and commercial improvement of the
country, they could not evade or overturn the 3peaial words of the
statute. They knew, however, that every lawyer considered their
introduction to be an encroachment on the common law of the land.
TLey were aware that our highest authorities had declared thorn to
be res odiosao and to require a strict interpretation; and
accordingly, by refusing to bind the heir in possession, whore the
maker of idle entail had not done it; and by granting him, in such
circumstances, tho full powers of a proprietor and fiar, ithout any
refer nee to the presumed intention of the entailer, thoy, in some
degree, lessened the evils of the system."

surprisingly, /

172. fhe Case of the Roxburrhe ?eus 1015 2 Dow at p. 200.
1,5. The Gaso of the uoenaberrm Leases 1019 1 Bligh at p. 423.
174. atails at p. 39.
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Surprisingly, perhaps, the rules of strict interpretation

derive, not only from pre-Statute days, but from the days before

restrictive clauses began to be inserted in entailed grants.

The first indication that the law tended to frown upon

tailsied destinations is to be found in Craig who writes: (175)

"Tailzies are more familiar in Scotland than in any other
country for the reason that the pride of our old families end the
wish to perpetuate their high position makes succession in the
male line preferable to succession through females, but
notwithstanding the sentiments and desires of a large number of
our nobility in favour of tailzies they are regarded in our law as
odious and receive the strictest construction. Always if there is
doubt they are interpreted in accordance with the legal rules of
succession."

Craig unfortunately is not explicit as to why this should be,

stating only that "both conscience (which must always prevail) and

the law of the land are opposed to then", (l?6) He then proceeds

to doubt both these justifications in the light of what he conceives

to be the law of his time. Indeed, at first sight, it does seem

somewhat odd that grants, whose only deviation from the norm

was their specialdestination, should be treated in this wry. The

cases of the period provide no real indication and by the time of

Stair, ideas had become more sophisticated and concerned the

effect of the restrictions on the right of property. (177) But

as we have seen those ideas of property can have had less force in

Craig* s time and certainly would not have been a justification for

this treatment of what Craig describes as a species of simple feu. (178)

It is suggested that the answer lies in the remains of the

feudal idea of a grant of land being to and for the family, and of

the eonnequenoe of this in the fom of rights, either moral or

legal, /

175. lus Feudale 11,16,12; Clyde translation at p. 704,
176. ibid; Clyde translation at pp, 704/705.
177. Institutionsj IV.18.6. and 7.
170. lus Feudal* 11,16.5; Clyde translation at p« 696,
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legal, In the heirs to hare the land descend to them. Certainly

an evacuation was likely to be aoen as depriving the heirs of

their birthright and therefore against good conscienco. Indeed

this point seer.s to have been embodied in a statute of Janes IV

(179) declaring that it was "Against justice and good conscience

for superiors to receive resignations in prejudice of righteous

heirs."

However by the time of Balfour the effect of this statute on

tailzied grants must be considered doubtful for he expressly

states that grants of tailzie are quite legal and not hurtful to

the King*a soul, (180) presumably because in most of such cases

the immediate heir of line and the heir of tailzie i/ould bo the

same person, with the result that objections would only be

forthcoming from the remoter heirs of line whose hopes of

succession would be thereby dashed.

The only institutional authority who elaborates Craig*s point

see; .3 to be Bankton (l8l) whose views 3eera broadly to support the

position taken above. He writes: (132)

"Tallies are to be strictly interpreted, because restriction
of property is unfavourable. Hence of old, tailzies of all kinds,
wheroby the course of lineal succession was altered were o teemed
so odious that we have an express statute declaring it 'Against
justice and good conscience.....' (179) Heirs of line-, or heirs
at law ore so termed because the succession descends to thorn ty
right of blood and provision of law and therefore they are still
called ilight Heirs; for this reason our Kings, at their majority
always revoked such tailies and resignations from heirs general to
heirs male. Heirs at law are heirs general because they succeed •

by a universal representation, and are primarily liable to the
ancestor's debts; but then there is a just exception in ono of
these statutes as to a man's conquest for as the act bears, (133)
it is not against conscience, that one who acquires right to lands
to take it to ouch heir3 as ho pleases, whereas in estates descending
from ancestors, the heirs in the investiture, especially if likewise
heirs /

179. Act of 1493 c. 50.
180. Practicks at p. 173.
101. rskine also mentions (but does not discuss) the statute,

Inst, III.8.25.
182. 11.3.14.9 (vol. i at p. 587/538).
183. Act of 1587 c. 31. Bee also Craig, cited above at note 175

for discussion of his statute.
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heirs by right of blood, were deemed to have a kind of established
claim of succession which it was thought the present fiar ought
not to deprive them of,"

If, then, strict interpretation of grants deviating from the

norm was the established rule before the restrictive clauses were

introduced it is not surprising that it should be continued when

the obvious dangers to commerce in land wore perceived, However,

while the early rules related to the description of the hoir3 who

were to succeed, the practice of 3trlct interpretation was extended

to cover the entail as a whole, and specifically the prohibitions

and the clauses fencing then.(384)Endeed in the report of a case in

1677 (105) there is the comment that "the President in his system

has declared himself no friend of those clauses". It was however

during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries that the

ramifications of this approach became apparent.

The basic theme running throughout the cases is one of absence

of help: the law would not step in to rectify an omission or a

defect; if a deed of entail was defective, it fell; if the

statutory procedure had not been complied with in the minutest

deta.il, the entail would be ineffectual against third parties. It

meant that there was no room for intendment or implication from

the surrounding circumstances. Accordingly therefore if one of

the prohibitions had been omitted, for whatever reason, the entail

would be and, so far as the court was concerned, would remain

defective a3 regards that prohibition. Thus for example in the

case of Heirs of Campbell v. tihtnan. (186) the entail did not

expressly /

134, See Sandford at pp. 71-101 for a detailed discussion.
135, lothos v. lielvilie: Fountninhall's report in 3 Bro.bupp. 168

at 170.
136, June 17th 1746, M. 15505.
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expressly prohibit sale, although, it was clear from the tenor of

the root of the deed that such a prohibition had been intended.

The Court of Session, however, was not impressed and refused to
• the necessary implication; similarly in t;" rt v. ' o. (18?)
.• nd Brorn v. :ou::tc: .• ex ■■alhowcic (l ) where the absent

proliibitions were those relating to contracting debt • nd altering

tho order of succession respectively. The principle was stated

by J ndford in the following teams: (189)
" [h'lhere an omission does occur, the jealousy with which the

common law views restraints on property affords the presumption
that the entailer did not intend to bind the heirs in that respect.
This presumption cannot be overturned by the ar-ument that, if not
restricted in tho exercise of the power left, the entail may be
completely destroyed, and the intention of the maker of the deed
wholly frustrated. The favour of tho law for freedom of property
does not admit of this consideration an1 tho effect of the omission

Cannot be allowed to weigh, when determining to what extent tho
prohibitions apply."

/nd exactly tho same approach would apply where the defect

was in one of the fencing clauses. Thus in "." .. .me v. Th .r e (190)

the defect consisted of an omission in the irritant clause which was

clearly the result of a clerical error. The Lord Ordinary was

prepared to sanction the insertion of remedial words, as was the

Inner House, but the House of Lords emphatically reaffirmed the

old principle, Lord Brougham stating the positions with absolute

clarity. He said: (191)

"Tho law is that in order to make the tailsie effectual, not
only to prohibit and resolve, that is, forfeit in the oontravenor,
but also declare null the thing done in contravention, there must
be a declaration of nullity, soiiotir.es called irritancy; but that
ord is also used for the clauses of forfeiture, and sometimes it
is vised to designate both the fencing clauses together. But a
nullity /

187. July 8th 1709 M. 15535.
138. Hay 25th 1303 K. App. Ho. 19.
189. at p. 259.
190. 1335, 1 3. & K, App. Cas, 594.
191. ibid at p. 622/623.
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nullity mat in someway be decltired, and it must be declared in
precise and distinct terns; and although not in one sot technical
phrase, yet it must be declared with such precision that you road
it as in the deed and do not merely gather it by intendment, Ifor
have you any ri;iit whatever to say that the nullity exists because
things are stated which imply a nullity, or things which would
follow from that nullity having boon declared. Thus observe the
other kinds of prohibition: it would not be a valid prohibition
to sell annailzie or dispone, wer an entail to forbid 'making any
titlo to any disponee' and yet no one so tied up could effectually
sell, 3o it is clearly not a prohibition to sell if you only
prohibit altering the order of succession, or doing anything
whereby the estate may be adjudged or evicted; and yet an estate
may be adjudged or evicted by the purchaser, if it be sold; and
if it be sold the order of succession is altered with a vengeance,

here, if the act3 of deeds done be null, it will follow that
they cannot burden the estate or affect the succeeding heir3 of
tailzie. But this is not the some thing as declaring acts or
deeds in themselves; it is a declaration that certain things
shall not have any effect against the estate or the heirs of
tailzie; it is different from a declaration that those things
shall be in themselves null and void,"

jO also, although an entail might contain fencing clauses

perfect in themselves it had to be clear that they applied to all

the prohibitions. Thus in Kemnt v. Jatt (192) the tailzie failed

to provide for the irritation of the debts and deeds, and 30, in

spite of its containing a declaration that creditors should not

have any power to adjudge for debt or to evict the estate in

pursuance of such debts, the court lie Id this to be insufficient.

The point about this rule of strict interpretation is that it

placed tie burden directly upon the entailer; it did not operate

so as to prevent him achieving his object, but it provided simply

that if lie was to do so it would be without the assistance of the

court; he must do it himself. This approach underlined the

decisions of the House of Lords on the Aeoog (193) 2nd Tillicoultry

entails /

192. January 28th 1779 H. 15523.
1. 3, .towart v. Pullarton (lOJC) 4 ■' & J 195.
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ontails (194) and in the case of the Queensberry leases (l 5)

where the entails were found to be defective and where, although

it was admitted that the settled estates could be sold, it was

sought to have it found that the proceeds should be applied for the

purposes of the entail. The basis of those decisions was that

without the force of the hot of 1685 the lights and obligations

of tho parties, insofar as they purported to detract from the

ordinary right of the proprietor, must be founded upon the

provisions of deed of entail. The intentions of the entailers

wore largely irrelevant for clearly they had desired that the

entailed estate should be secured to all the heir3 covered by the

respective destination and had failed to effect this by tho one and

only means available, ceordingly, looking to the deeds of entail,

and seeing that there were no provisions therein for reinvestment

the court would not imply such provisions. The proprietors

therefore had not only the power to soil the settled estate, but

also the right to retain the proceeds.

The same point, that the entailer must look to himself to

secure his ends, is illustrated also by the i^uitroath case (196)

where the house of Lords found that an entail properly constituted

in accordance with the provisions of the Act of 1685 was still

insufficient to secure the inviolability of the settlement here the

prohibitions had boen directed only against the heirs of entail and

not against the institute. It was underlined whan the House of

Lords /

194. Brace v. orucc (l830) 4 V & 3 240.
195. I'-nrcuio of rueensberry v. Bzors of Duke of uoonsborrgg (1850) 4

W & 3 254.
1 6. .dmonstono v. .dnonstone November 24th 1769 (it. of ess.)

1771 (1I.L.X1. 4409.
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Lords founded on the Duntroath decision as authority for approving

the inviolability of a settlement on the entailer and substitute

heirs where the entailer's rights of alienation and contracting

debt had b;en expressly dealt with. (197)

Applying this rule as they did (196) the courts in Scotland

could scarcely be said to have aided or facilitated the maintaining

of perpetuities by way of entail. And yet equally it would be

difficult to argue that their treatment of entails amounted to a

general anti-perpetuity policy, although certain aspects of this

treatment, without much elaboration, might have formed the basis of

ouch a policy.

In the first place there are statements suggesting that such

a policy did actually exist. Thus Dalryrapl© in discussing the

effects of the Act of 1685 and the courts* attitude to it states

that although justification could be found for the reduction of the

entails /

197. ..anew v. far! of -.talr (1822) 1 dhaw*a App. Can 533,
198. There was however criticism of the rule in appeals to the House

of Lords in which English Chanoeiy lawyers, notably Lords Thurlow,
Loughborough and Lldon who favoured a policy in which the intention
of the entailer should be respected and, where possible, given
effect to, participated. This gave rise to a line of cases based
on what became known as the "fair play rule" described by Lord
Corohouse in -.poM v. . noid February 21st 1837 FC 505 at p, 572/3
in the following terms
"The opposite maxim is that the entailer's intentions are entitled,
as it is commonly expressed, to fair play, relying on which they
have been supported even in the case of real ambiguity; for example
the colloquial has boon preferred to the technical sense of a tern;
or of two technical senses, that which is rare and unfroouont, to
that which is in general use; or a phrase has been limited or
extended to give effoct to apparent intention."
In this caae the irritant clause was defective with the result that
if the rules of strict interpretation were followed the court would
have to find for the pursuers if however the "fair play" rule were
adopted the court would have to find for the defender. The Lord
Ordinary (Lord Corehouso) stated the effect of the two rules and
decided their facts bit made no decision. The Inner House expressed
great difficulty as to the conflicting strains of authority but took
comfort from the decision of the House of Lords in . 'harno v. -haroe.

pronounced a little over a year earlier, reaffirming the old rule of
strict interpretation. After this decision the validity of the
strict interpretation rule was never again in doubt.
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entails in Bai^fc) y, (199) and Heirs of Oanpbell v..

> i-ut:ggi (200) the real reason was disapproval of entails generally,

.rul in the case of the Hoxburfihe feus (20l) Lord Idon also felt

that he oould trace the influence of an anti-perpetuity policy in

the Aintreath decision. He saids

"It has been said that an heir of entail was an absolute

proprietor except in so far as he was fettered; and in the -runtreath
case it had been decided that fetters wore not to be implied;
though perhaps then the nglish policy in regard to entails weighed
a little in the judgement."

But there is more than mere opinion, Hope, (202) and

i«ackonzio, (203) who wrote shortly after the passing of the „ct of

1685, had expressed the view that the prohibitions of an entailed.

settlement night be rendered effectual by use of an inhibition.

Clearly, if this view wore correct then it night be possible to

achieve inalienability even if the deed did not comply with the

ro .uirements of the Act, In tiie late eighteenth century this question

was put to the test in two cases, Br/son v. Gluvnpan (204) and lord

;~nkoxviIle v» zanders, (205) In both cases the entails contained the

Standard prohibitions but no effective fencing clauses and the

proprietors were therefore able to sell. The question arose because

of the reluctance of the purchaser to make payment. Accordingly the

purchaser applied to the court to have the vendor's charge for payment,

which was affecting the land, removed on the ground that an inhibition

raised /

199. July 11th 1734 M. 15500.
200. June 17th 1746 M. 15505.
201. (1813) 2 Dow at p. 210,
202. Minor Practicska paras. 364? 365.
205. Institutions 111,8.16,
204. January 22nd 1760 M. 15511.
205. August 8th 1787 M. 7010,
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raised by the substitutes had barred the power of sale and was

effectual against hia as a third party. The court however was

not impressed holding that the inhibition could not affect a

purchaser. There is. in addition, a third, unnamed, case,

mentioned by Lord hallos (206) where it was held that "inhibition

was inept and unavailing" in a situation where a landed proprietor

had bound himself not to sell or dispone certain lands, nor

contract debt or do anything whereby the lands might be burdened.

The point was that had inhibition been effectual in those cases

a new Buries of perpetuity by way of entail, not sanctioned by the

Aot, would have been possible, in contravention of the vary

provisions of the Act which had excluded the effectuality of all

entails not approved therein.

Parallel reasoning can also be applied to th© priaoipios

enunciated by the house of Lords in the Ascog cose; had the

alleged duty of re-investment been upheld, a form of perpetuity

•would have- been created whereby the interests of those under the

entail would have continued in the new capital which would have

become the subjaot of the settlement. But again, the courts'

approach was that, there wore procedures for permitting re¬

investment whoro the settlement was by way of trust, that as the

settlement in question was by way of entail and not by way of trust,

such reinvestment could not be permittod in the absence of a

special direction in the deed.

Both /

206, Lord Holies Decisions at p. 1050.
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3oth these examples can of course be explained on grounds

other than the courts* implementation of an anti-perpetuity

policy. In the cases on inhibition there was the provision of

the Act and in the investment cases the powers were clearly

absent. Nevertheless, in dealing with settlements outwith the

Act (and specifically those casos in which the inhibition issue

was raised), the House of Lords can scarcely have been unaware of

the perpetuity implications of their decisions, and Lord Wynford,

at least, was prepared to justify his opinion on the broad grounds

of the anti-perpetuity policy of the law.(207)
"It is the policy of the law to prevent the accumulation of

property, and perpetuating the possession of it in families.
Acting on that policy the legislature had said that an estate shall
not be entailed but in a particular manner. No man can bind
himself, either by an implied or expressed promise, not to sell his
estate, unless the promise be in the form and accompanied by the
sanctions specified by the law."

3*6. The Xffgis.latiye Approaqfi frp jfeS&Ul

,.hile the activities of the courts were concentrated on

ensuring that the Act was strictly complied with and in so doing

providing some kind of check on the establishment and maintenance

of entailed settlements, there were never any serious attempts to

get rid of them judicially, a course which, in any event, was

confirmed as impossible after the House of Lords' judgement in the

Eosburghe case. (208) If, therefore, entails were to be abolished,

or at least their consequences mitigated, it was clear from a fairly

early date that legislation would have to be the instrument.

We /

207. 1830 4 V & S at p. 236.
208. 1813 2 How 149-230 (eap. per Lord Hl&on at p. 210),
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",»© have seen that in the reign of Queen Anne legislation (209)

iras passed putting entails in Scotland on the sane footing as those

in inglond as regards forfeiture for treason. Further changes

inspired by political considerations cane with the abolition of the

heritable jurisdictions in 1747 (210), several of which had been

entailed. fixe inport, however, of this latter statute was clearly

snail as far as entails were concerned for, out of tlxo compensation

fund set up by the Act, only five cldins by substitute Ixcirs were

received. (211)

But, in marked contrast to that which appertained in ingland

two centuries earlier, the opposition to entails was based largely

on economic grounds, and specifically on the effects of putting

land extra coumercium. Indeed tliis ground seems to have weighed

considerably (altliough clearly not decisively) 'with the Jourt of

ossion in the Jtoraont case. (212) for, in addition to the remarks

of Jtair, (213) the Pleadings of Sir George Mackenzie reveal his

arguments for upholding the settlement on policy grounds. He

said: (214)

"To the second difficulty, hoaring, that these clauses are
destructive of commerce, it is answered, that the liberty of
Lsposing upon our own as we think fit doth more nearly concern us

tlu.ii the liberty of commerce, especially in this kingdom which stands
more by ancient families than by merchants. and, therefore, seeing
that these clauses tend necessarily to perpetuate families, and the
other doth only tend to the better being of trade, we ought to prefer
the pursuit to the defence. nd to what purpose shall wo gain an
estate by commerce, as is alleged, more than inhibitions or
interdictions; and it is easier to read a charter than to try the
r platers. nd England and Spain which are more interested in
commerce than wo, have, by allowing such clauses, evidently declared
that tliey think them not absolutely inconsistent with commerce. But
the truth is, real rights are not the foundation of commerce, for
commerce is maintained upon the stock of personal trust, and the main
thing /.

209. Stat. 7 Anne c. 20.
210. Jtat. 20 Geo. II c. 43*
211. Act of sederunt, 15th June 1743.
212. (1662) K. 13994.
213. II.3.58.
214. Readings of Sir George Mackenzie: Second Pleading p. 28.
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thing which traffickers rely upon is the personal trust which is
among them and not the consideration of any real right."

But this argument was really a prophecy, a conclusion based,

not on experience, but on hope, fear and speculation. lien,

during the next century the experience was provided, the picture

was very different from that portrayed in Mackenzie's argument.

Of the effects on the beneficiaries subject to those settlements

mention has already been made. (215) On the broader economic

effects much has been said and written, particularly in the Debate

in the Faculty of Advocates on the Law of Cntail in 1764 and in

the many pages of evidence to the Select Committees set up by the

Commons in 1828 (216) to look into the law of entail in Scotland

generally and by the Lords in 1845 (217) to look at specific

improvements that might be permitted to entailed proprietors who

lacked appropriate powers under the settlement. Indeed the preamble

to the first remedial statute, p assed in 1770 (218) justified the

reform which followed on the following statement from the preamble:
" nd whereas many taillies and estates in Scotland, made as well

before as after passing the said Act [i.e. of 1685], do contain
clauses limiting the heirs of entail from granting tickets or leases
of a longer endurance than their own times, or for a small number of
years only, thereby the cultivation of land in that part of the
kingdom is greatly obstructed, and much mischief arises to the
public, and which must daily increase so long as the law allowing
such entails subsists, if some remedy be not provided: hereforc to
prevent a mischief and inconveniency so hurtful to the public, be it
enacted.,..,"

specifically these mischiefs arose from the effects of the

fetters put on the proprietor, the inability to raise capital to

finance necessary improvements, the consequent deterioration in the

efficient /

215. Chapter I at section 2.2 at p. 21 ct seq.
216. bee Reports of Commissioners 1828 vol. viij 1829 vol. iii.
217. Lee Reports of Commissioners 1845 vol. xii.
218. 10 Geo. Ill c. 51 (The Montgomery Act).
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efficient nanelement of, and income return from, the estate,

leading in turn to the deterioration of the agricultural economy

of Scotland. The evidence before the Committee in 1828 brings

this out in detail, not only as to the effect of entails themselves,

lut as to the lack of effectiveness produced by the remedial

statutes of 1770 and 1824. (210) Perhaps the best reasoned

statement to be presented to the Committee which presents

succinctly the relevant points of objection; is that of James

Glassford. (220)

"The disadvantages of "Entail settlements when carried to an
extent such as that supported by the Scotch law, are twofold:
either affecting the public at large, or affecting more particularly
the entailed proprietors themselves.

The system confers upon individuals a disproportionate and
almost unlimited power over the most important possessions and rights
of a succeeding generation, not only after the individual who
constitutes the entail has long ceased to have any interest in the
matter, bit for a period of time to which the utmost human wisdom la
unable to reach; so that instead of continuing to be a prudent and
wise arrangement, and which the same person would, if alive, have
carried into effect, it may become directly the reverse, and be one
which, if he had existed under these new circumstances, the entailer
himself would have revoked or rectified. In this respect it may be
cP injurious as if the legislature of one age could tie up the hands
of succeeding legislatures, for a century or a longer period, from
altering a statutory enactment which was perhaps expedient when it
passed, but has become inexpedient or mischievous. The interests of
society require therefore that there should be some limit, and that
not placed at a very romote distance where the power of individuals
to legislate even for their own family and posterity, and still more
for successors to their property who nay bo strangers to thorn as to
any ties of relationship or natural interest, ought to cease; that
is to say ought not to be supported by special statutory enactment.
According to the present Scottish law of Entail the wisdom of an
individual is raised above the wisdom an well as the interest of many
succeeding generations.

But in addition to this view which places the interests and
feelings of the original entailer in contrast with the interests of
society, and of a long and remote series of descendants or disponees,
who /

219. 5 Geo, IV o. 87 ('The Aberdeen Act).
220. Second Report on Scotch Entails; Evidence thereto at pp. 41-3.
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who are governed, and restrained by his -fill, another important
objection to the plan is that so far from effecting the real and
substantial objects of the right of entailing, naaoly the prudent
protection of the property from an improvident heir, and the
benefit of the persons to whom the succession is thus secured, a
prospective settlement of such unlimited duration often defeats
much rere effectively those very objects, and produces great evils,
nd for a long series of time,

She benefit of entails as supporting a hereditary aristocracy
is now left out of consideration. The expediency of legislative
interference for such a purpose is at be3t questionable; and if
well founded, it would scarcely apply to a system which supports all
such deeds, however limited the extent of the property, and under
whatever conditions imposed; besides that, the real advantages
sought for even in this respect cone to be also in great measure
counteracted and defeated by those changes in the circumstances of
society which counteract and defeat the more private and substantial
objects which the individual had in view. The sane remarks
therefore apply to both.

In alluding briefly to some of the inconveniences which have
been produced both to society and to the individuals concerned, by
the system of strict Scottish ntail, it is not necessary to draw a
marked line of separation between them. The community and the
individuals holding their properly under such settlements suffer
nearly from the same cuases; and there is scarcely any entail of
long endurance which does not produce injury to both.

1st. The commerce and transmission of land is obstructed by
these settlements, and may be so to a great extent and over large
districts of territory. In a commercial and trading country the
disadvantages are obvious. The entailer who wishes to establish
and continue a family may in the exercise of this power find sol-©
motive for his industrious exertions. But the stimulus, oven to
this extent, terminates with himself. The incentive is by the same
act taken away from his heirs in the line of succession, and a
contrary influence, that of indolence or indifference is substituted.

2nd, The improvement of such estates by advanced methods of
culture and the progress of invention is discouraged and rendered
difficult through the restraints placed on the proprietor, by his
limited means, and the limited interest which he lias in making such
ameliorations•

3rd. Hot only is improvement retarded, but a system of
Mismanagement may be perpetuated, For individuals making ntails
nay do so under very imprudent and unwise conditions, not indeed for
the purpose of wasting the estate, but through some narrow policy of
an opposite kind, or perhaps under the influence of none wrong bias
or partial law, or from mere caprice, which thU3 comes to be upheld
by the sanction of the law.

4th. /
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4th. One great rule and principle of tho Scotch law itself
is violated by the system; more important perhaps than any
advantage which society at large can derive from the power of
entailing, namely tho right which at common law in coll. uw. , Lie
creditor has to obtain pay:,nut of his just debts from the projicrty
of ovory description belonging;; to his debtor. ihe .ntaider
himself indeed is not so protected but the succeeding heirs under
a strict entail are exempt from the operation of the cosmos law,
so far as the estate itself ••••• is concerned. it is true that
L.e creditor has it in his power to ascertain whether a proprietor
is thus fettered, and without this precaution ought not to ive
credit on the estate; but practically this is not an effectual
safeguard, for in the ordinary transaction of life, ;>eoplc do not
think of consulting the records before they deal with a luided
proprietor. In lending large suns of money, they or those whoa
t" y employ will uo so, but not in ordinary dealings oven to a
1 .rge amount. Nor is this an imaginary or even n raro err- , but
o ;curs every day and cannot bo avoided.

5th. fixe evils of the system are equally or even more
strongly folt by the persons i; nod lately concerned, nmely f'o heirs
o. mitail themselves, who nay be and often arc, put to tho -not
..orious inconvenience and without any improvidence or ."-ailI; on their
part, by not having tho power of borrowing money, oven for prudont
and useful purposes and. to the most moderate extent for the security
o. their estates. 2hia is indeed a necessary condition for tho
support of the system; for otherwise if they could give , roal
security effectual against the property (as well as their interest
in it) fitails could not be protected. hut still tho evil is real
and. groat, for it is not the spendthrift only who is thus restrained,
cut the provident proprietor is also fettered, and it nay be to tho
a~-sac,va.nts—go o — tne en "fc U. UO j V well as himself personal!.,' ..•••

6th, f'hc estate itself my, from such causes on a tc suffer
... terially as well as tiie present possessor, and that oven
p^iv-ianoctly or fox1 a long period of time. or tho hoir o. ntail
in possession may be without the means of laying out those sums,
even in the proper aanageme-.t of it, which to secure fi tur advantage
o r the property would be hi illy expedient and which, if he land the
usual facilities for doing so, it would be prudent to auv-'.nee. Or
he :woy have little motive and interest to employ the means which he
actually possesses. flie heir of aitail, for example, on , hose death
the estate is to descend to a distant collateral or oven to a

wv-batitutc who is • .itc a etmnjer to iiim, has comparatively little
interest in laying out largo sums even on the requisite improvements -
such as building form iiouoas, draining, planting, etc. — lias an
interest to take the moat he can from the property, and to vh> the
least for it. no iius an inducement to commit waste ... • cutting more
timber than ho ought, and in other ways to loosen the vulu of the
estate to subsequent heirs with whom ho is unconnected. r if he
does not yield to such inducements, ho rany, ns hns beer, or --mred,
find it impossible, if he doos not possess separate funds .fficient

•

or tho purpose, to adopt any liberal course of nsrag-meat •••••

7th. /
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7th. is the general objection to the strict Scotch
Entails • •••• that by encouraging so nuch the desire of establishing
a family and name in a line of male heirs, the other children of
the entailer, and those of his heirs of Entail, are neglected and
excluded from their proper portion of their father's fortune •••••

In short an artificial state of property, of rights and
burthens, is introduced by the system of Entails, which does not
allow the changes of events, and the successive conditions of
society, to have their proper issue; and by requiring frequent
legislative interference disturbs and inverts the common law rights
both of til© holders of such property and the commonalty at large."

It will be seen that the objections to the system of entails

in Scotland wore based on the preceptsi first, that the very concept

of entail was iniquitous, impractical and unsound; rokl secondly,

that the prohibitions of an entailed settlement iiad the consequence

of depriving the proprietor of the means whereby the estate mi^t

he effectively managed, with the results mentioned above. hile

virtually no one involved was satisfied with the status quo, and

virtually everyone wished to improve the lot of those subject to

settlements in strict entail the course of legislative action was

dominated by a dispute as to whether the system as a whole should

be reconstituted or whether its basic elements should be preserved

but amending legislation passed to remove specific defects.

The first initiative came in 1764 when Alexander Lookhart, (221)
Joan of faculty put for consideration of the Faculty of advocates,

the whole question of the law of entail and whether, and, if so, how,

it should be reformed. The proposal was that after due consideration

the Faculty should suggest an appropriate remedy and take steps to

ensure that their suggestions were implemented. By an overwhelming

majority /

221. The suggestion has been made, principally by Patrick Irvine W.S,
in his evidence to the Commons Select Committee, and in his essay
"Considerations on the Inexpediency of the Law of Entail in
Scotland" (2nd Ed. 1327) at p. 54 that the Dean of Faculty acted
at the instigation of lord Mansfield.
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majority it was decided that the system of settling land should

be recast. It was resolved that the Faculty should prepare Heaii3

for a Bill to bo introduced into Parliament to undertake this

fundamental reform embodying tlie following principles: (222)

"that perpetuities should be abolished:

[a]iuL that for the future, such entails containing prohibitory,
irritant and resolutive clauses de non aliendo et contrahendo and
other clauses of the like nature, restraining the heirs of taillie
in the free enjoyment of their respective lands and estates, and
placing such estates extra comraercium, sliould be simpliciter
prohibited and discharged at least for any longer period than the
lives of such heirs as did exist at the date of such taillioo,
without prejudice still to such future entails, to the purpose and
effect of establishing the line of succession, and series of heirs, ,

and restraining said heirs from altering said line of succession by
any voluntary gratuitous deed and be obliged then to carry the names,
arms and titles of their respective families under the usual
certification of a forfeiture and irritancy of the contravener
only:

[d]nd that, in order to bring the entails already established as
near to a conformity to future entails as could be consistent with
the rules of law and justice, these former entails should continue in
full force during the lives of such of the heirs of taillie as should
be existing and in life at the date of such act of Parliament, as
should be obtained for explaining and amending tiie law in these
particulars, and that from and after* the failure of all such heirs as
were then existing and in life, these former entails should be
declared to stand precisely on the same footing with future entails,
as /

222. The Scots Magazine, July 1764.
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as regulated by the said act." (223)

yhan /

223, The Heads of the Bill sumarised above are set out here for the
sake of completeness (reproduced from the Scots Magazine, April
1763) fog ^1 to, Affefld. jfoe Left 99P,^miflff
that oart of Great Britain called Scotland". jfr tfto 9.t
.^dyocatefl.
I. (This simply recites portions of the Act of 1685].
II. Under the authority of the aforesaid act, a great part of

the lands in Scotland are already subjected to such tailzies,
with prohibitive, irritant and resolutive clauses restraining
the heirs of tailzie to the most remote generations from
alienating or incumbering the same, or any part thereof.
And as such clauses and provisions are by experience to be
attended vrith many ill oonsequences, both to public and
private interest.

III. For remedy thereof it is proposed that from and after the —
day of — next to come in thi3 present year — it shall not
be lawful for any person or persons, proprietors of lands
or heritages, in that part of Great Britain called Scotland,
by any settlement, disposition, bond of tailzie or any other
deed to be by him or them executed, or all or part of their
said lands or estates, to burden or affect the said
settlement with any prohibitive, irritant or resolutive
clauses, so as to limit and restrain any of the heirs of
tailzie not in life at the time of making sxich settlement or
not specially named therein, from alienating such lands in
whole or in part for just and necessary causes, or fbr a
true price or other valuable consideration paid for the same,
or from granting wadsets and other real securities upon or
out of the same; as from charging the same with debts, as
such heir of tailzie shall think proper.

IV. And it is hereby proposed that all such prohibitive,
irritant and resolutive clauses contained in any such
tailzie or settlement of date posterior to the said — days
of — shall be void and if no form or effect whatsoever,
with respect to such heirs as aforesaid.

V. Provided nevertheless that it shall be lawful for and in the
power of every such proprietor of lands, or estates in
Scotland, by such tailzie or settlement, to impose
prohibitive, irritant and resolutive clauses to their full
extent as they night have done before the making of thi3
[proposed] act, upon any heir or heirs of tailzie who shall
be in life at the time of making such settlement and therein
specially names; and in the case of contravention, not only
to irritate and resolve the right of the heir so contravening,
but also to annul the debts and other deeds of contravention,
so far as the same may affect, charge of burden such tailzied
lands /
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Vihen the Faculty deliberated on the detailed proposals put

before them in August 1764, they secured the overwhelming

approval /

223, (continued) lands or estate. Provided such tailzies shall
be in other respects completed and perfected according to
the directions of the aforesaid Act of 1685, in all points;
and that the said prohibitive, irritant and resolutive
clauses, shall be ingrossed in the procuratories of
resignation, charters, precepts and instruments of seisin,
whereby or under which any of the said heirs of tailzie
shall, or may hold, or enjoy such tailzied lands or
estates.

VI. Provided always that from and after the said - - day of - -
it shall not be lawful for any such proprietors of lands or
heritages, in that part of Great Britain called Scotland,
in any settlement, disposition, bond of tailzie, or other
deed to be by him or them executed, of all or any part of
their said lands or estates, to limit or restrain by any
prohibitive, irritant or resolutive clauses, or in any other
manner whatever, their heirs of tailzies from granting
leases of all or any part of the lands or heritages
contained in such deed of tailzie for any life or lives,
not exceeding - lives, as for any term of years not
exceeding - years; such leases being always granted for a
rent or tack duty, not under what the lands so leased do pay
or yield at the time of granting the same; or from providing
the busbands or wives of such respective heirs of tailzie in
such jointure or jointures, or liferent provisions as they
shall think proper; the same not exceeding one third of
the free rent of such lands or estate, after deduction of
other jointures end liferent provisions, and of the interest
of such debts, real or personal, as shall then be
chargeable on the respective estates; or from granting
provisions to their children, the same not exceeding three
years free rent of such lands or estate, after deduction of
the interest of such debts, real or personal, as aforesaid.
And all such prohibitive, irritant, and resolutive clauses
contained in any such deed of tailzie or settlement to be
made or executed after the day of - - shall bo held void,
and of no force whatever.

VII. And in order to give all possible security to purchase ,

creditors and others contracting bona fide with the person
in possession of such tailzied estates, and to prevent as
far as may be, their being deceived or defrauded, it is
further proposed that it be enacted that no prohibitive,
irritant and resolutive clauses contained in any deed of
tailzie to be made and executed after the said - - day of - -
shall be of force or avail against purchasers, creditors,
or /
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approval of those present, the majority being forty three votes

to four, (224) However the principles as 3et out by the

Faculty /

223. (continued) or others contracting with the heirs of tailzie
in possession of such estates, until such time as the
said tailzies shall not only be recorded in the register
of tailzies according to the directions of the aforesaid
act of 1685, but also until 3uch time or infeftmcnt should
be thereupon taken; and all the prohibitive, irritant
and resolutive clauses be ingrossed in the instrument of
seisin and the seisin recorded in the proper register,

VIII, /aid it is further proposed with respect to all such tailzies
as shall be made and executed after the said - - day of
that the contravention of any of the conditions or
prohibitions therein contained, 3hall only operate as an
irritancy or forfeiture of the right of the person
contravening, and shall not affect the heirs, though
descended of the body of the eontravener, any law, custom
or usage, or any provision in the tailzie to the contrary
notwithstanding,

IX, Under the authority of the aforesaid act of 1685, many
tailzies have been made containing prohibitive, irritant
and resolutive clauses, which are hereby proposed to be
prohibited and restrained for the future; and as it is
reasonable, so far as may be consistent with the rights
and interests of the several heirs of tailsie now alive
and existing, to introduce and establish On uniformity and
equality between tlx© tailzies already made and those to be
made after the 3aid - - day of - - by reducing the
limitation and restrictions of the tailzies already made
-within reasonable bounds; and it is proposed, that all
tailzies already made and established pursuant to the
directions of the act of 1685, shall subsist and stand in
full force and have effect with and under the excep tion
aftermentioned during the lives and existence of all or any
of the heirs of tailzie called to the succession by any such
deed of tailzie who shall bo in lifo upon the said - - day
of - - but that from end after the death of the longest
liver of the said heirs of tailzie respectively, all
prohibitive, irritant and resolutive clauses contained in
any such deed of tailzie or settlement already made and
established, other than those which are by this aot
authorised and allowed with respect to future tailzies,
shall, thenceforth cease and determine and have no force or
effect whatever,

X, Proposed, that notwithstanding any such prohibitive, irritant
and resolutive clauses contained in any tailzies already
made and established, pursuant to the directions of the said
act /
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Faculty never in fact became the subject of any Bill introduced

into Parliament and the initiative seems to have boon abandoned

sometime /

22o. (continued) act of 1635, it shall bo lawful for the
respective heirs in possession, by virtue of such
tailzies, to grant leases of all or any part of the
lands or heritages therein contained, for any life or
lives, not exceeding lives, or for any torn of years not
exceeding the terra of years; such leases being always
granted for a rent or tack-duty, not under what the
lands so leased do pay or yield at the tine of granting
such leases, or from providing the husbands or wives of
the respective heirs of tailzie in such jointure, or
jointures, or liferent provisions as they shall think
proper; the same not exceeding one third of the free
rent of 3uah lands or estates after deduction of other
jointures and liferent provisions, and the interest of
ouch debts, real or personal, as shall bo chargoablo
thereupon; or from granting provisions to their children,
the same not exceeding three years' frse rent of such
lands after deduction of the interest of such debts as

aforesaid,

XI, Proposed, That where lands or estates, whether contained
in tailzies already made under the said act of 1685, or to
be made under the authority of this act, shall be lawfully
charged with debts and incumbrances, it shall be lawful
for the heirs of tailzie possessed of such lands or
estates to sell by public roup or auction such parts of
the said tailzied lands and estates as may be sufficient
to satisfy and pay the said debts and incumbrances,
Providing always that such sale shall be made only ty the
authority of the Court of session upon a summons of sale
against all the subsequent heirs of tailzie then in life;
and that the price shall be applied by direction of the
said court in payment of the said debts and defraying the
expense of the said sale; and such sale so made shall not
only be a sufficient security to the respective p urchasers,
but also shall not operate any irritancy, contravention, or
forfeiture of the right of the heir who shall make such sale;
anything lierein contained, or in any other law or usage, or
any provision in the tailzie In the century notwithstanding.

XII, That it be provided that nothing herein contained 3hall be
contrived to repeal or alter the said act of 1685 in any of
the heads, articles, clauses or provisions thereof other
than those hereinbefore mentioned, but the said act shall
remain in full force as to all such heads, articles, clauses
or provisions concerning which no provision is made or which
are not inconsistent therewith in the same way and manner as
if this act had never been made.

224. The Scots Magazine, March 1765.
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sometime in 1767#

That it was so abandoned, was largely duo to the efforts of Pir

John Daliymple, one of the four dissenters from the Faculty resolution.

His principal objection was that the measures suggested were

inappropriate. He wrote: (225)
"lien vrho were to consider the total dissolution of entails in

Scotland, as it regarded their country sight perhaps foresee with
pain in such a step, so great a tide of land property in the market,
a3 from the cheapness occasioned by that tide, would call the money out
of trade to the purchase of land; as would render our landed men
discontented and bankrupt, and our traders, what they are too apt,
when they have got a little money to hasten to be little lairds, poor
proud and idles instead of wishing that more land property were
brought into the market, he would perhaps wish that he had a3 little
as the dutch, or that the price of what we had 'was kept high; the
former to turn our native countrymen into manufacturers and merchants
and the latter to put it out of their thought when they become such,
to convert their circulating cash into a dead stock of land. And
in general he would foresee, and in part dread many consequences which
attend the innovation of every system if not at the exact period of
society ripe for that innovation."

And according to balrymple the time was not yet ripe. iiiat it

might become ripe, he thought, was possible, (226) though unlikely,

given the rules of strict interpretation employed by the courts. It

is to be noticed that at no time did Dalrymple defend the existing

system as not being in need of reform. Instead he preferred to adopt

the second of the two approaches mentioned above, an approach which

might be described as the traditional Scottish approach to amendments

relating to heritable property, namely to retain the system basically

intact but to make detailed amendments to remedy the deficiencies

apparent therein. These wore seen principally as lack of powers

available to the entailed proprietor whereby he might raise the

necessary finance to undertake necessary improvements and promote the

efficient management of the estate. In addition, though, halryaple

recognised /

225. Feudal Property at pp. 103/184.
226. Palrymple felt that the tine xrould only be ripe when most of the

land in Scotland had been put under entail. At the time of his
writing the amount was only 20/. This point was seized on by the
anti-entail faction of the 1320's, notably Patrick Irvine and
George 3elkrig.
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recognised the hardship to those dependents of an heir of entail

who would not benefit under the settlement and suggested that

provision night be allowed for these.

It was this policy of palliative measures, while substantially

retaining the entail principle intact, that was adopted in the Act

of 1770 (227) and indeed in all the subsequent legislation down to

the Untail Amendment Act of 1848 (228),

Hi© provisions of the Montgomery Act were concerned with

extending the powers of the entailed proprietor in three ways:

in the first place his powers of leasing were enlarged; secondly

he was authorised to expend money for the "benefit of the settled

estate by way of improvements; and thirdly he was given the right

of excambion so that he might exchange limited portions of the estate

for other land. The powers of leasing and of excambion were

extended further by the Iiosebery Act in 1856 (229) hut were still

restricted. These limitations were removed in 1848 when the

Rutherfurd Act gave the entailed proprietor powers whereby he might

lease or excarnb the whole or any part of the settled estate tinder the

authority of the Court of Session, provided that the consents of

appropriate substitute heirs were obtained, (250)
As to improvements, the Montgomery Act applied the principle that

the personal resources of the entailed proprietor, expended for the

improvement of the estate, conferred benefits on the substitute heirs

who /

227* Statute 10 Geo, III o, 51 (The Montgomery Act),
228, Statute 11 & 12 Vict, c, 56 (The Rutherford Act).
229, Statute 6 & 7 Will, IV c, 62; see also Stat. 1 & 2 Vict,

c, 70 where the powers to grant tacks and to excamb wore
further increased.

250. Section 4 (leasing); section 5 (exemption).
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who should therefore be treated as being under an obligation to

the improver. The Act laid down a complex procedure whereby the

entailed proprietor was to be treated as a creditor for three

quarters of the amount expended; however the debt was not charged

to the estate as ouch, but rather to the substitute heirs. This

principle was found in practice to be unsound and caused resentment

among the substitutes. It was accordingly replaced by a rule under

which the improver charged three quarters of his expenditure against

the estate and was given an annual rent charge to be paid out of

the rents of the estate during the remainder of his life and for

twenty five years thereafter. (231)
Limited powers of fcuing', and of granting land on long lease

had been given in the amending Act of 1840, (232) although these

powers were given only for special purposes. The Rutherford Act

swept away the restrictions, allowing a general power of feuing,

providing, as always, that the requisite consents were obtained. (233)
'The other half of the Dalrymple programme, the establishment

of moans whereby family provision rai^it be made, was introduced in

the Aberdeen Act of 1824 (234) which attempted to achieve this by

permitting the entailed proprietor to infeft his or her spouse

with an annuity not exceeding one third of the free rente. (235)

In addition power was given for a fund to be set up to finance

portions for those younger children who would not succeed to the

estate, /

231. bootions 13-19.
232. btatute 3 & 4 Vict. c. 48.
233. Sections 3, 4 & 6.
234. Statute 5 Geo. IV o. 87.
235. Sections 1-3•
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estate, such portions to be exigible front each succeeding heir.

(256) The Aberdeen Act was repealed in 1848 insofar as it was

stated as being inapplicable to any tailzie executed on or after

1st August 1848. Thereafter the principle was that the estate

was to be made liable to provision for younger children, either

by charging the income of the estate or by permitting sales of

entailed land to finance these p ortions. (23?)

The legislative provisions, then, down to 1848 can be seen

as leaving intact, the fundamentals of the entail and were indeed

clearly meant to supplement those which might have been provided

by the creator Of the settlement, the statutes almost invariably

providing that the provisions therein ware not to operate so as to

cut down any special powers given to the proprietor in the deed of

entail itself. These, of course, would be perfectly valid

provided they were not inconsistent with the fundamentals of the

entail. (238)

The great change that came in 1848 was not in the extension

of these powers but was in the fundamental nature of the cots

entail.

3.7. Iteqor^titutiffl ond, llQatripl^

Although reconstitution did not come effectively until 1848

there were two other significant attempts between the death of the

Faculty of Advocates* initiative in 1767 and the introduction of

the Entail Amendment Bill. The first of these has already been

alluded /

236. section 4.
237. Statute 11 & 12 Vict. c. 36 section 12.
230. See Baird v. Balxd (1844) 6 D 643 eap. at pp. 659, 651 per Lord

Justioe-Clork H ope and at p. 655 per Lord Koncrieff.
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alluded to - the Commons Select Committee of 1828 which

recommended fundamental changes in the nature of the entail.

A Bill was drawn up and presented to Parliament in 1829 hut

was found to be defective. (239)

A further Select Comittee reported in 1833 again favouring

radical reform, resolving! (24©)

"That considering the great ©stent of land in Spotland now
held tinder the fetters of strict Jntail, and the serious evils
arising therefrom, both to individuals and to the public at large
which must continue to exist and to increase if provision be not
made to modify the principle of perpetuity in all such cases; it
is highly important that a measure should be devised by which the
principles to be established for the regulation of the future
settlement of land, shall be let in upon existing ihitails at the
earliest period at which this object can be effected with a due
regard to the rights and interests of individuals."

A Bill was drafted and sent to iidinburgh for comments from

the Lords of Session. These again showed the proposed provisions

to be defective, chiefly, it may be said, in that they could be

avoided /

239. Parliamentary Papers 1828 (198) (4©4) vol. vii; 1829 (102)
vol. iii.

24C. ibid. 1833 (109) vol. xvi.
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avoided with ease. (241) Also criticised was the fact that

the terminology of the Bill was that of English law and not Scots

law, a fact which was hardly surprising since the stated and

accepted aim of the reform was to remodel the Scots entail in the

image of the English.

Pundaraental refona came eventually in 1848, The Bill was

unopposed and incorporated anti-avoidance measures to deal with

the devices suggested lay the Lords of Session and others, such as

the possible use of successive leases, liferents and trusts to

create a perpetuity.

The /

241. "eply of the Lords of Session on the Entails (Scotland) Bill
18j55| Parliamentary Papers 1835 (163) xlvi. "Thus the
entailer may settle his estate on a series of persons, for
example, his children and their issue successively in liferent,
for the liferent use of each allanarly, and to a 3rd party and
to his heirs whatsoever in fee. As the law of Scotland stands
it does not appear that there is anything to prevent a series
of liferents of this nature being effectual and the power of
each liferenter, though not the sane as that of a Scottish Heir
of Tailzie or an English tenant in tail, will greatly resemble
both insofar as the Use of the Subject is concerned, and that
for an indefinite period*

Thus also the estate may be settled on a series of Heirs with
a Clause of Devolution of the Pee whenever the Heir in
Possession attains the age of 21 years (or if he has attained
that age before the succession opens to him) in favour of the
next substitute being a Minor under condition that the
substitute from whom the estate has just passed, shall retain
the rents during his life and with the Power of Management or
such other powers as the entailer chooses to confer on him.

Tims also a man may entail his l«nd on a series of persons all
in life at the date of the Entail, expressly including the heirs
of each substitute; a settlement competent by the law of
Scotland, though it is believed to be otherwise by the law of
England, bit with a power to each, as he comes into possession,
to burden to the amount of the rents, or to any other -mount in
favour of the issue successively, or in favour of any other line
of Persons he may select. If the Series is numerous, the
Entail must continue till the last life drops, which may not be
for a century,"
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The Act changed the -whole basis of constitution of entails.

Ho longer was the creator of an entailed settlement required to

spell out the prohibitions and the consequences of contravening

thenj prohibitive, irritant and resolutive clauses were to be

implied in future entails, provided that there was present a

clause directing registration. (242) With regard to existing

entails, if it was found that they were defective in son© way,

they would cease to be valid even inter haeredes; if a deed of

entail was defective in one respect it was to be treated as wholly

defective. (243)

We have seen the extensions of the powers of fsuing, of

leasing, of excaabion and of family provision. In addition,

powers to sell the estate end to charge it with dobt3, subject to

the appropriate consents being obtained, were also given. (244)
But perhaps the most important feature of these extended powers was

the reversal of effect of the House of Lords decisions in the Ascog,

Tillicoultry and. Tinwald cases, (245) in that for the future any

capital money produced had to be expended for the purposes of the

entail; specifically, after paying off debts, expenses, etc. it

was to be used (if in excess of £200) for the purchase of additional

lands to be entailed under the original entail. (246) In Other

words, while the act prevented such a perpetuity as miy£t render the

land inalienable} it might still be possible to create a perpetuity

of beneficial interests in that no proprietor could hold the settled

estate in such a way that he could realise the estate and treat the

proceeds /

242. 11th & 12th Vict. c. 36 section 39.
243. ibid section 43.
244. ibid section 4.
245. See above at notes 154-156.
246. 11th Si 12th Vict. c. 36 section 26.
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proceeds as his own. It transformed, by those measures, an

entailed settlement into a kind of quasi-trust with the entailed

proprietor a sort of quasi-trustee, with powers of a fiduciary

nature to enable him to deal with the subject of the settlement

for the benefit of those entitled -thereunder. Thus, in this

sense, what can be seen as the culmination of the halrymple

doctrine effected this change.

hut the Act went much further. Its avowed purpose was to

assimilate the hoots law of entail to the English law of entail so

far as possible. Under the daglish law the possibility of

perpetuity was prevented by the right of the tenant in tail in

possession to disentail, a right which, since 1833, (247) had

been rendered easier to exercise with the abolition of the old

fine end recovery procedure and its replacement with a new species

of conveyance whereby entailed land, might be transferred fro© from

the settlement. This ri#t to disentail was now given to heirs of

entail in possession in Scotland. The provisions of the 1348 Act

in effect permitted any heir of entail bom after the passing of the

Act end, in the case of post-statute entails, born after the creation

of the entail, to disentail without any consents, provided he was

sui juris and in possession. Consents were needed however for

diaentailncnt by heirs of tailsie born before the passing of the Act,

except where they wore unnamed and where there were no substitute

heirs in existence. The consents, where needed, were those of the

next three substitutes (or of all the substitutes in existence if

three or less), (248) In addition creditors of the heir of tailzie

la /

247. I-'ines and Recoveries Act. 1833*
248, 11th & 12th Vict, c. 36 sections 1-3.
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in possession vara permitted to force a dinentailment in certain

cases of insolvency* (249)

The 1348 Act, then, permitted the breaking of the settlement

itself j no longer would it be possible for a landowner to ensure

by his own deed that his estates were retained in the family, If

they were to be so retained his heirs would be responsible for such

retention*

In England landowners had oome to terms with this problem by

the device of settlement and resettlement whereby the tenant in

possession usually managed to secure that his son enjoyed only a

limited interest which prevented him from disposing of the estate

during his lifetime. (250) In Scotland the same device was

resorted to and brought forth the complaint that, whatever might be

the theoretical possibilities of the Ruthorfurd Act, in fact, land

was scarcely more marketable after than before its passing, and that

agricultural development had not noticeably improved as a result of

the new freedom given by the Act*

A principal proponent of this view was John (afterwards Lord)

K'Laren who, in a paper published in 1869, articulated the point.

He wrotei (251)

"The ct of Lord Rutherfurd (passed in 1848) was intended to
limit the duration of entails. It was a very important step in that
direction; and it has this merit, that it removed one great obstacle
to future legislation, by doing away with the vested interests of
expectant heirs to a very large extent. But without wishing to
detract from the merits of this excellent legislative measure, I may
say that I do not believe it will accomplish the object which its
author /

249* ibid sections 25; 50.
250. For a full description of the process of settlement end

resettlement see Cheshire - The Hodern Law of Real Property
(nth iiid* 1972) pp. 70-02.

251. "Papers of the Scottish Law Amendment Society on the Law of
detail" (1369) 1? Journal of Jurisprudence 456 at pp. 440-441*



author is understood to have had in view - the gradual extinction
of entailss and for this reason, that its provisions ten merely
pemissivo, and they can only bo put in force by the heirs of
entail themselves - that is, by the parties who are most strongly

>r • h.'1 u - ir.t '.in,;.; the system. coordiiig to ford d-therfurd's
, en heir bom after 1st August, 1346, on coning into possession

of the estate, and being ofMl age, Big disentail the estate,
.tit as the l et rtends, he may inraediritoly re-entail it, either upon
the seme cr upon a different 3oriaa of heirs: end the new entail,
o . being recorded, will be binding until the estate shall cone into
the possession of an heir bora after its date, that is for at least
tvo •—'ex-tionr. It will be binding, net only ngeinst the maker

h. „• successors but against creditors whose rights are subsequent
to it in date. No doubt the power of disentailing .fill be l.a'gely
used for the -purpose oi peytag off or securing f mily provisions;
but there is just as little doubt that, as soon as these objects BBS
accomplished, the estate . ill be ro~er.tailed (252) and very little
entailed land will find its way into t'.a market. The effect of

. .'.utherford's Act, when it oenu.s into fall operation, is to place
the law of entail on the e rne footing as that in nglund; and the
practice, la ngland hue boon to resettle he property after cutting
;.r rue! money a; is required soiuroC u;»i\ it. ..lie effect of ouch a
system upon the cultivation of the soil is even worse than that of a
nypt-y of strict entail. (255) Under the old law an heir of entail
suae* cding to an improvident proprietor, took the property
u v ae ■/ V-rr A, md airht, if so disposed, expend art of Ms revenues
on its improvement» Under the new lag he Bill take It heavily
Eort paged, deprived of the means of improving the land, and without
p :fer of bringing it onto the market except by purchasing the consents
of the next three heirs of entail.M

Legislation during the remainder of the century die little to

-'•tr/'f: this practice. T! e basic traditional . .roach of cottish

corivoyancing legislation re-asserted itself caad the amending

legislation, the ntuil /uaend&ent (, Scotland) Acts of 1855 (254),
1368 (255), 1875 (256), 1078 (257) and its ntail (Scotland) ct of

1882 (256), was largely concerned only with detailed aaeadmants to

procedure, /

252. Oornare this with the Pv-lirb position. ' ee Cheshire cited
above at not • 250.

25"", For ? d^tailed cation of this ^oirt T3th re-" to sot tied
estates in England, dealing with the agricultural position and
that arising out of the Industrial Revolution see "ir Arthur
Underbill "A Century of Law Reform at pp. 2L4 et seq,

254. Statute 16 &, 17 Vict. c. 94.
255. ibid 31 & 52 Vict. c. 84.
256. ibid 38 & 39 Vict. c. 61.
257. ibid 41 & 42 Vict. c. 28.
258. ibid 45 ft 46 Vict. c. 55.
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procedure, with assimilating the consent rules of pre and poet

1848 entails, and with the general amplification of the removal

of restraints on, the exercise of management powers,

A similar program© of piecemeal reform was undertaken in

England and, after 1848, an attempt was made to keep the laws of

-Jn&land and Scotland with regard to settled estates in step with

each other, however, just as in Scotland prior to 1848, it became

increasingly felt that piecemeal detailed reforms were insufficient.

As Cheshire relates* (259)
" bout this time an agitation sprang up for the total abolition

of life estates and the restriction of grants to the creation of a
fee simple, the argument being that settlements, besides making
conveyances difficult ;nd costly, deprived a father of a much needed
power of control over his eldest son, and prevented the estate from
being thrown on the market when its poverty made such a course
desirable. for better or worse the argument did not prevail. It
was realised that settlements enabled a fair and reasonable provision
to be made for G11 the members of a family, and therefore, while the
general features of the time honoured system were retained, a plan
was evolved to prevent settled land from becoming an inert mass throu^a.
lack of capital or of adequate powers of management."

This plan was embodied in the Settled Land .ct of 1882 whose

principles were carried forward in modified form into the Settled

Lend ct 1925, which forms the basis of the present English law of

landed settlements.

In Scotland the same agitation was apparent and similar pleas

for restrictions on the employment of liferents and entails in

settlements were heard, Thus K*Laren writes* (260)

"It /

259, fhe Modern Law of Real Property (llth Id.) at pp. 77/78.
260. (1869) 13 Journal of Jurisprudence at pp. 441-442.
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"It does not appear to no that the principle of lord
Rutherford*a Act admits of any further extension. The utmost
that could be done in that direction would be to make the ntail
oom to aa end of itself when the estate came into the possession
of an heir born after the date of the settlement, instead of giving
the heir a mere power to disentail. But this does not meet the
red difficulty, which, as I have explained, arises from the power
of re-entailing the estate, which power will, of oourse, exist as
long as entails are permitted, even for a limited period. It
humbly appears to me, therefore, that there is only on® way by
which is by depriving the landowner of the power which he at present
possesses of settling his estates upon a series of heirs in
succession to each other, H ere, however, it is necessary to pause
far the purpose of considering how far it is possible or desirable
to set a limit to the creation of life-interests. In the ct to
which I have referred, clauses were inserted restricting the
operation of liferents and estates in trust within the same Unite
as were assigned to entails. It was obvious that a series of
liferent rights was only a particular way of racking an entail, and
oil the arguments that can be used against the system of entails
established by tire Gcottish statute, apply equally to entails in the
foria of liferents. On the other hand, a simple liferent right is
a convenient node of making a family provision, ..'here the intention
is to give the legatee an annuity with the benefit of real security.
In all, or almost all, systems of jurisprudence, liferent provisions
to widows have been respected by the law. In ouch cases the foe or
capital is usually given to the children: and the different members
of the testator's family are thus provided for in a manner that is
felt to be just and convenient. To some extent the sane
considerations apply to the case of liferent provisions to riorried
daughters, where the fee is given to the children. a a general
rule however I should say that the system of giving only a liferent to
children and the fee to grandchildren, was neither consonant to
reason, nor beneficial in practice. But the legislator, i/ho looks
to general results, and recognises tine impossibility of providing for
particular cases, will give the preference to a node of succession
which, subject only to the widow's annuity, provides for the children
of the family by an immediate division of the inheritance. In the
case of succession to land the admitted inconveniences u . result
from the policy of tying up estates for periods measured by the duration
of life arc such as to outweigh any advantages that may be apposed
to accrue from it. I-ly own opinion is therefore against the
admissibility of liferents of heritable estate, except in favour of
widows ••••• and that in all cases land, which we3 the subject of
inheritance, ought to descend in fee simple to the objects of the
disposition. If this should be thought too great a stop in advance
to be immediately taken, it would at least he desirable to prohibit
the creation of liferents in succession. ".here two persons aro
appointed to take life-interests, the one after the oth r, the person
named as the second liferentor, if he survive the first, or it to take
the estate in fee simple. The same rule or ,ht to apply to existing
entails, . ny person taking u. dor th. entail .iftor V i titrate (or
first taker) should be held to take as under a simple destination, and
should, without executing any instrument of disentail, or obtaining
tin utbority of the Court, be entitled to sell or burden the estate,
or alter the succession at his pleasure."

However, /
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However, unlike the position in England, where the reforms

effectively created a statutory trust under which the land was to

be held and managed for the benefit of all those entitled under

the settlement, the reformers had become convinced abolitionists,

feeling that the faetors which had prevailed in England (namely

the facility for family provision) could be adequately met by

other means. Accordingly the power to re-entail was eventually

taken away by the Entail (Scotland) Act of 1914 (261) which

prohibited the future creation of entailed settlements.

Yet the reforms did not go much further; certainly they did

not attempt to abolish liferents; still less did they attempt to

abolish entails per se. The hope of Dalrymple, and of Rntherfurd,

however, seemed at last in sight. The entail would now wither away

with the passage of time. (262) And as the twentieth century

progressed /

261. Statute 4 & 5 Geo. V section 2.
262. Although no longer presenting a perpetuity problem the precise

extent to which this withering away has progressed is uncertain.
In 1958 Professor Monteath, in his Chapter on "Heritable flights"
in the Jtair Society's "Introduction to Scottish Legal History4*
(vol. 20) expressed the view (at p. 177) that there must be well
over 1000 entails in existence. In an attempt to verify and
bring this figure up to date the present writer spent many days
in Register House working through the volumes that constitute tin©
Register of Entails. It soon became clear, however, that it was
impossible to arrive at any meaningful, still less, accurate figure
either for 1958 or 1975.

It is unfortunate that Professor Monteath does not provide any
basis for his assertion; still less does he give any indication
as to what factors he took into account. If the figure of 1000+
represents a judgement drawn from his personal experience of
dealing with entails, it clearly is incapable of being checked.
If however it is based on an examination of the Register, not only
is the figure itself surprising, but even more so is the
supposition that a meaningful figure could be obtained from this
source for, in the first plaos, the Register does not contain a
complete record of property which was subjected to entailed
settlement. Many settlements were made, whose deeds were
recorded /
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progressed the increasing burden of capital taxation would give

it every encouragement to do so. (262a)

/

262, (continued) recorded in the Books of Council and session,
hut which do not appear in the Register of Tailzies (and
which would accordingly not be within the protection of the
Act of 1685).
But even confining calculations to those based on entries in
the Register, one has to proceed with great care. The first
pitfall is that not only lands per ae were capable of
entailment, but in fact any feudal right or document connected
therewith. Accordingly within the folios of the Register one
may find entails of salmon fishings, superiorities, right to
appoint livings, one may come across Bonds of frovision }

Agreements, Decreets of Declarator, Deeds of Restriction, Deeds
of Instruction, Additional Obligements and such like. A
simple oount, therefore, with a subtraction of disentails,
revocations and renunciations (which would, in fact, produce a
figure well in excess of 1600) is hi^ily misleading, vea a
more careful sifting, relating subsequent registrations to
existing entails where appropriate, while doubtless producing
a less inaccurate picture is still highly unsatisfactory.
The reason is that, especially prior to 1348, many entails were
broken privately, either by the H eir of entail's managing to
discover some defect in the deed or formal requirements, or by
an enforced sale, brought about by the necessity to satisfy the
entailer's debt3 which would be recoverable out of the estate,
provided they were incurred prior to registration. n
inspection of the Register will show how very many entails
remained unregistered for years after the execution of the deed.
Accordingly therefore it is really impossible to derive a
meaningful figure from the Register representing the number of
entails in existence. However to illustrate these points and
for the sake of completeness a statement of the transactions
entered on the Register from its inception is contained in the
Appendices•

262a. See below, Chapter VI at p.
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4. Perpetual settlements

Unlike the position in England, as we have seen, the courts

were not able effectively to break the entail in Scotland, and

accordingly therefore the growth of other types of perpetual

settlement in Scotland can scarcely be attributed, as it can in

England, to attempts by settlers simply to secure the inalienability

of the subjects settled.

Instead, in Scotland the growth of other types of perpetual

settlement seems to have been influenced by two factors; first,

by the limitations of the entailed settlement, and secondly, by

any increasing awareness that the interposition of a trust between

the subjects and the beneficiaries could overcome most of these

limitations.

This is not to say that there could not be and were not

perpetual settlements created outwith the trust framework: indeed

as the evidence of the Lords of session allowed, effects similar to

those achieved with an entail could be obtained by a series of

successive liferents, provided the fee could be vested effectively

in someone during the period of the subsistence of the liferents,

or by a series of defeasible fees coupled with income provisions

for those defeated. (263) But these types of settlement suffered

from precisely the same defects as the strict entail.

The limitations were really of two kinds. In the first place,

after some hesitation, (264) it was held that the Act of 1685 only

applied /

263. See above at note 241.
264. See Appendixlfor examples of furniture and money entailed.
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applied to subjects which wore capable of being feudalised, (265)
with the result that moveables could not be entailed (266) nor

indeed could some heritable rights, such as those obtained under

en assignation of a lease. (267) Accordingly, then, if it was

desired to settle moveable property or a combination of moveables

and heritage the entail would be inappropriate. (266) The

easiest, if not the only, way to get round this difficulty was

to use the trust.

The second limitation comes from the very nature of the

entail, from its emphatic assertion of the principle of

primogeniture, from the fact that it operated step by step, with

substitute succeeding substitute. In the absence of express

provisions in the deed it was impossible until the Aberdeen Act (268)
to secure portions for dependents, and even here this had to be

achieved without violating the principle of the proprietor's ri^tit to

the whole of the fee. It was possible to make provision for younger

children by creating separate settlements in their favour, but if one

wished to provide for grandchildren per stirpes the strict entail was

a cumbersome way of doing it; if one wished to go further, it was

virtually impossible. The interposition of a trust however

alleviated these problems. Thus in .Ahair v. I.'flair (269) Bobert

M'Nair was proprietor of some house3 in Glasgow, some land in the

neighbourhood thereof and moveable property. He conveyed the whole

lot /

265. Bffell OqlyQ^ 17th Jan. 1810 P.O.; II owdena^ochcid 1869
7 M $I.L.) and cases cited there.

266. Ba^lp-9 v, q-yapt, 1859 21 D. 838.
267. v. daasev-IAule 1732 M. 10963.
268. Statute 5 Geo. 17 o. 87.
269. (1791) Bell's Gas. 547; See also note to 5 W, & 3. 187.
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*

lot to his son and his heirs whomsoever successively (as set out

in the dead) as trustees to give effect to the following purposesa

(a) to pay the settler's debts;

(b) to make payment of certain provisions to his widow, daughter,

oons, etc.;

(c) to make payment of certain sums, to the descendants of the

testator on their attaining the age of 25 years, for all time

coming; and

(d) for each succeeding trustee to be entitled to %> of the runts

and profits during hia trusteeship, the provision, again, to

operate for all time coming.

By a supplementary deed of trust, executed a few months before

his death, it was provided that any surplus income was to be

accumulated and distributed every seven years among his children

and descendants in such proportions as were allocated under the

settlement.

The Court, albeit with some hesitation and reluctance, upheld

the validity of these provisions, provisions which, irrespective of

tlie inclusion of moveable property, could scarcely have been achieved

by way of strict entail.

A third feature of the early perpetual trust settlement in

Scotland was the way it could be used more effectively, and

comprehend more than an ordinary strict entail, providing far a form

of accumulation trust.

It had always boon possible (and entails were frequently found

embodying this principle) for an entailer to direct that surplus

income /
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income froa the estate should be used for the purchase of

additional lands which were to be entailed on the teams and

condition of the original settlement# In the Barfaolxn case.

h'Jullodi V. ..'Culloah and others. (270) this idea was extended

to a remarkable degree. The facts are extremely complex and

concern five distinct settlementss

Settlement No. Is A strict entail of the estates of Barholn and

Peble.

Settlement No. 2: A doed of trust whereby all debts owing to the

settler, all money (heritable and moveable),

rents, arrears of rents and more particularly

the rents froa his whole estate for 60 years,

from the first torn preceding the death of the

survivor of the settler and his wife for tho

following purposes:

(a) the payment of his, and his wife*s, debts

and funeral expenses.

(b) the purchase of lands in the neighbourhood

of Barholn and to add such purchases to the

entail in Settlement No. 1.

(c) the purchase of other lands in favour of the

second son of his grandson, John K^Cullo^i

and the heirs whatsoever of his body, with

remainders over and a clause of return,

(d)/

270o Nov, 28, 1752, 5 W. & 3, 180, Note that this was the first
Barfcoln Case. Alter the settlement here was broken a further
action followed on the original entail, see Cordon v. Qewar
25th January 1771 M. 15579.
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(d) for effecting similar purchases for the

third, son of the said John K'Gullogh

with remainders over and a clause of return.

(e) for effecting similar purchases for the

fourth, fifth and other sons of the said

John K'Cullogh with remainders over and

a clause of return.

(f) for ensuring that all lands so purchased were

settled under strict entail with substantially

the same provisions and conditions as

Settlement No. 1 provided that the trustees

should not denude of the purchases until suah

time as the younger great grandchildren should

be married and that, in the meantime the rents

from such purchases should be added to the

trust fund for the making of further purchases.

(g) that if any funds remained aftor those

purchases, thoy should bo applied in such a way

that like purchases of land should be made for

the behoof of the settler's great great

grandchildren, and that such purchases also

were to be settled in the form of strict entails

with substantially the same provisions and

conditions as in settlement No. 1.
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Settlement Ho. 3* Ma consisted of a second Deed of Trust whereby

there were transferred to the trustees the entire

rents from his Barholm ami Peble estate together

with other landed subjects on similar though not

identical trusts to those of Settlement No. 2.

It was however an essential part of this trust

that the rents be settled on strict entail.

Settlement Ho. 4: This consisted of a resettlement of Barholm on

the settler and his wife in liferent and then to

the said John K'Gullogh in strict entail in

accordance with the provisions of Settlement

Ho. 1.

Settlement No. 5J This consisted of a deathbed settlement of

recently acquired lands on the terms of Settlement

Ho. 4.

It will be seen that by the joint operation of those settlements

the settler had attempted to tie up not only the property (which is

the case with an ordinary strict entail anc! which was quite

permissible), but also the income from the estate for a long period

after his death. ?or the pursuer, the son, John M*Cullogh, it was

argued that (271) the law would not permit such "preposterous

provisions, looking up estates for ages, securing from them Hie best

possible advantage to his family and leaving his immediate descendants

in poverty and ignorance" and further that: (271)

"If /

271. 5 V. & 3. (Note) at p. 104.
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"If a settlement having such an object be sustained there is
no point where you can stop* Ingenious oonvoyoncers will speedily
devise clauses whereby not merely property, tut the first fruit3 of
that property may be looked up for generations."

The Court reduced the settlements which provided for the locking

up of the rents and profits on the basis that the provisions contained

therein were contradictory and irrational, and therefore inextricable.

Having seen, then, the factors which brought about a widening of

the perpetuity concept beyond the limits of the strict entail it

remains to consider how and why the courts upheld the validity of

perpetual trust settlements, and how they could be impeached.

4.1. aggaUte

The ca3e which is regarded as establishing the principle of

perpetuity in Scots law is that of K'Kair v. H'Hair (272), confirmed,

as it was in .vattie v. Cuttle'a Trustees (273). An examination of

these two decisions reveals that the perpetual trust settlements there

were upheld by analogy with entails and with mortifications.

4.1.1. The Analogy with Hntails

At first sight it seems strange that a perpetual trust settlement

should be upheld on the basis of an analogy with cntail3. ,'e have,

after all, seen how the courts have generally applied a rule of strict

interpretation to entails, and have in the case of Brvson v.

Gliamian (274) it had been held that the interests of the substitute

heirs /

272. 13611's Caa. 542; 5 W. & 3. at p. 1G7.
273. (1846) IS Jur. 442.
274. 22nd January 1760 H. 15511.
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hoirs under an entail, which wore said to arise from tlie

prohibitions, ./ere not capable of founding inhibitory diligence,

so that the inalienability of property entailed otherwise than in

accordance with the requirements of the Act of 1685 could not be

secured by other means. In view, therefore, of the courts'

policy v/ith regard to entails, that question arises as to how it

was that a settlement which, it was admitted, was "an entail in a

now form" came to be sanctioned?

Certainly this fact caused considerable discomfort among

some members of the court In I'.1Hair. Thus Lord President

Campbell feltJ (275)
"The appointing each succeeding heir to be a trustee, and to

bo liable in a certain distribution among the descendants
pxugressively at their age of 25 in all time coming •••.. would,
if sanctioned by this Court lay the foundation for a new species of
entail not hitherto recognised in the law of Ccotland, and therefore
of dangorouo example, being wild and extravagant in its nature *****

In the answers it is said the object of this deed was to secure
the capital of the grantor's fortune to his children and their
descendants, and that this trust should be perpetual. ihat is
this but an entail in a ne\r form, viz. that of a trust deed vested
in the heirs themselves for the behoof of themselves and those
interested in the succession, in among whom the rents and produce
are to be divided in all time coming, not for the preservation of
the family by having one representative succeeding another in a
certain order, and enjoying successively the Yihole benefit of the
estate, but by a partition of the rents among all the members of the
family, and still carrying the succession to the remotest
generation."

But the trust was nevertheless upheld and there appear to have

boon two facets of the entail that were considered relevant: first,

that although the trust gave no pov/er of sale to the trustees, the

property was not rendered inalienable. To quote Lord President

Campbell again: (276)
"The /

275. 5 ¥. & 3. at p. 189/190.
276. ibid at p. 190.
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"The case of a perpetual trust in the individual owner of an
estate, himself and his heirs forever succeeding to that estate,
declaring the right to be vested in them indefensibly for certain
ends and purposes is a novelty both in law and practice. The
mere name of a trust cannot tie up their hands, for if they sucoeed
to the fee of the estate, they must have the power of disposal

The second is perhaps more important and derives from the rule

that even under a defective entail the obligations under which the

proprietor took the property, while clearly not valid against third

parties who had provided consideration, might yet be valid inter

haeredes. Indeed we have 3een that, given the necessary

prohibitions, the entailed proprietor could bo prevented from

alienating gratuitously, and that prior to the decisions in the

.sco,:. Tillicoultry and Tlnwald cases (277) the substitute heirs1

were considered as having a jus croditi enforcible against the

proprietor to repair any loss suffered as a result of acts in breach

of the obligations. It will be remembered that the Ihair case was

decided during this period, and indeed Lord President Campbell

refers to this principle specifically. (278)

If, therefore, the courts were prepared to sanction schemes

whereby, although the subjects of a defective entail might be

alienated for value, the proceeds of such alienations had to be

reinvested for the benefit of those entitled under the entail - which,

like the M*ilair trust, might go on for ever - why should they not

sanction a scheme whereby the subjects of a trust settlement might

equally be alienated, but where the beneficiaries under the trust

had a jus orediti enforcible against the trustees in similar fashion.

It/

277. 14th July 1830, 4 if. & S. 196; 240; & 256 respectively.
278. 5 W. & S. at p. 189.
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It has been remarked above that the effect of the pre 1830 cases

on defective entails was to create a sort of quasi-trust; if such

a ouasi-trust could countenance its beneficiaries continuing to

perpetuity, why should not a genuine trust also?

It would seem, then, that in 1791 when the r'Nair case was

decided the application of the entail analogy to uphold a

perpetual trust settlement was not unreasonable. But it will be

remembered that this right to compel reinvestment of the funds

produced by an alienation for value was negatived by the House of

ords and the cases applying it treated as wrongly decided. Can

it be said, then, that the 1:1Hair case was overruled also, and that

the application of the K'Nair principle in Juttie's case (279) in

1046 was wrong?

The answer would appear to be that the decisions in the ,,ncog

and associated oases left .the h'flair decision untouched in that

they in no way impeached the principle that beneficiaries having a

jus erediti might compel reparation (whether by way of reinvestment

or otherwise) for every loss incurred in breach of the obligation

owed to them. What was decided was that the substitute heirs under

a defective entail had no such jus crediti enforcible against the

heir in possession for alienations made for onerous causes, Where,

therefore, the jus crediti was present - as it was in the trustee-

boneficiary relationship - it would continue to bo enforcible,

4.1.2. /

279. (1846) 18 Jur. 442.
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4.1.2. The Analogy with Kortifioations

ilie second strand of authority U3ed by tlie court in II'Hair

and ^uti^ie was that of mortifications and public trusts.

Originally mortifications were feudal or feudal-type grants

of land in favour of the Church or some ecclesiastical body in

return for nominal services, usually that prayers be said, or

masses be read for the donor after hi3 death, for ever. They

were the Scottish equivalent of the grants in frankalmoign of

English law. (280) Unlike the position in England however these

grants were not made subject to the restrictive and effective

mortmain legislation, introduced originally in the Last years of

Henry III, emphatically reinforced by Edward I and continued into

the nineteenth century. (28l) The original reason for this

legislation was the economic damage caused by these grants to tlie

interests of the seigneurs. The point was that grants in favour

of the Church as an undying corporation would yield no incidents,

and with such nominal services would tend to eliminate any income

yieldj further, such a grant would almost invariably withdraw the

subject land from commerce because of the restrictions on alienation

imposed on ecclesiastioal bodies by the Canon law. In account of

this, then, land so granted was regarded as having been placed under

a "dead hand" (mort-main).

That Scotland was without such legislation would seen to be due

principally to the more powerful position of the feudal superior

under /

280. Coo Craig I. U. 20 & 21; Clyde translation at p. 189/190.
281. See above Chapter II, section 1 at p. 40 et seq. There was a

Scottish mort-main Aot passed in 1391 restricting such grants
without royal licence - A.P.3, i. 577. But its effect appears
to have been negligible.
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•under Jcots law as compared with en English seigneur. Accordingly,

ths requirement of the superior's consent, which lasted in .Jcotland

for several centuries after it had disappeared in England, (202)
was felt to he sufficient.

Almost all of the institutional writers have made some mention

of mortifications, (203) hut perhaps, for our purposes the most

relevant treatment is that of Erskine, who wrote: (284)

"Feudal subjects granted in donations to churches, monasteries
or other corporations, for religious, charitable or public uses, or
said to be given in mortmain, or, in our law - style, to be
mortified, either because all casualties must necessarily be lost
to the proprietor, where the vassal is a corporation, which never
dies, or because the property of those subjects is made over to a
dead hand, which cannot, contrary to the donor's intention transfer
it to another •••••

The purposes for which the lands had been given to the Church
in the times of Popery were, after the Reformation, accounted
superstitions, and therefore [such lands were] declared to belong
to the Crown by the act of annexation, 1587 o, 29, so that now the
only lands which continue mortified to the Church are the manses
and glebes of parochial ministers which by that statute are
appropriated to the use of the reformed clergy. But mortifications
may still be granted in favour of hospitals, either for the
subsistence of the aged and infirm, or for the maintenance and
education of indigent children, or in favour of universities or
other public lawful societies, to be holden either in blench or in
feu-farm,"

In their original form, then, the grants had the features of

being perpetual and of rendering the subjects inalienable. In

their more modern form these two features of perpetuity have

continued; indeed any grants to the perpetual use of a school,

college, hospital, for the relief of the poor and such like can be

said /

282. Cee above, section 2,1 and 2,2 at pp. 83 et sea.
283. 8ee Craig I, 10,35: II»3«35; Clyde translation at pp,

168/169 & 419 respectively, otair, II 3,39 & 40; II, 4,20
& 67; 11,12,18. Bankton Vol, I at pp, 553-561; Vol. II at
pp, 8-10; 46.

284. .rskine 11,4, 10 & 11,
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said to be mortified.

Although such grants might still be rnde direct to the

appropriate corporation it became increasingly common during the

seventeenth and eighteenth canturios to effect the grants by way

of trust. md indeed in tho case of one mortification of property

in /dinburgh a private Act of Parliament was obtained to confer the

legal status of a trust upon it. (285) Accordingly therefor© at

the tine of the K'Nair case there could be cited several examples

(286) of trusts intended and designed to exist and operate in

perpetuity, and it was to these that counsel turned.. Thus the

report sets out the point in the argument of counsel for the

defenders: (287)

"The question therefore is whether a proprietor can vest his
estate in a series of trustees, though it nay happen that the trust
nay be perpetual? A trust of this nature is not reprobated by law;
and in fact, many such exist 5m this country. Thus the rr nagenent
and revenue of Watson's and Heriot's hospitals are vested in
trustees by a perpetual trust."

The question for the court was, therefore, whether they would

extend the principle of perpetuity which applied to such public

trusts to private trusts. Counsel for tho pursuer attested to

draw a distinction between public and private trusts, but could find

no principle of law on which to base such a distinction. The most

he could say was that it would raise inconvenience. cco'-dingly

tho court accepted the analogy. As Lord :skgrove said: (208)

"This /

285» The Craigcrook Fortification#
286. Gifr of WatolStik Y, 1694 H. 9107; derth Hospital v.

Campbell 1724 H. 5729; I-orctent Go. A Trades of urrh v.
Ggyeppoys 9f BeflfiVp Efropfofl 1765 M. 5750.

287. Bell's Cas. at p. 550.
288. ibid at p. 555.
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"This deed might have been effectively conceived to a body
corporate, with directions to employ the fund in paying provisions
to all eternityt it mat be equally valid when it is directed to
the heir as truatee| and the heir entering under that deed must
act in conformity with it,"

nd when in Jut tie the sane question was raised, Lord liackensie

confirmed this approach. He said: (289)

"••••• it is the tendency of our law to support trusts; and
this opinion receives the strongest sanction from the common
practice, Mor is the duration of such trusts restricted by law.
There are numerous instances in the case of mortifications, and
of trusts for the foundation and maintenance of schools and
hospitals and for other charitable purposes, which are 30
constituted as to be calculated to exist to perpetuity; but though
such trusts have given rise to much litigation, they have never
boen challenged on the ground of illegality because they were to
endure to perpetuity."

While the a1 flair and .juttie cases established the principle

that a settlemnt would not be invalid merely because it tended to

perpetuity, nevertheless perpetuity oould be a relevant factor in

the court*s deciding to reduce a deed. In these cases counsel

employed a second lino of attack; even if the settlement rair£tt not

be set aside solely because it tended to perpetuity, might that

settlement not be rendered inextricable by virtue of the perpetuity

factor?

In the perpetuity oases decided on the common law rules the head

of inextrioability was used in three senses a first, that the

settlement was unintelligible or contradictory; secondly, that its

purpose was absurd; and. thirdly that it was unworkable.

4.2.1. /

289. (1846) 18 Jut. at p. 445.
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4.2.X# Unintelligibility

The first settlement in which this ground was relied upon

was that of the Baxfcolm estates. As we saw, the complex

accumulation trusts were ultimately reduced as being inextricable,

While Lord Blchies (290) report rests the decision on another head

of inextricability, when the case cane to be cited as authoritative

in the case (29l), Lord Brougham appeared to prefer to

accept the decision on the basis of the settlements' unintelligibility.

He said: (292)

"••••• the decision in the Bazholm case very possibly mi$it
have been different if the court had seen a plain, consistent and
distinct intention on the part of the maker of the deeds, such as
they plainly, clearly and consistently perceive to have existed in
the mind of the maker of Lord Strathmore's deeds but when I
find the settlement there [he. in Barholm] mixed up with such a mass
of clauses, impossible to be construed, that very nonsense of itself
constitutes a material specialty, and prevents the case from applying
as an authority to another case where no such specialty exists, but
whore a clear, consistent and intelligible sense is seen operating
from the beginning to the end of a very short and single conveyance."

whether one agrees with Lord Brougham or not on the

intelligibility of the Barholm settlements it would seem that the

factor of perpetuity here is irrelevant, the matter being solely

one of construction.

4,2,2, Absurdity

ihile it is clear that the court will not look sympathetically

on any absurd or irrational disposition, it would seem, that the fact

that the disposition tends to perpetuity will add on additional edge

to /

290. Llch. "Tailye" No, 48.
291. (1831) 5 V. & S. 170.
292. ibid at pp. 195/196.
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to the court's attitude. The position was explained by Lord

Campbell in Jeffries v. ..Icxo-nder in the following terms: (293)

"A nan has a natural right to enjoy his property during his
life, and to leave it to his children at his death, but the
liberty to determine how his property shall be enjoyed in saeoula
saeculorum when he, who was the owner of it, is in his grave, and
to destine it in perpetuity to any purposes however fantastical,
useless or ludicrous, so that they cannot be said to be directly
contrary to religion or morality is a ri^it and liberty which, I
think, cannot bo claimed by any natural or divine lair, and -hich,
I think, ought by human law to be strictly watched and regulated."

Prom Lord Elchies' report it would appear that the Barholxa

settlements were reduced on the ground of absurdity (294),

although quite why they were felt to be absurd is not made clear.

Perhaps the best example of a settlement being reduced on this

ground is the case of Mason v. kinner (295), another

accumulation trust, but one in which there appeared to be no

purpose at all behind the provisions, the accumulation of wealth

seemingly being felt to be an end in itself, such accumulation to

continue in perpetuity. As Lord SUllerton said: (296)

"I do not hold that it is incompetent to make a settlement
that is to last for ever? but then accumulations mist have a
definite object. The beneficial interests must merge immediately
as in the case of a charitable endowment. Here not only is the
fund to continue for ever, but the accumulations also are to
continue for ever, and, without any definite object, making it
impossible for any court to carry the testators intentions into
effect. It is in fact a mere emulous accumulation."

Accordingly, then, a perpetual accumulation, with no purpose,

or at least no intelligible purpose would bo reducible as

inextricable /

293. (I860) 8 H.L.C. 594 at p. 648.
294. Elch. "Tailye" No. 48 - "This was a question of reducing two

most ridiculous entails and trust rights whereby, excepting
small aliments to the heir, the rents were to be applied for
many years in purchasing other estates and [settling] then in
the same manner. Wo all agreed to reduce the whole deeds."

295. (1844) 16 Jur. 422.
296. ibid at p. 425.
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inextricable -whereas a temporary one would not. In the latter

case at the end of the accumulation period the property and

accumulations must vest in someone (even if they merely revert

back to the settler or his heirs); in the case of a perpetual

accumulation however it would appear that all possibility of

benefit is absent,

4,2,3. Impractieality

The third type of case -where perpetual settlements have

been reduced as inextricable is where the intention to benefit

is clear but where the implementation of the settler's purpose is

impracticable. Here again the factor of perpetuity was relevant

in that while it might be expedient to carry out the settler's

trust for a temporary period, it would not be expedient to do so

in perpetuity. Perhaps the best example of this is II'Hair v, I .'Hair

(297) where, it will be remembered the court in 1791 refused to

find that the settlement was inextricable and accordingly upheld

it. However approximately twenty years later the same settlement

was found to be unworkable and so was reduced. (298) /gain, in

: .ison v, thinner (299) the trust, on accountancy evidence, was

found to be unworkable, as well as pointless, and so was reduced.

Accordingly then, as with absurdity, the impracticality of

carrying out a trust in perpetuity may constitute a good ground for

setting it aside. However, here the perpetuity factor cannot stand

alone; /

297. 1791 Bell's Cas. 542.
298. Unreported, but referred to by Lord Cuninghame in uaaon v.

Tklvymr at p, 424. It is believed that the reduction took
place sometime between 1811 & 1815•

299. (1844) 16 Jur. 422.
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4-
. ... ,

alone; It must be read with and seen in the light of the other

provisions of the deed.

5. ; .mm

By 1846, then, the common law of Scotland had hesitatingly

adopted the principle that settlements might subsist for the

satisfaction of beneficial interests in perpetuity. In a sense

this was still a subsidiary rule in a subsidiary branch of the

law of settled estates. The principal type of settlement was

still the entail and would continue to be until 1914. It was

only then, when the means of resettlement were removed that

conscious attempts achieve the sain® result were made in a spirit

resembling that of the Elizabethan settlors in England. The

files of some of the older Edinburgh firms detail attempts to

create entails by various means, chiefly by types of successive

liferent settlements. But by this time it was too late. The

hitail Amendment Acta of 1848 (300) and 1868 (30l) had imposed

restrictions to counter such devices. Prom the middle of the

nineteenth century, then, Acot land had a rule against

perpetuities; and it is with this that Chapter IV is concerned.

300. Statute 11 & 12 Vict. c. 36.
301. Statute 31 & 32 Vict. c. 84.
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qiy^ 3jY

scuqL.^

"The law against perpetuities in Scotland is entirely of
statutory origin, the earliest provision being contained in the
. ntail iraendraent (Scotland) Act 1848 (l), sections 47 and 48,
which related only to heritage. Provision relating to moveable
and personal estate on lines analogous to section 48 of that Act
was made by section 17 of the .witail .xiendment cot land) ,ct
1848 (2). This section was repealed and replaced by section 9
of the Trusts (.Scotland) Act 1921 (3)." (4)

uhilo Lord Ihankerton's statement has been partially superseded

by events in that, with regard to liferent interests created after

25th November 1968, section 48 of the 1848 Act and section 9 of the

Act of 1921 are no longer applicable, having been replaced by

section 18 of the Law Reform (miscellaneous Provisions) (Scotland)

Act 1968, (5) the substance of it, that specific rules aimed at

preventing perpetuities are creatures of statute, is undoubtedly

correct.

If criticism con be levelled at the statement, it must be on

the basis that it does not present a complete picture in that it

ignores the existence and operation of certain common law rules

which, although not specifically designed for the purpose,

nevertheless had the effect of defeating the tendency to perpetuity

of certain types of settlement.

It will be remembered that in islngliah law there existed certain

rules which operated to limit the creation of contingent roioaindera

and /

1. statute 11 and 12 Vict, c# 36.
2. ibid 31 end 32 Vict. c. 84.
3. ibid 11 and 12 Geo. V. c. 58,
4. per Lord Thanlcerton in hair's Trustees v. Ailllama 1943 3,C, (HL)

47 at p. 51.
5. Statute 1968 c. 70.
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and which were subsequently used to frustrate the effectiveness

of perpetuities employing contingent remainders. The basic

promise from which those rules were derived was the unacceptability

of alloxfing a fee to be in pendente, or, as it was frequently

expressed, the abhorrence of an abeyance of seisin. (6)

Substantially the same premise obtained in Scotland too, although

the emphasis was more on the pendent foe itself than on abeyance

of sasine. As Farran observed? (7)

"[T]he whole nglish doctrine of escheat wa3 based on the
principle that if at any time the lord of the foe is left without
a tenant, or one capable of holding land, the fee ceases to exist
and the land belongs to the lord. The same principle was known in
Scotland in theory. 'The superior i3 at all times entitled to have
a vassal'. (8) But because of the different rules as to escheat
the 3ame consequences did not flow from it.

..... [u]hat English law abhors is a vacuum in the seisin, not
in the fee simple, and the tenant far life is sufficiently seised .....
It 3hould [however] be noted at once that in the cot3 view the rule
lias nothing particularly to do with 3asine. Many occasions exist
when there is no one with sasine of the land. Thus on every death
in Scotland there xraa no one seised of the land (in the Scots sense)
until the heir had made up his titles and received formal sasine from
the superior, which might not occur for many years. Moreover the
feudal casualty of non-entry only gave the superior a temporary
right to enter on the lands in the interregnum, but he cane in just
because there was an abeyance of his vassal's 3asine, hat is not
allowed to be in abeyance, then, in Scotland, is not the sasino, but
the dominium ..... The point is that there should never be a res
without a dominus rather than that land should not lie without
someone's being seised of it."

As we have 3een, the English approach developed out of an

attempt to safeguard the economic benefits of lordship by the device

of giving seisin to the tenant for life which was then treated as

enuring for the benefit of those interests which were in remainder, ($)

Those interests would be in futuro in law as well a3 An fact and would

be /

6. lee above Chapter II, section 3.a, at p. 57 et sec.
7. Principles of Scots and English Land Law at pp. 219, 220 and 225.
8. citing 3ell, Principles at para. 1711.
9. Soe Chapter II above at section 3.2,1. at p. 57 et seq.
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be dependant for their existence on the validity and subsistence

of the prior life estate. The "ownership", therefore, of land

which was the subject of a destination involving one or more life

interests would in a very real sense be divided. (10) In order

that this division might not prejudice the lord's interest, as we

have seen, there had to be someone in existence who would satisfy

the vassal's obligations. In the case of contingent remainders

this problem was met by avoiding any interest which did not vest

in time. If, therefore, the contingency was satisfied in tine the

services were secured; if it was not, then the remainder was

declared void so that the land reverted to the original grantor to

whom the lord could now look for his services.

But even assuming the contingency to have been fulfilled there

wan the further problem of the remainderman's status on the death

of the life tenant. On the one hand if he entered by virtue only

of the destination it would seem that he should enter as purchaser

since /

10. In contrast to the position in Scotland where liferents are, in
theory at leu3t, treated more as servitudes on the foe. Thus in
Otudd v. dtudd's Trustees (1880)8 R 249 Lord Justice-Clerk
lioncrieff explained (at p. 268;: "..... a devise to a tenant for
life and after his death to the use of another in tail male with
remainders over is not equivalent to, but is entirely discrepant
from a Scotch disposition to A in liferent and to B in fee. The
difference is vital. A disposition to A in liferent and B in
fee makes B the immediate proprietor under burden of the liferent
and unless he is limited by the fetters of a strict entail he may
sell, etc..... althou^i only tinder burden of the liferent.
.....But a devise of real estate in England to A as tenant for
life and then to B as tenant in tail male is ..... a gift in which
the interest of the tenant in tail commences only when that of the
tenant for life terminates and in which the validity of the grant
for life is essential to support the grant in remainder. There is
no fee in existence in the sense that we use the term other than
the right for life while the tenant for life lives; nlthouf^h the
interest in expectancy vest3, and must vest, from the date of the
grant."
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since a life tenancy was not an inheritable estate. Accordingly,

although he took as successor to the life tenant, the renainderaan

could hardly be said to be t aking as his heir. But if he entered

as purchaser the lord would lose his reliefs exigible on the entry

of his vassal's heir.

•hale Brnoton had designated the remainderman as a "quasi-heir

who takes by substitution according to the form of the gift" (ll)

the rfuestion did not come before the courts for decision until

the mid-fourteenth century. The first meaningful reference is in

a case in 1350 (12) in which, in the course of discussion,

Willoughoy J. observed that, "according to some people, when the

fee is limited to the right heirs of a certain person, then the fee

is in the ancestor". In 1366 a case arose (13) from which it

transpired that land had been given to J for life, with remainder in

tail to his eldest son, with remainder in fee to the right heirs of

J. After the death of J, and on the extinction of the entail, R,

the second son of J entered as ri$it heir, whereupon the seignsur,

the provost of Beverley distrained for relief, which would be due

if R had entered as heir, but not as purchaser. Thorpe C.J. arid:

"You have pleaded that you ought not to have to pay relief
since you are in as purchaser, being the first in whom the remainder
takes effect according to the words of the deed. But you are in as
heir to your father ..... aztd the remainder was not entailed to you
by your proper name but under the description of heir."

The report continuest

"And so it was awarded by all the justices that the lord should
have return of the diatress."

This /

11. Bracton at ft, 68b, 69.
12. YB.24 Edw. Ill 70 no. 79.
13. YB.40 Ed*. Ill f.9 no. 18.
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This case then is a clear precedent for the rule in :holley*a

case (14) that a grant to A for life, with remainder to his heira

gave the fee to with the attendant result that the interest of

the heirs was reduced to no more than a spes successionis, and

that A could alienate. Purthermore where the remainder had been

contingent, this principle carried the bonus of overcoming any

conceptual difficulty as to abeyance of seisin; the fee was once

and for all in A.

It was this self-same rule which operated in Scotland as a

check on destinations tending to perpetuity. As Professor hood

put its (15)
".(here heritable property is, by a deed, to take immediate

effect, or granted by a third party, conveyod directly to a parent
in liferent and his children unnamed in fee, notwithstanding the
word liferent, the fee is in the parent with full ri^it of disposal.
The children have only a hope of succeeding. The ground of this
principle is strictly feudal. The feudal idea was that a feu -
a fee - could not be vacant, could not bo in a person who did not
yet exist. This doctrine has been said to be 'a triumph of legal
subtlety over the intention of the maker of the doed'. (16)
There is an analogous rule in England, where, in certain
circunstances, what is nominally a life interest in real estate
becomes truly a fee. This is called the rule in ohelloy's case."

1. The Common Law Pule

Jurprlsingly, perhaps, the rule is not discussed in depth by

the institutional writers, mo3t being content with a more mention.

Erskine, however, devotes a paragraph to it in an attempt to show

that it had no foundation. He writes: (17)

"It /

14. (l58l) 1 Co. Rep. f.88b. See Challis - Real Property (3rd Ed.)
at p. 154; Holdsworth H.E.I, vol. iii p. 107.

15. Lectures on Conveyancing (1903) at p. 312.
16. per Lord Ardmillan in Cumstie v. Cumstie's Trustees 1080 3 fl¬

at p. 927.
17. 11.1,4.
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"It is a rule almost universally received by our lawyers till
towards the beginning of this centuxy that Dominium non potest esse
in pendenti, 'Property cannot float in an uncertainty, but mat at
every period of time be vested in some person or another,' (18)
Lord Dirleton is the only writer of the last century who speaks
doubtfully about it, (19) But it appears to have no foundation
either in nature or in law. Many things are, ex sua natura, fit
subjects of property, which nevertheless have no proprietor!
those for example which the proprietor abandons with a design to
be no longer owner of them, or waste lands of which no person hath
yet seised the possession. In like manner, where the fee or
property of any subject is granted to children yet to be procreated,
and the bare liferent to the father end mother, the property of that
subject must of necessity be pendant till the existence of a
child. (20) And as by the Roman law all estates in hneroditate
jacento of persons deceased were without proper owners, so by outb,
the fee is upon the death of all fiars in pendenti till the next
heir shall make up his titles. The necessity imposed by the law
upon an heir to enter in ordor to establish the foo in his person
is a demonstration that he is not fiar till he be entered.'' (21)

This view has been almost universally doubted and the

difficulties raised by irskine would seem to be difficulties more

of semantics than substance. \s Professor Bell point3 out J (22)

"The principle on which this [rule] rests is, that the superior
on the one hand, and the vassal on the other, must have someone to
fill the feudal place of vassal and superior; Jid that creditors
shall be able to know with whom the right of property is. The fea,
therefore, is not in pendente merely because of the death of the
proprietor; for the creditors of the ancestor can affect it as in
haereditate jacento, and the heir or anyone in his right, can take
it, while in the feudal relation of superior and vassal the remedy
is open to cither. It is in pendente only when there is no one in
whom it can be vested." (23)

The /

18. citing dtair III.5.50 and Mackenzie h.t. 30,
19. v. Piar, Hon. 9 and 10.
20. citing Steuart - .nswers to Dirleton*3 Questions and Doubts on

the Law of Scotland - Fiar.
21. In support of his view Erskine cites two cases, Douglas v. Douaiaa

and Prmmaond 1724 M 12910 and Gibson v. .rbuthnot 1726 IT 11481.
but in fact neither of these decisions appear to constitute
authority for the propositions advanced. Gee Farran pp. 227/3.

22. Principles at para. 1711.
23. In Ilclntosh v. Mcintosh Jan. 28th 1812 F.7. Lord Tlendowbnrk cites

the notes of Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield (Kacqueen) from which it
appears that the latter adopted the wide definition of pcndoncy,
at least with regard to the haereditns jacens, treating it as an
exception.
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The objection, then, is not to a gap in ownership per so, but

to an unfillable gap, or one which cannot, by the nature of its

creation, be filled for a considerable tine, thus destroying the

powers of property for its duration. Accordingly, abandonment

of subjects, where the law permits this, (24) would not create a

pendant fee so as to destroy the powers of property for any acquirer

xrould be entitled to sell, dispone or otherwise deal with the

subjects without restriction.

By definition, the second of Erakine's examples is inappropriate*

pendancy implies that the subjects were at one tine owned. Vasts

lands, therefore, that have never been owned, would scarcely qualify.

The only objection of substance would seen to be the third one,

the example of the settlement of property on parents in liferent and

children in fee, and it was with this very situation that the common

law attempted to deal.

The first case in which the issue cane before the court was that

of CyefoWP Pf aofoyt ifrPK v* (25) which concerned a

disposition to A in liferent and to the heirs of his body nascituri

in fee, which failing to B in liferent and the heirs of his body in

fee, which failing to C. A contracted debts which he charged on

the estate. The issue before the oourt was whether he had the fee*

if he had, then the creditors could pursue diligence against the

estate; if not, then the creditors were lost. The arguments

revolved /

24. The feudal relationship would seem to render abandonment Of
feudalised land impossible, at least in the rokine sense,

25. 1735 M. 4269.
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revolved around the construction of the precise words of the

destination and the fact that, if a construction limiting A*s

right to a liferent were allowed, the result would be that the

foe would be in nobody. This, it was argued was contrary to the

maxim of feudal law that a foe may not be in pendente but must be

settled on some person in existence at the time of the disposition,

"the reason for which maxim is, that it would be inconsistent with

common sense to suppose a property without a proprietor} and if

the contrary doctrine took place many absurdities would follow.

Thus if the dominium directum were allowed to be pendant, the

vassal could not be entered} if the dominium utile, the superior

could not have a vassal} if the former proprietor had contracted

debt, his creditors could not affect it, because there was no

person from whom it could be adjudged} besides several others that

might be mentioned".

It was held by the court that the interest of A ''resolved into

a right of fee" and that the estate was therefore available for

the satisfaction of his debts,

his years later, in 1741, a further case came before the

court, (26) thi3 time concerning a marriage contract settlement

containing a disposition to the settler^ son in liferent and to

the children to be procreated of his body in fee. The court,

expressly following the decision in frog's Creditors, held that the

fee was in the son, A note, however was appended to the report to

the effect that the reason for the action being brought was that

conflicting /

26. 1735 M. 4269.



conflicting judgements had been delivered in Prog's case. After

1741 the validity of the rule was secure. (27)

fofoW Gf ft* ^ul(?

Given, then, the broad principle of feudal law that a foe

might not be in pendente, the question arises as to why this

particular rule, that a grant to A in liferent and to the hoirs of

hio body (or some such similar destination) in fee gave the fee to

A, cane to be adopted to resolve the difficulty caused. ?he

cane." throw up two conflicting views, neither of which can be

said to be completely satisfactory,

what /

27. It has been applied, not always consistently, for 20C years: see
Vt, 1761 M. 4269? jpapftfrjj, V« «'»•£!, 1766 M. 4287?

, ..rt rf •, 1.., u, 1779 H. 4277; vt PI soft A
Crehffa 1731 C 4279; Ku^r yf hair 1736 Id. 4288; Dukq of Vt

■ nd;son 20th liev. 1806 P.C.; idjuea;- v. ,>ott 9th Dec. 180?
P.C.i haacroll v. Gracie (1322) 13 509; Dewar v. Campbell (1325)
1 : & 3 161; henncdv v. .lion (1825) 28 554; 17.l-U--.on v.
Qocprofi (1828) 63 1035; Qopfop yt knekintoah (1841) 4b 192: affd.
,1' 45) 4 Bell's App Cos 105; button's ire, v. button (1847) 9D
639? Perruoon'a Tra. v. Hamilton (I860) 22b 1442;affd. (1862)
24D (il.h.) 8; lankon and others (1870) 8 I!, 878; Pev p^ge y,t,
Beyeri^.'s 2rsifi (1878) 5R 1116; Villiamson vA .illiqrasofl's Prs,
(1881) 19 3.L.R. 276 (0.H.)| Ifffont's zone. ■ . me (1895)
22 a 411; Praaer'a Tra. vf Turner (1901; 8 S.L.T. 466 (O.H.);

y, Cfryles 1926 I.L.T. 118 (O.II.); Itatoqpjfl's Jrp, ,vt
Jataon'a Tru. 1932 3.L.T. 480 (O.H.).
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Tmi might perhaps ha termed the majority view is that "the

rule was introduced from a legal necessity, contrary to what might

hare been presumed to hare been the intention of the grenter." (28)

Thus in aagiaa X*. Staw&ala. IXMJ&M. (29) ^rd Ardmillan, reviewing

the operation of the rule observed!

"Where a subject is conveyed to a father in liferent and his
children nasoituri in fee, and where the word 'allenarly* or some
clearly equivalent word has not been used, it has been long settled
that the fee is in the father, though ho is termed liferenter in the
deed. This has been so repeatedly decided that I need not detain
you by referring to the authorities. The rule has been Introduced
in consequence of the feudal maxim that the fee cannot be in
pendente, and that, the grantor being divested, the fee can be
nowhere else than in the liferenter, and thus a result not always
according to the intention of the maker of the deed has been
accomplished by the pressure of this nicety of feudal law." (jC)

It is to be observed that the proponents of this view are all ex

post facto reviewers of the rule, seeking to justify its application

in a particular case. Whether, and how seriously, this view of

nocessitan legis was put forward in the eighteenth century cases is

virtually impossible to ascertain from the available reports.

Indeed such contemporary reports as ore sufficiently detailed as to

provide the grounds of the judgements tend to suggest the opposite

view, that the rule in Frog's .:reditors was really an implementation

of the settler's intention. The difficulty, however, is that these

reports /

28. per Lord liackensie in dordon v. Inokintosh (1841) 4 D 192 at
pp. 200/201.

29. (1876)3 R 921 at p. 924.
30. See also per Lord Corehouse in Kein v. Taylor (1827) 5 3 779 at

p. 781; Lord Brougham in Gordon v. Mackintosh (1845)4 Bell's
App Gas. 105 at p. 121; and esp, per Lord CuninghauG in
Hndkallar v. Karouls 0840) 5 D 172.
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reports are all of cases decided by ous particular judge, Lord

Braxfiold, or Lord Justice-Clerk Faccueon as he is frequently

referred to. The earliest report in which this view appears is

that of vjfffyqR 7, (31) *hich roads:

"Tii© Lord Reporter [Lord Braxfield] observed that by many
decisions it had been found that the fee was really in the parents,
though the destination bore only in liferent to then, and in fee to
their children: but that this was not ox necessitate an had
sometimes been supposed, lest the fee should be in pendente. It
was upon the presumed will of the grantor, who only meant a spes
oucc^scionis to be in the children? cad therefore wherever there
appeared to bo a right of property in the children, the parents
right was either limited to a mere liferent or considered m a
trust fee which could be defeated."

This view was substantially repeated in Preston v. Wellwood in

17S1 (32), in IMiPflAi Tt PrffiUt???, of KytiMfl in 1794 (55)» ad in

the case of Boaehaagh. (54) Authorities subsequent to Lord

Braxfield however, while tending to base their decisions more end

more on the supposed Intention of the creator of the settlement have

not expressed the basis of the rule in Frog's Creditors as being on

ouch ground, (35) Indeed at first sight the idea seems absurd! if

a destination purports to grant an interest in fee, how can it be

said that those within the class to be benefited are intended only

to have a spes suecossionis? It is true of course that a grant to A

and his children in fee would confer the fee on A and only a spes on

the /

31. 1781 M. 4402.
32. 1791 Bell's Cas. 191 at pp. 197/198.
33. 1794 H, 4289; Ross Leading Cases vol. iii 634 esp. at p. 644.
34. Referred to by Lord Keadowbank in K'Intoah v. K'lntoah 20th Jan.

1812 P.C, where the notes of Lord Braxfiold's opinion are set out
in full in Lord Meadowbank's judge eat,

35. Although it has been resurrected by Professor Wilson in his now
volume on the Law of Trusts in Scotland (Sdinbur^i 1975) at
p. 62 .
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the children, but in the type of grant in quartion A's right is

specifically designated as a liferent: to give him the fee would

surely be to go against the stated intention of the settler. Lord

Braxfield's answer was reported by Lord Meadowbank in Kolntoah v,

iiclntoah as follows: (34)

"Taking then the rule that a fee cannot be in pendente, as
universally applicable to case3 like the present, and that the maxim
uti miisque legasset, etc, ita jus eeto is the general rule of law,
thinks the court have put a natural construction on the grants that
have been the subject of the decisions. Ve must construe the deed
on these principles, l3t The donor has given away the whole from
himself, 2ndly Must presume he knows fee cannot go to a person
not existing. Then he must mean to give the fee to an existing
person."

tod as the only existing person involved would be the

lifcrenter, the fee would go to him. On the other hand an equally

tenable construction would appear to be that whatever the

difficulties of attempting to give the fee to a non-existent body,

the mere grant of a liferent without more would seem to indicate that

the powers of disposition, of sale, of burdening with debt were to

be withheld from him: if this be the case how can giving him the fee

be reconciled with the settler's intention? Lord Ardmillan's comment

on this point would appear to be apposite. He said: (36)
"A conveyance to A and his heirs whomsoever confers on A the fee,

A conveyance to A in liferent, and his children nascituri in fee has
also been found to confer on A the foe. The result was effected by
force of the feudal maxim of Scottish law what forbids the fee to
float on poised wing till it finds a fitting settlement, and which
demands that from the first tie fee shall have a local habitation as

well as a name.

The enforcement of this maxim by converting the liferent into a
foe was not according to the intention of the maker of the deed. It
was a triumph of legal subtlety over the intention of the maker of th©
deed and this was judicially felt and acknowledged in some of the
earlier cases

In/

36, In Cumstie's v. Gumstie's Trs. (1876)3 R 921 at p. 927.
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In Preston v. .ellwood (37) Lord Braxfield reiterated his views

but here added an extra dimension. He saidj

"Though a father settling his estate in his marriage contract
takes it to himself in liferent and the children of the marriage in
fee, the father is construed to be fiar: iai Beoause the fee cannot
be in pendente and therefore must vest in him since there is no other
in whom it can vest: 2nd Because there is a natural presumption
that the father, though he intends to sottle his estate on his child,
moans to retain the full property of it until his death. This has
boon decided often."

The idea then was a kind of "family-assets" theory; that,

whatever the settlement said, it was intended that the father, as

head of the family, should have full control over it. As Lord

Braxfield stated, there wore cases in support of this view. Thus

in Yeitcli v. Robertson (38) a husband disponed to his second wife an

anaualrent out of his land in liferent and to his children in fee.

The question arose out of a sale by the children of the arjsualrent,

the purchaser claiming a right superior to that of a purchaser of

the land from the husband. It was held that notwithstanding the

sosine given to the wife and children, the fee of the annualrent

subsisted in the husband's person. Accordingly the husband's

disposition of the land was not affected by the burden of the

amuolrent so that Ilia purchaser took fee from it. Again in

.■.oaves v. hackintosh (39) a sum of 2,000 marks was payable as tocher

to a husband for the use of his wife and himself in liferent, and to

the heir3 of the marriage in fee. It was held that this disposition

vested tlie foe in the husband and, as such, the aura was assignable

and /

37. 1791 Bell's Cas. 191 at p. 197/198.
38. 1630 M. 4256.
39. 1672 H, 7257.
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The salient point about those cases, and about Pre3ton v.

-ellwood. was that they all concerned settlements made by one party

to a marriage in favour of the family, and as such the presumption

that the husband/father should have the property of the subjects

settled seeas to have prevailed over the precise terms of the

destination. The justification for such a course was set out by

Baron David Humes (40)

"I have said, that it is not readily to be presumed, that a
person means to make over a part of his estate or funds from himself,
in favour of his wife or her relations. Bow, neither is it a
likely thing, that for Ms own lifetime he has any such intention in
favour of Ms issue - persons who, by law and nature are dependant
on him, - and who in the common case, it is equally right and
salutary for him and then, that he should retain in that state of
discipline and subordination. His opinion of their several deserts
may happen to alter in the course of his life} Ms own
circumstances and situation may alter; and he may have immediate
occasion for the sums or subjects, on Ms own account, which had been
invested in tMa joint form to himself and theia. As long therefore,
as there is room for construction, - and while the terms of the
investiture will bear it, it shall always to understood, respecting
a father who invests any part of his own funds in this sort of form,
that ho means to retain the fee - the power to use, spend and
onerously dispose of the fund - in Ms own person; and to establish
for Ms issue a right of succession merely on his death - a right which
shall be subject therefore to all his debts and deeds, - end shall
depend, as to the ultimate profit thereof, upon the existence of a
free - an unencumbered - subject to make it good at that time."

However while there might be justification for such a

construction where the settler was the parent, such considerations

can hardly be given the same weight when the settlement was made hjr

a tMrd party.

There are two other lines of authority however for the

construction of "liferent" in such a way as to give the parent the

foe, /

40. Lectures on the Law of Scotland vol, iv at pp. 336/237 (ctair
Soc vol, 17),
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feo, which according to the words of tho settlement, i3 apparently

destined for the children,

Phe first i3 a destination in favour of the parties to a

marriage in conjunct fee and liferent, and to the children of

that marriage in fee, Thus in Pearson v. Jlortin (41) under the
a

terms of/marriage contract, subjects wore payable to husband and

wife in conjunct fee and liferent and to the heirs of the marriage

in fee. On the death of the wife the question arose as to the

location of the fee, there being no children. It was held to be

vested in the husband. And again in SygfafoiTfl °X ft

.aideraon v. Douglasses (42) where the dispositive clause by an

heiress in her marriage contract, in favour of hor husband in

liferent and the heirs of the marriage in fee, which failing to his

heirs and assignees, reserving to herself a liferent, was found to

give the fee to the husband? the basis of this decision was

apparently that the obligeuent to infoft and procuratory of

resignation were to him and her in conjunct foe and liferent and. to

the heirs of the marriage in fee.

But the difficulty with these cases is the inclusion of tho

word "fee" in the destination to the spouses which was interpreted

at this time as giving the fee to the husband and a liferent to the

wife on his death. Indeed this confusion and apparent contradiction

is treated by Bell as the principal source of the rule in Prog's

Creditors. (43) He writesj (44)

"Much /

41. 1665 H. 4249.
42. 1705 M* 4259.
43. 1735 K. 4262.
44. "Principles of the Law of Scotland" at para. 1712.
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"Much confusion has arisen from the loose way in which the
words foe and liferent have boon used by conveyancers. In common
language they are quite distinct: liferent importing a life
interest merely: fee a full right of property in reversion after
liferent* But the proper meaning of the word liferent has
sometimes been confounded by a combination with the word fee, so as
in some degree to lose its appropriate sense and occasionally to
import a fee* This seems to have begun chiefly in destinations
to 'husband, wife in conjunct fee and liferent* and children in fee',
where the true meaning is that each person lias a joint liferent
while both live* but that each has a possible fee, as it is
uncertain which is to survive. The same confusion of teims came
to be extended to the case of a destination to parent and child -
•to AB in liferent, and the heir# of the marriage in fee* - whore
the word liferent wae held to confer a fee on the parent. It
gradually came to be held as the technical meaning of the words
•liferent to a parent, with a fe© to his children nascituri', that
is to say unnamed or unborn children as a class that the word
liferent meant a fee in the father."

The second line of cases is in some respects more at one with

the rule in Prog's Creditors in that it concerns grants by third

parties to parents in liferent and their children in fee; and

further there i3 no mention in the destination of any possible fee

to the parent. Of the old oases the nearest would appear to be

Thomsons v. Lawaon (45) which concerned a disposition by a father,

subject to the reservation of a liferent to himself to his son and

his son's spouse in liferent and to the heirs of that marriage,

whom failing to certain persons thereafter named. It was held that

the son was fiar "by the conception of the disposition". precisely

what, in the disposition, provided this is difficult to sey, but it

became a principle of construction that wherever the deed contained

provisions /

45. 1681 M. 4258
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provisions inconsistent with the nominated liferent, these would

prevail. As Lord President Inglis said in Cumstie v. Cults tie's

(46)

"That the law of Scotland sometimes holds what is ex figure
verborum a liferent to be in legal effect a fee nobody can dispute;
but I apprehend That that has never been done except in two classes
of ca3@s. Brie first is where the words of the deed itself make it
perfectly clear that it was the intention of the maker of the deed
that the liferenter should be fiar. Of that, the most obvious
and familiar example is where an estate is conveyed to a person in
liferent and to another in foe, but giving to the liferenter a
power of disposal over, at pleasure. The liferenter then has the
whole attributes of an absolute proprietor. He has the beneficial
enjoyment of the estate and he has the absolute power of disposal.
There the law holds the liferenter to be fiar out of deference to
the plain intention of the maker of the deed. The other class of
cases is that which is represented by the judgement in Frog's
Creditors."

It is noteworthy that the Lord President chose to contrast the

rule in Frog's Creditors with this l^ne of cases giving effect to

the settler's intention. He went >n to emphasise the point.

"Bow that [i.e. Frog's Creditors1 is an extremely important
case, and it fixes undoubtedly that where the words used are simply
to A in liferent and to his children nascituri in fee, or the heirs
of his body in fee, or the issue of a marriage in fee, there the
parent is the fiar It Is perhaps a strong thing to hold
that because the fiar was non-existent it must therefore have been
the intention of the maker of the deed that the liferenter should
be fiar. But the necessity of complying with what was supposed to
be a rule of the feudal law induced the Court to fix that, and to
settle it in such a way that the rule has never been and never can
be now disturbed."

Indeed the very thing that was absent from cases such as Frog's

was a set of provisions inconsistent with the grant of a liferent.

Accordingly then this third line of authority provides little

support for Lord Braxfield's view. If such a view can be suppoorted

at all it must be on the wide "family-assets" basis extending the

rules of construction developed in the cases of dispositions by

parents /

46.(1876)3 R 921 at p. 941.
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parents in favour of themselves in liferent, and their children

in fee, and of disposition to husband and wife in conjunct fee

and liferent, and to the children in fee; but in view of the

different circumstances of grants by third parties and the

absence of any mention of a "fee" in the parents, to cloud the

issue, the factors involved in cases of the Prog type would

hardly seem to provide much support for this view of the settler's

intention.

But if the intention theory is unsatisfactory, the alternative,

that the rule in Frog's Creditors developed out of necessity to

avoid the possibility of a pendant fee is hardly less so. The

difficulty arises both from the necessity and from the solution.

Indeed in none of the cases in whf di the parent's liferent was

enlarged into a fee because of the rule in Prog's Creditors has

there been any attempt to explain why it should have been felt

necessary to overcome the feudal principle at all, still less why

it was necessary to enlarge the liferent in order to do so.

Aa to the first, the alternative of declaring the grant of

the fee incompetent seems not to have been seriously considered.

That such grants could be so declared is hardly in dispute. To

quote Lord President Inglis again: (47)

"Jfcr brother Deas says that it is not the custom of the Court,
and it would be inconsistent with feudal principle, to consider
what is the intention of the maker of the deed in regard to the
liferenter without considering at the same time what is to become
of the fee, and I am quite sensible to the importance of that
observation. But what I mean is this, that I will not construe
the intention of the maker of the deed in regard to the foe in any
sense that is inconsistent with his plainly expressed intention as
to the nature of the liferent. For example, in the present case
if/

47. ibid at p. 942.
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if I could concur with my brother Lord heas in holding that the
conveyance of the fee here to the heirs whatsoever of AC is not
a good conveyance of the fee to them - as is the substance and
result of his opinion - I should then seek for a solution of the
difficulty, qrt ft? the ^ifeye^cy %o bp flag ifl 99h^adiqt^r^
of the expressed intention of the maker of the deed, but by holding
that the fee was not disposed of at allt for that a liferent nay
be created without disposing of the fee at all, or that a liferent
might be created while an ineffectual attempt is made to dispone of
the fee, I suppose, is quite a legal possibility. And therefore,
if the fee is not well given in this case to the heirs whatsoever of
AC, then in my humble opinion, it would remain with the grfi.nter
and in the event of his death, it would be in his haeraditaa jacens."

With respect, it would seem to be the embodiment of common

sense that if an interest were not properly given, it should remain

with the greater, Thus, for example, if the appropriate words of

grant were not used so as to convey the fee to an existing and

nominated beneficiary, it would seem to be inconceivable that, had

that interest have been burdened v1th a liferent, that liferent

should be enlarged into a fee. It would remain with the granter

who would hold it subject to the liferent which had been validly

given. In Falconer v. /right (48) that is precisely what did happen.

There a father intended to settle subjects on himself in liferent,

and subject thereto for his children in fee. It was held that

although the tenor of the deed indicated that he had intended to

make a genuine grant in fee to his children, he had not done this

effectually, with the result that the fee remained with him.

If therefore the words of the deed - conveyancing machinery -

are inadequate, how much more inadequate would be an attempt to do

something that was impossible, namely to grant a fee to persons not

in /

48,(1824)23 633, The authority of this case has been doubted
because of uncertainty as to the precise reasons for the
decisions. The report however does give the ground above
stated.
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in ess© at the time of the grant? If defects in a conveyance

clearly intended to convey the fee prevented such a result, with

the fee therefore regaining in the granter, why should not a

conveyance in breach of a rule of law have the same result?

The only answer that has been given is tliat while the intended

fiars wore incapable of taking the fee, it had nevertheless left

the granter. But this begs rather than answers the question.

How, given the rule against the fee being in pendente, can a

disposition effectively divest the granter without effectively

vesting the subjects in the grantee? as Lord Braxfield concluded: (49)
"The donor has given away the whole from himself [but we] must

presume he knows [that the] fee cannot go to a person not
existing But presume that he understands the law, ho must
then mean to give a nominal fee for behoof of the children. Now
is it not lawful for him to create mc-ejy a substantial liferent?
[3]uppose a man dispone to his son hr his liferent use alienarly
and to provide that no fee is to bo vested in him fiduciarily or
otherwise, what is the consequence? The only consequence is that
the fee must remain with the disponer."

Clearly then, even where the disposition apparently operated to

divest the granter, if the fee did not vest immediately in the

grantee, it should remain with the granter. The "difficulty" tdiich

was said to give rise to the necessitas legis would have resolved

itself.

What seems to have happened is that the courts in construing the

destinations before them found that they were in three parts; that

the first part, the intention to divest and the steps necessary to

implement that intention had been properly executed; that the grant

in liferent had been properly made, thus apparently getting rid of the

subjects /

49. In the Rosehaush case: see above at note 54.
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subjects for a lifetime; but that the third and saost important

part, the vesting of the fee, was impossible. Accordingly, if

they were to reduce the grant in fee they would be failing to

give effect to the grantor's effective intention to divest

himself, (49a) and thereby render ineffectual the substance of

the deed, leaving only the liferent intact. In other words the

intention to divest was given precedence over everything else,

irrespective of the fact that there should not be an effective

divesting without a corresponding vesting in the grantee.

But given the difficulty this construction would bring as to

the resting place of the fee, it still does not explain why it was

necessary to give it to the liferenter beneficially, Aven if the

liferonter wore the only person living in whoa the fee could have

vested, why could he not have hold it in a fiduciary capacity, as

he was later held to do where the word "allenarly" was used to

qualify the liferent grant? • The answer probably lies in the nature

of the "fiduciary fee" which Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield explained

in the following termss (50)
"It may be said that there is no child, that nobody has an

interest and that the fee cannot be in pendente; and it is very
fine that, although entitled only to a liferent, as there is no
heir existing, the father has the fee. But it is a more
caduciaiy fee, falling to the heir of the marriage on his
existence The father in such a caae would be merely a
trustee for his son; and a truster is not obliged to serve a
trustee. He has a Jus crediti under the right. The heir on his
existence can bring an action of declarator of trust against the
father for having him declared to be a mere trustee." (51)

The /

49a. dee per Lord Pullerton in liackellar v. Aarcuia f!840^ 5 D at
p# 180, quoted below at p. 233.

50, In Preston v. ellwood 1791 Bell's Cas. 191 at p. 198.
51, 3ee below at section 1.3,
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The point is that while trusts had been known in some form

since at least the early seventeenth oentury the trust concept

had not been developed sufficiently in the century to 1735 for

implied trusts to have been accepted, or indeed perhaps even

considered. With the greater awareness of the potentialities of

the trust concept and the gradual reception of English Chancery

learning throughout the eighteenth century, it is perhaps unfair

to criticise the courts for not applying what was at that time

virtually an unknown concept, (51a)

What happened instead, it is suggested, was that the courts

turned to existing precedents for a way out. And as we have seen

there were three types of case where, whether rightly or wrongly,

destinations in fee in favour of unbcm children had been construed

as giving the fee to the liferenter parent: therefore, as the

courts could apparently think of nothing else to do with the fee

and at the same time adhere to their view that the granter had

effectively divested himself, this construction was applied in

Froft'? (52) Lord Cuninghame's note in Y,t„

Karauis contains the essence of this, (53)

1, In the first place there never was at any period, nor is there
now, any doubt that a conveyance in general and ordinary teres
to a specified party (by name) in liferent, and to another
party (also named) in fee, confers only a limited right of
liferent on the first party* while the fee descends to the
second. In oases of that description, there is no need of
the qualifying term "allenarly" to limit the liferenter's
right, because he is, both ex figura verbortua, and in every
legal point of view, a mere liferenter, as the conveyance imports.

2. /

51a. Perhaps that la why, when the suggestion was made in Frog's
case, it was not taken seriously,

52. 1735 M. 4259.
53. (1840)3 D 172 at p. 177.
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2. In the next place, however, It appears fro® a history of
the law and Its precedents, that in the process of tine,
from various causes, a species of liferent came to be
recognised, which was only a United right in nans, while
the liferenter truly enjoyed all the rights of fee, 3uch
was the case when the parties made resignation or took
charters from the superior for new infeftment in their own
favour in liferent, and to their heirs male or heirs of line
in fee, reserving power to alter, burden or sell the premises,
3uch a title was expede to give the heirs facility in getting
infeftment when the succession opened to then, and it is
well-known that many of the mortis causa settlements of
heritage were mode in these terms. Hence liferents in a
large class of cases were construed and truly constituted
rights of fee,

[2], In like manner nominal rights of liferent were considered as
rights of fee, in other instances, where a supposed technical
necessity existed for that construction as when dispositions
or settlements were given to individuals in liferent and their
children nas nasciturl in fee. According to the view of old
feudalists, no fee could continue in pendente; and as it was
often difficult to find any party in whom the fee could even
by fiction be held to be vested, when a right was conveyed to
unmarried parties in liferent, and to their lawful children
in fee, it came to be presumed in such cases that the rights
of ownership were meant to be given to the dispense, thou$i
denominated a liferenter only."

The suggestion is, then, that this construction was neither

necessary in strict low nor at one with the clearly expressed

intention of the settler. But nonetheless, it established itself

in the law of Scotland and was the means, such as it was, of

frustrating certain destinations which tended to perpetuity.

1.2. /
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1.2. Effect and Extent

The effect of the rule in Frog's Creditors with regard to

perpetuities beoame apparent to the courts when the first breaches

occurred. Thus in MQf&A Yt ffewlapd's Credj,t,o,yg (54) the

minority view in the Court of Session was to have nothing to do

with the idea of a fiduciary fee since "the notion of a fiduciary

fee, in cases like this, is not only repugnant to feudal principles

hut highly inexpedient in itself as, if onoe allowed, such fees

might be continued through many generations and substitutions and

thus become a worse species of entail than any hitherto known •••••'

Similar fears were voiced in Allardice v. Allardioe (55) in

the following year, although, as in IJewlands, the doctrine of the

fiduciary fee was upheld. The essence of the oomparison was that

the fetters of a strict entail took away the proprietor's rights

and powers relating to alienation by express provision* in the

case of destinations giving the fee to those not in esse those

powers went by default* that whereas in the case of a strict

entail the powers of altering the succession, alienating or

burdening the land with debt had to be strictly and specifically

withdrawn, in the case of a simple destination those powers would

not exist, let alone be taken away, unless and until someone came

into existence in whoa the fee would vest. Accordingly had the

decision in Frog's Creditors been otherwise, by the simple creation

of a series of successive interests in liferent, with the fee

ultimately to vest in the original liferenter's remote descendents,

a /

54. 1794 H. 4289 at p. 4294.
55. 1795 Bell's Cas. 156; per Lord President Campbell at p. 157

and Lord Eskgrove at p. 152.
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a perpetuity Just as effective as the entail could have been

created without the difficulties attendant upon entailed

settlements.

In the case of simple destinations, then, the rule in ...hog's

Creditors clearly operated so as to prevent such possible attempts

to create perpetuities; and indeed, even where the 3imple

destination was supplemented by a destination over in the event

of the failure of the lif©renter* s heirs or issue the rule lias

been held to apply. (56) But the essential element in its

application generally, as in the comparable H&glish rule, (57) was

the fact that those designated as entitled in fee were the children

or heirs of the liferenter, What the rule had effectively done

was to equate the destination, "to A in liferent and his heirs in

foe" with the destination "to A and his heirs in fee". Where

therefore this element was absent the rule should have no

application. This would be important in two situationss first

where the designated beneficiaries in fee were other than the

children or heirs of the liferenter. Such a destination, "to A

in liferent and the children of B in fee" occurred infrequently

in family settlements and there have been no cases of simple

destinations directly involving such limitations to corse before

the courts. This is probably accounted for by virtue of the fact

that gifts across the direct line of descent would tend to be by

way of substitution. But in ouch a situation it seems clear that

the /

*->*• ifrK's, auprat ^eo per Lord j oncrieff in Gilford * a
,V«. (1903)5 P 723 at p. 737. oee also

&3>P3$PP&. .Y.t.Jfofo .0O&ftJA 20th Nov. 1806 F.C.» Gordon v.
aacintoph, (1845^ 4 Bell 105.

57. Lee above at p. 208 et seq.
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the rulo •would not apply so as to vest the fee in A, As Lord

Justice-Clerk Hope said in ilqmaav v. Beveridne: (58)
the cases relate to one, and a very peculiar class

of deeds vis. of a conveyance to a parent in liferent and children
nascituri or unnamed in fee. This is the class of cases ia which
the doctrine referred to has been applied. None of the cases are
conveyances to AB in liferent and the children of CD in fee.
They are to parents in liferent and their (59) children in fee.
In the former case it has not yet been found that even on the bare
torus of a destination to AB in liferent and the children of CD
in fee, the right of AB is a right of fee."

feuaaav v. Beveridge was in fact an example of the second of

the two situations; where the extent of the liferent in the parent

did not match the extent of the fee in the children. It concerned

a grant to two brothers and a sister in liferent and the children

of the sinter in fee. The fee was claimed by one of the brothers,

seeking to apply the rule in Frog*a "red Itora. His claim was,

unsurprisingly, rejected. Lord 3b3tice—Clork Hope aet out the

broad ground for this. He said! (60)

"Vihen the deed runs in favour of a parent and his children
nascituri in fee, not only the relation between those grantees but
the very conception and form of the grant, enabled the court
originally (in order to satisfy a legal fiction) to draw from such
a fee appended to the parent's liferent ready means, apparently of
enlarging the liferent of the father, and he held that the gift
was truly for his benefit solely and that his children were only in
spes successionis. But it would be the oddest thing in the world
in my apprehension, where liferents are given to three parties in a
general estate, and a destination of the whole fee exclusively to
the children of one of them, to infer from that that the other two
were to have a fee against these children of another party, and
to hold, that because the fee is given away from the two liferents
altogether to strangers, that therefore these two 1if©ranters were
to have each a fee. That certainly strikes me as a very singular
course of reasoning. There is no connection between the
liferents and the destination of the foe. The conclusion in law
and reason is just the other way. To two grantees simple liferents
are given and the fee of the whole estate generally is given to
strangers, so that the dependence the one on the other in no degree
subsists. If the sister whose children are oalled to the fee had
contended /

58. (1054)16 D 764 at p. 774.
59. iy empaasis.
60.(1854)16 D at p. 771.



contended that her liferent was truly a right of fee, there night
have been the more semblance of similarity to the decided cases.
But even in her case only the semblance of similarity - because
the very fact that the destination to her children is of the fee
of the whole estate and. much more extensive find larger than her
right of liferent, at once cuts off that connection between the
liferent given and the fee, whiah renders the former capable,
under the form and terms of the grant, of being token in a rift
of the whole estate, fee and liferent, to the parent. But as to
the liferents of the two brothel's, it seems to set at defiance all
rules of conveyance, and every principle of construction to hold
liferents given to A and B to be rights of fee, because the fee of
the whole estate is specially conveyed to the children of a -third
and different liferenter; who shares the liferent with. A and B."

The rule has also been stated as not applying in certain cases

where the grant ia made from one spouse to another in liferent and.

to the children of the marriage in fee, this conclusion cones

principally from Ilickellar v- Marauds (61) whiah involved the

conveyance by both spouses of the whole of the property that should

belong to them at the time of thei- death "to and in favour of the

longest livor of us in liferent, and to the children that mcy be

procreated of our marriage equally among them in fee" with a

destination over in the event of the failure of such heirs. There

was a full power to alter the a ettiement reserved to both during the

joint lives of the spouses and to the husband if he were to survive.

There was no provision for alteration or revocation in the event of

the wife's surviving. The husband predeceased his wife and the

question then arose as to the nature of her interest. The First

Division, upholding an interlocutor of Lord Cuninghame, found her

interest to be restricted to a liferent. However the reasoning

behind this decision was not unanimous. Lord (Juninghame, with whom

Lord /

61. 1840) 3 D 172.
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Lord Gillies concurred, relied on the construction of the deed as

a whole, feeling that, in effect, it was not to become operative

until the death of one of the parties to the marriage. On the

death of the hsuband therefore, as there were no children, the

deed must be read as giving to the wife the designated liferent

with the fee going to the beneficiary under the substitutionary

destination. (62)

Lord Mackenzie, while also relying on the construction of the

deed, felt that the wife had been given only a liferent but for a

slightly different reason. He said: (63)
"The reason why the husband is lie Id to have a fee whero the

liferent is given to the spouses and their children nascituri is
that by a principle of our law the fee cannot be in pendente.
That principle mgy force the fee into the husband but it cannot
force the fee into the wife. I see no technical principle
therefore to free the fee into tht ife; and if you get rid of
the teclmic.il principle and look tt the whole circumstances and
the fair construction of the deed, the ri^txt of the surviving wife
soens to be only a liferent. I cannot think that the husband
could have intended to give everything to his wife so ••••• that
sloe should have the disposal of his estate possibly to the exclusion
of his own heirs. The husband had not only a technical fee, but
a power reserved to him should he be the survivor to revoke the
deed and settle the estate as he chose. No such power was given
to his wife and the contrast is of importance."

Lord Mackenzie then is basing his view on the old idea of the

husband as head of the family having the family assets vested in him.

He is somewhat unclear as to the position during the joint lives,

not indicating whether he treated the deed as immediately operative

or coming into effect only on the death of one spouse. But in any

event, the principal factors seem to have been the absence of a

power of revocation coupled with the wife's liferent and the fact

that she was the wife.

Lord /

62. ibid at pp. 177-179 (note).
63* ibid at p. 179*
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Lord Fullertari'a Judgement, however, went further (64) in

that it was baaed on more general grounds, propounding the

principle that conveyances between spouses ousted the rule in Frog's

Creditors. (65) He saidj (66)

"It is true that if there be a conveyance from a third party
to one of the spouses in liferent and his or her children nasoiturl
in fee, the fee is held to vast in the person to whom, on the fact
of the deed, nothing is given but the liferent. There was at one
tine great difficulty in determining in whom, in such a case, the
fee was truly vested. Prom the supposed necessity of satisfying
the theory that a fee cannot be in pendente, it was assumed that it
could not be in the children unborn. In some of the cases it was

argued that in audi circumstances the fee remained with the diaponer.
But that view was excluded by the drvious consideration that as
between the disponer and the diaponee there could be no doubt that
the deed was to take instant effect, so as at all events to divest
the diaponerj and the conclusion was come to that the fee must be
held to be in the parent or parents, though nominally lif©renters .....
It Is quite another case however when the conveyance flows, not
from a third party, but from one of the married parties themselves.
There, there is no room for the presumption that the deed was
intended to take instant effect, bu rather the reverse and
accordingly the fee is held, in suc±- circumstances, not to be in the
other spouse to whom the liferent is given but to be retained in the
person of the granter."

His Lordship then sought to Justify this principle on the basis

oi" an early decision, Fras,er v. Brown (67) > which concerned a

disposition by an heiress of some lands to her husband in liferent

and the heirs procreated or to be procreated of the marriage, whom

failing to the husband and his heirs, assignees, etc. in fee subject

to a reserved liferent in favour of herself. The question of the

spouses' interest arose when the creditors of the husband sought to

attach the lands, which they could do if he were entitled in fee. It

wa3 held however that on the true construction of the deed, the husband

was entitled in liferent only.

If /

64. His was the only Judgement that was revised before insertion in
the report.

65. 1735 K. 4262.
66. 0.840)3 D at p. 180.
67. 1707 M. 4529. If the view expressed above as to the true ground

for the decision in Kackellar v. Karcuia is correct, then clearly
this case is irrelevant to the issue. If not it3 value must still
be somewhat dubious, especially as the factors taken into account by
the court in construing this deed are not reported.
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If this decision is correct it would certainly support Lord

Fullerton's view of the principle as applying irrespective of the

sex of tlie liferenter. The difficulty is however that the report

does not give the court*s reasons for its decision.

With respect, it is submitted that the decision in Mackellar v.

ilarcmio oen best be supported on the grounds given by the Lord

Ordinary. Unlike the situation in Frog's case and in those

decisions in which the rule in Frog's Jreditora has been applied

the settlement in this case was clearly not intended to have instant

effect? it was 'for the settlement of the spouses' affairs on death

and as such would only become operative on the death of one of them.

This being the case the construction of the deed should be viewed in

the light of the circumstances appertaining at that point. Had

there been in existence any children of the marriage the class would

have been complete? there would have been no possibility of increase

or indeed of the fee bei .y in pendente at all. If there were no

children in existence the substitutionary destination would come into

operation (which it did). In either case the circumstances giving

rise to the rule in Frog's Creditors would not be present. ilnd

indeed Lord Fullerton later recognised this, suggesting this as an

alternative basis for his decision. (68) Where however the fee

was to be given to children of a future marriage it would seem that

this reasoning: could hardly apply and, in the absence of anything to

the contrary, that the rule in Frog's case would apply. (69)

1.3. /

68.(1840)3 H at p. 182? But see per contra Dobie - Liferent and
Fee at p. 52 et seq.

69. This seems to be implicit in Lord Cullen's concluding remarks in
Loddiart'r» Trustees v. Loclthurt 1921 X 761 at p. 772 where the
question as to conveyances between spouses was raised but not
decided.
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1.3* Avoidance

The strength of the rule in Frog's Creditors (70) as a means of

frustrating destinations tending to perpetuity was that it ensured

that the fee went to a person in esse at the date of the coming into

operation of the grant, enlarging that person's liferent so as to

invest him with full powers of disposition, thereby securing the

alienability of the subjects. If, however, the liferent and the

fee could effectively be prevented from lodging in the same person

the alienability of the subjects would in practice be destroyed for

the period of the separation. The point was that while, in theory,

the fiar would still have full powers to sell, burden with debt and

such lilce, if the enjoyment of the fruits of the subjects were

postponed by reason of a succession of liferents any attempt to sell

or raise money on the security of the subjects would be rendered

virtually impossible as the fee would be worthless. Accordingly,

therefore, if lands were Isponed to A and his heirs male

successively in liferent, and to B and his heirs whomsoever in fee,

B being alive at the date of the grant, the subjects would have been

effectively tied up for the duration of the male line of A.

She only weakness in this perpetuity would be the possibility

that the fiar might alienate in favour of tba liferenter in possession

(who would be the only possible purchaser of his Interest). Were

this to happen then the liferenter would have the full ririits of an

unencumbered proprietor and the perpetuity would be effectively

destroyed. If however this could be prevented by the imposition of

some obligation on the fiars so as to secure the retention of the fee

in/

70. 1735 M. 4262.
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in them, the feudal requirements relating to pendant fees would

have been satisfied, the rule in Prop's Creditors avoided and the

perpetuity secured, As Lord Jeffrey remarked, the effect of the

interposition of trustees in such destinations is that they "save

all the difficulty, they avoid all the perplexing capes and reofs

of feudal navigation by keeping the fee in their own hands", (71)

That the trust could operate so as to avoid the operation of the

rule in Prog's case on a destination wa3 admitted towards the and

of the eighteenth century, first in connection with express trusts

(72), and then, in the following yoar by pressing into service the

trust concept in the form of the fiduciary fee doctrine, (73)

Later, in tixe nineteenth century other implied trusts wore held to

be capable of excluding the rule, (74)

1,3,1, Ihcpress Trusts

The first use of the trust form in this area to come before

the courts was in >eton v. Creditors of -cton (75;, whore, in

pursuance of the terms of a marriage contract, a heritable bond

was conveyed to trustees for the behoof of "Hugh Jeton in liferent

and the heirs m&le to be procreate of the marriage in fee". The

court unanimously rejected the application of /yog's case to this

settlement being of the opinion that "the effect and sole intention

of appointing trustees was to prevent the father from being fiar.

The /

71. In iocs v. King (1647 N9 D 1327 at p, 1333.
72. In Y, Creditors of jetop 1793 M. 4219.
73. In iiowlaqffc ,Y.t, ^reditorp, of Neulafflfa 1794 M. 4209.
74. In MiL^uJES2te(^27) 53 780.
75. 1793 M. 4219.
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The subject (it was observed) was vested in the trustees who held

the fee for the behoof of the children and the liferent only for

the father. If they had paid the sum to Hugh Seton, they would,

as infringing the trust, have been liable in damages to [the

children]." (76)
The basis of the decision was the intention of the settler, G3

expressed in the terms of the deed, that the subjects were to be

"held" by the trustees for the benefit of the interests nominated,

YJhere however that intention was absent and the trust was not

executory in that what was required of the trustees was a transfer or

a conveyance in accordance with the destination then clearly this

principle could have no effect. Just as a conveyance to trustees

directing them to entail the subjects did not alter the requirements

or effects of the rules of the law of entail for establishing

entailed settlements, so a direction to trustees to pay (77) or

convey (78) or divide (78a) subjects in liferent and fee would not

alter the law affecting such destinations, and. the rule in Prog's

Creditors would 3till apply to them. (79) As Lord Mackenzie said

in Ross v. King: (80)

"In /

76, ibid at p. 4220,
77, See esp. Huron's Trustees y, Hutton (1847) 9 D 639; Ferguson's

Trustees v, H amilton'1862^1 24 D (H.L.) 8; Beveridge v.
Beveridge's Trustees 0.378')5 R 1116; Eraser's Trustees v.
Turner (O.H.) (1901)8 J.L.T. 466,

78, Ranken (1870)8 M, 878; Mearns v, Charles (0,H,) 1926 3.L.T. 118,
78a. Dalrymnle's Trustees v. ',.fat3on's Trustees (O.H.) 1932 S.L.T. 480,
79, Button's Trustees v, Hutton supra; Ferguson's Trustees v.

Hamilton supra; Beveridge's Trustees v. Beveridge supra;
'illiamson*' r. Williamson's Trustees supra.

80, QL847)9 D 1327 at p. 1332.
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"In the first place, where a conveyance is made to a father
in liferent and to issue nascituris in fee, that gives the fee to
the father, the reason being that no fee can be in pendente.
And suppose there were twenty interjected trustees, the rule would
just be the same, if their appointment was solely to make the
conveyance in the same terms."

The distinction, then, with regard to express trusts was

between those "of an executorial character, merely for the purpose

of payment" (81) where the general rules of law would apply, and

those for the "holding and continuing administration of the estate

[with regard to which] it is settled that the same strictness of

construction is not to be applied, but that the intention and

meaning Of the testator, as expressed in the deed, is to be

especially attended to". (8l) As the nineteenth century

progressed this "intention" was construed by the courts in the

main in such a way as to avoid giving the fee to the liferenter

parent. Accordingly where the deed contained an ambiguity, that

ambiguity was usually rerlived by such a construction. Thus, for

example, in Scott v. Price (82) there was a general disposition of

an estate in trust for the children of X, reserving a liferent for

X. It was held that the disposition of the beneficial interest in

fee to the children, which was subject to certain conditions, did

not enlarge the interest of the liferenter parent. In Dennistown v.

Dalgleish (83) the case concerned a trust settlement under which

subjects were held by the trustees under which they were to be

invested and secured to the named beneficiaries in liferent and

their /

81. per Lord Ardmillan in J'price's Trustees v. Yeats(1872)10 S.L.R.
141 at p. 144.

82. (1837) 15 3 916.
83. (1838) 1 D 69.
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their children in fee. The court upheld an interlocutor of

the Lord Ordinary, Lord Jeffrey, finding that the direction to

"secure" the subjects in the way designated prevented the fee

from vesting in the nominated beneficiaries. In Vqtson v.

..atson (84) the trustees were directed to convey on the death

of the liferonter. It was held that the intention that the fee

was to go to the children load been clearly shown, Again in

Ilorice's Trustees v. Yeata (85) the trustees were directed that

the subjects should be secured "for her proper liferent use and

afterwards for her children in fee". This, again, was found

to restrict the parent*s right to that of a liferent. In Unit

v. '.rbuthnot (86) the existence of a power given to the parent

to appoint the fee among his children was held to have the sane

effect, and in Qjffort's T^pte^s y. Oifforft (87) a declaration

that the subjects were to "belong to" the children was found by a

majority also to exclude the rule in Frog's Creditors. (88) In

Brash v, HiillipBon (89) the instruction was to "make over"

certain heritage, a phrase that would under normal circumstances

imply the enlargement of the liferent. Here, however, because

the will had clearly been drawn without professional advice it was

held that the parent's right was restricted to a liferent. As

Lord 3alvesen said: (90)

"This /

84. (1854)16 0 803.
85. (1872)10 8.L.R. 141.
06. (1892)19 R 687.
87. (1903)5 F 723.
88. 1735 M. 4262.
89. 1916 3.C. 271.
90. ibid at p. 276.
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"This is not a case ..... of a testator directing trustees
to convey in specified terms, tut is rather the case of e man,
ignorant of the forms of conveyancing who directs his trustees
what he wishes done with certain properties, leaving then to
take the necessary legal advice to enable them to carry out his
wishes," (9l)

Indeed the application of the rule in ffrog's case seems to

have been restricted to those cases of professionally drawn

conveyances where the intention to "convey" was sufficiently

definite for it to be presumed that the settler intended the rule

to have effect. Certainly, time and again, judges have stated

that they would not extend the rule's soope (92), and, with one

exception, the cases seem to bear that out. The exception is

h'CIyxaoftt'fi vt *93) where trustees were directed

to invest a portion of the residuary estate in shares in the name

of a niece of the testator "she to have the interest or dividends

from, the same during her lifetime, for the maintenance, upbringing

and education of her children, and, at her death, the principal

to be divided equally among her children, except George and

Thomas", It was held, as a matter of construction, that this

amounted in essence to a simple destination in favour of a parent*s

liferent with the fee to the children, that accordingly the rule

in Prog's case applied and that the niece was therefore entitled

to the fee.

1.3.2. /

91. See also 7. hMfcfratfi 1921 3.C. 761.
92. Jee per Inglis L.P. in Juristic, v, Chyle's Tyusfee,? (1376)

3 R 921 at p. 941 per Lord H'Laren in
Gilford supra at p. 730.

93. (1895) 22 R 411.
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1.3,2. Implied Trusts

There are three lines of cases in which the rule in Trorr's

Creditors has been held excluded by the implication of a trust;

all involve in some degree the application of the doctrine of

the fiduciary foe.

(a) The notion that the fee might be held by someone in a trust¬

like capacity without the setting up of an express trust was

really the product of the late eighteenth century. It is

apparently true that counsel in Prog's case put forward the idea,

although seemingly with little conviction. (94) The report of

. uro v. Pure (95) in 1786 also contains references to arguments

based on the idoa of a "fiduciary fee" and, though these arguments

were apparently accepted by the court their details are not known.

A nuch more detailed discussion is to be found in Preston v.

ellwood (96) five years later, a case primarily on the law of

entail. Indeed the judgements suggest that, contrary to the

generally accepted view, the doctrine was well known and accepted

prior to the Ilswlands' ease. (97) In this case a grantor disponed

94. See the note in the Session Papers re 'lowlands* case by Sir Hay
Campbell reported in 3 Ross - Leading Cases at p. 651.

95. 1786 M. 4268. Mackenzie 3tuart - "Law of Trusts" ( Edinburgh 1932)
also cites Lillip v. Hiddell 1741 M. 4267, although the report
does not seem to support this.

96. 1791 Bell's Gas. 191.
97. 1794 H. 4289; 1798 4 Pat. 43 (H.L.); 3 Hosa Leading Oases 634.

These prior cases would perhaps explain Lord Justico-Clerk
BraxfieId * s comment that the fiduciary fee doctrine was an
established rule of law (3 Ross at p. 647). Indeed in the 1794
hearing of ilowlanus* case. Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield's speech
contains an exposition of the doctrine in substantially the sane
terms. Thus he said: (3 Ross at p. 644-)
"..... but then every man must be assumed to know that in law a
foe cannot be in pendente, and therefore where a conveyance by a
father to a son in liferent and children to be born in fee, no
more is given to the children than a spes suceessionis, and the
solid /
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to himself "for his liferent use only during his lifetime and

failing him by decease, to Robert, his nephew" under strict

entail. The question for the court concerned the location of

the fee and it was held that it remained with the diaponer

(Henry) until Ms death, Two judgements particularly suggest

that the fiduciary fee doctrine, which was apparently

established three years later in Ilewlanda' case, was already

part of the law of Scotland, First, Lord President Campbell

said: (98)

"It is a rule well fixed in law that a fee cannot be in
pendente, it must either be in the granter or in the dispones.
This is illustrated by the first words of the settlement 'in
favour and for new infeftment to be made, given and granted to
myself in liferent for my liferent use only during all the days
of ay lifetime, and failing of ae by decease, to my heirs of
taillie and provision, etc.' Here there is no heir named;
and it would seem that although in this case ex figure verborua
the granter has merely a liferent it will in law be construed to
be a fee. Perhaps the fee would only be fiduciary; but, although
these words 'for liferent use allenarly' would no doubt make it a
fiduciary fee, yet it would be a fee,"

itad /

97, (continued) solid right of liferent and fee is in the father,
who may spend and dilapidate the subject and disappoint the
children. But this is a different case. Here it is given to
the son for his liferent use allanarly, which makes this a mere
fruit in the father and gives the son the fee, and the father a
liferent and no more, A father may make his son a trustee as
well as a stranger, A trustee's debts cannot affect the trust
estate, no more can the son's debts here where the estate is
conveyed for his liferent use allenarly. Therefore the
creditors of Kewlands cannot affect this estate, nor have they
reason to complain, as if they had looked into their debtor's
right they must have seen that he had nothing but a liferent.
It is said, where is the fee after the father's death and during
the son's life, before the son has children? I have no
difficulty in answering that. There was here a fiduciary or
trust-fee in the son for behoof of children of the son, when they
should exist. This is a mere trust, no more than a name, as
foe cannot be in pendente, but the moment children of the son
exist, the fee is in than,"

98. 1791 Bell's Cas. at p. 196/197.
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And than Lord Justice-Clerk Br^xfield said: (99)

"Though a father settling his estate in his marriage contract
takes it to himself in liferent and the children of the marriage in
fee, the father is construed to be fiar. And there is good reason
for it. First: Because the fee cannot be in pendente and
therefore must vest in him since there is no other in whom it can

vest. Jecond: Because there is a natural presumption that a
father, though he intends to settle his estate on his child means
to retain, the full property of it until his death. This has been
decided often.

But suppose the estate is taken to himself in liferent, "for
his liferent use only", he in that case reserves no earthly power
over the estate. He enjoys the rents, it is true; but he can
exercise no right except that of a mere lif©renter. His creditors
are not entitled to carry it off. It may be said that there is no
child, that nobody has an interest, and. that the fee oannot be in
pendente; and it is very true that, thou^i entitled only to the
liferent, as there is no heir existing, the father has the fee.
But it is a mere caduciary fee, falling to the heir of the marriage
on his existence. ••••• The father in such a case would be
mei*ely the trustee for his son; and a truster is not obliged to
serve a trustee. He has a jus crediti under the right. lie heir
on his existence can bring an action of declarator of trust against
the father for having him declared to be a mere trustee."

If, then, the doctrine had been both articulated and applied in

prior cases -./hat was so special about the Iifewland3' case? Perhaps

the answer is that the case provided the first example of the validity

of the rule being questioned and upheld (lOO) and of having this

validity supported by the House of Lords, albeit without any great

confidence. The facts of New-lands' case were essentially the same

as those in Frog (lOl) save that grant in liferent to the parent was

qualified by the phrase "for his liferent use allenarly". The

competition therefore was between two established rules of

construction: on the one hand the rule that a grant in liferent to

tiie /

99. ibid at p. 197,/l98.
1, 0. bed ouaere Ilure v. Pure supra.
101; 1735 M, 4262.
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the parent and in fee to his children nascituri gave the fee to

the parent, and on the other that a grant in liferent alienorly

wan not to be construed as giving the lif©renter any larger right.

(102) the result is well known. As Lord rdmillan rationalised

it in ^aSJiiSliLVi Cumg^'a ^103^
" [ fhe role in Prog's Creditors 1 was the triumph of a legal

subtlety over the intention of the maker of the deed and this was
judicially felt and acknowledged in several of the earlier caso3.
But when by the use of the word 'allenarly* & liferent was
restricted and limited as I have already explained, the^strikingly
opposed to intention. Some remedy was required to sustain intention,
to disarm subtlety and to vindicate the essential equity of law.
This remedy was found. A new subtlety was evoked to redress the
balance disturbed by the regretted enforcement of the former
subtlety. A fiduciary fee in the person of the liforenter was
recognised in order to sustain the intention - as I think the clear
intention - of the deed. A liferenter declared expressly to be a
liferenter allenarly can never be held to be an absolute fiar. He
is held to be a trustee, with only so ouch of the character of a
fiar as is required to sustain the character of the trust."

The reasoning behind this result which is generally accepted

is that of Lord Braxfield: that it was a well-known rule of law

that a single grant in liferent to a parent with the fee going to

the children gave the fee to the parent: that if it was genuinely

intended that the parent could enjoy only a liferent something more

was needed; and that the qualification of the liferent by the word

"allenarly" or by some equivalently restrictive phrase ousted the

interpretation adopted in Frog's case: that unfortunately the

question of the pendant fee still remained and that this was to be

solved by vesting a sort of constructive fee in the lifercntor;

that by employing the trust concept the legal formalities could bo

satisfied /

102. dee eap. speeches of Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfield in Proston v.
see also yhftmpoq y, Lqreon 1681 M. 4258

cited by Lord lakgrove and Lord Loughborough L.C. (dubitante)
** MsdtemsL*

103. (1876) 3 R 921 at p. 927.
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satisfied while at the sane time giving effect to the intention

of the granter.

There was an alternative approach, suggested by the speech of

Lord President Campbell in Preston v. ellwood. (104) This was

in effect that the rule in Prog's Creditors should be applied in

such cases so that the fee was effectively vested in the liforenter

parent} but that the inclusion of the word allenarly in the grant

indicated that the fee was not to be enjoyed beneficially by the

liferonter with the result that he was given a bare trust estate

which was to be held for the behoof of the children. Its

difficulty is that it implies the retention of the trust fee by the

liferenter for the duration of his interest, whereas, at least

according to the Braxfield view, the "ee vested in the children on

their coming into existence. (105)

However, the perpetuity implications of the doctrine wore

enormous} the rule in Pro,-*'a Creditors could now bo defeated without

the interposition of an express truut, simply by the inclusion of

the word "alleruarly" or "by some equivalent phrase of restriction,

,b we have seen (106) Lord President Campbell acknowledged the

existence of a perpetuity problem in his dissenting judge- nt.

But perhaps his reservations are best expressed in his note included

in the Cession Papers covering the Hewlaads' case. He wrotet (107)

"Besides, /

104. 1791 Bell's Gas. at p. 196/197. See also he in. v. . -*lor (l330)
4 if & S 22 (H.L.). See below at note 126.

15. The view of Lord Justice-Clerk Braxfisld has however been
dooubted in this respect, See per lord Ardmillan in Porguaon
v, Por/Tuaon (1875) 2 R 627 at p. 652.

106. See above at p. 228.
107. 3 Ross - Leading Cases at p. 654.
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"Besides, the argument on the other side [i.e. in favour of
recognising the fiduciary fee doctrine] would be establishing a
new kind of tailzied fee not yet acknowledged in the law of
Scotland, A trust in a man's person for the heirs of his own
body, who may never exist, cannot in its nature receive execution.
If a trust or fiduciary fee may take place in the first institute,
the same form may go all through the substitutes and, accordingly,,.,
we have various substitutes all in the same terms. Every heir
may be declared to be a fiduciary fiar or a liferenter allenarly
for the succeeding heirs. If this clause be stifficient to
qualify the ri{£rt, what use is there for the Act 1686 [sic] and
for clauses prohibitory, etc. We at once introduce the Statute
de donis conditionalibus into the law of Scotland and the Register
of Tailzies becomes useless. The case of K'Nair (lOQ) is an
alarming example,"

However, unlike the situation in the K'Nnir case, the perpetuity

point was not taken up, ]2ven Lord Swinton, who had expressed

himself to be steadfastly against perpetuities in M< - was

content to accept this "new subtlety". And accordingly later in

the same year in Thomson v. Thomson (109) Newlands was expressly

followed. The implications of the decision in Hewlands. indeed,

may not have been universally understood, for in 'iinyri-ffw v.

Allardice in 1795 (llO) expressions of regret at some of the

consequences of the fiduciary fee doctrine were apparent in the

judgements. Thus Lord Sskgrove remarked: (ill)
"I am much alarmed by this succession of trusts. The next

step will be to give the estate to the eldest son in liferent
allonarly; whom failing to the heirs of his body in liferent
allenarly, and so on through all the heirs of a destination, and
I am afraid that there are principles in the decisions which we
have pronounced that would support such a destination."

And Lord President Campbell said: (112)
"In /

108. 1791 Bell's Cas. 546,
109. 1794 Bell's Cas. (Jfcl.) 72.
110. 1795 Bell's Cas. 153.
111. ibid at p. 158.
112. ibid at p. 157.
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"In Hewlands1 .case the fee was given to the heirs n&sciturij
and hero, failing the heirs of the "body of the first son, the
liferent is given to the second son and the fee to the heirs of
his body, I remember in Lowlands* case it was said that to support
such deeds would be to authorise a series of liferents, and
introduce a new way of making an entail. Here we have an
instance of it. But you did not think that a sufficient ground
for setting aside the deed •••••"

In these two cases the acceptance of perpetual settlements

created by way of an implied trust were possibly influenced by

the acceptance of a principle of perpetuity in K'Nair in 1791.

Yet, apart from the Lord President the apparent significance of

the K'Hair decision was not mentioned in the judgements or notes

to the eases, nor, apparently in the arguments.

Perhaps the reason for this apparent lack of connection was

the point that, in spite of Allardice v. Allardice. the fiduciary
foe doctrine would not in fact tie up the subjects of settlements

to which it was applied for more than one generations and, indeed,
if Lord Braxfield's approach (113) was correct would not tie it up

even for that length of time. The essential point at issue was

whether the doctrine would bo confined to the same situations to

which the rule in Frog's Creditors (114) was confined, or whether,

and, if so, to what lengths, it would be expanded. In other words,
if the doctrine of the fiduciary fee was to be applied only in oases

of disposition to parents in liferent allcnarly with the fee to go

to their children naacituri, the perpetuity danger would in fact be

slight, as the fee would bo vested In the children at birth (that
is, during the lifetime of the fiduciary fiar) and would therefore,
in /

113, See above at note 105,
114, 1735 M. 4262.
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in theory, become capable of alienation. If, on the other hand,

the doctrine could be applied in situations where the destined

fiars were not the children of the liferenter then the perpetuity

danger would be much more acute.

The moot obvious example is that feared by Lord President

Campbell and Lord "dskgrovo but not in fact met in Al lordice.

In that case D.A. [senior] executed a disposition in the following

terras; "to R.A., cqt eldest son in liferent allenarly and to the

lawful heirs of his body from any marriage he shall enter into, in

fee, idiom failing to D.A. [junior], ay second son in liferent

allenarly" and then in the same terns as those applicable to R.A.

11.A. took infeftmont, and with a view to altering the

destination, obtained precept from his superior in favour of

himself in liferent and the heirs of any marriage he should enter

into, which failing to Jean A., his daughter by his deceased wife,

which failing to D.A. as In the original settlement.

The question was whether R.A. could do this, D.A. bringing an

action for reduction. it was held that he could not, his right

and title coming from the original disposition, which gave him only

a liferent and a fiduciary, but not a substantial, fee. As Lord

Ju3tice-Clerk Braxfield remarked; (115)

"Tho only difference betwixt it and Newlenao is that there is
here a succession of liferenters; but there is nothing in that."

But the succession of liferents here related to persons in

esse at the date of the disposition, and indeed there have been no

cases of the court's upholding destinations through the doctrine of

the fiduciary fee where the parties, with the exception of the

children /

115. 1795 Bell's Cas. (Jbl.) at p. 158.
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children ultimately entitled in fee, were not in esse at the

appropriate time. (116) It must be observed however that the

principle in Allardioe would require only a small extension for

this to bo so, for the court there appeared to sanction the

validity of treating the first liferenter (R.A.) as possible

fiduciary fiar both for his brother, who was also entitled in

liferent, and his brother's children, thus paving the way for the

validity of an infinite number of substitutions in liferent

interposed between the original liferent and the ultimate

destination of the substantive fee. During the first three-

quarters of the nineteenth century the validity of such an

extension /

116. Jee y, Imppm W1? 1 3»L«T. 260* tt'SftHPff' fruafrpoQ ,y.ti
Griups 1926 3.C. 108 where in both eases the immediate
liferenter and his successor (the parent of the children in
the destination) were in ®e..e at the date of. the disposition.
In the farmer case the disposition was in favour of the
grantor's daughter and her son and the survivor of them in
liferent alienorly and to the heirs of the body of the son in
fee with a destination over. It was held that the fiduciary
fee rested with the duaghter, and on her death, with her son,
so, in faot, applying the Allardiqe principle directly.
In the latter case however the relevant liferenter's Interest
was expressly made subject to that of his mother. It was
held here that his interest, though not beneficially in
possession at the date of the grant, was sufficient to carry
the fiduciary fee which therefore vested in him.
In both oases however the statutory provisions restricting the
creation of liferents were in force so that the danger of
perpetuity was in reality non-existent •
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extention was viewed with some suspicion. In Elaslie v. Fraoer

(117), Lord Fullerton expressed doubts. He saidi

"la this doctrine to be carried beyond the case of a
fiduciary fee for behoof of the children of the liferenter
himself? tfe can conceive of a disposition to A in liferent
allenarly and to the children aaecituri of B in fee, Bo doubt
the fee is vested in A 30 as to take it out of the grantor? but
can it be said that A, who has no connection with the children
of B is to be looked on as a trustee for them, That is a very
delicate question."

But in Cusstfr y, Tiypfrftg (lis) the majority of

the First Division held that the doctrine applied where the fee

was not limited to the liferenter* s children, but to his heirs

whomsoever. The dissentient, Lord Deaa, held that the fiduciary

fee doctrine applied only as between a liferentor and his children

and not between him and his remoter issue.

On the basis of this decision therefore the perpetuity danger

was confirmed, for provided the ultimate beneficiaries in foe

could be brought within the description of "heirs whomsoever" the

settlement would be valid, however remote their connection with

the liferenter, By this time (119) however there were in

existence /

117. (1850) 12 D 724 at p. 751.
118. (1876) 5 a 921.
119. Since the passing of the liferent restriction rules the

principles discussed above have been elaborated in the
following decisions 1 Alleq y, F^ (1886) 13 R 975; Logan's
Tffli Y. Ml (1890) 17 a 425; y, K'BaTfi^ (I894T
22 R 121 > jjMUfi.'E, iCTt I-Ip-rinfen 1908 S.C. 911; J)gz2J&
Tt, fofflfifo, 1922 S.C. 255; ffrtopp 1926 3.0. 188.
For discussions of the development of these principles see esp.
Henderson on Vesting (2nd Ed. 1938) at pp. 392-397; Dobie -
Liferent and Fee (l94l) at pp. 35-44; Wilson on Trusts (1975)
at pp. 65-67 and cases cited there.
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existence statutory provisions applying both to heritage (12C)
and moveables (l2l) which obviated this*

(b) a second line of cases concerning the implication of a trust

in this context were decided in the nineteenth century. They

are often referred to as examples of the application of the

fiduciary fee doctrine, although in point of fact they have

little in common vith the orthodox view of that principle* The

cases begin with Kqfcl Y» Parte d22) whioh concerned a direct

conveyance of heritage to four parties under direction that the

subjects should be held by them in liferent and to belong to

their children in fee* The said parties were required to divide

the subjects into shares, certain of which were to be held by one

of them (a) in liferent "and at his decease the fee and property

thereof" were to be divided among his children. The disponoes,

or the survivors of them, were to ensure that the shares of a*s

children wore secured for thorn in liferent and their issue in fee*

/liile these directions obviously Implied fiduciary duties no legal

machinery (i.e. a trust) had been set up* The court, adhering to

the interlocutor of the Lord Ordinary, Lord Corehouse, held that a

trust would be implied and would be considered as continuing until

a*8 death, and that accordingly, on the principle in Seton's

Creditors (123) A was to be treated as a mere liferonter* This

decision was upheld by the House of Lords (124) •

The /

120. Statute 11 and 12 Vict, c.36 Section 4*3,
121. Statute 21 and 22 Vint, c.84 Section 17.
122. (1827) 5 3 779 (Court of Session)| (1820 ) 4 W & S 22

(House of Lords)*
123. 1793 M. 4219.
124. (1820) 4 W & S at p. 27.
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The contrast between this case and those decided on the

fiduciary fee doctrine is brought out in Lord Corehouse•3 note,

which reads 1 (125)
" hen a conveyance is made to one in liferent, ami his

children unnamed or unborn in fee, it is settled law that the
fee is in the parent and that the children have only a hope of
succession to prevent the feudal maxim that a fee cannot be in
pendente. It is perhaps to be regretted that the point was so settled
because the plain intention of the maker is, in consequence, often
sacrificed to a mere form of expression) and the feudal maxim ai^it
have been saved by supposing a fiduciary fee in the parent, as is
done when the liferent is restricted by the word alienorly or Only,
Upon this point however it is too late to go back) but certainly
the principle ought not to be extended to cases which have not yet
been brought wider it. In the present case the subjects .ire not
disponed to Ilessrs, Taylor in liferent and their children in fee)
but on the contrary, to the Messrs, Taylor in fee because the
obligation to infeft is in favour of them and their heirs .~n&
assignees. The question therefore is whether the fee so given is
absolute or qualified, a question to be determined by the ordinary
rules of construction. It clearly appears that it is a qualified
orfiduciary fee because it is granted under certain burdens find
conditions. [These are then set out and explained], hut where a
fiduciary fee is given to a person and it is directed that lie himself
shall enjoy the liferent, and still more clearly when a fiduciary fee
is vested in several persons collectively and the survivor or
survivors, and each of them separately is to have a liferent, such
liferent must be construed as a naked usefruct in the same manner as
if it had been qualified by the word alienorly.

It will be seen that Lord Corehouse recognised the difference

between the case before him and the orthodox fiduciary fee doctrine1

indeed ha sought to apply the latter by analogy. The ess ntial

difference however is in what is granted. The doctrine of the

fiduciary fee operates on a liferent; in heir, v. Taylor what wan

conveyed was the fee itself. The decision identifies closely with

the dnglish doctrine of constructive trusts where the Courts of Bqulty

imposed a trust on a conveyance in fee to give effect to the intentions

of the disponer. (126) Chat the decision in Loin v. T.-./lqr does is

to

123. (1827) 5 3 at pp. 7) (1820) 4 W & 3 at pp. 24/25.
126, It also identifies with the approach of Lord President Campbell

in Preston v. ..ellwood supra who, it will be remembered,
Interpreted the fiduciary fee doctrine as a qualification on the
absolute fee given by the operation of the rule in Prom's Creditor's.
In this senss the decision In Hein v. Tavlor might be described as
an example of the applioation of the dootrine of the fiduciary fee.
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to confirm the legal ownership of the subjects, but to restrict

the powers of enjoyment, giving effect to the stated intentions

of the grantor hy supplying by implication the required

instrument# She principle was also pressed into service in

Bwan v. datt (127) where the court gave effect to the beneficial

interests under a trust which the trustees declined to accept so

as to vest the fee in the liferenter'a children irrespective of

the otherwise absolute right of the parent to legitin, which if

unqualified, would have been at variance with the disponer'a

intention. And in ,T« gftUJifll t128) the difficulty was

caused by the fact that a disposition purported to transfer

moveables to the d isporter's daughter in liferent allenarly and to

her children in fee without the interposition of a trust, the

point being that "[s]uch a disposition of moveables in liferent is

not possible without a trust". (129) Accordingly this want was

supplied by implication. (130)
The perpetuity consequences of this line of oases would

correspond exactly with those discussed above in section 1.3.2. (a)

(c) The third application of the implied trust principle is

somewhat different for it does not involve the notion that the

liferanter holds the fee either absolutely or in trust for his

children. It had always been the law that where there was a gift

to /

127. (1828) 6 3 1125.
128. (1870) 7 3.L.R. 548.
129. per Lord President Inglia at p. 550.
130. dee eap. per Lord Kinloch at pp. 550/551; dee also

Itajft Yt AftMttWflr 1892 19 R 687.
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to a parent in liferent and to his children noninatim in fee

there was no room for the rule in Frc/r's Creditors, (131)

There was no danger of a pendency of the fee and therefore no

necessity that the parent should hold it in either an absolute

or a fiduciary capacity. Difficulties, however, arose in

dispositions of an intermediate nature, that is to say in

destinations to parents in liferent and to their existing

children, who were named, and to any others to be procreated in

equal shares. The question here was whether the rule in Prop's

Creditors operated so as to give the fee of the subjects, in whole

or in part, to the parents. The question first cam© before the

courts in Dykes and ttsrkea v. Bovd (132) whore the fee was held to

be vested in the named children for the behoof of themselves and

those still to be bom. The reasons given by the various nembers

of the court differed however and it was not until the case of

I-oGowan v. Robb (133) that the principle was articulated. This

case concerned the conveyance of heritage in an antenuptial

narriage contract by the wife in favour of her intended husband

"and herself and the longest liver of then in conjunct fee and

liferent for their liferent use allenarly and to" the children

nominatia of the husband by a former marriage and any children to

be procreated of this marriage, existing at the death of the longest

liver of the spouses, equally among them in fee. It was held that

a /

131. 1735 H. 4262.
132. 3rd June 1813 F.C.
133. (1862) 1 M. 146; 2 M. 943.
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a right of foe was conferred on tha children of the first

marriage. In the words of Lord Deas: (134)
"An infeftaent in the aother'a favour on the precept of the

marriage contract would have been a good infeftment in the
liferent, but in the liferent only. It would not have vested in
her the fiduciary fee where there were nomination fiars who could
be themselves infeft. But infeftment in favour of the four
nominatim fiars in terms of the destination would, undoubtedly
have vested the fiduciary fee in them for themselves and the
unnamed fiars; and I thirds: infeftaent in favour of the survivors
of these, if otherwise duly expressed, has the same effect .....

•here the destination is in favour of the parents in liferent,
for their liferent use allonarly, and the children unborn or
unnamed in fee, the infeftment in favour of the parents, if expede

i in the appropriate form, so as to include the ri^rts of the
children, will be a good infeftment in the fiduciary fee as well
as in the liferent. But if the destination bo to the parents in
liferent for their liferent use allenarly and the existing
children nomination and those to be born (and who are consequently
unnamed) in fee, infeftment in favour of the children named and
the children to be procreated of the said marriage equally, share
and share alike in fee, is, I think, a good infeftment in the fee
constituting the children nomination infeft fiduciary fiars for
themselves and the children who are not named."

Given, then, that in these cases the fee vests immediately,

albeit subject to a possible variation of beneficial interests

during the lifetime of the parents, the implied trust here created

no potential perpetuity problems at all.

1.4. /

134. 2 M. at pp. 952/953; See also Martin v. Ililliken (1864) 3
K. 326 esp. per Lord Cowan at p. 337:
"When the conveyance io to the parent in liferent and to
children natia nominatim and nascituris in fee, the property
vest3 in the party or parties named subject to the claim of
the children subsequently born. In such a case neither is
the liferent right of the parent enlarged so as to constitute
him or her fiar, nor is the vesting of the fee prevented or
postponed; there is merely a condition attached to the
succession which may become operative and so affect the right
of the fiar."
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2-4, fioacilmfflg, a? tp ^ ^

Aft in English law, the coarsen law rules were not specifically

designed to frustrate attempts to create perpetuities. They were

more concerned with the regulation of rights as between liferent

and fee, or wliat in England would be described as present and

future interests.

Comparison with England, however, is scarcely profitable,

since in that country the potential of such rules as anti-perpotuity

machinery was grasped at a fairly early date. In Scotland there is

little evidence of its having been grasped at all until it was too

late. By the time the recorded contemplations of their Lordships

in Mcwlands and Allardice were made on the subject, the rule in

Prop's Creditors could be avoided virtually at will. Prom the

point of view of tiie evasion of the rule the provisions of section

8 of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1921 (155) were simply the logical

culmination of a process that had been in train for the previous

century and a quarter. Prom a perpetuity point of view, however

the provision was irrelevant for by that time statute had provided

specifio perpetuity rules.

2. Effort,pq ftyUffl

In his coiamentaxy on the autherfund Act (136) George Ross

wrotei (137)

"The /

135. statute II and 12 Geo. V c. 58.
136. statute 11 and 12 vict, c. 36 [The Entail Amendment (.Scotland)

Act 1848].
137. The Law of Entail in Scotland a3 altered by the Act 1848

(Edinburgh 1848) at p. 70.
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"The object of the Act 1048, in regard to Entails, is to
assimilate the law of Scotland to that of England, where an
estate may be rendered absolutely inalienable during on© life,
or any given number of lives, in being at the same time .....
(158) The provisions of the 1848 Act limit the suspension of
the veotir-g of the absolute interest in an estate to the lives of
the parties, who were born before the date of the deed creating
their interest and until the majority of a party called to the
succession who was born after its date,"

In point of fact this assimilation in so far as it relates

to perpetuity rules is, as we shall see, (139) somewhat

superficial. nevertheless there are very definite points of

affinity, For example just as the English perpetuity rules were

directed against devices intended to secure the inalienability of

entailed property, so the perpetuity provisions of the Act of

1043 were framed with the same anti-avoidance purpose in mind.

As Lord President Inglis remarked in Blade v. Auldi (140)

"How to carry out these regulations still further, and to
secure still more effectually the great object of the statute viz.
to prevent entailers from affecting with fetters persons not born,
there are some other provisions of the statute which are worthy of
attention. I mean particularly 47th, 48th and 49th sections which
are directed to prevent an evasion of the leading provisions of the
statute, either by the creation of trusts, or by the creation of
successive liferents, or by the creation of leasehold rights in
succession. All these modes of evading the statute have been
anticipated and provided against."

Just as the English perpetuity rules depend on the notion of

"lives in being" so the statutory rules of Soots law permit property

to be tied up for the duration of the lives of 3uch persons as are

living at the date of the coming into effect of the settlement.

However, /

138. ibid at p. 69.
139. 3oe below Chanter VI.
140. (1873) 1. H 133 at p. 145.
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However, there the similarities end. .hareas the nglish

rule applies to all (except charitable) settlements of all types

of property the Scottish rules cover only such devices and such

property as are specifically Mentioned by statute. (141) . ut

perhaps the most significant point of difference is the effect of

contravening the rules; in England this leads to the invalidity of

the infringing limitation, whereas in Scotland the common law

example of I'rog'o Creditors (142) is followed with the result that

the infringing interest is enlarged so as to become an unencumbered

feo.

As ai£^it be expected, the provisions of the Rutherfurd Ant

applied only to heritage. Aurther, they related only to deeds

dated on or after the passing of tiro Act, & restriction which was

lifted in 1914, after -which the provisions wore to apply to deeds,

whenever executed. (143)

A parallel scheme was applied to moveable and personal

property by section 17 of the Entail Amendment (Scotland) Act of

1S63 (144), a provision which was repealed but re-enacted in

substantially the same form a3 section 9 of the Trusts (Scotland)
Act 1921. (145) Ass with the provisions dealing with heritage it

was not intended that the provision should operate retrospectively

but, again, it was extended to cover all deeds, although these dated

prior /

141. Under post 1968 deeds all typeo of property are covered,
142. 1755 K. 4262.
143. statute 4 and 5 Geo. V c. 43» section 8 [Entail (Scotland)

Act 1914], although such deeds as were affected were deemed
to boar the date 10th August 1914.

144. statute 31 and 32 Vict. c. 84.
145. Statute 11 and 12 Geo. V c. 58.
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prior to 31st July 1868 arc, for the purposes of the provisions,

deemed to carry the date 1st October 1924, (146)

Although both sets of provisions are still in force they

have now been rendered partially inoperative as regards deeds

dated on or after 25th November 1968, These deeds now fall under

aoction IB of the Low Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)(Scotland)

,nt 1968 (147) which has the effect of assimilating to a large

extent the provisions relating to heritage and moveables into a

common code applying to both. Complete assimilation was,

perhaps, impossible, given the greater variety of interests that

can be created in heritage. The essence of the 1968 legislation

ic to concentrate on tho regulation of the creation of liferents.

It will be remembered that the principal alternative to the

strict entail was the trust settlement under which the trust estate

would be held for a series of beneficiaries successively in

liferent. The interposition of a trust was not, of course,

strictly necessary where the subjects were heritable, but it was

nevertheless desirable, if only to overcome the problems of the

pendency of the fee and the rule in .■.frog's .Creditors (142), cUid was

almost /

146, Jt&tute 14 and 15 Geo. 7 c, 27, section 45 [Conveyancing
(Scotland) Act 1924],

147. statute 1968 c, 70.
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almost invariably used in practice. (148) where the subject#

were moveable the use of the trust was essential. (149)

Yet in spite of this, the uniformity now achieved by section

1G of the Act of 1968 was conspicuously lacking in tho prior

enactments. Thus, for example, section 48 of the dutherfurd

Act referred only to the granting of an estate in heritable

properly "limited to a liferent interest" making no reference to

trusts or trust liferents at all, and indeed in Harvey'g Trustees

y. Hfiryev (150) it has since been held that the ambit of section

48 "is limited to proper liferents by constitution and .»••• can

have no application to a liferent interest in an estate held by

trustees". (151) In practice, however, this would not make a

groat deal of difference for section 47 would cover the case.

The / , .

148, Thus Professor Wood in his "Lectures on Conveyancing" (Gdinbur^h
I903) writes, at p. 315:
"Deeds containing a direct conveyance of lands or houses to
several persona for different interests as of liferent and fee
have to a large extent gone out of use. In place of them the
modern practice ..... is to constitute a title in the persona
of the trustees and to confer varying beneficial interests on
the parties intended to be benefitted, rather than to seek to
give them a direct title to the lands. The reasons for this
change are numerous but I can only touch upon one or two of
them ..... [a]b to title, I do not say that there are no cases
where it would be right to take a destination; for example in
the case of a small house property a destination may be taken to
the parents in liferent and, say, a specified child in fee. If
the parents die and that child succeeds, there is no doubt some
saving of expense in the case of completing the child's title.
But if the favoured child dies before the parents, but after
infbftment has been taken in terms of the destination, what
become of the fee? Unless power to mates an alteration has been
reserved in the deed the fee is beyond the control of the parents.
In no circumstanoes do I think it advisable to take -property upon
a destination to a parent in liferent and unnamed children in fee.
Here you at once raise a question of right as well as title."

149. 3eo e.g. Keating v. Collins (1070) 7 3.L.R. 548.
150. 1942 a.O. 582.
151, ibid at p, 509 per Lord Jamieson.
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The Act of 1868 was more economical. This piece of legislation

re-enacted as section 9 of the 1921 Act, made it M[in]competent
to constitute or reserve by means of a trust or otherwise a

liferent interest in moveable or personal estate in Scotland"

otherwise than, so provided.

To be caught, then, it is necessary that there be an interest

created which can be classified as a liferent. In most cases

thcro is no difficulty at all for the instrument of grant will

either define the relevant interest a3 a liferent in terras or by

reference to the rights of enjoyment during the beneficiary'3

lifetime. Unsurprisingly therefore there are few decisions

calling into question the application of the provision by reason

of the nature of the interest granted. Tliere was the case of

Y«, (152) where the (

beneficiary was an annuitant. The hecond Division held this to

be outwith section 43 defining liferent so as not to include an

annuity, the basis of the distinction being that whereas a

liferenter was entitled to the fruits of the subject liferonted

and to no more, an annuitant had, if necessary, the power to

encroach on capital to satisfy his interest.

A rather more difficult case was that of Davie v« Davie's

Trustees (153) which arose out of a trust disposition by which the

whole of the settler's estate was conveyed to trustees "to hold the

free residue of the trust estate, heritable and moveable until the

death /

152. 1912 -.'J. 939. dee also Tyupfce^s vti
1922 c .0. 404 and Ilarter v. Bazfcor 1909 3.C. 1027.

153. (1900) 8 3.L.T. 28 (O.K.)
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death of ail my children", and in the meantime to pay or expend

the free income therefrom "equally to or for behoof of my said

children and the survivors or survivor of them, and the issue of

aiiy such of them who might die leaving issue, such issue being

entitled equally among them to their deceased parent's share of

the free incono". The trust then provided that if, at the death

of the last surviving child there should bo three grandchildren

alive, the residue was to be divided among them, but if they were

in minority then the trustees were to retain such minors shares

until majority, "expending in the meantime such free animal income

for behoof of such minors". It was further provided that powers

of denuding were to be entirely within the discretion of the

trustees.

The pursuer was a grandchild of the settler (and indeed his

only descendant). It was held by Lord low, as a matter of

construction, that the pur, ; ter was entitled to the income of the

trust fund, there being no other beneficiaries and no direction to

accumulate, and that in such a case the pursuer must be in the

position of a liferenter so long as the trustees retained the

capital.

Up to this point the case is unobjectionable, but Lord lew then

went on to grant a declarator to the effect that the pursuer was

entitled to the whole estate. Unfortunately, at least as regards

the heritage, this decision appeared to be based on section 48 which

would seem to be inappropriate in view of the interposition of a

trust between the liferent and the estate. And indeed in -urveiv'a

Trustees v. Harvey (154) Lord Justice-Cleric Cooper rejected its

authority /

154. 1942 ii.C. at p. 585.
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authority on this point on the ground that "the report is

imperfect, for it appears from an examination of the process,

that section 17 of the Act of 1868 and section 47 of the Act of

1043 were also founded upon". This would certainly nake nore

sense of the decisions however, as regards the nature of the

pursuer's interest the case would still appear to be

authoritative.

Y» (155) was a case under

section 17 which concerned a beneficiary whose interest consisted

of a contingent fee but with a right to the income arising while the

contingency remained unsatisfied. It was held that the beneficiary's

right was not a liferent and that accordingly the Act had no

application. Again, this in itself can hardly be objected to.

The difficulty comes from an oblique reference in Lord Kyll&cby'st

judgement. The point was that the beneficiary's right to income

was subject to terminati during his lifetime on the satisfaction

of the contingency governing the fee. While the case ultimately

seems to have been decided on the perfectly proper ground that the

beneficiary's interest amounted to a contingent fee and that a

contingent fee was not a liferent, Lord Kyllachy approached the

matter in a more negative fashion (156) holding that the interest

was not a liferent because it had the characteristics of a

contingent fee and because it was "less than a liferent" in that it

might terminate during the lifetime of the grantee. If this is

right it means that liferents which are subject to termination or

defeasance /

155.(1906) 8 P 848.
156.(1906)8 I at p. 854.
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defeasance oil the occurrence of some event prior to the

lif©renter's death would not count as liferents for the purposes

of th© legislation.

This view soeias to run counter to the mainstream authorities

which appear to follow the principle that a liferent will not

cease to be such merely because it is terminable during the

lifetime of *the liferenter. There fire dicta in two nineteenth

century House of Lords cases (157) and the decision of the Court

of .easion in Chaplin's Trustees v. Hoile (153), which concerned a

protective trust where the liferent was subject to forfeiture on

any attempt to argue it, to the effect that the interests of the

grantees were nevertheless liferents. Admittedly these cases

were not concerned with the application of the perpetuity provisions,

but it is nonetheless suggested th. fc the principle they embody is

to be preferred to that of Lord Kyllachy. The point is that the

provisions operate on the existing law. They frame no special

definition of liferent, so presumably that obtaining under the

ordinary la; is appropriate. If this is correct then f,s terminable

or defeasible liferents have been held under the general law to be

liferents, there would seem to be no good reason for excluding the

provisions in such a case.

It has been said that section 18 of -axe 1968 Act restricts

itself to liferent interests both in moveables and heritage. To

this extent it is co-extensive with the scope of the earlier

provisions /

157. CrAobQlI v. .ardlaw (1383) 10 R (H.L.) 65; esp. per lord
Blackburn at p. 66; haiscith v. Bovea (1899) 1 ' ( . .)
79 est». per lord atnon at pp. 80/81.

158. (1390) 18 R 27.
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provisions dealing with moveables but is clearly less extensive

than the provisions of the Act of 1848. But of these provisions

only section 48 is now inoperative: section 18 did not, for

example, interfere with the scope of section 49 which provided:

"That where any land or estate in Scotland shall, by virtue
of any tack, assignation of tack or other deed or writing ..... be
held in lease, either directly or through trustees for his behoof,
by a party of full age, born after the date of such tack [etc.]
such parly shall not in any way be affected by any prohibitions,
conditions,, restrictions or limitations which may be contained in
such taclc l etc.], or by which the same, or the interoat of such
parly therein may be qualified, such prohibitions, conditions,
restrictions or limitations being of the nature of prohibitions,
conditions, restrictions or limitations of entail, or intended to
regulate the succession of such party, or to limit, restrict or
abridge his possession or enjoyment of such land or estate in
favour of any future heir."

The restrictions on the imposition of entail-type conditions

is clear enough. hat perhaps is leas clear is that the section

appears to be aiming at a device wh~ch might have been used aa or

alternative to the grant of liferents in succession, namely the

grant of successive leases for life, which would not be cantixt by

section 48 as the interest granted would not amount to a liferent.

•dille section 18 has rendered obsolete section 47 of the 1848

Act to the extent that that section dealt with trust liferents of

heritable property, its scope is otherwise unaffected and still has

a potentially wide application today. It is drafted along tlx® same

lines aa section 49 aimed at limitations or restrictions on the

possession or enjoyment of heritable subjects held in trust as a

result of any conditions, prohibitions, restrictions or limitations

contained in the deed which are intended to have that result. The

section clearly has in mind entail-type restrictions. a Lord

Ilaclcay commented in Middle ton: (159)

"The /

159• 1929 S.C, 394 at p. 397. See also per Lord Blackburn at p. 400.
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"The first part of the section takes a declaratory fona that
a party who fulfils certain conditions as to date of birth and so
on, -and vrlio is 'in lawful possession, either directly or through
any trustees1 of land in Scotland *shall not be in any way affected
by any prohibitions, conditions or limitations' contained in the
trust deed 'by which the same or interest of such party thorein
may bear to be qualified, such prohibitions, conditions,
restrictions or limitations being in the nature of prohibitions,
conditions, restrictions and limitations of entail'. I pause
here to say that this phrase ..... sets the keynote of the
section. It seems to me to bo a section striking at prohibitions
and restrictions in the nature of entail fetters, but purporting
to be set up under the guise of a trust, thereby tending at least
to defeat the laws of entail which might perhaps be construed as
applying only to direct dispositions in the tailzied form. But
the section proceeds .... 'or interested to regulate the succession
of such party in favour or to limit the restrict or abridge his
possession or enjoyment of such land or estate in favour of any
future heir'. That completes the sort of trusts that ..-re struck
at. For my part I think it very plain that the last words again
emphasise the keynote. It is the legal limitation of an heir in
possession in favour of future hairs that is the subject struck
at."

hiddieton was a case of a ample trust designed to admit as

beneficiaries heirs of entail, but Aich, by operation of the trust

provisions, sought to restrict the interest of each heir to that of

a liferent. Lord Lackey, as Lord Ordinary, held that as the

conditions set out in the trust deed were not strictly in

accord; nee with the prohibitions of entail, tho caeo was outwith

the scope of section 47. On appeal however this finding was

reversed, its being felt that any conditions which fell within the

terms oi tho section would bring the trust within its ambit whether

or not such conditions constituted entail fetters.

It will be seen that the section does not define the interests

of the beneficiaries that are to come within it. It merely

prescribes that there should be "lawful possession" of land in

Scotland where the enjoyment is limited by conditions 3ot out in

the /
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the trust. Clearly a beneficiary who is in possession as a

consequence of his beneficial interest (160) under the trust

will be caught, assuming the existence of the requisite

conditions and restrictions! but what of the case of an object

of the trustees' discretion under a discretionary trust who

would have no legally recognisable interest at all and where

possession would be dependant on the continued exercise of the

trustees* discretion in his favour.

The answer would seem to depend on the terras of the

discretion and on its exercise. The point is that if the

trustees are given an absolute discretion then an exercise of

that discretion which simply resulted in factual possession would

seem not to bring the section into operation: for even though

"lawful possession" might be construed so as to include factual

possession, that possession would scarcely be cut down as a result

of entail-type fetters. Indeed it can scarcely be said to have

been restricted in any sense, since there would in law be nothing

that could be cut down, a point which would appear to favour the

view that lawful possession for the purposes of this section refers

only to possession in pursuance of a beneficial interest.

If this latter view is correct then it follows that any

exercise of the trustees* discretion which merely permits

possession would be outside the scope of the section, evon if the

discretion was fenced round with entail-type conditions.

Accordingly /

160. oe per Ungoed-Thoiaas J. in ainahurv v. 1-.cC [1269] ; All
. 919; and the House of Lords in Gartslde v. I3C [1968]
A.c. 553.
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Accordingly then it would seem that it is still perfectly

possible to create a perpetuity even in land by means of a

discretionary trust. (161)

It would seem, in fact, that the only occasions where a

discretionary trust would come within the scope of any of the

provisions would be if the trustees exercised their discretion

in such a way as to create a derivative settlement which itself

fell foul of one of the rules. But in such a case it would still

leave the original settlement untouched,

2.1. Boneficiftrtea

js we shall see below (162) the statutory provisions operate,

not by deolarirg a particular dest. lation void, but by giving to a

particular beneficiary, or by providing him with the means of

obtaining, an unrestricted foe in the subjects. However, to be

so benefitted, a beneficiary has to satisfy certain requir cnts

relating to his birth and its relationship with the date of the

deed.

If one can glean a common principle as to qualification running

through all the provisions, it is that the relevant beneficiary must

have been born after the date of the deed creating tie liferent,

lease or other appropriate interest in his favour. Apparently

"born after" in the various provisions is to be given its natural

meaning so that a posthumous child, though in utero at the relevant

date, /

161. The perpetuity rules governing moveables, of course cannot
apply to discretionary trusts, except perhaps in the case of
a derivative settlement set up by the exercise of the
trustees' discretion.

162. section 2,2 at p. 271 at aeq.
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date, will not qualify, (163)

.Mle this is still the position with regard to sections 47

(insofar as the interest is not a liferent) and 49, section 18

of the 1968 ..et has modified, this with regard to deeds taking

effect/after 25th u'ovomber 1963, 00 that children in utero at

tiio relevant date are now to be treated as being in life ten. (164)

oections 47, 48 and 49 however restrict the benefits to

liferenters and others who have attained majority. In

.:;:ichton wtuart's futriac (165) it was attempted to extend the

benefit of section 48 to a minor but it was held that it was not

within the court's nobile officium to do so. .'hereas statutory

provisions cover the position with regard to heritage, section 9

is curiously silent as to the pos ' ion concerning moveables during

the minority of a liferenter who prima facie qualified. In

. 'yowsrt'a ,y,t, (l66) however Lord Sands felt that

tho position was the same, holding that section 9 would not apply

during the liferenter's minority. Jection 18 of tho 1968 . at (167)
confirms this in respect of the deeds to which it applies.

Perhaps the most difficult part of the law governing

qualifications is that relating tie beneficiary's birth to the date

of the deed. In moat ordinary cases there are few problems, a

simple comparison being enough, and even in pro-1348 deeds relating

to /

165. oee Icid's y, 1929 3.C. 748 esp. per Lord
President Clyde at 751-3.

164. section 18 (l).
165. 1921 3.C. 840.
166. 1926 i.e. 701.
167. section 18 (l) (b).
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to heritage and pro-1868 deeds of moveables again there are few

problems, the dates being deemed to be 10th August 1914 (168) and

1st uguot 1924 (169) respectively. The difficulties arise,

especially in the case of heritage, whore the deed does' not come

into operation immediately. Given that virtually all testamentary

deeds 'rill be of this type the size of the problem can be seen to

be large. Surprisingly, however, only one case has gome before

the courts. This was that of the Sari of Moray (170) which came

before Lord Macintosh in the Outer House in 1950, The case was

brought under section 47 and concerned a deed whereby the truster

had directed his trustees to hold the residue of hi3 estate,

heritable and moveable for payment of the annual income therefrom

to or for behoof of the successor of individuals who .should succeed

to his title and dignity, so long as the law might permit. In

1949 port of the trust estate was represented by superiorities end

it was sought to utilise ection 47 to enable the then Carl to

acquire them in fee. This individual had been born, in 1394, prior

to the original truster's death but after tho date of the

settlement. As the settlement was testamentary it did not come

into operation until the death. It was held by Lord Macintosh that

tho provisions relating to the date of the deed should be read

"literally" so that, on his construction, the petitioner was not in

life at the relevant date and therefore had the benefit of the section.

Section /

168. ntail Act 1914, section 8.
169. Conveyancing (Scotland) -.ct 1924, section 45.
170. 1950 A.L.I. 186.
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section 9 operates differently providing that "the data of

axjy testamentary or mortis causa deed being taken to be tho date

of the death of the grantor, and tho date of any contract of

marriage being taken to be the date of the dissolution of the

marriage," section 18 coabinss these two approaches as for as

liferent settlements are concerned by applying the moveables

rules to heritage as well, (171)

2.2. a&sk

It has been mentioned already that the broad effect of tho

legislative provisions is to free, or at least provide a means of

freeing, a qualifying beneficiary from entail-type fetters.

Apart from section 49, however, th provisions do not rest there

bat go on to enlarge tho qualifying interest into a fee. this,

apart from the problems attendant upon such enlargement, raises

the additional difficulty of third party rights.

2.2.1. Section 49

Section 49 is perhaps the easiest to deal with providing

r-imply a remdy In that 3ueh party shall not be in ny way

affected by any prohibitions ..... contained in such tack

or by which ..... tho interest of nuoh party therein may be

qualified". In other words th© lease is not nullified, the

interest of the lessee remaining exactly as it was, save that he is

freed from the restrictions. Procedurally section 49 differs from

tho /

171. section 18 (5).
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the others in that it la defensive; the lessee does not have to

go to court or go through any special form to establish this

freedom; he merely pleads section 49 as a defence in any action to

enforce the restrictions.

2.: .2. section 47

ection 47 providea tliat a qualifying beneficiary nay present

a summary petition to the Court of Session "craving the Court to

pronounce an act and decree declaring him fee simple proprietor of

such land or estate and unaffected by any such conditions

(172) Again the primary target is the conditions themselves

although here any limitations inherent in the interest itself are

also overcome by the permitted enl ;-»ea»nt. But unlike section 48

and section 9 there is no attempt in the section to render the

creation of such interests incompetent, and it is with such attempts

that the chief difficulties with regard to the statutory perpetuity

rules hove been encountered,

2,2,3. Section 48 and section 9

The difficulties attendant upon the application of these

sections lie primarily in their drafting. Each section is in two

parts, the first part seemingly prohibiting the creation of liferent

intoresta in favour of persons not in life at the date the deed

cooes into operation, both then going on to make provision for what

is/

172. per Lord Lackey in Harvey's Trustees v. Harvey 1942 J.c. 382
at p. 508.
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is to happen in the event of the prohibition not being complied

with.

The two sections aro similarly, though not identically

worded. As Lord President Clyde said in lead's Trustees v.

Uashwoodt (173)

"That section [i,e, section 48] deals with liferents of
heritage end is obviously the model on which section 17 of the
Act of 1868 (and section 9 of the Act of 1921) was drawn. There
aro the same or very similar two parts, the 3.s® declaration (in
the first part) with regard to the competency of making liferent
interests in favour only of persons "in life" at the date of the
deed and the sane apparent restriction (in the second part) of
the benefit of the section to persons who (l) attain majority and
(2) are 'born* after the date of the deed, "out - no doubt because
in 1848 heritage could not be the subject of a testament - there
is no declaration substituting the date of the death of the grantor
of the deed for the date of the deed itself."

Given then the similarity in terms and the obvious

derivation of section 9 from section 48 how in it that the two have

coir® to bo construed differently? To quote Lord. President Clyde

again: (174)
" section 48 of the Act of 1848 does not itself convert

liferent into fee but only gives the liferenter the power to
acquire the fee for himself by means of a petition, similar to that
presented by an heir of entail ••••• for disentail without consents
under section 1 of that Act. If the liferentcr did not exercise
it, the heritage was lie Id in Criehton-Stuart1 s case (175) to pass
as directed in the oeedj and the declaration in the firsc part of
the section (that it was to be 'competent* in future to cake
liferents in favour only of persons *in life' .at the date of the
deed) was construed neither to make it illegal to confer a liferent
on a person born after the date of the deed, nor to render such a
liferent if conferred, void, but only to limit the power or
1 competence * of the grantor to restrict the interest of the dispone©
to an inconvertible liferent within the class of disponcea 'born*
before the date of the deed.

This /

173. 1929 3.C. 748 at p. 752/3.
174. ibid at p. 753.
175. 1921 S.C, 840.
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This construction is, however, impossible of application
to the section under consideration in the present case,
because the second part of the section by its own teres converts
the liferent into a fee. What is given to the liferenter of
moveables is not a power to acquire the fee but the fee itself,

what then is the position of a liferenter of moveables born
after the date of the testamentary deed but before the date of
the testator's death. It may well be that the first part of
the section now under consideration falls to be construed
differently from the first part of section 43 of the Act of
1843, The terms of the two sections are no doubt so far
identical but the subject matter and the context are different.
I am inclined to think that the two parts of section 17 of the
Act of 1868 (or section 9 of the Act of 1921) must be construed
together, in which case I think that the second, as the operative
part of the deed must prevail over the first part and must
receive effect even though it may not be possible to reconcile
it completely with the first or declaratory part."

The essence of the distinction, according to Lord Clyde, is

that the words of section 48, though identical in this respect

with those of section 9, do not mean what they say; that, in

effect, under section 48 it is competent to create liferent

interests in favour of those not in life at the date of the deed

whereas under section 9 it is not. There are, it will be

noticed, two reasons given for this view. The first is that

"the subject matter and the context are different". But with

the greatest respect this would seem to be inadequate j what are

the differences which dictate that heritage should in this respect

be treated differently from moveables? Lord Clyde does not mention

them and certainly they are difficult to find. And what is

different about the overall context?

If the first reason is unsatisfactory the second, that the

second part of section 9 "by its own terms converts the liferent

into a fee", whereas apparently the second part of section 48 does

not, /
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not, is even more so.; for, although, admittedly the words of

this part of section 48 are different from those of section 9»

they would appear to admit of no difference in meaning stating

specifically that "the party shall not be in any way affected by

any prohibitions, restrictions or limitations which may be

contained in such deed ..... and such party shall' be deemed and

taken to be the fee simple proprietor of such estate". 1ith

all respect to Lord Clyde, it is suggested that these words do

exactly the 3ame thing for section 48 as do the relevant word3

for section 9. Both are followed by what are essentially

procedural requirements for going to the court to make up the

appropriate title. In both cases these steps are mandatory if

an absolute title is to be obtained. What appears to have

happened is that in Crichton-Stuart' s case these procedural

requirements have been taken as qualifying the substantive right

of the party concerned, a construction which, it is submitted, is

wrong. (176)

Yet this, of itself, does not solve the problem of reconciling

the two parts of the sections. If "competent" is read literally

it would appear to render such liferents as were purported to be

created in contravention of the provisions void; but if that

construction is the right one, the second part of section 48 would

appear to he redundant. Nonetheless it appears to have found some

support in the House of Lord3 in Kuir's Trustees v. Williams. (177)

Lord /

176. See per Dobie - Liferent and Pee at p. 260 for a supporting view.
177. 1943 S.C. (H.L.) 47.
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Lord Thaakertcn expressed it in this way: (178)

"[The section] contains two parts, the first of which appears
to be declaratory of a prohibition by meane of a declaration of
what i3 alone competent. It might have been expressed as a direct
prohibition, and, according to the usual canons of construction,
it would be tantamount to a direct prohibition. But when you come
to the second part which i3 operative in character, it does not
become operative until there is a postnatus of full age ..... I
will add only that I am unable to agree with [the view] that the
Sntail Act recognises the competency of creating a liferent in
favour of a person not in life at the date of the deed constituting
the liferent; it appears to me to have done its best to say
exactly the opposite."

If this view is right, it leaves open the position of the

appropriate beneficiary until the relevant qualifications have

been obtained. If it is not "operative" until then, presumably

the liferent granted will in fact bo good during this time. If

this is correct then it becomes difficult, to reconcile the second

part of Lord Thankerton's statement with the first part.

The other view of the word "competent" comes from Lord

President Clyde. In deid's Trustees v. Jashwood (179) he wsa

clearly aware of the difficulties. He said:

"In the first place it is declared to be •competent' to make
a liferent of moveables by deed only in favour of a person who is
•in life* at the date of the deed •••••

In the second place it is enacted that any moveables which ....
may be held in liferent for a person (l) of full age and (2) 'bora*
after the date of such deed shall belong to 3uch person absolutely
and shall be made over to such person accordingly. In this second
part of the section there is introduced, - by means of parenthetical
words ••••• a direction that, in the case of a testamentary deed,
the date of such deed is to be held to be the date of the testator's
death.

There /

178. ibid at p. 52.
179. 1929 B.C. 748 at p. 752.
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'There is difficulty in apprehending the precise meaning of
the word 'competent' and (partly perhaps on that account) in
making the two parts of the section fit consistently together.
The first part appears to strike - to some effect or other -
against a liferent in favour of A who comes into life after the
date of the [deed]. It appears that A's liferent stands good,
in any case, during his minority notwithstanding the declaration
in the first part that it is not 'competent* for the testator to
make that liferent? with the result that if A should die
without attaining majority the fee of the moveables liferented
[to] (ISO) him would pass as directed by the [deed]. Again if
A was bona after the date of [a] testamentary deed but before
the date of the testator's death then • whether or not he has
attained his majority - the second part of the section fails
of application. But in that case what is the effect to be
attributed to the declaration in the first part of the section?
la the liferent to be a nullity with the result that the foe
passes as directed by the testament, in the same way as it would
have done if the statute had not interfered with the liferent at
all? or is some less drastic meaning to be given to the word
*competent'?"

In point of fact the Lord President had already answered

this question eight years before in relation to section 4*' in

Crichton-Stuart's Tutrig. (181) He saidi

"[The section] is in three parts closely related to each

other.

(1) It confines the theretofore unrestricted power of a
settlor effectually to limit the grant of an estate
to a liferent to cases in which the selected liferenter
is a person living at the date of the grant.

(2) It liberates a person of full age who (a) holds an
estate ..... limited to a liferent and (b) was bom
after the date of the grant, from the limitations,
endows him with the rights and powers of a fee simple
owner and allows him to establish the fact of his
liberation from the limitations by a declarator or
petition.

(3) It saves the rights of superiors and security holders,
and all other rights derived otherwise than from the
deed conferring the liferent.

It /

180, The report actually reads liferented by. But presumably
this is a mistake for that word would seem to indicate the
parson creating, as opposed to receiving, the liferent,

181. 1921 S.C. 810 at p. 843/844.
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It will be observed that this enactment in none of its
parts makes the grant • •••• of an estate limited to a liferent
interest, unlawful or void. Nor is there in any of them,
anything to pro-vent the grantee of an estate so limited
from adopting the course of refraining froia availing (132)
himself of the rights and powers of a fee simple owner which
the statute places within his reach, and apply for a
declaration, The object of the enactment indeed is not to
make such liferent interests null and void; it is only to
disable settlors from making such limitations irremediably
effective against the grantee. If the grantee is content
with his limited estate and prefers that the settlement should
take its course, he is free to act accordingly. (182) The
enactment is that 'it shall be competent to grant an estate
limited to a liferent interest in favour only' of a particular
class of persons. This is a different thing from saying that
•it shall be lawful to grant a limited estate in favour only
of that particular class; and it raay be accurately paraphrased
thus? 'it shall be in the rightful power (competency) of a
settlor effectually to restrict the grantee of an estate to a
liferent interest in the case only* of grantees belonging to
the particular class. Any inconsistency which might at first
sight appear to exist between the first and restrictive part
of the clause and the reference in the second part to an
estate 'held in liferent* thus disappears,w

hection 18 (l) of the 1968 ct manages to avoid these

difficulties by concentrating on the operative part, omitting

completely any reference to competence, providings

".hereby any deed executed after the commencement of this
Act there is created a liferent interest in any property and e
parson who/not living or in utoro at the date of the coming
into operation of the said deed becomes entitled to that interest
then -

(a) if that person is of full age at the date on which he
becomes entitled to the liferent interest, as from
that date, or

(b) if that person is not of full age at that date, as
from the date on which, being still entitled to the
liferent interest, he become* of full age,

the /

102, This depends on the view rejected above at p, 275.
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the said property shall belong absolutely to that person,
and, if the property is rested in trustees, those trustees
shall, subject as aforesaid, bo bound to convey, deliver or
sake over the property to that person."

Essentially then section IS, with slight modifications as

to cualificationa, embodies the Ifo&'a Trapes vf Oapl^po^ (la?)

interpretation of section 9 and applies that across the board.

2,2.4. Third Party Righto

There are two classes of third party rights which sight be

adversely affected by the enlargement of a liferent into a fee.

The first consists of cormoreiaX interests, usually encountered

in connection with heritage, audh as rights in security and any

feudal rights appertaining to a superiority over the subjects

liferented. Section 9 makes no provision for these commercial

interests, for obviously superior's rights would not be relevant

in raovoable or personal property although rights in security

might well be. Presumably any question hero would be decided by

analogy with section 48 which specifically saves such rights

fror the operation of the provision. Certainly in post-1068

deeds this position applies irrespective of the nature of the

property. (184)

The second class is rather more difficult for it concerns

beneficial interests in the property. Two types of interest

would appear to be prejudiced i in the first place, obviously, any

person to whom the fee was specifically given, but in addition any

beneficiaries /

183. 1929 3.0, 748.
184. section 18 (2) (a) - rights in security - and (c) - rights

in superiority, although obviously this can only apply to
heritage.
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beneficiaries who had interests limited Ijy or to the duration

of the infringing liferent would also be affected adversely.

The point provoked discussion in three cases (185) on the 1868

Act, the conclusion being reached that section 17 would not

apply if its operation would defeat third party rights. In

..ayl^qgieV? Yt, (M6) this principle was

applied by the Lord Ordinary, Lord Blackburn. However on

appeal this finding waa reversed and the dicta on which it was

based disapproved. The basis of this decision was that the

section must be construed strictly and that if it was so

construed and the interest in question fell within it, the

statutory rules must be applie X irrespective of the effect on

the interests of third parties.

Juch a principle, which is not without its difficulties

with regard to possible hardship to the third party concerned

nevertheless is not without its advantages from the anti-avoidance

point of viewj a contrary rule would provide a relatively simple

way for the provisions to be circumvented.

It is a matter for speculation as to whether this principle

applies to heritage as well as moveables, for section 48 is

drafted rather differently on this point from section 17 and

section 9 of the 1921 Act, containing a specific provision saving

interests created independently of the deed by which the liferent

in /

185. i^ppulloffa vB Trusty (1903) 6 F (H.L.) 3 per
Lord Davey at pp. 6-71 T^steea yT ihieiyo
Trustees (1906) 8 F 848 per Lord 3tornonth-Darling at pp,
853/854.) Baxter v. Baxter 1909 3,0. 1027 per Lord President
Dunedin at p. 1031.

186. 1922 B.C. 404,
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in question was created, a provision which is carried forward

into section 18 of the 1968 Act and extended to moveables and

to trust liferents. (IS?) However neither section 48, nor

section 18 refers to the case of third party interests of a

beneficial nature created by the same deed. Given the

assimilation effected by the 1968 Act it would seem that it

applies to all settlements covered by that Act. It is also

suggested that the silence in section 48 on the subject,

together with the absence of anything in the provision to

indicate that such a rule would not apply (indeed the specific

saving of interests created by separate deeds might indicate

that it would apply) would seem to favour the general application

of the rule in ouch cases.

2.4. hovers,,fcrpinljWBti

The significance of powers of appointment in this context

lies in their potential as instruments of avoidance. Thus a

settlement might comply with the liferent rules but give a power

to a beneficiary to appoint liferent interests to beneficiaries

who need not be in esse at the date of the deed.

The firet consideration of this question was made by the

First Division in ./forcyfs trustees v, ' lyitelaw (188) which

concerned a trust settlement by which a testator had directed

trustees to hold a sum of money for his four children in liferent

for each of them in separate shares and in fee for their respective

issue /

If7. section 18 (2) (b).
188. 1926 3.C. 701.
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issue per stirpes. One of the children directed that her

provision should be held by her father*s trustees for behoof of

her children in liferent and for her children's children in fee.

The daughter died leaving a child who was born after the death of

the testator. The point was that if the liferent so constituted

in favour of the child could be construed as issuing from the

original settlement, section 9 would have applied so that the

child could have claimed the fee. Perhaps unfortunately the

point was not speoifioally decided since the only party interested -

the child - did not contest it.

However Lord hands (189) felt that the matter should be

governed by a rule of English law that the operative date should

be the date of the settlement where the power, as in this case,

was a special power and he cited in support of his contention the

case of ii'aqa The rationale of this principle was

explained at length by Lord Homer in Kuir'a. fruatees v. .illiaae.

(191) He saidt

"If a person be given a general power of appointment over
certain property, he is virtually the owner of that property.
If and when he exorcises the power the interests of his appointees
come to them by virtue of, and are created by the deed of
appointment. In the case of a special power it is very different.
If, for example, property be settled upon trust for A for life and
after his death upon trust for such of A's children or remoter issue
and in such proportions as B shall by deed appoint, B has no
interest in the property whatsoever. He has merely been given the
power of saying on behalf of the settlor which of the issue of A
shall take the property under the settlement and in what
proportions. It is as though the settlor had left a blank in the
settlement /

189. ibid at pp. 719-720.
190. [1913] 1 Oh. 404 esp, per Buckley L.J. at pp. 413, 414.
191. 1943 S.G. (H.L.) 47 at p. 58/59.
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settlement which B fills up for him if and when the power of
appointment is exercised. The appointees interests come to
them under the settlement alone and by virtue of that document,
Those remarks apply equally well to the case whore the donee of
a power of appointment has not only the power of saying which
of the class shall take under the trust, but also the power of
s\yi'..; • what interests they shall take. This would be the case
if, in the instance that I have given, the limitation after A's
life interest were for such of the children or remoter issue
of A in such proportions and for such estates and interests as
B shall by deed appoint. If and when B executes the power tlie
settlement will, in accordance with the principle be read
thereafter as if the property had been thereby limited to the
appointees for the several estates and interests specified in
the deed of appointment."

To this might bo added the words of Lord Hacmillan: (192)

"X think [it to be] a sound principle of construction •••..
that '-hero a testator gives a power of appointment under which
the donee of the power may appoint among a limited class to a
liferent of part of the testator's estate, the validity of bhe
appointment mast be Judged as -f the exercise of the power were
read into the will of the grantor of the power .....' finally,
if it is not competent to constitute directly a liferent in
favour of a post natus, it is not competent to do so indirectly
by delegation. Such a liferent cannot competently be
constituted 'by means of a trust or otherwise'. ,hat is not
competent per direction is not competent per obliquium."

This principle was apparently followed in the unreported

sequel to Stewart's Trustees v. liitelaw in 1932 by Lord itman

in the Outer House, (193)

The next case in whioh the matter arose was Burns' Trustees

v. hcKonna (194) where again the discussion was obiter but Lord

Justice-Clerk Aitchison and Lord Wark both held that this

principle was the correct one to be applied in such cases,

111 Ouir's .rir D;-, y, ;il (195) this issue was vital.

The /

192. ibid at p. 55.
193. hitelmr y, tenrvrt'n Trustees 1932 (unreported).
194. 1940 ~ 489.
195. 1942 o.C. 5 (Ct. of Sesa.); 1943 3.C, (H.L.) 47.
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The Second Division reviewed the existing cases, found they

were not bound by any of them, and refused to apply the principle,

holding that the better date was the date of the exercise of the

power. Lord Justice-Clerk Cooper (196) delivered a strong attack

on the principle, rejecting its introduction as unnecessary

;ngliciaation (197)» which was in any event unacceptable

because, in his view, it was derived froi the technicalities of

the .^nglish rule against perpetuities, a rule which had no place

din, and whose influence ought to be excluded from Loots law*

Lord yark (198) was obviously much impressed by this, for he

recanted, stating that his opinion in Bums' case had been wrong

on this point and that he now supported the Lord Justice-Clerk.

As did Lord Jtaaieson, Accordingly the Second Division held that

the operative date was the date of -the exercise of the power and

not the date of the settlement*

The case then went to the House of Lords who unanimously

reversed the decision of the Court of Session and re-asserted

the rule, holding that its origin was not to be found in the

specialties of the English rule against perpetuities and that it

was of general application. Lord Thankerton indeed (199) went

into the precedents and attempted to show that this rule of

construction had a place in Soots law irrespective of any

suggested English importation. This view he founded on a

passage /

196. 1942 S.C. at pp. 11-15.
197. See above at Chapter II, section 5, at p. 70 et seq,
196. 1942 S.C. at pp. 15-17.
199. 1943 S.C. (H.L.) at p. 53.
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passage in M*Lawm (200) and on a dictum of Lord. Koncrieff in

,^%ea x* ffodlqr (201) that, 'in a case in wh ich

a person vested with a power of appointment exercises that power

such an exercise confers rights of succession which flow from

the maker of the power and not from the party which exercises it"*

That the principle had been re-asserted as good law in

Scotland was confirmed by the majority of the Court of Seeoion

(202) and a unanimous House of Lords (203) in inlcolm'c Tnotaes

v» . icold. where it wa3 held that the rule applied whore tho

power of appointment was reserved to the truster and not given to

a third party,

There was, in fact, an alternative ratio for the rule

adumbrated by Lord Thankerton and approved by the other members

of the House in Ihir's case. This was to the effect that hat

the truster had done was to have conveyed to his trustees ' e whole

estate for his grandson in fee, and his successor oould not,

therefore be said to hare constituted or reserved the relevant

liferent by the subsequent appointment; that the subsequent deod

was not the constitution of a liferent but the limitation or

restriction of a fee which the truster had assigned and had 10

power to withdraw. In the words of Lord Maomillaai (204)
" hat the testator did by his trust-disposition : " jtlemnt

was, in affect, to confer on his grandchildren an int rest in a
share of his estate, leaving it to his son to say, if he chose
that this interest should be restricted to a liferent."

In /

2 0, ills and Succession vol. ii section 2048.
201. 1928 i.l.t. 560 at p. 561.
202. 2nd Division - Lord Mackay dissenting; 1948 3.l.t. 549*
203. 1950 .0. (n.l.) 17.
204. 1943 s.c* (h.L.) at p. 55.
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In HUMP'* Tn before the Court of Session

it was pleaded that this was the only true ratio decidendi of

loir's case and that as the truster had reserved to himself the

power in the case before them Muir'a caae had no application.

The majority however refused to accept this, holding, as did 'the

House of lords, that both rationes were valid and that under both

the truster's power should be viewed as having been given by the

original settlement.

Accordingly then it is settled law as far as section 9 (and

presumably section 47 as well) is concerned that the effects of

the Scottish perpetuity statutes cannot be evaded by means of a

special power of appointment. (205) This rule has been carried

forward into post 1968 settlements by section 18 (5) (o) of the

1968 Act so that where a special power of appointment is validly

exorcised in favour of a person not in esse at the date of the

instrument creating the power, so as to confer on that person an

interest in liferent, that interest will be enlarged into a foe

immediately, if the appointee is of full age, or if he is not of

full age, on his attaining it.

205. Clearly the provisions could be evaded by means of a general
power of appointment. But as suoh a power would, by
definition, invest the donee with the right to appoint the
property in favour of himself, from a perpetuity point of
view, any attempt to avoid the legislation by this means
would be self-defeating.
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CHATCPft y

AJffU^L.-.TIO^S

However independent might have been the development of moat

of the law of perpetuities in Scotland, it is on undoubted fact

that the law governing accumulations of income has come from

England, (l) both in the specific rules applicable to

accumulations under Scottish trust settlements and in the

raiaon d'etre for those rules. Ironically, it was not the

achievement of the llodorn Rule against Perpetuities that led to

the framing of special rules to deal with accumulations of income,

but rather its failure? specifically its failure, in the eyes of

contemporary opinion in England, to deal adequately with the will

of Peter Thellusson. (2)

Traditionally, the treatment of accumulations by Scottish

commentators has tended to begin and end with the Thellusson

Act, (3) the amendments to it and the Judicial interpretation of

it. It is accepted as an English imposition, and the implication

that accompanies such acceptance is that accumulation settlements

also came to Scotland from the South. Accordingly, then, it

would /

1, See above Chapter II, section 5? at p. 73.
2, See Morris & Leach "The Rule against Perpetuities" (2nd 3d.

1962) at pp. 303-306? G.W. Keeton "Social Change in the Law
of Trusts" (1958) Ch. 4? "The Thellusson Case and Trusts for
Accumulation" (1970) 21 N.I.L.C,. 131? "Modern Developments in
the Law of Trusts" (1971) Ch. 17.

3, 39 & 40 Goo. Ill c. 98 subsequently named the Accumulation
Act 1800.
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would appear to be proper to look first at the English

developments and to examine whether, and if so, how they

correspond with events in Scotland,

i. 32a, .opsins a£ AaamisSiaik 3g&&gaag$fi ta aagtenA
The underlying principle of the accuuailation trust is

essentially that of compound interest; that not only is

capital invested so as to produce income profits, hut that

these income profits, instead of being distributed, are

themselves invested and added to capital. Given that England

wa3 a commercial country where this principle was practised

every day in banking and other transactions it is perhaps

surprising that accumulation settlements appeared comparatively

late. Indeed the first true accumulation cases did not come

before the courts until the second quarter of the eighteenth

century,

The contemporary authority on accumulation settlements was

Hargrave who was senior (and unsuccessful) counsel for the

children in the Thelluason case (4) and who wrote at length on

the problems surrounding the origins of such settlements and who

drew on this learning to found his arguments before the Court of

Chancery and the House of Lords. Although his arguments failed

to establish his clients* case his statement as to the origin and

early development of accumulation settlements was apparently

accepted. /

4, Thelluason v. oodford (1799) 4 Ves. 227; (1805) 11 Ves.
112 (H.L.J
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accepted. Certainly it has been accepted by legal historians (5)

although its application in the ThaHusson case has been

criticised. (6)

The substance of Hargrave's view is that trusts designed

to secure the accumulation of income arose out of constructions

put upon legacies and gifts of residuary personalty where the

Testing of the capital of the fund had been postponed and where

the intermediate income had been left undisposed of by the

testator. The courts affected to construe gifts of the corpus

of the fund as carrying, by implication, the intermediate income,

but that until such time as the stated contingency should be

satisfied the income should be accumulated in the hands of the

trustees, whereupon it should be transferred with the capital

when an interest in that vested. Upon suoh directions of the

court settlors founded elaborate settlements directing expressly

that accumulation should take place (and therefore enjoyment

postponed) during such periods before the relevant interest

vested. In Thellusson v. .joodford (?) Hargrave put it this way*

"However, the practice of posthumous accumulation has, I
confess, by some means insinuated itself. During infancy, such
a trust is scarce more than a restraint upon expenditure almost
necessarily incident to that situation. On that account, perhaps,
a trust for the same purpose escaped observation. This might
lead to attempts at the same thing for a short time afterwards,
and in a way independent both of minority and mental incapacity.
Thus, insensibly, trust [s] of accumulation obtained some sort of
footing. At length, I believe, even respectable lawyers have
been led to suppose it allowable to annex trust [s] of accumulation
to /

5. Sap. Holdsworth - History of English Law vol. vii at pp. 228-231.
6. See Keeton 21 N.I.L.Q. 131.
7. (1799) 4 Ves. at p. 264.
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to executory devise!a] [with regard to] the intermediate
profit® between the death of the testator and the vesting of
the executory devise."

It oust be remembered, when considering Hargrove's

argument in this case, that he was seeking to upset the trust

and was therefore seeking to show how the court could act to

the benefit of his clients. His approach was to attempt to

show that the practice of settling funds for accumulation, and

the cases in which that practice had been upheld were

discreditable by suggesting that the practice had crept in

through the back door and, where it had been sanctioned by the

court, without proper consideration having been given to it.

As we know, this tactic failed* the point was that by the time

of TtWttoam Yt the issue, at least as far as the

Chancery was concerned, was beyond recall. Thus counsel for

the trustees in the original suit submitted: (8)

"It is surprising that it should be doubted whether the
attention of this Court lias been given much to accumulation.
There are many cases in which accumulation has teen directed by
the Court, because the testator has expressly directed it}
others in which it has teen directed not for that reason but
because the will contains indications of such an intention; and
others in which the attention of the Court has been so much drawn
to the legality of the accumulation directed as to fix the period
beyond which it shall not go. (9) There are many cases in which
the attention of the Court has not been called to the subject;
which is to be accounted for upon this; that, large as the
property may have teen, there was no provision to argue a point
so well settled."

The earliest reported decision was dtudholae v. Hodgson (10)

which /

3, ibid at p. 285.
9. Counsel then cited two lato examples, the Cass of Lady Benison'a

WjJJL, at the Holla, 11th July 1787 before Lord Yenyon M,~R. which
was unreported but given the title Harrison v. Harrison in the
Register Book, which concerned a real estate fund, and the very
recently decided spftfe y, i9if --haftpsfriyy,, otherwise ;:®pl 9%
Shaftesbury v. /rrowsanith - Trinity Term 1789 unreported.

10. (1754) 3 P.wms. 500.
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which concerned a bequest of residuary personalty to an infant,

with the vesting postponed until the attainment of majority.

There were no directions as to the destination of the income

during this period hut Lord Talbot L.G, decided that the income

should be accumulated and added to the capital. This decision

was followed by Lord Hardwicke L,C. in Green, v. Skins (ll) in

1742 and was applied subsequently in Butler v. Butler. (12)

Maatea y» U?) n stoa»» (u) «d ijbcon yT,

M&BSBL* (15)
Essentially in these cases the court was filling in a gap

left by the testator. In hole v. Hole (16) that gap had been

filled in ty the draftsman, the will containing express directions

to accumulate. The court upheld the validity of the direction,

as it did in Hawkins v., Combe. (17)
In Green v. Ekins. Lord Hardwicke had drawn a distinction

between personalty and realty, but even in respect of real estate

a similar process was going on. To quote Hargrove again: (is)

"[Trusts for accumulation have] insensibly sprung up under
the shelter of executory devise and trusts of the like nature, (19)
Cases have occurred both for real and personal estate; not cases
of accumulations; but controverted cases of executory devise and
testamentary trusts without any express words to explain to whom
the intermediate profits of the devised property should belong;
and /

11. (1742) 2 Atk, 473.
12. (1744) 3 Atk. 58.
13. (1752) 2 Yes. ben. 430.
14. (1754) 2 Ves. Sen. 521.
15. (1750) 1 Yes. Sen. 485.
16. (1758) 1 Dick. 310.
17. (1783) 1 Bro. C.C. 335.
18. Jurisconsult Exercitations: i, 311-312.
19. See above - Chapter II, section 3.3; at p. 61 et seq.
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and cases in which the great point was whether the boundary lire
of executory devise was exceeded, and in cases in which the point
as to intermediate profits was norely incidental and secondary.
These cases also arising on devises of residuary estate, the
courts of equity wore in sons instances, and the courts of law,
on reference to the© from the former courts for opinion in others,
were tempted by the comprehensive force of the words •residue*
and •residuary* to construe them, as carrying the intermediate
profits to the executory devise cr legatee. In this way
Chancery decided for itself in Chapman v. Bllaactt (20) before
Lord Talbot in 173b. In the sane way Lord Hardwicke and the
other judge of the King's Bench certified to Chancery in

(21) in the following year. Thus while the
judges of both courts seemed to be settling the boundaries of
executory devise, and to be only incidentally deciding that an
unborn person was intended to be legatee of the intermediate
profits instead of a living person, they in reality sanctioned a
trust of accumulation} because if "the intermediate profits were
to go to the future devisee or legatee, they were necessarily to
be saved and accumulated for him."

The decisions in ChfipRffn JM„ rmd. Sterfcens v. Tteuhens

were applied in 1749 in Honking v. Honking (22) and again in the

following year in Lpj,£ (23) where the court

not only prescribed the destination of the intermediate rents and

profits but expressly directed that they should be accumulated

until venting day. (24)

As- in the personalty eases the examples of express directions

came towards the end of the century, specifically in 1786 in the

case of Lady Denison'o will. (25) Here the testatrix had two

nieces, both very young, one of them being not more than four or

five at the date of the will. The will contained directions to

tlT© /

20. (1735) Canes, temp. Talbot 145.
21. (1736) ibid 228,
22. (1749) 1 Ves. Sen. 268.
23. (1750) 1 Vea. Sen. 485.
24. See also Perr/ v. Iftolina (1798) 4 Ves. 108.
25. fryriflOft, y,, fiWMPft cited above at note 9.
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the effect that the residue of her personal estate should he

invested in the purchase of land, and that the rents and

profits of the land to be purchased, and of certain other real

estate held h@r her at the date of her death, should accur.iulat0

until there should be a second son of the body of the eldest

niece, such son'a interest to vest on his majority. (There
were default provisions following upon this). It was contended

that the limitation was too remote and further that the

accumulation provisions were bad. as being unlawful. Lord Kenyon,

however, felt that the law was such that the accumulation could

not be prevented. As was pointed out in the -ffyjjtttigftfl Si*#,*

this accumulation was still going on at the date of the

Thelluaaon litigation. Accordingly than, fcy the time the

Theliuaaoa will was contested there was authority, binding upon

the Chancery Court to the effect that accumulations wore good

provided tlio period of accuiaulation did not exceed that permitted

by law for the settlement of property. (26) As Hargrave

afterwards concluded: (2?)

"We gather, firstly, that the origin of trusts for
accumulation is of comparatively modern date, there being no traces
of such trusts, either express or implied, to be mot with much
before the middle of the eighteenth centuiy. Looondly, that the
first recorded cases of what has been aptly styled 'posthumous
avarice* arose as soon as the extension of commerce and progress of
trade had brought personal property into importance, Thirdly, that
from the middle of the eighteenth century these dispositions had
gradually taken a wider range extending from gifts of residuary
personalty /

26. i.e. The Perpetuity Period.
27. "Treatise on the Thellusson Act" at pp. 56-67.
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personalty to real estate; and after having primarily or/grossed
only the surplus inoooe (luring minorities, had thence extended
to the entire income and for longer periods, under cover of an
executory devise of thS *rest and residue*, hut that shortly
before the end Of the eighteenth century avowed and express
trusts for accumulation coaaeusurate with executory devise hod
made their appearance; although until Mr, Thelluoscn's
experiment, this mania acoumlandi, or Sinking Fund 'Snthusiasia,
does not seem to have led men to grasp at more than One life, or
at mat two lives, and a minority, such life or lives being the
life or lives of the parent or parents of the person to be
beneficially entitled,*

This last remark of Hargrave's raises a further and perhaps

broader point concerning the origin of accumulation settlements,

Whatever the conveyancing loopholes that made possible the

validity of trusts for accumulation we have seen that the bilk of

activity in setting up such settlements with express directions

to accumulate occurred in the 1780s. This ooincided with a

significant development in public finance in Britain in the

setting up by Pitt in 1786 of a Sinking Fund, The theory,

suggested above by Hargrove and followed subsequently by Beeton,

was that the creators of accumulation settlements wore merely

applying to private fortunes a principle that had been dignified

by its adoption by governments specifically that x'hellussoa and

others were founding their settlements on the principle of the

Sinking Fund, Keetoa describes it as follows! (28)

"Annual appropriations were to be invested and accumulated
at compound interest until the suss realised was sufficient to pay
off the National Debt, Unfortunately, ingland was on the eve of
& prolonged struggle with France, during which the rate of interest
on Government borrowing rose to an amount exceeding the earnings
of the Finking Fund. It was not until 1S12 that it was noticed
that the interest on the money borrowed to appropriate to the
Sinking Fund exceeded it3 yield, but in the early years of its
existence /

28. (1970) 21 ft.I,Xt«Q, at p. 153.
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existence the possibilities of the l\md undoubtedly infIv .nood
a number of testators of whoa ihelluaoon (29) was the chief.
If the idea of aecuoulntion could be used to pay off the National
Debt, it could be used with ofcaliar advantages for private
benefit."

2hla /

29* F.aeton goes on to suggest two further reasons applicable in the
case of fetor ihcllussoii. iio writes* (ibid at pp» 154-155)
"This [i.o. the Sinking1 Fund] my not have been the only episode of
public finance which influenced fheliusson in oak.ing his will, a
draft of which was said to have existed som time before 1790, In
that your Pitt, needing additional finance, infotried the Governoaw
of the Bonk of ingland (of which Bator Isaac fhcllusaon [Peter
Tbollueson's son] was a Director) that the balances of tmcl&iscd
dividends on government stock in th© hands of the Bank, had been
constantly increasing and at that date Mounted to -547,000. He
therefore suggested that the Tovemor aiiSvfc use then. rJhc f-ovornora
and directors streimously opposed this, and petitioned the foasaons,
urging that the agents of aany foreigners, including the
fhellussom, were extensively interested in the unclaimed. funds,
that only £190,000 had been undistributed for acre than three years,
and that the unolaisad suae were neither forgotten nor their owners
unknown. Substantial sums, it my bs sursised, were held by tho
ldwllussons and others on behalf of Preach investors, In opito of
the Bank's protests however, Pitt aocured £500,000 of these balances
in perpetual loan, in return for a guarantee in case of claias.
•That the British Oovemsnertt eventually profited substantially from
thin oonpuloory surrender through the destruction of French
depositors under tho guillotine -baring the 'fervor is not open to
doubt. In 1790, however, no one foresaw this, and it has boon
suggested that Peter Thellusoon wished to build up a fund that
would protect his fmaily against claias alien the l-lreneh devolution
had spent itself, and when peace returned to Bunope.

Phis ?aay have been a contributory factor ..... but it is not the
min reason for this remrfcablo will ••••• (.fjhere was a much max®
important object, and it was this which provoked such a burst of
hostility from the :English upper clasoes. iSiie mm the age when
.. .at and dost India nerchsnts were steadily translating their
wealth into land, and were founding noble families, This was
exactly what Jhelluaeon intended. ?he foully muae oust be
perpetuated, but there oust be at least one coronet in the fardly,
wild: extensive landed estates to support it Peter himeelf
never entered tho portals of the House of Lords, although /titer Isaac
b oasse Baron Bendleshaa in 1005. At this point the elder fetor's
intentions ssswd well on the way to fulfilment."
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This view Is not entirely without difficulty if only because

some of the settlements, and indeed the cages upon then (3°)

clearly antedated the establishment of the Sinking Fund. hat

probably happened was that the idea of accumulation was generally

gaining favour as the middle classes increased their influence

throughout the ei^teenth century and that the settlements of

this mercantile class simply gave positive expression to it,

having the same ultimate aim attributable to most creators of

perpetuities. (31) Its employment by the government in 1786

merely added respectability to a device already employed in the

private sector, bat its use by the government may well have

increased its popularity.

2. ^l^nts .Jqotlaqd

Unfortunately the origins and derivation of accumulation

settlements in Scotland are not so well documented as they are in

the bouth: there was apparently no one like Hargrave who liad a

sufficiently large chip on his shoulder about the subject. (32)
However from the cases a few inferences can be drawn.

In the first place the number of accumulation settlements

prior to the passing of the Thellusaon Act appears to have been

small; and the numbers do not appear to increase substantially

until towards the middle of the nineteenth oentury. Indeed by

the /

30. bee especially Hole v. Hole (1753) 1 Dick. 310 and Hawkins v.
Combe (1783) 1 Bro. C.C, 335. And in the case of Lady
.Ponioon's Jill, the will antedated the setting up of the
Sinking Fund,

31. See above Chapter I, section 2.1.1; at p. 13 et seq; and
Chapter V note 29.

32. See Loeton's remarks esp. 21 N.I.L.Q,. 131 et seq.
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the time of K*Laren's Law of Trusts and Trust Settlements (33)

the number was still snail, the author being able to cits only

five Scottish oases on the subject, a large portion of his

treatment being drawn from English sources, (34) This

approach would clearly tend to support the view that the law

governing accumulations in Scotland has its origins in the Eouth.

However, in spite of this, there are a very small number

of Scottish accumulation settlements which ante-date the

Accumulations Act. These have little in common with the cases

coming before the English courts? indeed there do not appear to

be any examples of the Scottish courts being asked to pronounce

on the destination of intermediate income arising prior to the

vesting of a contingent interest before 1800; still loan is there

any decree of the court ordering such income to be accumulated

until vesting.

/aid yet there is nevertheless an affinity between the legal

sources which permitted the development of accumulation settlements

in England and those which provided the legal background in

Scotland. In England, it will be remembered, accumulation

settlements grew out of types of executory devise and bequest.

In all those cases a supplementary (in the early cases, a primary)
consideration was whether the limitation was bad for perpetuity.

In other words the accumulation settlement grew out of the

development /

33. Edinburgh 1B63.
34. These are the case3 directly related to points arising from the

Act or from the common law. In addition H'Laren mentioned
three others from the general 3cots law of Eueoesalon on
peripheral matters. He also cites I!'Hair (sea note 35) which
was not an accumulation of the orthodox type, the income there
being accumulated for seven year periods, at the end of which
it was to be distributed.
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development of the general law of perpetuities. In Scotland

a not dissimilar prowess seerae to have taken place. We have

seen that in H'Kair (35) the principle of perpetuity was

accepted by analogy with entails (36) and mortifications. (37)

So, too, the first accumulation settlements were to be found in

entails and mortifications.

The earliest example is the case of Barholffi settlements (36)

which came before The Court of Session in 1752, The background

here was the practice of some entailers of directing that any

mirplus income produced by the entailed estate should not accrue

to the heir of entail in possession but should be employed by

him in the purchase of additional lands which were to be entailed

cn the some terras and conditions as, and thereby added to, th©

original entail. In a sense this was a form of accumulation

settlement, but was relatively ineffective in view of the facts

that the forms of words used were often permissive (39) and not

mandatory, but that, even if mandatory, the directions were easily

avoided by th© heir of entail's arranging his affairs in ouch * way

as to make the occurrence of a surplus most unlikely.

The Baxholm settlements extended this practice by not only-

making the direction to purchase additional lands mandatory, but

also by providing that, with the exception of small amounts to bo

paid to specified beneficiaries, the entire income produced was to

bo/

35. 1791 Bell's Caa. 547.
36. See above Chapter III, section 4.1.1. at p. 193 ®t sec,
37. ibid section 4.1.2. at p. 197 et seq.
38. f i ti v- McCulloah 1752 5 W & 3 547 Note* 2he semoment

is set out above in Chapter III, section 4? at p. 107 ©t seq,
39. Often expressed in terms such as "It is my hope that" or "my

desire that".
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be used to purchase acre laud which was to be put under strict

entail, Admittedly the ultimate tine for distribution would

vary from beneficiary to beneficiary and the estate so

accumulated was to be fragmented among the entailer's remote

descendants, but nonetheless this settlement amounted to a

deliberate attempt at accumulation.

It should be noted that the idea of using current incone

to increase the corpus of the entailed estate was not a notion

peculiar to Scotland? it was an accepted practice to provide

for the setting aside of a portion of the income of a tenant

for lifte under English strict settlements, ..here the Bsrholm

settlements were unique however, was the virtually all-embracing

nature of the accumulation. The income involved was not the

surplus, was not even a portion, but was primarily the whole of

the rente and profitB produced by the estate and additions

thereto, with such sues as were actually paid out being a

deduction therefrom. In a sense, therefore, it constituted not

merely an extension of existing practice, but a departure to the

extent that the "surplus" principle had been reversed.

./e have seen that the pursuer pleaded that the law should not

allow such (40) "propoatexxma provisions, locking up estates for

ages, securing from them the least possible advantage to his

family and leaving his immediate descendants in poverty and

ignorance",

The Court accepted this argument, but unfortunately the basis

of its decision is unclear, 'The only report of the Judgement in

that /

40. 5 ii & 3 at p. 184 (Hote)
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that of Lord .Jlchies who wroto* (41)

"This was a question of reducing two most ridiculous
entails and trust rights whereby excepting small aliments to
the heir, the rents were to be applied for many years in
purchasing other estates and [settling] than in the same maimer.
We all agreed to reduce the whole deeds,"

When, however, the case was sought to be relied on to reduce

the accumulation provisions of the Strathmore entail (42) it was

rejected by Lord Brougham on the basis that the settlements of

Baiholm were unintelligible being (4?) "mixed up with such a mass

of clauses, impossible to be construed, that vexy nonsense of

itself constitutes a material specialty, and prevents the case

from applying as an authority to another case where no such

specialty exists".

Imperfect as the reports of this case are, it is the only one

to have ease before the courts prior to the Act of 1800 where the

subject matter was undeniably a settlement specifically designed

for the increase of the oapital by the principle of accumulation.

The reports mention two other, rather shadowy, instances where the

settlement mey have been by way of an accumulation trust. The

first was that of Lady Betty Cunningham* s settlement which was

referred to In H'Hair yn F'ffffljUT (44) by counsel as "differing from

the present in that the annual produce was withdrawn from the use

of the heirs unless under particular circumstances". (45) There

is nothing, however, in H*^air*a case to indicate that the income so

withdrawn was accumulated. The ease in any event was never

actually /

41. Elch. "Tailsie" Ho. 48.
42. ijlfflrtftHMffi'ft pTttftfftff T» 1831 5 w & S 170.
43. ibid at p. 196.
44. 1791 Bell*s Cas. 547.
45. ibid at p. 551.
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actually decided, the action being compromised and the trust

funds divided under the declaration of an arbiter. (46)

(The other was the settlement of Lord Hyndford which was

referred to in K'Nair'a case and was discussed in a little more

detail by lord Brougham in "mtWR, Ym, ,3jiffiBtfWBfr (42)
The difficulty about this is the treatment afforded to it by

Lord Brougham for, at first sent ion, tho Lord Chancellor appears

to cite it in connection with general observations about

perpetuities as an instance of a settlement vhich was apparently

upheld in part but which had a tendency to perpetuity. But he

then proceeds to use it as a foundation for his observations on

accumulation trusts. (47)

There is one other known example of an eighteenth century

trust for accumulation. This has nothing to do with the purchase

of lands for settlement under antail but constitutes one of the

examples cited in h'Nn-ir as a valid perpetual trust. It was in

fact the settlement of John Watson in 1781 for the endowment of a

hospital in Edinburgh. Apparently a sum of £4,700 was directed

to be accumulated by the trustees, such accumulation realising

£90,000 in 1822. (48)
In spite of these eighteenth century examples it would seem

that the legality of an accumulation trust as such was not really

brought /

46. Per Lord President Campbellj ibid at p. 552 "The only siiiilar
case is Lady Betty Cunningham's and there the trust was to
continue in force only for so many generations* Z do not
know that a decision was given in that ease. But it came
into Court; and either by the advice of friends or in
consequenoe of what passed here, it was submitted, and the
fluids divided under the declaration of an arbiter".

47. (1831) 5 W & 3 at p. 197.
48. See per Note of lord Cuninghame in ifrV?1i9QP Yt

9f (1846) a B at p. 1234.



brought into question, until the Strathpore case. There was of

course the decision in the Barholm case but that, irrespective of whether

Lord Brougham*s assessment of the settlement is correct, involves

points of difficulty. The first is that there is no evidence that

the Court of Session addressed its attention to the question of the

legality of an accumulation at all. It may well be, of course, that

this is what Lord Elehies was referring to when h© described the

settlements as "ridiculous". But it seems just as likely that, la

view of the pleas of the pursuer, the court had in mind the economic

effects of the provisions on the immediate and not so immediate family

of the settler. And then there is the problem that the deeds were

reduced as being "inextricable", which tends to support Lord

Brougham*s opinion of the case.

The first case, then, reported at any length, which considers

the legality of accumulation trusts under the law of Scotland was that

of rtr&frtefr'a Trustee? vff Sfrpafoaorg (42) which concerned a direction

to accumulate the rents of an estate for the term of thirty years, or

until the death of the longest liver of two persons named in the

settlement, for the purpose of investing the sums so accumulated in

ths purchase of lands to be entailed. As we have been. Lord Brougfasaa

refused to apply the Bartxolm ease on the basis that the irrationality

apparent there wa3 absent from the Strathaore settlement which

displayed the "plain, consistent and distinct intention (49) of the
framer of the deeds. The Hyndford settlement, however was less easy

to dispost of. After citing the passages from 1=1*Hair where the

settlement /

49. 5 W & 3 at p. 195; See above Chapter III at note 294.
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settlement was commented upon, Lord Brougham continued: (50)

"I have looked into the papers of the Hyndford case :;_nd they
raise the impression that the trust was to endure for a longer
period of tine than by possibility this oould. This was not a
dsed for 25 years, except in one of two alternatives happening;
hut nevertheless the deed was supported, if I am to take the
statement of Lord President Campbell. He eaya it may be supported
in so far as it was temporary, for special purposes; and what
possibly may reconcile the books on the subject is, that it was
supported as regards the temporary part, and set aside only as
regards the perpetuity. Here it is not contended that the
perpetuity should be supported, nor is that contention necessary
to support the judgement of the Court below."

iToia this Lord Brougham drew the conclusion that there was

nothing inherently illegal about accumulation trusts in Scotland

if within the limits described above, that the accumulation should

be for a "special purpose" and should not endure in perpetuity.

He elaborated this last pointt (50)

"1 do not mean to say that there may not be an extremely
good ground for setting aside an accumulation which is to go on for
ever, and I do not consider that we are bound to say how long or
3hort a period money or land may accumulate in Scotland ..... I
must say •■••• [however] that it would be very desirable to have the
rule fixed by positive statute in Scotland as Lord Loughborough* a
Act did in England." (51)

The said Act was extended to heritable properly in ^ootlaad by

section 41 of the Entail Amendment (Scotland) Act 1848 (52) end in

t» T« (53) the question arose as to whether that

provision operated retrospectively. The case concerned a direction

to the trustees of a settlement to retain the management of certain

heritable estates until the death of the party named, if she should

die childless, or if she should have children, until the majority of

her elder surviving child, during which period the rent3 and profits

of /

50. ibid at p. 198/199.
51. Lord Loughborough • s Act (The TheHueson Act) only extended to

moveables in Scotland at this time.
52. The lutherfurd «ot{ 11 & 12 Viot. o. 36.
53. (1357) 19 D 1040.
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of the estate were to be collectad and laid out in the purchase

of lands in Scotland which were then to be entailed, The

argument concerned the operation, as stated, of section 41 of the

Rutherford Act, its being assumd, in consequence of Lord rough-am's

judgement in the btratfoaore case that the accumulation directions

in the settlement were valid at coraracm law.

Both the limits as to purpose and tine were considered by

the First Division in Mason v. blqinner (54) which concerned a

settlement which provided for the accumulation of rents from

heritable properties for an indefinite period and for purposes which

were not expressed with any clarity, but intended for the benefit

of the Scottish Episcopal Church. The court referred the matter

to an accountant as to the practicability of implementing the

direction© and on receiving his adverse report reduced the settlement,

Lord iiUllerton summing up the position in this way: (55)

".♦...* [Accumulations must have a definite object. The
beneficial interests must merge immediately as in the case of a
charitable endowment. Here not only is the fund to continue for
ever, but the accumulations also are to continue for ever, and
without any definite object, making it impossible for any court to
carry the testator's intentions into effect. It is in fact a mere
emulous accumulation."

Again however there was no attempt to fix any precise time

limit, the members of court acquiescing in the view of the Lord

Ordinary, Lord Cuninghame, that an accuaulation intended for "too

distant a contingency" (56) would be ineffectual at common law. (57)

Two /

54. (1844) 16 Jur. 422.
55. ibid at p. 425.
56. ibid at p. 423.
57. For further discussion of the implications of this case see

Chapter I section 3*3, at p. 32 et seq; Chapter III sections
4*2.2. and 4.2.3* at p. 201 et seq.
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Two points strike one in reading through the reports of these

cases, The first is the tendency to discuss accumulations in

teres of general perpetuities.

This is particularly noticeable in the 8trathmo.re case, and

indeed in reason v. oldLraaer. especially in Lord Cuninghame' s Note,

the tendency is present also. Doubtless this was why it could

still be seriously contended in Yt, 'r^te, (58)
that private trusts generally might be bad for perpetuity. The

second point, which is derived froia this is that, as far as the

effects of perpetuity were concerned, (57) trusts which directed

the accumulation of income wore specials they were affected by a

remoteness principle in a way that no other trust in Scots law

was. he have seen that the courts never attempted to fix a hard

and fast rule as to what might and what might not be too remote

save that an accumulation which went on for ever was bad. No one

ever attempted to define what "too distant a contingency" meant,

ioid of course there was scarcely any need to do so, for four years

after ixson v. skinner statutory control was extended which made

such deliberations of the common law virtually redundant.

5* tfg,

In their chapter on accumulations Morris and Leach write t (59)

"The Thellusson Act was rushed through Parliament in a panic,
one year after the Thellusson dispositions had been upheld by the
Court of Chancery, at a time then people had an almost
superstitious fear of the power of compound interest. They were
shocked /

53. 1846 18 Jur. 442.
59. "The Rule against Perpetuities" (2nd E4. 1962) at pp. 305-504.
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shocked at what they regarded as the heartlesanesa of the will,
and fearful lest the great Thellueson whirlpool drain into
its vortex all the wealth of the country.

We know that these fears were exaggerated. The
accumulation did not produce one tenth of the amount of the most
conservative estimate. Modem opinion tends to regard the
testator's scheme as pathetic rather than heartless and to dismiss
the whole episode as a comaentary on the vanity of human wishes.
After all, Peter Thellusson did not leave his wife and children
destitute - he divided well over £100,000 between them before
disposing of his residue.

But the Thellusson Act remains to this day as a memorial to
the shock which one man's testamentary dispositions administered
to contemporary opinion." (60)

Of the reasons for that shock the Act itself says very

little merely contenting itself with a recital that

"••••• it is expedient that all dispositions of real or
personal estates whereby the profits and produce thereof are
directed to be accumulated, and the beneficial enjoyment thereof
if postponed, should be subject to the restrictions hereinafter
contained ....." (61)

fortunately, there are the writings end pleadings of Hargrove.

His "Treatise on the Thellusson Act" contains a long and at tiara

emotional, diatribe on the evils of accumulation settlements. Most

of these reproduce the standard arguments against perpetuities (62)

with the added dimension that an accumulation went even further,

resulting in "the causeless disinhersion of unoffending families .....

produced by the dassling prospect of remote but apparently

boundless aggrandisement, presented by accumulation at compound

interest for nearly a century". (6?)

In /

60. Certainly the Thellusson will has been the birth of nuch
emotional oritien both judicially and otherwise. For a
commentary on this see Keeton (1970) 21 N.I.L. . 130 et eeq,

61. 39 & 40 Geo III c. 98 preamble.
62. bee above Chapter I section 3.2? et p. 21 et sec; Chapter

II section 4.1 at p. 65 et esq; Chapter III section >.6
p. 161 et seq.

63. "Treatise on the Tholluason Act" at p.p.62/3
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In point of fact the theae of his argument in his "Treatise"

is simply a development of his submissions to Lord Loughborough

in the bourt of Chancery which Vesoy's Report rendered thus; (64)
"The consequence of not overruling the legality of the30

trusts must be that executory devise Bay be applied to prevent all
alienation of property for 120 or eras 140 years; and by combining
it with accumulation it may be possible to prohibit all
beneficial enjoyment during the same period. buch a combination
of trust of accumulation with executory device could not be endured
without the moot glaring and dangerous mischief to the community by
looking up an immense property and the income of it for many years
to the great injury of -the commerce, the revenue and the wealth of
the country; by monopolising and reducing into a state of
mortmain the landed estates of the Kingdom to a great extent, and
by giving at the end of that period, possibly to one individual,
a property producing a revenue equal to the Civil List upon a
moderate calculation. This nay be imitated in other instances
and carried to a much greater extent upon the principles which
must be established by a judgement in favour of these trusts.
But by a combination of accumulation with executory devise, even
confining the latter to its proper limits, the incidental public
mischief would bo very great by affording very probable means of
protracting accumulations for half a century." (65)

One of the things vrhioh comes through from this, as from all

Hargrove's considerations of the Batter, is an apparent discrepancy

between the basis of his argument and the real issue. The basis

of /

64. 4 Veo at p. 280.
65. dee per Keeton "Kodcrn developments in the Law of Trusts" at

p. 221. " [ Hargrave ] repeats the error whioh appears throughout
his consideration of the Thellunson cane, whether in court or
in publication. [He] fails to distinguish between the denial
of beneficial enjoyment to tlie successor, until the estate vests,
and the investment and management of the property by the
trustees. But it is not difficult to detect in this and in
other passages of his work, the dislike of the landowners for
the increasingly numerous and wealthy commercial and industrial
families, of idiom the Thelluaaon family was an outstanding
example. Finally it should be noticed that ouch of luirgrave'a
denunciation of trusts for accumulation, on the ground of
injury to commerce, could have been applied equally to strict
settlements of land, as their history in the nineteenth century,
and the piecemeal legislation in respect of them, was to show."
(^ee above. Chapter III, section 3.7. at p. 176 et sec.)
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of his argument is primarily legal principle, and, if that is

insufficient, the principle of public policy. But the real

issue was not either of these: the real issue was sise, (65)

and th© law had not yet arrived at the stage where it was prepared

to frown upon an arrangement simply because it created an

agglomeration of assets in excess of what it considered to be

appropriate,

do instead the case was fought on the basis of legal

principle and on the basis of public policy: and was lost.

Indeed the policy argument was most emphatically rejected in a

rather surprising statement from Lord Jldon, (67) He said:

"In truth there is no objection to accumulation upon the
policy of the law applying to perpetuities? for the rents and
profits are not to be locked up, and made no use of, for the
individuals or th© publio. The effect is only to invest them
from time to time in land; so that the fund is, not only in a
constant cause of accumulation, but in a constant course of
circulation."

what is surprising is the difference in attitude adopted in

this case when compared with the ordinary perpetuity situations.

It /

66. See per Lord Brougham L.C. in vf
strattoPEO (lBJl) 5 W 4 3 at p. 192.

"By the will of Mr. Thellusson, he had intended, from motives
of family pride, to accumulate property to an immense mount.
It was calculated that the fund might probably reach 100
millions before it could be enjoyed? and it was said that in
thirty years, which was the lowest period you could then look
forward to, it would amount to eighteen or nineteen millions.
Alas! the calculations of those who thus commented on that will
were as vain as the wishes of the testator himself for it is a

fact worth mentioning, to show the value of such perspective
views of accumulation, that the Court of Chancery having got
possession of the property, this great accumulation is now
under £500,000."
li'Laren in his "Law of Trusts" repeats the fallacy that
Thellusson was a millionaire (at p. 116)? in fact his estate
at his death was worth approximately £800,000, and the residue
that was to be accumulated about £600,000,

67. (1805) 11 Ves. at p. 147.
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It would appear to the present writer that the "fund" in both

cases is in exactly the same position; oither it has been

invested and is thereby producing income or is of itself

producing income. ait in neither case is circulating. In

both cases ik is static, albeit producing farther wealth. The

only difference is that in an accumulation trust, there is

provision for a compulsory application of income in a specified

way, as opposed to the unrestricted, and possibly diasipatory,

options open to an income beneficiary under an ordinary

settlement. It is submitted that, if the policy of the law

with regard to perpetuities had foundation, then the same

considerations apply to accumulations; indeed, perhaps even more

so in view of the prescribed conversion of income into capital

and thereby increasing the amount of the fund subject to fetters.

4. ;rto

The Accumulation Xules, as they apply in Scotland are at

present contained almost entirely in two legislative provisions,

section 5 of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1951 (68) and section 6 of

the Law deform (liiacellaneous Provisions)(Scotland) Act 1S66. (69)

The former of these two provisions is a repeal and re-enactment,

with amendments, of almost all of the then existing legislation on

the subject, going back to the Thellusoon Act itself; the latter

contains the counterpart for Scotland of the accumulations

provisions of The Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1964 which

concerned England only.

A/

68. statute 9 & 10 ALis II c. 57.
69. ibid 1966 c. 19.
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A consideration of the Accumulation Rales seems to fall

into five parts: first, the legislation; second, its scope;

third, the periods of accumulation permitted under the Rules;

fourth, invalid directions and their consequences; and fifth,

the termination of accumulations.

4.1. The Legislation

4.1.1. The Thellusson Act

The first legislation was, of course, the Thellusson Act, (70)
and it might be helpful to set out its provisions:

"1. ..... Be it enacted ..... That no person or persons shall,
after the passing of this Act, by any deed or deeds, surrender or
surrenders, will, codicil or otherwise howsoever, settle or
dispose of any real or personal property, so and in such manner
that the rents, issues profits or produce thereof shall be
wholly or partially accumulated; for any longer term than the
life or lives of any such grantor or grantors, settlor or settlors;
or the term of twenty one years from the death of any such grantor,
settlor, devisor or testator, or during the minority or respective
minorities of any person or persons who shall be living, or in
ventre sa mere at the time of the death of such grantor, devisor or
testator; or during the minority or respective minorities only of
any persons who, under the uses or trusts of the deed, surrender,
will or other assurances, directing such accumulations, would, for
the time being, if of full age, be entitled unto the rents, issues
and profits, or the interest dividends or annual produce so
directed to be accumulated; and in every case where any
accumulation shall be directed otherwise than aforesaid, such
direction shall be null and void, and the rents, issues, profits
and produce of such property so directed to be accumulated, shall
so long as the same shall be directed contrary to the provisions of
this Act, go to and be received by such person or persons as would
have been entitled thereto if such accumulation had not been
directed.

2. /

70. ibid 39 & 40 Geo. Ill c. 98.
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2. provided always . That nothing in this Act contained shall
extend to any provision for payment of debts of any grantor,
settlor or devisor, or other person or persona, or to any provision
for raising portions for any child or children of any person taking
any interest under any such conveyance, settlement or devise, or
to any direction touching the produce of timber or wood upon any
lands or tenements; but that all such provisions and directions
shall and may be made as if this Act had not been passed.

3. Provided also ..... That nothing in this Act contained shall
extend to any disposition respecting heritable property within
that part of Great Britain called Scotland.

4. Provided also That the restrictions in this Aot contained
shall take effect and be in force with respect to wills and
testaments made and executed before the passing of this Act, in
such cases only where the devisor or testator shall be living, and
of sound and disposing mind, after the expiration of twelve
calendar Months from the passing of this Aot."

Perhaps surprisingly, in view of the express exclusion of

heritage in Scotland and the consequent implication that Jcottish

moveables were covered, it has been suggested by Bell (71) that the

Aotb application at all to Scotland was doubtful. No ground or

attempted justification is given for this view, expressed as it is

in a footnote (72); but presumably it is based on an idea that the

Act is not expressly stated as applying to Scotland and therefore,

in spite of section 3, does not so apply.

This view, it should be stated, was not shared by Baron David

Hume (73) or by the later editors of Erskine (74); and it was not

shared by the Courts, its being accepted by Lord Brougham in

i'ymrteeq y, gfrflrtEfflTf (75) in 1831 and stated by the

Court of Session in KaWP Y» Kfi&tt (76) that boottish
moveables were covered.

Ho /

71. Be lifeCommentaries (7th Ed. M'Laren) at p. 37, footnote 39.
72. However this would appear to conflict with the statement in

footnote 2 on p. 36.
73. Lectures vol. V p. 193 (stair Soo. vol. 18).
74. bee III ix 14, Hotes.
75. (1831) 5 W & 3 170.
76. (1857) 19 D 1040.
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No Indication is given as to why Parliament bow fit to exenpt

heritage in 3cotland from the operation of the Act. In

3trathmore* s Trustees (75) tw suggestions were made. The first

was that the statute proceeded upon a principle of English law,

namely the recognition of the period of twenty-one years after

lives in being, beyond which restraint of property is not allowed

for fear of perpetuity. This, quite clearly, is true as far as

the general background to the Act is concerned, and indeed was

accepted as ouch by Lord Brougham. The s ©cond suggestion hov/evor

was nor*© specific. It was put forward by counsel for the

appellant in the following terrast (77)

"No doubt the statute contains the exception, that 1notiling
in this act contained shall extend to any disposition respecting
heritable properly within that part of Great Britain called
Scotland, but this exception was introduced because it was
unnecessary to extend the protection of the statute to Scotland,
seeing that the coaaon law of that country was in itself sufficient
to prevent undue accumulation. Surely the exception could not
have been made for insuring in Scotland, in a worse shape, the
existence of the evil thus corrected in -jngland."

The foundation for this argument was the decision in the

(78) reducing the deeds which made provision for

accumulations there. As we have Seen, however, Lord Brougham

refused to apply this case, or to treat it as authoritative}

certainly he refused to regard it as settling any principle

governing the validity of accumulations.

However the same point was restated in Haaon v. . kimer (79)

by Lord Cuninghas©, again founding himself on the .3cihola. case, and

here /

77. 5 ¥ & 3 at op. 182-185.
78. (1752) 5 W & S (Note) at pp. 180-185.
79. (1844) 16 Jur. 422.
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here the Inner House did. not dissent from the view of the Lord

Ordinary. (80) The reason for the difference of treatment

became academic some four years later with the extension of the

Act to heritable property.

In the forty-eight years during which the distinction hid

relevance there was only one case before the courts which appeared

to turn on it. This was TrHpfoep 7r

Dundee (Si) which concerned a bequest of £2,000 payable out of the

general residue of the deceased's estate. The testator directed

that this sum be invested in (Jovernnent Dtook and the interest it

earned to be reinvested in the Ainds, such accumulations to

continue for a hundred years. It was held that, although the

general residue contained heritage, the source of the intended

accumulations was the £2,000 itself; this was moveable property

and so was outvith the scope of the exception.

This decision was relied upon and followed in Keith's 2ruate.ee

v. Keith (82) which concerned a conveyance lay the settler of the

general residue of his estate to trustees on trust to invest his

estate /

80. In the jtrathaore caa,e (at p. 193) lord Brougham appeared to
favour the explanation that the omission in the Act erne from
a combination of two factorst first, the general background
of accumulations in the English law of perpetuities, a
background which was not shared with the law of Scotland, and
secondly, that Parliament had specifically declared its
intentions with regard to Scotland in the Act. But, with
respect, this last seems to be begging, rather than answering
the question as to the reasons for the different treatment of
heritage and moveables.

81. (1346) 8 D 1229.
82. (1857) 19 D 1040.
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estate in the purchase of lands, the rents of which were to be

accumulated until the death of his Aaughtorj rnd again invested

in lands with power to nuke intermediate purchases. It was

attempted to bring this case within the exception on the basis

that the accumulations after each purchase were the produce of

lands. The Court however rejected this, finding that this

submission referred to the manner of accumulation, which was

immaterialj what was important was the source of the fund, which

was moveable estate. As such the Act was held to apply. As

Lord Ardmlllan stated: (83)

"The test of the application of the rule, or the exception,
in the Thollusson Act, is to be found in the character of the •

property of whioh. the rents and profits are directed to bo
accumulated. In this case it was a * residue* of general estate,
heritable ...d moveable, in dnglanu and in Scotland. lands in
Scotland arc? to be purchased with the accumulated fond, and the
rents of the purchased lands, or in other words the annual proceeds
of the produce of the accumulations, arc to be again accumulated
until the period arrives for winding up the trust and executing an
entail of the Scottish landed estate. But the nucleus or centre
of the accumulations, around which the rents and proceeds are to
be wound as they annually arise, was the residue of the whole estate
conveyed to the trustees: and, except in so far as regards the
heritable property in Scotland so convoyed, this process of
accwtulation appears to the Lord Ordinary to be opposed to the
enactments of the Thelitis, on 'ct, and th-rofore to be only legal for
twenty-one years after Lord Keith* 3 death. The decision in the
case of CyIIv..ye's Trustcon jVj,fi. ii&ife. ..... In vhich
the Thellussoxi act was applied by the Oourt, though heritable
subjects in Scotland were conveyed as part of a general estate, of
which *tha balance' was directed to be accumulated for a hundred
years, is not opposed to the view now expressed. In that oase the
trustees had a power of sale whioh it was necessary to exercise in
order to create the balance, which formed what the lord President
called /

■/. ibid at pp. 1053/1054
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called (64) the 'nest egg of the accaumilationa', or 'the
foundation of the fund'. The attempt to bring the case within
the exception in the TheHubson Act failed, and the rule of that
nt was enforced. In the present case the foundation of the
fund to be accumulated, and that which gave a character to the
subsequent accumulations, was (in so far as it did not consist of
heritable property in Scotland) within the rule of the Thelluason
Act| and if, in order to bring it within the exception, it were
only necessary to provide that the accumulated funds should be
invnted In land in Soot land, of which the rents Should continue
to bo accumulated, this would substantially be to set nought the
provisions of the statute. It is not from considering the
object [for which] the accumulations cure to be applied, but from
considering the character of the property from vrhich the
accumulations are to be gathered, that any just criterion can be
obtained for applying the rule or the exception in the TheXlus-rion
ct (85) prior to the recent statute of hor present Majesty.'' (86)

4.1.2. The Rutherford Act (86)

Given that the stated object of the Act was to assimilate the

law of entail in Scotland with that Of England (84) it is

unsurprising that the law relating to accumulations of income

deriving from heritage in Scotland should also be anglicised.

Thus section 41 provided.

"And /

84. per Lord President Boyle at p. 1240: "The general est.- to of
the trustor is to be brought into such a shape as to leave a
balance, and then the £2,00C, or the remainder of the balance,
as the case may be, is to be applied as therein directed.
£2,000 is what the truster contemplates as the balance. '"hat
was to be the nest egg of this accumulation. The truster did
not contemplate leaving a heritable estate as the foundation of
the fund with which the projected institution was to bo
established. He contemplated a moveable fund. I therefor®
cannot find that the bequest for the proposed accumulation .....
was within the exception in the ThejIjluoson Act."

85. Citing Hargrave - "Treatise on the Thellusson Act" at p. 19.
86. The hitail Arendrent (Scotland) Act 1848, statute 11 A 12

Vict. c. 36.
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"And whereas an Act was passed in the 39th and 40th years
of His Majesty King deorge the Third, instituted An Act to
restrain all Trusts and Directions in Deeds or Wills whereby the
Profits or Produce of Heal or Personal istate shall be accinnulated,
and the beneficial enjoyment thereof postponed beyond the tine
therein limited (87) ••••• be it enacted that (08) ..... the said
Act shall in future apply to heritable property in Jcotlax ."

I11 -rv g. ,.oith (89) the question arose to

whether that part of the estate which consisted of heritable

p-.'operty in ..cotland was subject to the restrictions on accumulation

introduced in 1848, the settlement having been uade before- ihen.

It was held that the words "in future" could not be. construed as

applying to existing accumulations and that accordingly the

accumulation in this case was not caught.

4.1.3. The Accumulations Act 1892 (90)

It will have boen noted that the classical accumulation fund

to be used in the purchase of real or heritable property for the

purpose of entailing it (91) was a not infrequent part of

nineteenth century conveyancing practice in Soot land. The Act

provides t

"No person shall after the passing of this Act, settle or
dispose of any property in such manner that the rents, issues,
profits or income thereof shall be wholly or partially accumulated
for i,be purchase of land only for any longer period than during the
Minority or respective minorities of any person or persons who
under the uses or trusts of the instrument directing such
accumulation would, for the time being, if of full are, be entitled
to receive the rents, issues, profits or irioouo as directed to be
accumlnted."

The /

7. Sec above Chapter III section 3.7. at p. 176 et son.
88. Denotes words repeated by statute Law Revision act 1891.
89. (1057) 19 D. 1040.
90. 55 h 56 Vict c. 55.
91. 'or aore reason, which is unexplained in their boo!:,, oxxis and

Leach describe this practice a3 "a particularly loathsome
Manifestation of post-humous vanity", (at p. 272).
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i

The Act then restricted such accumulations even more than

tiioso to which only the Ihelluason Act applied permitting only

One period of accua&ilution instead of the four allowed under the

original Act and can be regarded as one of the reforming

enactments of that period concerning settled estates. There

appears to have been only one decision of the Scottish courts on

this Act. This was the case of ^Waft's '^topp Yt

Trustees (91a) which concerned a direction whereby trustees wore,

on the expiry of a trust liferent, to hold the residue of an estate

for a further period of fifteen years, accumulating the income from

the fund, adding it to capital and using the whole in purchasing

heritage to be entailed on a series of heirs. It was held that

the period of accumulation stipulated was not that allowed in the

Act and that therefore the direction to accumulate was void.

However it was stressed that it was only the direction that was

affected and not the settlement as a whole, which otherwise

remained intact.

The only Jngliah decision relevant to Scotland would appear to

be that of iiaugham J. in Ho Knaou (92) to the effect that any

duality in the direction to accumulate will exclude the Act. The

case concerned a testator who had left his entire estate in trust

for Scarborough liunicipal Charities, with a direction that the

income from investments should be accumulated for twenty-one yoaars,

or so long as the law would allow, and from that time "the interest

only of my investments will be applied for the purchase of land and

the /

91a. 1933 S.C. 639.
92. [19293 1 Ch. 341.
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the building thereon of almshouses for the aged poor of

Scarborough". It was held that the English successor of the

1692 Act, section 166(l) of the Law of Property Act 1925 (93),
did not apply.

4.1.4. The Entail (Scotland) Act 1914 (94)

It will be remembered that section 2 of the Thellusson Act

excepted from the restrictions on accumulation trusts whereby the

fund was to be accumulated for the payment of debts, for the

raising of-portions fot- the children of the testator or of

beneficiaries, or arising out of timber growing. Section 9 of

the Entail (Scotland) Act 1914 repeals this section providing:

"The second section of the Accumulation Act 1800 shall not
apply to Scotland! and the restrictions in the said Act contained
3hall take effect and be in force with respect to any provision or
direction in operation at the passing of this Act, to which, but
for the enactment of this section, the said second section would
continue to apply, as if the date of the execution of the deed,
will codicil, or other writing where in such provision or direction
is contained had been the passing of this Act."

Contemporary opinion appears to have been mixed as to the

desirability of this particular reform. As to the abolition of

the exemption regarding debts there was little doubt that this was

a much welcomed measure. As one commentator put it: (95)

"They result in trusts going on for ever and becoming
inextricable. Further the intention is frustrated, for just as
fast as the trustees (if they can do so at all) extinguish a debt
which is bearing a comparatively low rate of interest, the
expectant heir piles up another debt on his expectancy and at a
much higher rate, and probably with the additional expense of
life survivance."

However /

93. Statute 15 Goo 7 c. 20.
94. ibid 4 & 5 Geo V c. 43.
95. 1913 3.L.R. (News) 233 at p. 241. The article is unattributed.
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However the ease co.iaontator felt that the abolition of the

exemptions for the latter two categories (portions and timber)
wan a retrograde atop as both, in his view, served a useful

purpose. Hot with respect, from Hngliah experience, it is

suggested that this abolition ha3 been some thing of a blessing,

for ..he intricacies of defining the term "portion1' and of applying

the section generally have in -England produced a body of l a hich

is as unsatisfactory and inconsistent as it is voluminous, (96)
and to have avoided this cannot but have been bonefield.

4.1.5. The Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961 (97)

In England the Thellusaon Act and its amending statute wore

repealed nd their substance brought up to date and re-cnacted in

Modern foro in the law of Properly Act 1925 (93)* sections 164-166.

In the Outer House decision in 193° it was suggested that this

repeal had extended to Scotland also. The ease wa3 Henderson's

Trvr-t.ces v. Anderson (9-3) which concerned -the effect of the 1925

ct on the >cottish application of the Powers of Appointment Act

I274. (99) In a remark, which was clearly obit; r, lord bncrieff

said1 (100)

"It /

S'6. >ee Korris & Leach at pp. 231-209; Keeton "I odem > v lopaemts
in the Haw of frusta" at pp. 250-263.

97. Statute 9 & 10 Elia. II o. 57.
98. 1930 346.
99. Statute 37 <" 38 'lict. c. 37.
10. 1930 J.L.f. at p. 348.
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"It may be noted, if, only as an additional point of
interest, that the 7th Schedule of the Act of 1925 contains also
a general repeal of the Thellusson Act, without a relative
re-enactment of its provision in the body of the statute of which
Scotland can take advantage. It would appear to follow that the
Courts in Lootlaad are henceforth to be powerless to control
existing and future trusts for accumulation."

This was quickly seized upon and in the following year there

woro throe actions before the Inner House (101), in which both

Divisions affirmed that the Thellusson Act was still operational

as far as Scotland were concerned, disapproving Lord Koncrieff^a

dictum.

The updating of the Tlielluason Act in Scotland was effected

by section 5 of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961 which providedt

"(l) The following provisions of this section shall have
effect in substitution for the provisions of the Accumulations
ct, 1800, and that Act is hereby repealed.

(2) Ho person may by any will, settlement or other
disposition dispose of any property in such manner that the
income thereof 3hall be wholly or partially accumulated for
any longer period than ono of the following, that is to say -

(a) the life of the grantor; or

(b) a tern of twenty-one years from the death of
the grantor; or

(c) the duration of the minority or respective
minorities of any person or persons living
or in utero at the death of the grantor; or

(d) the duration of the minority or respective
minorities of any person or persons who, under
the terms of the will, settlement or other
disposition directing the accumulation, would
for the time being, if of full age, be
entitled to the income directed to be
accumulated.

(3) /

101. aith'u Tyi^ec? v,„ 1931 J.C. 533; J^sholp's
.t&yfra 1931 s.u, 4i; Ustifiar.'p. Trustor v? Wp-ay, i93X

D#C, 536, per Lord Justice Cleric Alness at p. 588,
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(3} In every case where any accumulation is directed
otherwise than as aforesaid, the direction shall, save as
hereinafter provided, be void, and the income directed to be
accumulated contrary to this section, go to and be received by
the person or persona who would have been entitled thereto if
such accumulation had not been directed.

(4) ?or avoidance of doubt it ia hereby declared that,
in the case of a settlement or other disposition inter vivos,
a direction to accumulate income during a period specified in
paragraph (d) of subsection 2 of this section shall not be void
nor shall the accumulation of income be contrary to this section,
solely by reason of the fact that the period begins during the
life of the grantor and ends after his death.

(5) Ihe restrictions imposed by this section apply to
wills, settlements and other dispositions made -on or after the
twenty-eighth day of July, eighteen hundred, but, in the case
of wills, only where the testator was living and of testamentary
capacity sifter the end of one year from that date.

(6) In this section •minority* in relation to any person
means the period beginning with the birth of the person and
ending with hi3 attainment of the age of twenty-one years, and
•grantor' Includes 'settlor*, and, in relation to a will, the
testator.M

It will be seen that this Act does not go as far as sections

164 to 166 of the Law of Property Act 1925 in that it repeals

only the Thelluason Act, leaving apparently intact, albeit

seemingly redundant in view of the general application of this

section, section 41 of the Rutherfurd Act (102); nor does it

attempt to modify the provisions of the Accumulations Act 1392

nor the hitail (Scotland) Act 1914. However for all purposes,

apart from accumulations directed with the object of inventing

the accumulated funds in the purchase of lands, section 5 is now

the primary code.

4.1,6. /

102. .1though section 41 is still apparently in force its
operation would appear to bo incompetent as it refers
specifically to the Act of 1800 which is repealed by
section 5.
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4.1.6. The Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)
(Scotland) Act 1966 (103)

In England the code provided by the Law of Property Act was

supplemented in 1964 by section 13 of the Perpetuities and

Accumulations Act (104) which gave effect to certain recomendations

in the Law Reform Committee's Aourth Report. (105) The primary

recommendation was the provision of two additional periods of

accumulation. Section 6 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous

Provisions)(Scotland) Act 1966 makes similar provision for trusts

governed by the law of Scotland. It provides:

"(l) The periods for which accumulations of income are
permitted by section 5 of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961 shall
inolude -

(a) a term of twenty-one years from the date of the
making of the settlement or other dispositions, and

(b) the duration of the minority or respective
minorities of any person or persons living or in
utero at that date,

and a direction to accumulate income during a period specified in
paragraph (a) or paragraph (b) of this subsection shall not be
void, nor shall the accumulation of income be contrary to the
said section 5, solely by reason of the fact that the period
begins during the life of the grantor and ends after his death.

(2) The restrictions imposed by the said section 5 shall
apply in relation to a power to accumulate income whether or not
there is a duty to exercise that power, and they shall apply
whether or not the power to acconsulate extends to income produced
by the investment of income previously accumulated.

(3) This section shall apply only in relation to
instruments taking effect after the passing of this Act, and in
the cane of an instrument made in the exercise of a special power
of appointment shall only apply where the instrument creating the
power takes effect after the passing of this Act."

Since /

103. Statute 1966 c. 19.
104. Statute 1964 c. 55.
105. 1956 Crand. 18.
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cilice it was passed, the operation of this seetion has been

before the courts only once, in connection with subsection (3),

The court was asked to accede to a petition ty a Kr, J.A. iixian

(106) for the variation of the provisions of a trust under section

1 of the trust3 (Scotland) Act 1961 so as to provide, into alia,

for the accumulation of income from the trust fund for a period

of twenty-one years, as permitted ly section 6(l)(a) of the 1966

,ct. The question was as to the operative date: if the

accumulation was treated as running from the date of the original

trust deed the accumulation directed would be incompetent as the

deed took effect prior to the passing of the 1966 Act} on the

other hand if the accumulation could be treated as running from

the date of the court's interlocutor then the provisions of

section 6(l)(a) would be available, and the accumulation would be

competent. It was held that in the cose before then that the

relevant date was that of the interlocutor. But Lord President

Clyde qualified this in a statement of principle, saying: (107)

"The subsection adds a further period to that provided in
the 1961 Act in which accumulations can be legal. But it
confines the added period to twenty-one years from the making of
the settlement. The additional power, therefore, oould only be
involved in the present case if the date of the making of the
settlement is the date upon which our interlocutor approving the
arrangement is pronounced. In the present case we are of the
opinion that this is clearly so since the arrangement fundamentally
and almost completely supersedes the original trust provisions and
in effect makes a new settlement. In the case of other
arrangements under the 1961 Act, it may well be that the
arrangement would not constitute the making of a new settlement
but the mere modification of an existing one. If so the new
provision in the 1966 Act may not have the •ame effect, and the
terminus a quo of the twenty-one years may remain the date -'/hen
the original trust was 3©t up."

4.2, /
* 106. J:. 33 .-utherly.qtd .ikaan-Pctitlonor 1968 -.L.T. 1J7
107. ibid at p, 141.
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2* * .f, rr-,^,,T^

la Ilia "treatise or the ,hollusson ist* (id©), Hargravo

st tea ths* disposition© within the scope of the Act should hem

twb chsraotcristioa| first, there should to a direction to

accumulate the trust iaeoae and nooondly, that tb» beneficial

enjoyment of that laooao should to postponed,

2ha dot of 1800, ia fact, usee the t m "direction" t Jy in

a ieaoriptive sense, referring to earlier words setting out the

types of disposition to fhieh it applied. The ct of 1961

continues this, section 5(2) detailing the disposition® \fhioh ax*

to he subject to restrictions and section 5(3) then referring to

thee© as "directions to accuoul&t©It would soau to folios

that, diorever such a direction to aecuaalat® is present, gift*

the nature of an aofluailation, the neeeosoxy consequence ia that

the beneficial enjoyaent of the iaooao subject to that direction

is postponed* (108a) is a result, therefore, it is ougyeoted

that ids© scope of the legislation really covers two things s

fin I, wtothor or not there is an am age „at vhich ntwu-it. to aft

aocuHulation and oeoondly shetiter the provision of the doed or

other appropriate instrument constitutes a direction to accumulate#

4*.-*l* Aoouaul&tiOllS

The oases in which tho courts have decided that m srrangeaont

iinottats to an accumulation fall into two claasoc, She first is

tho obvious ox» where the irooae of the trust fund ia received by

Idle trustees and ia invested in assets which are then added to tho

capital /

I'M, at p. 72.
108ft, Jo* Roeton • i-'iodem Qevelopnmto in the Lw of trusts at

P«p£28/230. This rulo will apply except in rare situations such
as that in Re A.E.G. Quit Tzust (Managers) JMJjLJiftftd [1957] Ch.
415* See below at pp. 335/336.
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capital of the fund. Both the income produced by the original

corpus together with that produced by the accumulations are

subsequently invested in further assets which are in turn added

to the capital of the trust fund. 1Mb type of scheme amounts

to an accumulation at compound interest and is the usual type of

case that comes before the courts. Both income and capital here

are completely withdrawn from the beneficial enjoyment of the

beneficiary and the arrangement is clearly within the scope of

the legislation. If the powers of the trustees are limited in

such a way that the accumulations may only be invested in the

purchase of land, then not only will the arrangement be subject

to control, but it will be subject to "that control prescribed by

the Act of 1892 which allows accumulations only for one

specified period. (109)
It occasionally happens, however, that the settlor direct®

that the income produced by the trust fund shall be invested in

assets which are then added to capital but that the income produced

by those additions may be enjoyed beneficially. In other words

the capital is continually being supplemented by the income

produoed by the original corpus of the trust fund, but the

benefioiaxy is also getting a continually increased income benefit

as the additions to the accumulated fund increase. This type of

scheme is a simple accumulation, which occurs very rarely in

practice and, indeed, which has yet to produce a case for decision

by the Scottish courts. In England however there have boen a

number of instances where eventually, after some hesitation, it was

decided /

109. .A50 H.ober^pa'p yrWPfteea jt, tabortspn's ^pfrqefl 1935 8.C, 639
where an accumulation which would have been valid under the
Ihelluason Act was declared void on the Act of 1892.
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decided that the Act applied. In Ra Hawkipa (no) dargent J,

explained. He said:

"Is this addition of surplus income to the capital of the
residuary estate an accumulation within the Thellusson Aot? On
this point there has been a great difference of Judicial opinion,
Crawley v. Crawley (ill) would seem to be based on the view that
such an addition of income to capital was not an accumulation,
And Harwell J, in Re Pone (112) has, in terms, decided that a
simple addition of inoome to capital is not an accumulation,
either in ordinary parlance or within the Thelluason Act. On
the other hand hallos V-C in Re Shilling (113) took a diametrically
opposite view. And in the comparatively recent case of Re
Cababe. (114) Neville J, has expressed his strong preference for
the view of Maiins V-C, In this state of the authorities I m
free to follow ay own judgement, which is in favour of the view of
Malins V-C and Neville J. Such a recurrent addition as this
seems to me plainly to amount to an accumulation, though it is a
simple accumulation only, and not a compound accumulation. And,
to ay mind, the definition of accumulation from the Oxford
Dictionary which Parwell J. has quoted in Re Pone is in favour Of
this view of the meaning of the word rather than in favour of the
view of Farwell J. Further, it should be noticed that the
fhellusson Act speaks of either total or partial accumulation, and
is, in terms, aimed at preventing too great a postponement of
beneficial enjoyment. It seems to me that a piling up of the
income of property - even thou# the income of the additions to
the growing pile is left at liberty - is at least a partial
accumulation, and that such a process results in the postponement
of the beneficial enjoyment of the property within the meaning of
that Act, since I cannot think that property is enjoyed
beneficially in any real sense if income is hoarded and all that
is left for enjoyment is the income of the hoard." (115)

It should be noted that even if one takes a different view

from that of Sargant J, as to whether or not the beneficial

enjoyment of the property is withheld, for trusts in Scotland, now

governed by the 1961 Act, such simple accumulations voul& seem to

be caught, section 5(2) specifically referring to "partial

accumulations" /

110. f1916] 2 Ch. 570 at p. 577.
111. (1835) 7 Sim. 427.
112. [19011 1 Ch. 64.
113. 11880) 49 L.J. Ch. 196.
114. (1914) 59 Sol. Jo. 129.
115. followed by Astbury J in Re Garalde [1919] 1 Ch, 132.
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accumulations" but making no meat ion whatever of postponement Of

b neficial enjoyment.

A third type of scheme which Ixaa been considered by the courts

ia where the inooiae from the trust fund, pursuant to a power given

to the trustees, is withdrawn from the enjoy.ant of the beneficiaries

under the trust and is collected by the trustees, but is not added

to capital, Ouch a situation came for decision by the Court of

Session in Lindsay' a i'ruoteqs-j-otitiorxers (116) where the trustees

were authorised to "set aside and accumulate" the balance of income

from the residue of the trust fund for a specific purpose, but were

not empowered to apply the capital for that purpose*. It was held

that the sums set aside by the trustees amounted to "savings of

income" and, as such, were not accumulations within the meaning of

the Thellusson Act. (117)

It seems clear from this case that the mere designation by the

settler of a scheme as an " accumulation" will not of itself render

that scheme subject to the legislation. Similarly the omission

of that word will not negative the legislation's application.

The basic question remains whether the directed scheme, however it

be labelled, (113) amounts to an accumulation within the terms of

the legislation.

The first thing that appears from tire legislation is that, to

come within it, the subject of the scheme must be of an income

nature, /

116. 1911 S.C. 584.
117. Applied by Lord Guthrie (although not by Lord 0alvc3en and Lord

Juot ice-Clcrk Kacdonald) in l^rtKiU'P, ifrMPlffiflfi Yr 1915
6.0. 950 at p. 357.

1ID. 'Tire statute does not require that the accumulation must
be directed to be made in any particular words or form", per

at p. 231.
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nature, the lot of 1800 referring to "rents, issue, profits or

produce'1, and the act of 1961 simply mentioning "income" *

Accordingly then, if •what is set aside is treated by the law m

being of a capital nature the restrictions should not apply.

Thus in dankon's frustoes v.. iiankea (119) it was held that the

accumulation of certain mineral rente paid by the lessees of a

coalfield while the coal remained unworkea was outwith the scope

of the Ihellusson Act, such rents being of a capital nature, in

accordance with the principle laid down qy the House of Lords in

CaflpfroU yt btffipbelji'c, (12°)
But even if the subject of the scheme is properly treated as

income the above analysis indicates that a distinction might be

dream between those schemes whereby the income garnered by the

trustees is added to the corpus of the fund, and those where it

is not. Can it be said, then, that where the scheme is such that

the suss accumulated are appropriated to some special purpose,

leaving intact (and not being added to) the corpus, the Act will

not apply? Certainly there is English authority for such a

proposition. In Vine v. Aaleirh (121) the Court of Appeal held

that a direction to accumulate income which was to be applied in

repairing and improving buildings on land was outvith the Act of

1800, at least in so far as improvements which could properly be

defrayed out of income. (122) And in Ite Hurlbatt (123) arrington

J. held that a direction to accumulate the income from one quarter

of /
119. 1908 S.C, 3.
120.(1882) 10 a (H.L.) 65.
121. [1891] 2 Gh. 13.
122. Gee also Tte Mason [1891 ] 3 Ch. 467.
123. [1910] 2 Ch. 553.
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of a residuary trust fund to provide a "reserve" out of which

the trustees could be indemnified in certain events was equally

held to he free of the statutory restrictions, as was a similar

provision whereby a portion of the rents of certain leaseholds

were to be accumulated to replace the capital that would be lost

on the falling in of the leases. (124)

However, what would be the position if the purpose of an

accumulation of income is such that although the accumulations

themselves are not added to capital, they are directed to be used

in a way which will result in the capital being increased?

Certainly this type of arrangement differs from both simple and

compound accumulations in that there is no direct addition. And

yet, the same economic result could be achieved by this indirect

method as by an orthodox accumulation. There is one dictum of

Lindley L.J. in Vine v. Raleigh (125) to the effect that w! iere an

accumulation trust has for its purpose the improvement of property,

and ouch improvement would have the consequence of increasing the

value of the property then that would be within the scope of the

legislation.

Yet, apart from that, although the oases achieve a kind of

consistency, that consistency seems to lack: a conceptual basis.

Thus, for example, suppose income is not accumulated in the ordinary

sense of being added to capital, tut instead, is utilised in the

purchase of an asset which is or will or may at a later date fall

into the trust fund; does this arrangement come within tho Act?

On /

124. He kardinflpr [1901] 1 Ch. 697.
125. 11891] 2 Ch, 15 at p. 26.
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On the one hand there is the case of ..myth's ifosteos v.

Kinloch (126) which concerned a trust provision whereby trustees

were empowered to purchase lands for the trust, incurring debts

in the prooess, and applying surplus income from the trust fund

to pay off those debts. It was held by the Court of cession

that, evon if the trustees were acting lawfully in executing this

arrangement such surplus payments could only continue for twenty-

one years from the testator's death, as they constituted

accumulations within the meaning of the fhellusson Act. ord

Oraidale explained the decision in this way. He saidt (127)

"And, again, even if, according to any reasonable construction
of his trust deed the grunter in the present instance could be hold
to have empowered his trustees to purchase lands by borrowed money
to be paid off by accumulation of the rents or revenues of the
trust estate, after a lapse of twenty-one years, I should entertain
very little doubt that such accumulation would be struck at by the
statute. «ere it otherwise, the enactments of the statute li^ht be
very easily evaded and accumulation might go on for an indefinite
length of time. Just suppose that in the present instance the
trustees had shortly before the expiry of the twenty-one years, in
virtue of powers given to them to that effect, purchased lands in
the extent of £200,000, or some other very large sum, with
borrowed money, to be repaid out of the accumulation of subsequent
rents and revenues of the trust estate, for, it mi^it be, a very
long period of time after the lapse of twenty-one years from its
commencement, I cannot doubt that such an accumulation would be an
evasion of the statute and consequently illegal."

This question of evasion and the concomitant bona fides were

very much in the minds of the bngliah judges in deciding that

appropriations of income accumulations for specific purposes were

outwith the scope of the legislation. Thus in he ^-ason (128)

Stirling J. took the view that a trust for accumulation was valid

so /

126. (31380) 7 H 1176.
127. ibid at p. 1135.
128. [1691] 3 Ch. 467.
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so far as it was a bona fide provision for the performance of the

specified trusts, and that accordingly it was not within the

Thellusoon Act, but that when the purposes were fulfilled, the

general accumulation trust did fall within it. (129)
But on the other hand there are the life assurance cases,

which, at first sight, would seem to fall clearly within the Act

in that they do provide for the accumulation of income which is

applied for the acquisition of an asset and that asset will, in

time, fall into the general trust fund, thus increasing its value.

,jid yet in two -uigliah cases, and one decision of the Jeoond

Division of the Inner House in Jcotland, the payment of the

premiums necessary to keep up the life policies have been held

to be outwith the fhelluason Act.

She first of the English oases was Baasil v. liotor (ljjC)
which concerned a direction in a will to pay out of the income of

the estate the premiums on a life policy effected by the testator

on the life of a third party. The Vice-Chancellor, Air Ceorge

Tumor, held that those premium payments made out of the income of

the estate did not fall within the Act. In view of the reliance

that has been placed on his judgement, it would seem to be. proper

to set it out at length. He said: (131)

"The dry question I propose to determine is whether a
direction given by a will, to pay out of the income of the
testator*a property the premiums upon a policy of insurance,
effected by the testator upon the life of another person, is valid
for tho whole of the life insured, or only for the term of twenty-
one years after the death of the testator. The question doponds
wholly upon the statute, for there is no doubt that at couion law
the direction would have been perfectly good, a circumstance not
to be disregarded in construing the statute, although not, I think,
too /

129. Bee also Re Gardiner [19011 1 Ch. 697.
130. (1851) 9 Hare 177.
131. ibid at p. 180-184.
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This decision was severely criticised 'by Jaro&n, (132)

largely on the basis that the decision of the testator

constituted a "direction to accumulate". However, as was

pointed out by Lord Justice-Clerk Pioncrieff in Cathcart's

cr-^cep, v, Kffleqflo's Trustee? (133) Jartaan'a criticism tended

to assume that the scheme constituted an accumulation to which

the Act applied, without actually showing that it was.

Both the decision of L>ir George Turner and the criticism

of Jarman were placed before Chitty J in he Vauahan (134) who

felt that he was bound by Bassil v. Lister. Then later in the

same year a case arose in Scotland on similar facts, save that in

this case, it was the trustees, and not the testator, who effected

the insurance. The second division, by a majority held that the

et did not apply. The Lord Justice-Clerk was content to follow

the two decisions of the English courts, adding simply that, in

his view the premiums were not accumulated, but rather tliat they

were expended, which was the converse, adding that "All

accumulation must carry with it a progressive increase in the

aggregate of the accumulated product. In this case the lapse of

time simply carried with it an increasing burden ." (135)

Lord Rutherfurd Clark, while stating that, in his per one!

opinion, the Act should apply was content to aoquiesc© in the line

adopted by the Lord Justice-Clerk. (136) Lord Young was more

certain, /

132. ills, see Eighth Ed. pp. 408-411.
133. (1883) 10 1 1205.
134. [1083J .N. 89.
135. (1083) 10 R at p. 1215/6.
136. ibid at p. 1220.
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certain, not referring at all to the inglish deci3ions. He

said: (137)

"The annual payments made under [the contracts of insurance]
are not accumulations of income, they are simply periodical
payments of contract debts well entered into, and X think we would
be allowing ourselves to be misled, if we were to hold that this
constitutes a saving up of income."

But if one accepts this, should not the same be true of

the debts incurred ty the trustees in u.yth* & Trustee? v.

y.-hiloch. (136) It was this point which was seised upon by Lord

Craighill (139) in his dissenting judgement, holding that the case

was not governed by the English decisions but by the prior decision

of the Court of Session.

its fur as Sootland is concerned, then the majority view was the

English rule would apply, so that premiums paid to keep up a life

policy do not constitute accumulations within the legislation.

Yet this principle is not without its difficulties. The

essence of the view is really that for the Eat to apply it is the

very garnerings themselves that are to be added to capital, and

that "indirect" accretions to the corpus are not sufficient.

But this as will be seen is not consistent with the view of .

- indley L.J. in Vine v. aloi/£h (140) where the increase was

rather of the value of the original corpus and not in the orm of

on audition to that corpus. And in Starth's Trustees v. -nloch

it was not the income that was added to capital? nor even was the

produce of that income. It was, as in the life insurance- cases,

a separate asset. Further, Jir George Turner's point about the

premium /

137. ibid at p, 1217.
138. (1080) 7 R 1176.
139. (1:383) 10 R at p. 1219.
140. 2 Ch. 13 at p. 26.
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prei'luci payments being mixed in with the general funds of the

insurance company would appear to apply equally well to the

payments under the debts in imvth's Trustees.

It is submitted that the life assurance cases cannot truly

be reconciled with either Lindley L.J.'s dictum or the Court of

Jess-Urn's decision in Jnvth'a Trustees 7. Kinlooh. Of the two

views it is possible to justify the exolusion of the Act in these

cases on the ground that what is received is in fact a capital

sum to which the Act clearly has no application. 3ut to accept

this view is to invite attempts at evasion. ,'hatevor criticisms

may be levelled at JHrth's case, it does have the merit of being

wide enough to cover any such attempts. Of course, the bona

fides rule suggested in some of the English oases could be brought

into play here, but this would involve inquiries into motive and

intention which are notoriously difficult and indecisive.

It is suggested that on the pure construction of the ct, the

principle adopted in Baasil v. Lister is probably right, and that

.-■myth's Trustees v. Linloch proceeds on a fear of the Act being

evaded. But if this view that accumulations to which the Act

applies should be direct accumulations is correct, it is difficult

to see how Lindley L.J.'s dictum can stand.

The decision in Baaail v. Lister was applied in, perhaps, an

even more surprising case, that of % Mi (^^l)
Ltd.'.: ;)pfid. (141) which concerned a unit trust scheme under which

undistributed balances of income were to be added to capital. It

was /

141. [1957] Ch. 415.
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was held that this was not a scheme to which the legislation was

ueaat to apply, and further that the legislation was ineffectual

in thi3 situation in that, even if it did apply, because of the

right of tiie unit holders to put an end to the scheme and withdraw

their capital, on such withdrawal they would be free to embark

upon the same scheme as was rendered void after the appropriate

period. Perhaps the relevant factor here was that in no sense

could it he said that the beneficial enjoyment of the fund was

postponed (142) since both the distributed income was available

annually and the accumulations simply accrued in such a way as to

increase the value of the unit holder's investment which could be

encashed at any time.

It is suggested then that the rulea governing the application

of the legislation can be summarised in the following

propositions,

(a) ..here the scheme is such that accumulations of income
are to be added directly to the corpus of the fund,
the legislation will apply, unless the right or interest
of the party entitled to the corpus is such that
beneficial enjoyment is not postponed as a result of
the scheme.

(b) That where the accumulations are not to be added to the
corpus of the fund the scheme is outwith the scope of
the Act, provided that it is directed in good faith
and is not aimed at avoidance of the restrictions.

(c) That accretions to the fund which are received as
capital are outwith the scope of the legislation,
whether or not financed by payments out of current
income and that accordingly such payments may
continue beyond the statutory periods, provided that
such schemes are directed in good faith.

4.2.2. /

142. Although this specific requirement i3 not present in 3,5 of
the 1961 Act nor in 3. 164 of the Law of Property Act 1925.
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4.2.2. Directions to .ccunulate

It has been mentioned that the phrase "direction to

accumulate" ocours in the legislation as a description of the

substantive provision which sets out those trusts to which the

legislation applies. On this basis one would imagine that • ;hore

an express provision in a deed covered the accumulation of income,

tho legislation would apply whether that provision was mandatory,

that is, imposed a duty on the trustees to accumulate, or merely

permissive in that it gave the trustees only a power so to do.

In .mglond it has been held that a mere power to accumulate is

within the legislation, although in the relevant case, 2s.-..ja (143)
the noa-exeroias of the power would have given rise to a trust to

accumulate. In Scotland however the ca3e law is not so clear, if

only because there has been no decision in which this question was

addressed directly by the courts.

There are really three types of clause where the relationship

between trusts and powers to accumilate occur. The first creates

comparatively little difficulty. Thi3 occurs where the terms of

the deed are such that the trustees are under an obligation to

accumulate subject to a power to advance or distribute some income

in favour of specified beneficiaries. In thi3 case clearly there

ii- a direction to accumulate, and this was so held in ..atooa'a

Trusteos v. Brown (144)where the terms of a trust deed directed

that a share of residue was to go to a specified beneficiary

contingently upon his attaining the age of twenty-five. There was

no/

142. [1953] Ch. 459.
144. 1923 .0. 228.
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no express direction as to income during the meantime save that

the trustees were given power to advance for the maintenance of

the beneficiary, It was held, unsurprisingly that there

existed an implied direction to accumulation which was not

affected by the presenoe of the power,

The second type of clause carries the relationship one stage

further. It is exemplified by a provision similar to the first

type save that the whole of the income is subject to the power to

advance, the effect being simply that the trustees, in a negative

way are given a discretion as to whether or not to accumulate.

In effect, the trustees are in the same position vis a vis their

treatment of the income arising as when they are given a specific

discretion either to distribute or to accumulate. In Watson Vl

Jru^feeit the power to advance potentially covered the

whole of the income and, as has been pointed out, it was held by

the court that a direction to accumulate existed.

The third type is simply a progression from the last two,

namely a direction to distribute subject to such accumulations as

are made under a discretionary power. In .tcr-rt'r: Trustees v«

^hltelaw (145) it appeared to be assumed that the ..at would apply

although no discussion was directed specifically to the point.

In point of fact it would seem proper that powers should be

so covered, not so much because of their inherent nature, but

because they would appear to fall within the general rule as to

directions /

145. 1926 B.C. 701. dee also Blair v, Curran (1939) 62 .L-.d,
464 where a similar assumption was made.
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directions, that if accumulation occurs as a necess&iy

consoquonce of the provisions of the settlement, the terms of

settlement embodying that necessity constitute a direction. (146)

;ind, at least with regard to instruments taking effect aft^r the

passing of the 1966 Act there appears to be no doubt, section 6(2)

enacting for boo bland the provisions of section 13(2) of the

( .nglish) Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1964 stating

explicitly that a power "whether or not there is a duty to

esexxjise that power" is subjoot to the legislation.

Proa an early period in Scotland it was accepted that the

legislation covered implied, as well as express, direction.'; to

accumulate. In some of the early English cases (147) a

distinction had been drawn between express directions, which were

within the scope of the Act, and accumulations which arose by

implication, which were not. However th±3 distinction wn. held

inapplicable in the 1850*s (148) and when the first Scottish case

on the subject, Lex-d v. d'olvin (149) cane for decision in 1360 it

was this latter line that was followed. s Lord Ivory said: (150)

"If there had boon expros3 words in the deed, it could not
have boon disputed; but it is 3aid that it requires positive
direction, or at least the liatinction between that and what was
said is so very thin that I can hardly follow it. It is not
naoesaaiy that there be express words of direction, as I read the
statute and as I understand the statute to have been read in the
sister country where many questions of this sort have arisen,
for, if "ay the inevitable operation of the directions which the
dead gives to the trustees as to their dealing with and management
of the estate, accumulation must take place in the extrication of
the testator's mind, the necessary implication to be gathered from
this /

146. bee below with regard to implied directions to accumulate,
147. .Iborne v, ..code (1844) 14 dim, 165; Corporation of

i^^;1PQg£ilLv> Coi^ips (1847) 15 Sim 538.
148. Tench v. Clease (1855) 6 D.M. & G. 453; reversing (1054)

19 Beav. 3.
149. (1060) 23. b. 111.
150. ibid at p. 126.
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this is as clear as the most express direction. The statute
iu 'Ocv : ction", "u •:?!; t'-roy-'rcut f

clear from this [in reading the statute] that the evil to be
prevented was the partial accumulation and the postponement of
the beneficial interest in any party. The uestion therefore
is whether the natural and necessary operation of this deed is
not to produce the accumulation prohibited."

Lord -ouj'o judgement vus more elaborate and in the course

of it a discussion of the nature of "directions" was entered

into, His Lordship said: (151)

"If the act were to be hold inapplicable wherever there
was no express direction to accumulate, it would be easy in all
cases to evade its operation. If it were held to be inapplicable
wherever it did not appear that the testator had it in view to
evade it, that would also favour evasion by involving an inquiry
into - hat was paving in the testator's mind, which could net be
satisfactorily answered. ••••• 1 think it is enough that the
d el is so conceived that, to cany out its purposes in the event
which has happened, there roust, necessarily, be accumulation for a
p-r:lo : beyond the twenty-one yew »

The Act, in its primary and substantive enactment, does not
use tin. tor.a 'direction' or 'directed' at all. It bearo 'that
no person or persons shall, after the passing of this Act, by
any deed or deeds, surrender or surrenders, will, codicil or
otherwise howsoever, settle or dispose of any real or personal
property, so and in such manner that the rents, issues, profits or
produce thereof shall bo wholly or partially accumulated for any
1...... tor:.. :;iss issues of ..ny auc., gr. .alter 1 .. ., cattler
or settlers, or the tera of twenty-one years x"rom the death of any
such grantor, etc.* Kow, pausing there, the testator has .one the
v •' thing: rohibited. :,e has settled or disposed of property
•so and in suoh manner' that the rents, issues and profits thereof
must be accumulated - if the will is to have effect in its terras -
for more than twenty-oae years aft.r his doath, do doubt ,ao at
goes on to speak of the party who would take but for the deed
* suca accunilations * to ..... at that 'in any . a .ore
ry such aocumulation shall be irected otherwise l.Jian cs f foresaid,
such direction shall be null and void' end the annual proceeds
'directed to be accumulated contrary to the provisions of this Act*

o to , iO«e who would have been entitled thereto 'if suoh
accumulation had not been direct •••„'. • t all tnis sho re, bo my
mind, what it is the statute regards as a direction -to accumulate •
vis. a settlement or disposal of property 'so and in such ...?mor
that tlie rent j, issues, profits jv produce thereof e .all .jq wholly
or i- riially accumulated for any longer torn' than tie li£ of the
grantor, /

151. ibid at pp. 136A37.
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granter, or twenty-one years after his death, etc. which, as I
have already said, is the very thing the testator has done,"

In a sense, then,"direction" would appear to bo son©tiling of

a misnomer for the situation coming within the legislation,

implying as that word does, sorae form of instruction which, in

its execution brings about the result of accumulation. 136

doubt that was what was envisaged by Lord Loughborough in framing

the Thellusaon net; but in addition the term has come to take in

also the historical antecedents (152) of the express direction,

the necessary consequence and the direction by the Court. (153)

Accordingly, in ^cots and in bngliah law, if it could be shown

that the necessary consequence of implementing the terms of the

trust was that an accumulation would follow, then these terms could

be said to constitute a direction to accumulate which would bring

into operation the previsions of the Act.

Thus in Lord, v. Colvin (154) the testator made a gift of

property which carried the intermediate income, but in respect of

which the vesting was postponed. It was held that this

constituted an implied direction to accumulate and was therefore

within the terras of the Thellusaon Act. In Pnrae3,l v. icier (155)
the House of Lords in a Scottish appeal had to consider the

situation where the intermediate income of properly had not been

disposed of. The English rule was adopted, Lord Westbury sayings

"But this consequeno© arises, that the surplus income
remaining in the hands of the trustees until the ultimate
disposition takes effect must be invested and the proceeds and
ividends of the investment must follow the principal and therefore,
of necessity from the character of the gift, there will result in
law, though it be not declared in the deed a trust for accumulation."

Indeed /

152, In England. bee above section 1 at p, 288 et seq.
153* bee Jj-.ass v. Hhodc^ (1835) 1 *gr & Cr. 135» but see per contra

aapS 15555 Y» SSBBUMU, vfrere court order adopting an
actuary's scheme for equitable compensation which involved
accumulation was held by tlie House of Lords to be outwith the
Act. See below at p, 342 et seq.
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Indeed the lack of any provision for the disposition of

intermediate income has become the classic situation of an

implied direction to accumulate in Scotland. (156) In

Hutchison v. Grant's Trustees (157) there was a slight variation

in a trust-settleraent which contained a direction to trustees to

hold the testator's estate for his daughter in liferent, and on

her death to convey the fee to her issue. The daughter claimed

and received legitia, -^hereupon the trustees retained and

accuioulated the income from the remaining estate so as to

compensate the estate for the withdrawals from it that were

necessary in order to satisfy the daughter's legal rights. It

was held that, irrespective of the fact that, at the end of

twenty-one years, the accumulations had failed to replace the

withdrawn capital, the accumulation was a necessary consequence

of the provisions of the trust deeds and as such was within the

scope of the Thellusson Act which accordingly rendered void any

accumulations crutwith the twenty-one year period. This decision

was followed seven years later in Innes's Trustee--, v. ;..owon (158)

on almost exactly similar facts, In 1956, however, the House of

Lords distinguished these two cases holding that in the cane before

it the accumulation in implementation of a scheme for equitable

compensation /

154. (1860) 25 D. 111.
155. (1865) 4 Kaoq. 992 at p. 994.
156. dee 's yrupteea v, (1077) 4 R 962; maxwell's

Trustees v. Maxwell (1077) OR 249; oayth's .rustc ... v. Einlooh
(1000) 7 R 1176; Campbell's Trustees v. Campbell (1891) 18 R 2t
...ldors Trustees. v. Treasurer of TToc JIu.irch of .coil -d (1892)
2° R 2; Lop-op* a Trustees v. Logan (1896 ) 25 a 849; hoe'a
..xuatyos "y, fr^sj-pq (1097) 54 d.L.H. 615; hoon's Trustees v.
: xyn (1099 ) 2 F 201; Hutqftiqop v,t Cyqpt's. Tn^tocc 1915 3C 1211f
mtmuttA 3M flams1915 30 350 at p*356 ? TrwAH*w

Tt 1920 30 i55i ygfarett'g Srwtreg Yt ftrcra 1925
30 2281 fftaMlf'ff, ffraatop Yt 1926 30 701; 2sml&

Tt 1997 sc 252.
157# 1915 SG 1211 (O.H.).
158. 1920 SC 153,
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compensation was not a necessary consequence of the terms of the

trust deeds. The case was lions'a Trustees v. Dramwell (159)

which also concerned a claim for the satisfaction of legal rights.

Here a testator had directed that Ms residuary estate should be

divided into three parts, the first part going to hia wife in

liferent, and upon her death or remarriage to her daughter in

liferent and to the daughter's children in fee. 'The two other

parts were to go to the testator's two daughters (ly his first

marriage) in liferent and to their issue in fee. There were

further provisions directing that those beneficiaries who elected

to claim their legal rights to the estate should forfeit the

interests and benefits given to them under the will, such interests

.ad benefits to acoresce to the other beneficiaries, The widow

elected to claim her legal rights and in so doing considerably

diminished the residuary ©state. A scheme of equitable

compensation was approved by the court which involved accumulation

of part of the annual income of the forfeited portion for behoof of

the fiars until the death or remarriage of the widow. It was held

ty the House of Lords, reversing the Second Division, that the

Thelluason Act had no application in that the accumulations were

not directed by the will of the testator either expressly or by

necessary implication, distinguishing Hutchison v. dr^nt's Trustees

and Linen's Trusties v. Down on the ground that in those two cases

it was found by the court that the form of compensation was

contemplated /

159. 1936 ,C (H.L.) 1.
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contemplated by the testator within the language employed in the

respective trust deeds, but that in the instant case, while it

might be assumed that some form of compensation would bo employed,

there was nothing in the will to indicate what that form would

be. As such it could not be said to contemplate an accumulation,

which was therefore not a necessary consequence of the provisions

of the will but rather an independent result of the terras of the

soheme as approved by the court.

At first sight it seems difficult to find any reality in the

distinction drawn by the House of Lords; both oases were, after

all, concerned with the provision of equitable compensation in the

events (which happened) of nominated beneficiaries claiming their

legal rights to the estate instead of accepting the benefits

allocated under the will; and in neither case was there any

suggestion in the will of an accumulation taking place. If

there is a distinction to be made, it is apparently that in

fcoss's Irusteea v. Brcmwell the testator made specific provision

as to what was to happen to the forfeited share of a specified

beneficiary whereas in Hutchison v. grant's -Jrusteos (and in

Inner-'s Trustees v. Bowen) no such provision existed, either for

forfeiture or for allocation of any forfeited share. In the

latter case the effect of electing to take the legal rights was

that "temporarily, at all events her liferent interest was

set free. As there was not a forfeiture clause she was entitled,

on the estate being recouped in the amount that she had taken out in

respect of her legal claims, to be restored to her interests under

tiie will is to enjoy the remainder of her life interest", (16Q)
AS /

160, 1913 SC at p. 1214 per Lord Moncrieff.
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As such the life interest vent back to the estate and, there being

no provision for dealing with it under the terras of the will it

was added to capital under the ordinary law. As Lord Dundas

stated in Irmos's Trustees v. Bower; (lbl)

"How, I think we are bound to assume on the part of this
truster (a® of every other Scot3 truster) a knowledge of the
general law of -.cotland, and particularly of the right of a
daughter to claim legitim, and the legal results of such a claim in
regard to the administration of the estate. The position is not
substantially different from what it would have been if the
truster had addod to her bequest of the liferent such words as
theset 'And if eqt daughter shall elect to olairn her legal rights,
then the income of the residue shall be accumulated, and applied
towards the equitable compensation of those prejudged by hor said
claim until the capital sum paid to her in the name of legitia
shall be made good to my estate'.'1

In nos'.:- frustees v. Bramwll this result was obviated by the

forfeiture clause and the complementary provisions which wont with

it. These made provision for such forfeited rights to accresce

the other beneficiaries accepting the will for the same interests

of liferent, fee or otherwise as had been set out in the primary

provisions of the will. There was therefore no gap in the sense

that there was in the two earlier cases, no liferent piling up

income which was to be used for the benefit of the trust and whioh

under the general law necessarily produced an accumulation.

Nonetheless an accumulation did result in the latter cose,

albeit as a result of a scheme produced to get around the practical

difficulties of implementing the forfeiture and forfeiture-related

provisions. Could not the testator be saken to have comprehended

these: The House thought not. & Lord Thankerton put it: (162)
"In the present case there could be no knowledge of the part

of the testator of the particular form which the equitable
compensation was to take or ttu.t it involved accumulation. The
Court itself did not know until the reports of the actuary had been
received. /

161, 1920 dC at p. 140. Approved ty the House of Lords La Koss's
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received, ••••• How then can the testator be held to have known
that the present scheme would inevitably follow, or how oould a
direction for the present scheme be written into the settlement
on the lines adopted by Lord Dundaa."

In this case, given that the scheme suggested by the

actuary was not the only one that might have been adopted (163)

but merely the most expedient, the distinction would appear to have

substance. But what if it transpired that there was only one

practicable scheme by which the testator's intention could be

implemented. Could it be said that the testator should be

"constructively" aware of it, as he is deemed to be of the legal

effects of the terms of the deeds he executed? In 1*1osa'a Trustees

v. Bramwell only Lord Kaomillan appeared to envisage this

possibility. Commenting on the scheme before him, he saidi (164)
"I cannot see how it can be said in law that Mr. Lidstone's

[i.e. the actuary] scheme was the necessary result of the directions
given by the testator for the disposal of Lady Moss's forfeited
provisions. The author of the scheme was Mr. Lidstone, not the
testator, and it was the Lord Ordinary, not the testator, who put
it into operation. It was no doubt a workable and probably the
best and most practicable, method of carrying out the testator's
directions as the Lord Ordinary construed them. But I do not
think that this method was by necessary implication directed by the
testators indeed X should hesitate long to attribute to Sir
Edward Moss any conception that such a scheme would be evolved to
effectuate his directions. !M=, if ?*> pefood,

"flPi in W the inevitable result of
feed gxv^ft. But I have already shown that, while the

method was an expedient one, and doubtless the moat workable one,
it cannot be said as a matter of law to be the necessary result of
the testator's directions as construed."

The implication then is that where the scheme was not the

result of choosing one of several possible schemes, but involved

the /

163. See per Lord Macmillan ibid at pp. 10/11.
164. ibid at p. U.
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the application of one such, and one such only, achose then legal

necessity sight be implied so as to construct ouch provisions as

constituting directions to accumulate. (165)

Those esses serve to illustrate the principal difficulty with

the doctrine of "implied direction"; namely whore the line is to

be drawn? The legal principle that to constitute an implied

direction the accumulation must be a necessary consequence is in

Scotland at least, as old aa the doctrine itself. The .Judgements

in Lord v. Colvin stress the element of necessary consequence, with

the result that if this were to be absent the legislation would not

apply. The problem therefore where accumulation has taken place is

to consider tfhich circumstances will be considered as extraneous

and so not as the necessary consequence of the provisions of the

trust deed?

Although this distinction has been much canvassed it has only

twice (166) been applied by the Scottish courts. The first

occasion was in a case before the Second Division, namely I litshell's

Trustees v. ffraser. (16?) The case concerned a provision in a

trust-disposition and settlement whereby the testator's residuary
*

estate was given to trustees who were directed "from time to time,

as /

165. 3ed quaere, whether this would be a necessity of law, as
opposed to a necessity of fact, and, indeed, whether this
would make any difference. It is suggested that probably
if would not, since the rule requires simply that
accumulations be a necessary consequence, apparently either
of law or of fact.

166. Excluding Lefty's;, Tru?tjq<?q A3U JC 584 which really
concerned whether the arrangement amounted to an
accumulation, not whether the instructions amounted to a
direction.

167. 1915 3C 350.
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as they think proper, to make such special payments out of the

free residue end remainder of my estate to such of my children

or children's children as they may think most deserving, with

special instructions to relieve any of them who may appear to be

in want, provided always that they have not brought themselves

into such circumstances by their own misconduct. Mjy- great

de3ire is to assist merit and thrift and not to acknowledge

indolence or folly". There being no further directions as to

the disposal of residue, the income therefrom was accumulated

for a period of twenty-one year's from the testator's death, the

trustees not making any distribution owing to the fact that they

were not satisfied that any oases existed which warranted payment

out of the trust funds. It was held by the oourt that the

accumulation of income was due, not to the directions of the

testator, but to the extraneous circumstance that no occasion for

payments out of income had yet arisen. The grounds for so holding

were set out at length by Lord Balveaeni (168)

"The testator neither directed accumulation, nor, so far as
I can see, did he contemplate it. On the contrary lie appointed
his trustees to make payments not merely out of the income, but
out of the capital of the estate. It i3 true that they have not
done soi the reason which they allege being 'that they were not
satisfied that any cases existed which warranted payment out of
the trust funds on the ground of want or special merit'.
Personally, I think that if they had applied their minds to their
duties in the proper spirit they would not have found so much
difficulty in executing their trust duties. But whether this be
so or not, the fact that there have been accumulations beyond twenty-
one years has not resulted from a direction, express or implied;
nor do I think that the accumulation was a necessary consequence of
the directions given. It has resulted entirely from something
extraneous /

168. ibid at pp. 357/35Qj Approved by Lord Dundas in Innes'a
Trustees v. Bowen 1920 3G at p. 141.
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extraneous to the deed, namely, the inability of the trustees to
find proper objects of the testator*s bounty. One can conceive
of a case of a testator directing the income of his estate to be
paid to a certain beneficiary, whom, though alive, the trustees
are unable to find, with the result that for more than twenty-one
years the income accumulates in their hands. Gould it be said
that such an accumulation was struck at by the statute? I
apprehend not. The statute itself uses the wordst- 'In every
case where any accumulation shall be directed, otherwise than as
aforesaid, such direction shall be null and void, and the rents,
issues, profits and produce of such property so directed to be
accumulated, contrary to the provisions of this Act, go to and
be received by such person or persons as would have been entitled
thereto if such accumulation had not been directed'. Wow there
is no direction here to accumulate after the lapse of twenty-one
years, any more than during the currency of twenty-one years;
and I see no ground why the trustees should not have paid the
whole income of the twenty-second year to any of the testator's
children or grandchildren who appear to be in want, and who had
not disentitled themselves to assistance by their own misconduct.
There is every likelihood that during the continuance of this
trust such beneficiaries will emerge; and the fact of
accumulation beyond twenty-one years is not due to any direction
of the testator, but to the accident that there have been no
objects on which his bounty could be bestowed. The same thing
raight occur if a testator gave instructions to trustees to pay
the annual income of the fund to persona, within a given parish
who happened to be attacked by cancer, or some less common malady,
and no such person existed, during a period exceeding twenty-one
years. In the case of Lord v. Oolvin Lord President H'Heill (169)
expressly contemplated accumulation beyond twenty-one years
resulting from the operation of law 'as may happen in regard to
minority', and plainly implied that such an accumulation would not
be struck at by the statute, although exceeding twenty-one
years."

It is perhaps significant that the other decision which bases

itself on the doctrine of necessary consoquence, Ho3s'b Trustees v.

Branwell (l?0) makes no reference to this case, and further that in

the /

169. (1860) 23 D at p. 124
170. 1936. 30 (H.L.) 1.
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the subsequent decisions (171) in which Mitchell's Trustees v.

ffraser has been sought to be applied the courts have ooiae to

explain it on another ground. Thus, for example in Innes's

Trustees v. Bowen. Lord Dundas explained the decision thust (172)

"The recent decision of this Division in hltohell'a
Trustees is not, I think, in any way discrepant. I gather that
the Court considered that the fee of the residue had vested in
the testator's issue, as a class, subject to the trustees
direction in administering the benefit to those of the class whom
they might think 'most deserving'. In Lord v. Colvin (173) the
Act was held to apply because the necessity for aecumlating
income arose, in the opinion of the learned judges, from the
provisions of the settlament in the circumstances which had
occurred, as I think it clearly did in the case before me. It
was pointed out (e.g. per Lord Ivory, at p. 127) that a different
situation would arise, as in the case, e.g. of a lunatic, it
might be necessary as a matter of prudent administration, to
accumulate, beyond the period of twenty-one years, the bulk of the
income of an estate which actually belonged to him. So, again,
la .I'li-t9)^1,1'q Lord Salvesen figured (174) the case of an
absentee, not known to be dead, to whom, if alive, the estate
belonged. But no such situation is, as I have explained, here
present? for the fee of the estate was not, when the twenty-one
years expired, and is not yet, vested in anyone."

According to Lord Dundas, then, the basis of the decision in

l;4tcW,V,s gBBigga Yt was not so much that the accumulation

came about as the result of an extraneous factor, per se, but

rather that it related to the interests of beneficiaries which tore

vested and not contingent, An examination of the judgements in

lord v. Colvin from which the necessary consequence doctrine derives

also shows that the circumstances contemplated in which an

accumulation ty trustees would not be a necessary consequence

related /

171. See per iatson's Trustees v. Brown 1923 SC 228? Innoa'g
Tt fowpft 1920 3C 123.

172. 1920 3C at p. 141.
172. (i860) 23 D 111.
174. 1915 SC at p. 357.
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related to cases where the beneficiaries had rested interests.

Thus, in Lord Ivory's judgement, which was the most detailed on

this point, the following passage occurs: (175)
"It was said that, not being an express direction, and not

being an implied direction in the sense to which I have just been
speaking that the accumulation is truly an act of the law, by
which the trustees mist accumulate. It Is not an act of law in
the sense of the law being- the source of the duty. The duty
originates in the deed, and is to be fulfilled in the terns of
the deed. There ia no general law regarding the subject. It
is the will of the testator. But there is a misapprehension in
the use which has been made of that observation, for the
illustration which was given was that to which your Lordship has
already alluded, - the case of trustees or curators acting for
pupils, or for persons otherwise incapacitated from managing their
own estates, lunatics and such like, when the trustees are
compelled to manage the estate which they have been intrusted with,
that all the produce may be gathered together and dealt with as a
portion of the estate eventually to be extricated. Well, that is
very fine. There is no direction there, and it is in such a case
that the law interposesj but the distinction lies here, that in
the case of an estate that has fallen to a minor as a fee simple
estate, burdened with no contingency, no directions, no
accumulations, so far as the deed goes, then the estate is jure
and simple. It is an estate which belongs to him after the death
of the testator from the first; and the Thellusson Act dooa not
deal with accumulations in the interests of a party to whom the
estate itself belongs and who is in the beneficial enjoyment ©a
well as in the vested right to the whole ©state. The case there
is the case of funds of the successor being placed in such a
situation that it is necessary to throw the proteotion of the law
over them. The trustees, or the receivers of Court, or whoever
else is placed in charge, must deal with the ©state, so that all
the beneficial results from that estate shall fall to the party
whose the estate is. But that is not at all the kind of oase
which the Thelluaaoa Act points at."

This background to and interpretation of the principle applied

by the becond Division in Tt (176) raises

two questions. The first is whether the cause of extraneous

circumstances /

175. (1860) 23 D at p. 127
176. 1915 SO 350.
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circumstances which takes the accumulation outwith the legislation

is limited to cases where the beneficiaries have vested interests.

While there was no mention of such a limitation in Hogs'a Trustees

v. Bramwell (177) it is nonetheless a fact that the relevant

interests there were vested; and further, the first of the

examples given hy Lord Salvesen in his statement of the principle,

(178) namely that of the last beneficiaxy is also a case of an

interest which, has vested. And, of course, if the interpretation

of Kitchell's Trustees v. Praaer is correct, then this too would

exemplify such a correlation. It must also be stated that in

England the principle is stated in terms of the consequences of

accumulations where the beneficiary has a vested interest rather

than in terms of extraneous circumstances. (179)

If this view is right, then the second question cooes sharply

into focus, namely whether on this basis the case of Mitchell's

Trustees v. Fraser has been rightly decided and correctly

interpreted. The point is whether, in truth, the beneficiaries

in that case had vested interests. The judgements of the members

of the court make no analysis of these interests at all and the

Lord Ordinary, Lord Sherrington, in his opinion (180) referred to

them as "contingent". With the greatest respect it is suggested

that, /

177. 1936 SC (lI.L.) 1.
173. 1915 SC at pp. 357/358.
179. See Morris and Leach at pp. 276-278; Keeton - Modern

Developments in the Law of Trusts at pp. 236-239. Subject
to one exception, Lombe v. Stouirhton (1841; 12 Sim. 304 which
concerned a bequest for a specific purpose, namely the erection
of a mansion house on land where owing is the refusal of the
tenant for life to approve the plan the purpose could not be
carried out until more than twonty-one years after the death
of the testator.

180. 1915 3C at pp. 351/352.
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that, given the terms of the direction to the trustees empowering

them "from time to time, as they think proper, to make such

special payments out of the free residue ..... to such of [the

class of beneficiaries] as they shall think most deserving, with

special instructions to relieve any of them who appear to be in

want", it is difficult to ascribe any vested right to the

beneficiaries - indeed it is difficult to ascribe any contingent

right either for even if they so satisfy the conditions of

membership no beneficiary is to have any interest at all until

the trustees exercise their discretion in his favour. If this

be a correct assessment of the beneficiaries' rights then, given

that cases where the intermediate income is not dealt with until

vesting have been held (181) to constitute implied directions to

accumulate, the instant case would appear to fall within this class,

with the result that it should be subject to the restrictions of

the legislation. (182)

It is perhaps to be regretted that the term "direction to

accumulate" was ever included in the Act of 1800 and still more

that it has been retained in the Act of 1961, for if nothing else

it is something of a misnomer which has only added complexity to an

already complex subject. Misnomer it is because direction is

usually taken to imply an action, an instruction which if implemented

has a consequence; whereas in fact it is not the action or

instruction /

181. See cases cited above at note 156.
102. The second example of Lord Salvesen's, the bequest to such

members of a village as became afflicted with cancer, etc.
would not seem to be at one with the situation here since in
that example the interests of the beneficiaries depended on
their cancerous state rather than on the exercise of the
trustees' discretion in their favour.
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instruction which is important as far as the operation of the

legislation is concerned, hut rather the consequence. while it

is true that this consequence mat necessarily result fros the

provisions of the deed it remains that the primary factor is the

consequence and it is from that that the process of and questions

arising out of applying the legislation arise.

4.3. m

It will be remembered that the Act of 1800 sought only to

regulate, rather than to prohibit, the practice of accumulation

and accordingly sought in no way to affect the validity or nature

of the beneficial interests given under the settlement as do the

perpetuity rules applicable in Sngland and Scotland respectively.

All the Act did was to limit accumulation by defining the periods

during which it was permissible. It is these provisions and their

consequences that now fall to be considered.

4.5.1. fhe Periods of Accumulation

Pour periods were prescribed by section 1 of the Thellusson

Act (133) and these were carried forward to form the basis of

section 5 of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961. (184) To these

section 6 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions)(Scotland)

Act 1966 (185) added two more.

Tlie /

183. Statute 39 & 40 Geo. Ill c. 98.
184. ibid 9 & 10 Sliz. II c. 57.
185. ibid 1966 c. 19.
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The six periods aret

(a) The lifo of the grantor or settlor?

(b) A term of twenty-on® years from the death of the
grantor, settlor or testator?

(c) The duration of the minority or respective minorities
of any person or persons living or in utero at the
death of the grantor, settlor or toatatorj

(d) The duration of the minority or respective minorities
only of any person or persons who, under the
limitations of th© instrument directing the
accumulation would, for the tire being, if of iUll
ago, he entitled to th® income directed to be
accumulated?

(©) A tens of twenty-one years from the date of tho making
of the disposition?

(f) Th© duration of the minority or respective minorities
of any person or pernor® in being at that date.

Periods (e) and (f), having been introduced by th® 1966 Act,

apply only to deeds taking effect aftor th© passing of that Act.

(a) "The first period", said Lord Parker of /addington, (186)
©

"contemplates the case of a man who settles his property otherwise

than by will, in which case he may direct that the rents and profits

be accumulated during his life - The settlor cannot direct an

accumulation during his life and sone further period".

This principle cane to be considered In ,Scotland in Olfflayt.'B.

Trustees v. Jtairart. (IS?) which concerned an inter vivos trust with

an accumulation provision which came into effect during the trustor's

lifetime. It was held that th© only valid period during which the

income could be accumulated was fTcm the date of t he coming into force

of the accumulation to the death f the truster, the court

cqmaly /
106. In lie :attell [1914] 1 Ch. 177 at p. 186.
187. 1927 8C 550.
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exjresaly folloulne two earlier ...s^Lioh decisions la % fifftp

aooftlvn*B Trust (lG8) and Imager v. Jogger* (189) Jtewart'n

i^StgSS ft .rtnffift C1SP7) *n» followed two years later la &**»
naak of ^tlaad Oaaahal.1 (190) where the p rinoipl* was

expressed la ooaewhst wider taxes to the effect that it a

diroctien to accunulato was contained la an Inter vivos trust and

had m isaaodlate operation* period (a) was the only appropriate

on* to apply* These two oases wens in tram followed in iittaapljl*js
Trustees jt (190*) sad Lady Gibson1 a Trustees*

r*MMSS83»» (190b)
'a a result of the wide language used in those oases it ess*

to ho assured that wherever there was a direction to acaurailate in

an inter vivos settlement it would he terminated on the death of

the truster unless it had hesn tied to a minority which hm expired

In the amentias* mwfteoffiaotly whore an *"'A>"a"'1<*t^ "n wee tied to a

minority, hut one which did not osase until after the truster*s

death It sen* to he felt that the aoouanlation would nonetheless ho

curtailed at the date of death. Indeed in MTMT*! SmtfflMI .T*
1HC (190a) Lord Jraaer see emphatic that Mthere was clear authority

to th» offset that whore* under a di*e*ti«n to asouaulate inooa*

contained in an inter vivos deed* eeoosulatlons began during the

grantor** life and that "T""1 after M" death wore illegal' •

In /

las, (late) 16 31su 391,
189. (1003) 25 Ch.D. 729.
190. 1929 30 U%
190a* 1959 3C 148*
190b. 1963 X 350,
190©. [1973] 3*?,C* 393 at p* 4031 See also per Lord Kiasen at

p* 401 "*•••• in inter vivos deeds accumulation of tneeae
was illegal after the death of the grantor of such a deed1* •
How reported 1974 3,1*7* 201.
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In this case a fund was transferred to trustees with a

direction that they were to retain it and accumulate the income

from it until his son attained the age of twenty-two years. The

grantor died whoa the son was sixteen and the trustees were

assessed for estate duty on the basi3 that the accumulation

provisions became illegal on the grantor's death as the appropriate

accumulation period was the life of the grantor. The trustees on

the other hand held that the appropriate period was period (d) as

the accumulation period was defined by reference to the son's age

and the period was consistent with tho grantor's intention was

that one which permitted accumulation during the son's minority.

As a matter of construction the trustees failed.. As Lord hissen

explained: (l90d)

"The words 'during a period specified in paragraph (d)»
cannot be applied to tho provisions in tho deed as that accumulation
could take plane beyond the truster's life. Apart from that,
the terms of and the language employed in the deed point clearly
in my opinion to the view that tho truster must have intended that
the accumulation of revenue was to continue until his death. His
overriding intention ..... was that accumulation was to continue
until his son reached the ago of twenty-two years. That intention
could not have been oarried out by the application of ••••• period
••••• (d) because the accumulation would necessarily have ended when
the son had reached the age of twenty-one years, even if the truster
was than alive. The only possibility of accumulation continuing
until the son reached the age of twenty-two years was the truster's
survivanoe to that time."

Tho trustees had founded their argument on section 5(4) of the

Act of 1966 which provided:

"For the avoidance of doubt it is hereby declared that, in the
case of a settlement or other disposition inter vivos, a direction
to accumulate income during ••••• period ..... (d) ..... shall not
be void, nor shall the accumulation of the income be oontrary to
this section, solely by reason of the fact that the period begins
during the life of tho grantor and ends after his death."

Both /

190d. [1973] b.T.C• at p. 401.
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Both Lord Kiesen and Lord Proser treated this section a3

altering the pre-1961 law, as opposed to merely clarifying it.

Certainly there had been no oases decided in Scotland in which

an accumulation which has begun during the grantor's lifetime had

been permitted to continue after his death, and there were of

course the dicta in jfrWrtiMff Y» atfyfflft an* the Union

Bonk Cqae. But, with respect, wide though these dicta are, they

\mr& nade in the context of and indeed applying the principle that

the accumulation periods cannot be aggregated together. There is

nothing, in either of them, it is submitted, which would justify

an extension of this to the effect that in an inter vivos deed,

if another period was appropriate, it should be cut short by the

death of the grantor. However, having said that, it must be

admitted that in .frsggU'q ^n^es v, a^goll (190a) this
contextual point was not taken, the judgement of the Lord President

in particular applying the dicta without qualification. (l90e)

Yet whatever the effect of section 5(4) on the previous law,

the decision in Heaver;*a Case would seem to restrict its

application to these cases where the terms of the deed specifically

direct an accumulation for the relevant lainority. Certainly any

direction contemplating an excess would appear, on lord Kiaaen's

reasoning, automatically to make period (a) the appropriate one.

(b) /

190e, It should be mentioned that because of other factors
present in the case the end result would have been
the same.
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(b) Unlike period (a) this accumulation period applies to both

inter vivos and mortis causa deeds, provided, of course, that

the direction to accumulate is to take effect from the grantor*s

death, The actual date of death is exoluded from the term so

that income falling due on the twenty-first anniversary of the

death can be accumulated. (191)

In Trustees Tt K*#, iepalpq o£ ffxuflee (192) It
seams to have been assumed that in the case of all testamentary

deeds no accumulation which did not involve a minority could

continue beyond the twenty-first anniversary of the death.

However in IfaBTlto'ft Trusses ?i tfaWBU (193) it was held that

this period renders illegal directions to accumulate after the

twenty-first anniversary of the date on which the direction became

operative. In this case the accumulation was directed to begin

only after the lapse of certain annuities. The testator had

died in 1841, but the annuities had continued to be paid until

Whitsuntide 1856. Thereafter the trustees accumulated the

requisite portion of the residuary income until 1877. It was held

by the court that any accumulation after this date would be null

and void.

This case was cited as authority for the proposition that

where the direction to accumulate became operative after the date

of the death of the grantor then, although the period of accumulation

was limited to twenty-one years in toto, it need not cease on the

twenty-first /

191. Gorat v. Lowndes (1841) 11 Sim. 434.
192. (1846) 8 D 1229.
193. (1877) 5 2 248.
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twenty-first anniversary of the death. In Cabell's Trusteaa

v. Campbell (194) however the Lord Ordinary, Lord Kincaimoy,

refused to follow Harwell'?. case on this point, writing: (195)
" it is to be observed that f in Maxwell's easel prior

accumulations were not challenged and the question put to the
Court was only whether the direction was void as from 'Whitsunday
1877. The Court could, and did, decide nothing else. Probably
attention was not drawn to the legality of the prior accumulations,
and I do not find that any of the judges indicated an opinion on
the point."

The Second Division accepted the Lord Ordinary's assessment

(by a majority) and held that, in the case of period (b), whenever

the direction came into operation, the accumulation could not

continue beyond the twenty-first anniversary of the grantor's

death. (195a)

In .-tc.w^rt'fi vt (196) an accumulation was

directed by a power of appointment which took effect several years

after the coming into operation of the parent deed on the death of

a testator. The question for the court, inter alia, was as to the

operative date from which the period was to run. If it was the

date of the power, as this was geared to the duration of the minority

of the beneficiary the accumulation would accordingly continue for

twenty-one years from the date of the coming into operation of the

power; if on the other hand the relevant date was the date of the

parent deed, period (b) would apply so that the accumulation would

have to terminate on the twenty-first anniversary of the death. It

wa3 hold, following English authority (197) that the relevant date

was /

194. (1891) 18H 992; See also Barbour v. Ix&m 1947 SN 100.
195. ibid at p. 997/998.
195a.-ee also Carey's Trustees v. dose 1957 SO 252.
196. 1926 SO 701: confirmed in respect of post 1966 deeds ay

section 6(3;.
197. Fane v. Fane 11913] 1 Ch. 404.
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was the date of the deed under which the power had "been created

so that the accumulation period ran from the death of the testator.

(c) At its extreme limit this period can only exceed that

prescribed in period (h) by a few months. Often it will not do

that. Again the principle that the cut-off date is the end of

the minority applies, irrespective of when the direction to

accumulate became operative. In Upiop, of Scotland v.

the question arose as to whether, in the case of an

inter vivos trust containing a non-specific direction to accumulate,

the appropriate period was period (a) or period (c). It waa held

that in ouch a case, in the absence of a precise nomination as to

the period to be employed, there were no valid grounds on which

period (o) could be used, and that accordingly, the appropriate

period was (a). (199)

(d) The period here referred to is that of the minority or

respective minorities of beneficiaries. The period would seem to

be applicable to a beneficiary whether he was in life or not at

the date the deed oaae into operation. If it were otherwise than

period (d) would be superfluous, adding nothing to period (c).

Indeed /

196. 1929 3C 143.
199. per Kay J in Japer v. Jagaer (1083) 25 Ch, D at p. 773 - "It

is dear that this part of the Act refers only to a direction
to accumulate when such accumulation is to begin from the date
of the grantor's death) and to say that the accumulation may
begin at the date of the settlement whilst 1he grantor is
living and continue during his lifetime and afterwards during
the minorities of the children is, in effect to contend that
the Act is cumulative, that is to say, that you may take one of
the periods and apply it after a previous one had been
exhausted." Approved per Lord Justice—Clerk Alness in the
Union Bank case. 1929 SC at p. 150.
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Indeed it could to argued that this period van mm restrictire,

confining the relevant ninorlties to those of persons who but for

the accumulation would, if of full age, be entitled to race ire

the inoon© secussulated.

This qualification would soma to oontoaplate such

ben&ftciariee who are entitled to "a present gift of the fund

itself (199s) which in flBjfltU'lli ftWtfiM T> ft»wU (l99to) was

defined as someone whose interest had rested absolutely, if not

froa ths hat® of the gift, at least before the termination of the

accauaulatioa. In this o&so there was a defeasance clause, which

was hold ts prevent absolute resting until the date cpecif led for

payaant. In Mclyar'a case thie principle was applied m m

alternative ground for the inapplicability of period (d). (l99o)
A typical ease where the application of period (d) is

appropriate would mm to be where the accumulation is directed to

follow Moo intervening interest. is lord President Clyde

explained in gfifty'8, .TgWtflM Tt %8t» (200)
"The prohibition in relation to the fourth period however deals

with a quits different situation. A testator nay provide for the
income of part, or the whole of his sstate being enjoyed by a
liferenter or sons intervening interest, and he may direct that on
the death of the 1if®renter or the termination of that intervening
interest that income is to be aocuaulatcd for a benefioiaxy who on
attaining majority is to be entitled to the aoounulated finds.
It would bo quite inequitable to seek to apply the prohibition in
relation to the second period in such a ease, so as to prohibit all
acouaulatUtts after twenty-one years from the testator*# death, for
the direction in this esse night not begin to operate until after
these twenty-one years bad passed. ••••• Where the dirotiOR ts
acouaulate only begins to operate, owing to the existence of m
intervening interest, sons years after the date of the testator's
death, the prohibition relating to the fourth period eones into
operation f
199a. Jee below at motion 4.4.1j at p. 373 et seq.
199b. 1999 X 143.
l99o. ~*e [1975] ->.T.C. at pp. 4C1/2 (per Lord Lisson) and at

pp. 404/5 (per Lord Eraser).
200. 1957 00 252 at pp. 257/238.
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operation and, while sanctioning accumulations during the
beneficiary's minority, prohibits any further eccuhuI: tion
after that beneficiary beoomes twenty-one years of age."

as it would appear unnecessary for the relevant beneficiary

to be in esse at the date of deed it would seem that by framing

a deed in such a way that accumulations wore to take place during

the minorities of successive beneficiaries a series of accumulations

would be possible, which in toto would continue for long in excess

of twenty-one years. (20l) However it would appear that if

period (d) is to be applicable and the beneficiary is unborn at

the date of the deed, there has to be, if not an intervening

interest, at least some intervening trust purpose. In the only

hglish case where this has been permitted, Re Cattell (202) there

was an intervening trust purpose. But in Re Taylor (203) -/There

there was an implied direction to accumulate income for such of

the children of a married woman as should attain the age of twenty-

one, the woman being children at the date of the deed, the court

directed accumulation for twenty-one years from the testator's

death, and negatived an argument that the accumulation could only

begin on the birth of a child and continue during its minority.

And in lie -att's <111 Trusts. (204) where an accumulation was

directed during the minority of the children of A, the capital and

accumulations of the fund going to them at twenty-one, it was held

that period (d) was inappropriate here because the income of the

whole fund was directed still to be subject to accumulation after

3ome of those entitled to share in it had attained majority* The

appropriate /

201. He Ca,ttell [1914] 1 Ch. 547 (C.A.) not folio-ring dicta in Haley
y, 'fonfyiater. (1819) 4 Hood 275} Vt 'W# (1841) 3 Beav.
587| Byym Yt (1852) 16 Beav. 14; y, JWfPT supra.

202. [1907. 1 Ch* 567 per Neville J.
203. [1901J 2 Ch* 134 approved by . ord President Clyde at 1957 3C at

». 258.
204. [1936] 1 All EH 1555.
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appropriate period here was held to bo the third period and

accordingly therefore the accumulation had to be restricted to

the minority of the children living at the testator's death.

We have seen that section 5(4) of the Trusts (Scotland) Act

1961 (205) relates specifically to period (d) declaring, "for

the avoidance of doubt" that a direction to accumulate for this

period is not to be considered in breach of the legislation

solely by reason of the fact that the period begins during the

life of the grantor and ends after his death.

The provision now makes it clear that, if the direction be

sufficiently explicit to make it clear that period (d) is

appropriate, the mere fact that it is to begin during the grantor's

lifetime will not operate to invalidate it. (206)

It will be recalled that accumulations governed by the

Accumulations Act 1892 (20?) are restricted to this period alone.

(0) This period, introduced by the Act of 1966 provides the

counterpart for deeds inter vivos to that available for testamentary

disposition under period (b). To date there has been only one case

before the courts in which this period has figured, that of

J.j. Aikman. Petitioner (208) which is discussed above.

(f) /

205. See above at section 4.1.5.; at p. 519.
206. See also per Lord Kissen (at p. 401) and Lord Praser

(at pp. 403/3) in Mclver v. I.R.C. [1975] S.T.C. 398.
207. See above at section 4.1.31 at p. 316.
208. 1968 S.L.T. 137: See above at section 4.1.6.
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(f) The second additional period introduced by the 3966 .ct ifi

a counterpart to period (c) although this of course applies only

to inter vivos settlements.

4»3.2. Choice of Period

In settlements where there are present express directions to

accumulate it is usual to specify which of the six periods ia

intended to apply to the settlement. In many cases, however,

either because the period specified is inappropriate or illegal

as being in contravention of the legislation, and where the

direction to accumulate is implied, it has to be ascertained which

period is appropriate to the particular direction.

There is, perhaps, only one basic principle and that is that

only one period can be selected. As Lord Orciidale put it in

JMaa Sank °f v» S«b&iU» (2°9)
"It must, I think, be held to have been finally ascertained

as a matter of construction, that any one, but not more than one,
of these periods can be selected by the settlor. In re lady
.vQaalva'a Trust (210) the argument appears to have been submitted
to the Vice-Chancellor (sir L. hhatwell) but rejected by him, that
the settlor was entitled to take more than one, or the whole four
periods as making one aggregate period. tod his construction of
the section appears to have been consistently followed (211) and
the periods held to be, not cumulative to any extent, but
exclusive."

That being the oase questions then arise as to which of the

periods is applicable in any given case and what factors are taken

into acoount in making the choice?

In /

209. 1929 bC 143 at p. 156.
210. (1848) 16 31m. 381.
211. bee v, (1G83) 25 Ch. V 729 at 731 per hay J.

In Re Crrlnsrton (1397) 76 L.T. 616j In te Cattell [1907]
1 Ch. 567 per Seville Jj and [1914] 1 Ch. 177 per Lord
Parker of waddington.
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In most cases it will be apparent fro© the provisions of the

trust deed that at least one, and probably two (or now four) of
the periods will be inappropriate as being irrelevant to those

provisions. She ultimate decision will usually be between tiro

periods and is almost always arrived at by a process of elimination.

In Re bourns*a settlement frusta the case arose out of an inter vivos

settlement where the choice of period lay between (a) and (d), and

Lord Greene*a Judgement exemplifies the process that has been

consistently applied both in England and in Scotland. He

saidI (212)

"The problem which the legislature has laid down for the Court
under this section is in any particular case to discover the period
which is appropriate for the particular case. The first thing to
do is to look at the date from -which, according to the settlement,
the accumulations are to begin. In the present case they are to
begin at once. Accordingly, paragraph (b) can b© put out of the
way altogether because it says this! 'A term of twenty-one years
from the death of the grantor, settlor or testator*. This cannot
possibly be appropriate to a settlement which directs the
accumulation to begin, not on the death of the settlor but
immediately the settlement is execrated. Similarly, paragraph (c)
which I mod not read, also disappears out of the picture. The
controversy is between paragraphs (a) and (d), Svershed J. [at
first instance] held that the appropriate provision is (a), namely
'the life of the grantor or settlor*, Counsel for the first seven
defendants argue© that the appropriate provision is (d), the
duration of the minority or respective minorities only of any
person or persons who, under the limitation© of the instrument
direction the accumulations, would, for the time being, if of full
age, be entitled to the income directed to be accumulated. He
soys that that is the 'appropriate* period because it is possible
to fit in the whole of the provisions of this deed so as to be
consistent with the language of that paragraph. Svershed J.
rejected that view and held that the life of the grantor or settlor,
being the only one then left, must be taken as the proper
period.** (213)

This /

212. (1946) 115 L.J. Ch. 152 at p. 154.
213. jee also e.g. per Lord Justice-Clerk Alness and lord Orraidalo

in jxjfo of ^QUar^ v, 1929 3C at pp. 154 and
156 respectively and per lord President Clyde in Caret's
Trustees v. Rose 1957 3C at p. 257.
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This passage also gives acme indication as to the factors to

be taken into account in choosing the period, or more apacifically

in working through that process of elimination. The basis, as

Lord Greene remarks, must be the instrument itself, and the

construction to be put on it in the events which have happened ;

it is from the instrument alone that guidance must be sought.

But suppose, applying such a test, a result is arrived at which,

although it seems reasonable enough as a matter of pure

construction, appears to be at odds with the settlor's intention

to accumulate, as that is expressed through the whole tenor of the

deed? The answer seems to be that intention gives way to

construction. m Lord Grmidale said in the Unison Bank case: (214)
"The competition is between [a] and [c] and in cy opinion it

must be decided in favour of [a]. It may well bo that to come to
this conclusion is to frustrate the intention of the grantor to a
greater extent than by holding that period [c] is applicable to the
direction to accumulate. But the intention of the grantor is of
little account. As Kekewich J. says in Trrin/rton - perhaps a
little too broadly: 'The Thellusson Act was passed to destroy
intention*. In the present case what I go on mainly is that the
declaration of trust is an inter vivos deed, and that it commenced
to operate during [the settlor's] life and not from the date of his
death." (215)

However /

214. 1929 dC at p. 156; See also ^y's '^tsta-es y,
11973] 3.T.C. 398.

215. But see per Upjohn J. in he llansome [1957] Ch. 348 at pp.
361-2 dealing with the English restatement of the accumulation
periods in section 164(l) of the Law of Property Act 1925.
"The test is stated to be that you have firot to det raine
which of the four periods set out in section 164 the testatrix
has seemingly selected, determining that question according to
the language employed and the facts of the case. That seems
to me an artificial and difficult test. The trouble in this
case and in most cases dealing with the rule against
accumulations is that the testatrix here has given directions
clearly not having the rule in mind at all. The competing
periods in this case are [periods (b) and (c)] ..... Neither
[period] fits in, in the least degree with the directions of
the testatrix •••.."

Upjohn J. proceeded to choose period (b) on the basis that, of
the two, the result that would flow from it would be less
incompatible with the testatrix's intention.
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However in spite of the rather general and indefinite nature

of the principles Just adumbrated it would sees possible to

formulate a few practical rules of guidances (215a)

(a) where th® settlement is to take effect on the grantor's
death, then

(i) periods (a), (e) and (f) can have no application, and

(ii) the normal period will be period (b) unless there can
b© established a direct link between the accumulation
and. a minority,

(iii) If the accumulation can be directly linked to a
minority the competition will be between (c) and
(d). If the accumulation is directed for:-

(1) the minority of an individual beneficiary or
beneficiaries, who need not be in esse at the
date of death the appropriate period will be (d)

(2) the minorities of persons forming a group, the
accumulation to terminate on the majority of the
youngest member the appropriate period will be (c)

(5) any other case of a minority the appropriate
period will be (c).

(b) Where the settlement is to take effect inter vivos, then

(i) periods (b) and (c) cm have no application;

(ii) if a direct link between the accumulation and minority
can be established the competition will be between (dj
and (f). If the accumulation is directed for:—

(1) The minority of an individual beneficiary or
beneficiaries, who need not be in ess© at the date
of the deed, the appropriate period will be (d)

(2) the minorities of persons forming a .group, the
accumulation to terminate on the majority of the
youngest member, the appropriate period trill be (f)

(3) any other case of a minority, the appropriate
period will be (f)

(iii) /

215a, derived from the oases discussed in section 4,3,1, above at
p, 354
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(iii) Where such a direct link is established periods (d)
or (f) will not be inappropriate merely because
the accumulation begins during the lifetime of the
grantor but ends after his death.

(iv) ./here no such link con be established the
competition will be between periods (a) and (e).
There is no indication which the courts will tend to
prefer. AtI a matter of practice, if the direct
period of twenty-one years is appropriate, it is
likely to be spelled out in the deed, if only
because of the estate duty implications of period
(a). Accordingly, it is suggested, though
without ouch confidence, that unless there is such
specific reference, or such a context as to make a
specifio reference superfluous, the appropriate
period will be (a).

(e) In ascertaining the above the basic working document will
be the trust provisions governing the accumulation, read
in the light of the events which have happened.

4.4. kontrqyo^t^on, of the Aeptrxc^iqa£

In most cases of contravention of the statutory restrictions

the excesses have occurred either through accident or ignorance,

being expressed in the drafting of the deed. (216) In some cases

however deliberate attempts have been made to get around the

restrictions.

In the first part of the nineteenth century, this was fairly

easy to do, heritage being excluded from the operation of the

1hellus3on Act by section 3. But, as we have seen, the Ifcitberfurd

Act (217) abolished that exemption.

In/

216. dee for example the words of Upjohn J. in Re Ranseme supra
at note 219.

217. The Antail Amendment (Scotland) Act 1848; statute 11 & 12
Vict. c. 36, section 41.

\
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la England the chief attempts at evasion have com© by trying

to make use of the exception from, section 2 in that draftsmen

would try to clothe a direction for accumulation in the trappings of

a fund for the payment of debts or the raising of portions. A

substantial part of the mass of English case law dealing with the

rule against accumulations is derived from these attempts, with the

courts trying to ascertain the dividing line and apply it to the

various settlements confronting them, (218) Some attempts were

made in Scotland and there are a few nineteenth century oases where

the scope of section 2 figures prominently. (219) However with

the repeal of section 2, as far as Scotland is concerned, by the

tintail (Scotland) Act 1914 (220) this has long since ceased to

be a problem.

Of more seriousness perhaps were the nineteenth and early

twentieth century attempts to use the period permitted hy the Act

as cumulative rather than as exclusive. These attempts were aided

by the writings of Hargrave (221) who expressed the view that there

was nothing in the legislation to prevent a grantor selecting more

than one period if he so -wished, and to employ these periods

successively so as to produce an aggregate period in excess of any

of the periods specified in the Act. Jarmsn (222) on the other hand

was firm in the view that the periods were exclusive and that

accordingly /

218. See Morris and Leach at pp. 281-289? Keeton, "Modern
Developments in the Law of "rusts" at pp. 250-263.

219. See Moon's Trustees v. Moon 1899 2 F 201? Hutchison v.
ttrwrt'g, 1913 sc i2ii.

220. Statute 4 & 5 Geo. V o. 43> section 9.
221. Treatise on the Thellusson Act at pp. 138-142.
222. Wills (2nd Ed. 1855) vol, i at p. 243.
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accordingly only one could be properly chosen. As we have

soon (223) the courts adopted this latter view.

In - ^Tifsa'a IfiniilrgM WU (224) the possibility of

avoiding the restrictions by obtaining requisite consents was

explored. The case concerned a trust-disposition and settlement

which contained provisions directing an accumulation in favour of

certain charities. The direction was such that the duration of

the accumulations would have exceeded the periods permitted under

the Ihcllusaon ..ct with the result that they became illegal.

Eowevar the trustees entered into an arrangement with the heir at

law (who would have been entitled to any surplus revenues) under

which the latter ratified and confirmed the provisions of the

settlement. The question was whether this ratification operated

as a personal bar so as to estop the heir from maintaining that

the accumulations were illegal. ,»ere the court to accept this,

clearly an indirect way of evading the restrictions would have been

found. The court however refused to do so. As Lord Ormidale put

it: (225)

"Ho private arrangement or consent to defeat the provisions of
the Thelluason Act, which, as is well-known, was dictated by public
policy, and had for its object the repression of public evils, can
be entertained and given effect to by the Court. Were it
otherwise, I can readily understand that the net might, without much
difficulty, be so entirely defeated as to render it of no more effect
than if it had been repealed."

A rather more intricate method was employed in the comparatively

recent oase of Ladv Gibson's Trustees. Petitioners. (226) This

concerned /

223. 3oe above section 4.3»2. at p. 365.
224. (1377) 5 R 243.
225. ibid at p. 254.
226. 1963 3C 350.
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concerned an inter vivos trust under which accumulations had

been directed which became illegal on the death of the truster.

Under the rules as to surplus income (227) the excess accumulations

would have fallen to be dealt with under the residue clause of the

truster's will. However the terms of the clause were such that

they amounted to a direction to return the income to the Inter

vivos trustees to be added to the capital of that fund. Bis

broad effect would have been that, by her will, the truster was

authorising the inter vivos trustees to continue to accumulate the

income of the property settled in their hands for a period in

excess of the life of the grantor, thus attempting to produce a

cumulative effect by two, instead of one, instruments. The court

however would leave none of it. Lord Sorn expressed the position

succinctly. He said; (223)

"[The clause in the will provided] the very same direction, in
fact, as that which is contained in the inter vivos trust itself
and which has become illegal for those trustees to carry out.

In my view a grantor cannot get over the disabling effect of
the /accumulation Acts by executing a second deed directing
illegal accumulations to be returned to the trustees acting under
the first deed so that they may be accumulated in the very way
which has become illegal." (229)

However, whether the contravention of the legislative

restrictions be caused by ignorance, bad drafting or deliberate

attempts at evasion a finding of contravention will involve certain

consequences, /

227. Leo below at section 4.4.2. at p. 382 et seq.
228. 1963 SC at p. 355.
229. Lee also ,tewart's Trustees v. hitelar 1926 LJ 701 for the

position governing the use of special powers of appointment in
possible attempts to extend the period of accumulation.
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consequences, specifically as to the effects on the provisions of

the trust and the interests thereunder, as to the destination of

excessive accumulations, and as to their nature in the hands of

the recipients. It is to these oonaequences that we now turn.

4.4.1. effects of Contravention on the Trust Provisions

section 1 of the fhelluason >ct provided that "in every case

where any accumulation shall be directed otherwise then as

aforesaid, such direction shall be null and void'. (230) The

primary question then where the court was faced with an infringing

airection was as to the extent of the nullity J was it null and

void ab initio, so that no income could be validly accumulated or

was it to be treated as valid for the appropriate statutory

period, but void only as to any excess?

The first case after the passing of the let to come before

the courts cozicerning a direction in contravention of the statutory

provisions was Griffiths v. Verc (231) where Lord Jldon chose the

latter course, holding that if the accumulation directed in fact

exceeded the permitted period, it was to be void only for the

excess, so that income might be validly accumulated for the

appropriate period. This decision was followed three years later

by oir Gilliam Grant in hunralon v. vision (2^2) and was accepted

thereafter. (233)

The /

230. Carried forward as s. 5(2) of the 1961 Act.
231. (I8O3) 9 Ves. 127.
232. (1806) 12 Vea. 295.
233. lalev v. Bannister (1819) 4 Madd. 275; Crawley v. Crawley

(1835) 7 oi* 427; Miles v. wver (1837) 8 Jim 330; c'lieiU
v. Lucas (1838) 2 Keen 313| Ivre v. Karsden (1838) 2 Keen 564;
Pride v. Fooks (1839) 2 Beav. 430* >mj,aps y, (1840) 2
Bear. 472; Blease v. Burgh (1840) 2 Beav. 221; Mft y, fpbfc
(1840) 2 Beav. 493.
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Tim first -.sottish mam where toe point omm» to be conuMored

*w 'y""**** ^ '^""flr* (254) where the

-■n^i\ifa A.|K<<-<y^i were (ipplltd i i# Lord ^illortoa csi4t

'••••» the statute doss not annul the bequest* it only annuls
the direction to acraaulats for aors? than a certain period, That
point is ruled by the agliah daoioiona referred to; so that in
this oass the only result of holding the statute to apply will bo
to carry the bequest to the Kirk •ossion free from any obligation
to accumulate after the gusher of yoere fixed by the statute shall
expire* for Z see no intelligible distinction between the present
end the English eases* It nay always be said that when a testator
directs m aoouaulstien for a certain nuatoor of years* that anabor
of years ferae m essential element in his calculations* ml, that
if that is out short there is no certainty that he would h-va
directed any aeeoaulatloa at all* But that view has been
disregarded in angland* I think we must do the sane hero* '

bod* as in England* this principle has never been questioned

sines* (235)

It will bo recalled that the previa ions of the <icoumlation

Act 1892 (236) differ somewhat fro® those of the i'helluaaon .tat*

nut only as regards the permitted periods* but also as regards

contravention* 2bus while the Act of 1800 spoke of ''directions"

being null and void the Aot of 1892 simply recited tide stork

prohibition that "So person shall •**•* settle or dispose of any

property" in such a way as to contravene the provisions of that «ett

tImm were no indication as to the oonaequonoes of contravention.

Accordingly when a case came before the courts* this difference van

seised upon em en argument for suggesting that the dot of 1892

pioiuced a different result* The court however rebooted this

argument* /

234, (1844) 8 D 1229 at pp. 1242-3.
235. bee fimfr Pg (MUvA (2S92) 20 a 2
234. a^o above at section 4.1.3i at p. 314.
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argument, largely on the basis that the result it would produoe,

namely the invalidity of the settlement itself,was unacceptable.

As Lord President Clyde put itJ (237)

"The first question in this case arises upon the meaning end
effect of the Act of 1892. The frame of the enactment in that
statute differs from the Thellusson Act. The fhellusson ct made
it illegal to accumulate for more than a statutory period, and
declared that any illegal accumulations should be disposed of as
if the testator had never directed them to be made. The Act of
1892 proceeds on the principle of declaring illegal any settlement
of property which is framed in such a manner as to direct
accumulation for the purpose of purchasing land; and it does not
say anything about what is to happen to the accumulations which
are directed in a settlement of that kind. The argument is that
whereas under the Thellusson Act the settlement remains in effect,
except as regards the direction to accumulate; under the ct of
1892 the whole settlement (or at least that port of it which deals
with the property in question) is rendered illegal if it contains
a direction to accumulate with a view to the purchase of land. I
confess I do not understand why the Act of 1892 took the form it
did, especially when the draftsman must have had before him the
well-known forra of the Thellusson Act. But I am unable to attribute
to the Legislature - merely because of the adoption of that
particular form - any idea so drastic as that, because the settlement
(or that part of it which deals with the property in question)
contains a direction to accumulate with a view to the purchase of
land, the settlement (or that particular part of it) is to be wholly
null and void, I think that the statute goes no further than to
annul the directions to accumulate.H

This statement of principle however simply raises the question

that was initially present in the early oases on the Thellusson Act,

namely, to what extent is the direction a nullity - in its entirety,

or merely as regards the excess? The case itself was decided on the

basis of the latter view, thus equating, as did Lord Clyde, the

effects of the Aots of 1800 and 1892. (236)

This interpretation of the legislation, vitiating the direction

to accumulate only in so far as it contravenes the periods laid down,

should /

277. In lobortaon* s Trustees v. Robertson*a Trustees 1933 30 639
at p. 645.

238. Bee per Lord Blaokbum at pp. 646/7) "..... the effect ••••• is
to prohibit any further accumulations after that person has
reached majority".
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should, necessarily have the effect that nothing else under the

trust is affected, (239) Certainly there seems to be a general

principle that the curtailment of an accumulation tinder the

statute will not affect beneficial interests under the trust.

The principle was propounded by Lord V/estbury L.C. in Green v.

Gascoiane as follows: (240)

"I take it that the words of the statute ••••• must bo
construed to mean * if such excessive accumulations had not been

directed1; and, so holding, the meaning of the words is brought
to this, - as if the accumulations had been directed for twenty-
one years only. How, I apprehend that I am not at liberty to
a ply or use the statute so as in any manner to accelerate the
enjoyment of any gift or disposition contained in the will,
Neither can I use the statute for the purpose of 'riving to any term
or description contained in the will a meaning which it would not
have had if the trust for accumulation were good, instead of bad.
Although the trust for accumulation is out down and reduced to a
limited period, the whole of the rest of the will remains, in
point of disposition, in point of the meaning, effect and true
interpretation of its language, precisely as if there had been no
such operation performed by the statute,"

This principle was acknowledged as having been received into

Ccota law by Lord Justice-Cleric Loncrieff in Harwell's Trustees v.

Maxwell (241) and has been applied by the First Division in

SMStoe? Yf HftpIfaY (242) and in fffu?teps v,

Glasgow floral Infirmary. (243) However its application is not

entirely without difficulty for there exists a line of cases where

the /

239. In England, such directions also have to satisfy the Rule against
Perpetuities which, as we have seen, has a more drastic effect,
if contravened, Accordingly even though an accumulation mi^ht
be struck down by the Act only to the extent that it was
excessive, if it also contravened the perpetuity rule it would
be wholly void (3ee per Morris and Leach at pp. 301-303).
This added requirement does not, of course, apply to Scotland
where its rule against perpetuities has no effect on
accumulation trusts,

240. (1865) 34 L.J. Ch. 268 at p. 271.
241. (1877) 5 H 248 at p. 250.
242. 1909 30 139,
243. 1917 3C 527.



the curtailment of the accumulation has undoubtedly produced an

immediate enjoyment of a gift which would otherwise have been

delayed until the end of tho accumulation period. This line

begins with G^y^'s T^steea v, Kirk .es^op of .Amdee (244)
where a sum of £2,000 was bequeathed to trustees to accumulate

the income therefrom for a hundred years whereupon the resultant

sum was to be givan to the Kirk-^easion in order that they might

build a hospital. After the accumulation had been curtailed the

hirk-Jeasion claimed the whole fund and the court uphold that

claim on the basis that there was no-one else who could have been

entitled. This decision was applied in lUjtfifcpBS^ ^ --y^ngi^'s

Trustees (245) where the entire income of a fund was directed to

be applied in the purchase of an entailed estate, and, until the

purchase, to be divided in the proportions of three quarters to

the first institute of entail and the remaining quarter to

accumulate. .gain, on the curtailment by the Act, the enjoyment

of the accumulated fund was immediate.

In i vUvWell' n Trustees (241) the Lord Justice-Clerk

rationalised these two lines of cases as follows

"If the fund directed to be accumulated is not subject to any
present gift then the right of the eventual beneficiary will not
be accelerated or arise at the tena of twenty-one years. .....

But if there be a present gift of the fund itself, and the
directions to accumulate be only a burden on the gift, then the
burden will terminate at the expiration of twenty-one years, and
the gift will become absolute in the person of the donee." (246)

In /

244. (1846) 8 I) 1229.
245. (1877) 4 B 962.
246. Citing Turner L.J. in Combe v. ffuahes (1865) 54 L.J. Ch. at

p. 344 - "I think the general rule may well be taken to be
this: If there is an absolute gift, and then a series of limitations
modifying that gift, so far as the limitations do not extend,
the absolute gift remains. If on the other hand there be no
absolute gift, but merely a series of limitations, then of
course the limitations only can take effect, and what is not
reached by the limitations is not disposed of".



In this case a testator had directed her trustees, after the

lapse of certain annuities to create a fund for the payment of

charitable bequests, by means of an accumulating investment, It

was held that this gave the charities a present interest in the

fund and that, as the accumulation was a mere burden on this, its

discharge after twenty-one years, meant that the bequest could now

be enjoyed by the charities.

In 'lackey's Trustees v. Kaekav. (242) although the interests

were vested, payment was postponed until the beneficiaries attained

majority. It was held that, as such, there was no present gift of

the fund and so there would be no acceleration. Similarly in

IIson*a Trustees v. Glasgow ifryal Infirmary (243) enjoyment was

postponed until the death of the testator's widow and accordingly

the curtailment of accumulation was held not to accelerate this,

there being no present gift.

In all canes, then, the question would seem, as indicated by

Lord .eatbury, (247) to be a matter of the construction ox the trust

provisions to ascertain whether or not, but for the accumulation

there was in existence a present gift. A difficulty arises,

however, where the enjoyment is clearly postponed, but rhero the

reason for that postponement is to allow the income from the fund to

be accumulated. In example would be where trustees were directed

to accumulate until a specified sum had teen achieved, and thereupon

to /

247. tee also per Lord Langdale in lyre v. Marsden (1838) 2 Keen
569 at 574 - "The statute, it appears to me, was not intended
to operate, and does not operate, to alter any dispositions
made by the testator, except his direction to accumulate.
Striking that out, everything else is left as before, and all
the other directions of the will, as to the time of payment,
substitution or any contingencies are to take effect according
to the tree construction of the will unaltered hy the effect of
the statute"•
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to distribute. 3o in Ti ytolqnhouft'b Tniate^p (248)
the sum required to be achieved was £25,000. It was held

however that the beneficiary was entitled to take such accumulations

as had accrued at the end of the permitted period. Lord IIcLaren

explained his decision thus; (249)

"[The designated] sum can never be realised, because further
accumulations are rendered impossible by the operation of the
Thellusson Act, and it seems to me, that the accumulated fund
should, in these circumstances, be treated as having already
attained its maximum amount, and should be given to the person
designated in the Instrument as the person to whom payment was to
bo made at the end of the period of accumulation."

The problem with a case such as this is that it comes from a

situation which sits astride the dividing line drawn by I<ord

Ikmcrieff. On the one hand there was clearly no present gift here.

The requirement of raising £25,000 operated as a postponement in

just the same way that a requirement that payment be delayed until

majority or death would. The only difference is that in the former

case the curtailment of the accumulation by the statute would ensure

that payment was delayed for ever, whereas in the latter case the

date for payment had, sooner or later, to arrive. It is perhaps

this which distinguishes gplouhoun v. Oolouhoun's Trustees from the

other cases where there is no present gift; but at the same time

it hardly places it within the category of Oprilvie »s Trustees (250)

and IleocwellVs Trustees. (251) for in these cases there cannot be

said to have been any acceleration,or any change in the interests of

the beneficiaries under the trust. In Oolcuhoun's case there was

both, /

248. (1892) 19 R 946.
249. ibid at p. 953.
250. (1846) 8 D 1229.
251. (1877) 5 R 248.
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both, a plain acceleration and a change in the gift: a bequest

of £25,000 is not a gift of something less. And yet, had the

court's decision gone the other way the change would have been

even greater: a vested interest would have been defeated by the

operation of the Act.

On balance then it seems that the decision in cn^miftfnm's case

was the right one, but for entirely negative reasons; because a

rule was not applied rather than because it was. If for no other

reason, this should characterise the decision as an individual

case which cannot, and clearly does not, exemplify the rule's

operation.

There is one further complication in this area of the lav,

arising not from the interests granted, but rather from the

beneficiary or beneficiaries to whom it is granted. ,>hile it is

not unreasonable that if the beneficiary, under the terms of the

trust, is not to be ascertained until the date fixed for the

accumulation to finish, the curtailment of that accumulation by the

statute will not accelerate the date for ascertainment (252)

(and therefore enjoyment), difficulties arise in the case of a

class gift. Thus, for example, suppose that the terms of a trust

direct an accumulation period at the termination of which the class

is to be ascertained. Clearly, if the accumulation is curtailed,

on tiie principle of Campbell's Trustees v. Campbell (252) this should

not /

252. Vi ftuqpMU1? TrmataPft (lS9l) *8 R 392 where an
accumulation was directed, after which termination a deed
of entail was directed to be exeouted in favour of an

institute and series of heirs ascertainable only at the
date fixed by the truster for the termination of the
accumulation.
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aot alter the ascertainment date, especially if the class consists

of children or other descendants, if only because of the

possibility of additions to the class in the maritime. owever

if that possibility is removed, because, Bay, of the physical

impossibility of future births in the given case, would not it

be reasonable to allow the beneficiaries to take on the

curtailment of the accumulation? In the Jngliah case of Be

jeloltte (255) it was held that as there was no legal presumption

against child-bearing the class could not be said, in law, to have

closed, whatever the defacto position, with the result that

payment would have to be delayed until the date stipulated in

the trust.

On the other hand it is doubtful whether the principle in

Re Seloitte ever obtained in Scotland. (254) And certainly it

has been held in another context that the principle on which %

joloitte proceeded, that there was no legal presumption against

child-bearing, would not be applicable where the only interests to

be prejudiced were those of children (255) who were unborn and

could not be born because of the age of the woman in question,

..ccordiagly, in such cases, it would seem that the courts in

■ cotland would permit acceleration even though the gift would not

be a present gift, in Lord iioncrieff'a sense, and would not oven be

a /

255. 11926] 1 Ch. 56.
254. liackenzie-Gtiiart "Law of trusts" (Edinburgh 1932) at p. 95

suggests that it did.
255. dee G-. v. CPs Trustees 1936 3C 857 (before a Court of seven

.judges) and 4 v. B'a 'ihMgtees 1941 L.L.T. 193. For the
historical background to this principle see Henderson on
Vesting (2nd dd.) at p. 309 and cases cited there.
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a gift which had vested absolutely, being subject to

potential (if not actual) defeasance in part,

by way of confirmation, it is to be noted that the rule in

Re Deloitte was abolished in .ngland by section 14 of the

Perpetuities and Accumulations Act 1964 (256) but that this

particular measure was excluded from the Scottish accumulation

reforms which came with the Act of 1966, although the other

reforms of the law of accumulations effected by the Snglish .ct

were implementedt presumably its inclusion was felt to be

unnecessary.

4,4,2, Destination of Surplus Income

After nullifying directions not conforming to the restrictions

set out in the first part, the latter part of section 1 of the

Thellusson Act (257) enacted that "the rents, issues, profits and

produce of such property so directed to be accumulated, shall, so

long as the same shall be directed contrary to the provisions of

this Act, go to and be received by such person or persona as would

have been entitled thereto if such accumulation had not boon

directed".

Vhile the section clearly applies to income freed by the Act,

in Mason's Trustees v. Mason (258) the question arose as to whether

it applies to accumulations made 1$r the trustees after the permitted

period /

256. Statute 1964 c, 55.
257. Re-enacted as section 5(5) of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961.
258. (1899)2 F 201.
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period had aspired, the point being that at the tiro the action

was brought they were no longer in the form of rents end profits#

It was held that the illegal accumulations were so covered, the

fact that they had been made illegally not having changed their

character as income.

Aa m have seen, the broad effect of this section has been

simply to curtail accumulations at the end of the appropriate

period, hit otherwise to leave everything as it was before so

that the destination of any surplus income, whether accumulated or

not, will depend, not on the statute, but on the provisions of the

trust. m Lord Omidale said in jf, x'ffl^eefa vt (259)
"She result of the decisions is to hold the deed as containing,

and to read it as if it had contained, an express clause providing
that all accumulations of rents and profits shall cease on the
expiry of twenty-one years, without saying rere raid without
containing any previsions as to the person or persons to whom the
rents accruing after twenty-one years shall go."

Depending as they do on the provisions of their individual

trust deeds, the cases really involve two problems: first, whether

the surplus income goes to the beneficiary talcing the accumulated

fund, and second, if it does not, as to its ultimate destination.

ith regard to the first of these, the issues involved are

almost exactly similar to those encountered in ascertaining whether

the statutory intervention operated so as to accelerate the

enjoyment of the gift. while the consideration above was concerned

with enjoyment of capital, if the income of that capital could be

enjoyed /

259.(1080)7 R 1176 at p. 1180.
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enjoyed lay the postponed capital beneficiary there would be an

effective, if partial, acceleration which night carry with it (260)
the capital as well. As we saw, the basic distinction wc3

whether the gift amounted to a "present gift" of the fund: if it

did tho accumulation was treated simply as a charge on tin; gift,

which fell may when the accumulations were curtailed by statute,

so that the fund could be taken immediately by the beneficiaries

entitled to it. Such a gift carries with it the surplus income.

The question therefore is what is necessary to constitute a present

gift of the capital of the fund. In .,ilson*a Trustees v. gjflgflBK

"'mti iinfAiraflgy (261) ^rd Sherrington put forward the following

analysis. He said:

"It has been said that the question whether income set free by
the operation of the Thellusson Act belongs to the legatee of the
corpus which produces the income or falls into intestacy depends on
whether such legatee has or has not an absolute vested right to his
legacy. float however is an incomplete statement of the law.
Absolute vesting is indeed a condition of success on the port of the
legatee, but something sore is required. A legatee, whether
specific or general or residuary, whose legacy falls to be paid or
delivered at a postponed date is not necessarily and in all
circumstances entitled to receive the intermediate income oven

though his right to the corpus is absolutely vested in him. It is
always a question of intention, depending on the express or implied
directions of the testator, whether such a legatee is entitled to
claim the fruits accruing prior to the date fixed for pigments or
delivery of the legacy. It follows that where a direction to
accumulate income has become null and void by the operation of the
Thellusson Act, the legatees of the corpus cannot successfully
claim the income set free by the statute unless he can show that
he has a gift of that income which remains valid notwithstanding
that tho direction to accumulate has become void and ineffectual."

The primary requirement, then, is for "absolute vesting", for

without this no beneficiary has the ri(fit to compel the trustees

to pay off the capital of the fund to him, and similarly no power

to /

260. See below, section 4-.4.3I at p. 395 et seq.
261. 1917 3C 527 at p. 532.
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to put the trustees umier an obligation with regard to the payment

of income. ffaua beneficiaries whose interests are contingent

will have no 3ueh right, nor will those whose interests have vested

but are subject to defeasance in whole or in part. (262)

Accordingly gifts in favour of a class of persons, where the cla3S

has not closed at the appropriate date will carry neither the right

to enforce payment of capital, nor an entitlement to surplus income

since the interests of all members of the class at that date are

liable to be defeated in part by the addition of new members, (263)
It would seem that the appropriate date for ascertaining

whether the interest has vested absolutely is the date of the

curtailment of the accumulation, (264) Accordingly it would

appear that an interest need not have vested at the coming into

operation of the deed so long as it vested before the statutory

perioa had expired. i'hus a class gift would be enforceable and

would carry the surplus income if the class had closed in fact by

the date of the curtailment, (265) even though it had clearly not

closed at the date of the deed.

However, as Lord Sherrington has indicated, absolute vesting

alone may not be sufficient if the intention of the truster, as

expressed in the deed, is against present enjoyment. fhe difficulty

is that the very fact of a provision for accumulation involves

postponement: /

262, dee eatderail v. Jhornburgh (1878) 8 Ch. I) 261 per James
L.J. at p. 269. Approved in ^h, vt Glasgow Royal lafiynaiy
1909 30 1231? 3eo now i.tussell*s Trustees v. Russell 1959 80
148 and tlclver's Trustees v. I.d.G. 11973 1 i.T.C. 598: 1974
y.L.T. 201.

263. Ao in Re Deloitte [1926] 1 Gh. 56.
264# per Lord President wunedin in smith v. ulaaaow .-oval infirmary

supra at p«3236.
265. c.f. He Deloitte supra. In view of ft'ff, **VT& at note 255

in Scotland the position to be taken account of would bo the
de facto and not necessarily the dc jure one.
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postponement: how then does one sort out a postponement which is

simply a burden on a present gift from one which is something mors?

If the oases throw up any principle of demarcation at all, it seems

to be that if the identity of the beneficiary or the particular

interest to be taken is described in the deed by reference to a

specific date then, the gift will not be a present gift and will

not, in the absence of a specific direction to the contrary, carry

any entitlement to surplus income.

It will be remembered that in Campbell's Trustees v.

Campbell (266) the court found that there was no present gift of an

accumulated fund whore the identity of the beneficiary was to be

established at a date fixed by the truster. In alder's Trustees v.

'iCgyfiffltfOT °f tfa?, gtofr Pf (267) a similar decision

was arrived at specifically with regard to surplus income. The

case concerned a provision in a will for an annuity to be paid to

tlie testator's wife with the surplus income produced by the trust

fund to be accumulated during her lifetime, and at her death the

trustees were to utilise various sums to finance certain projects

for the Free Church. The widow survived the testator by more than

twenty-one years and the question arose as to the destination of the

surplus income then arising. It was held that as the projects were

subject to selection by the trustees, who were not to exercise their

power of selection until the widow'3 death, the surplus income did

not go along with the corpus. Lord Justice-Clerk Hacuonald

explained the decision in the fbllowing terms. He said: (268)

"The /

266. (1891) 18 I 992.
267. (1892) 20 ft 2,
268. ibid at p. 7*
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"The question is one of construction and we must look at the
whole deed. How, giving it the best construction I can, I think
that there is no present right on the part of [the Tree Church]
to payment of the income, which can no longer be accumulated in
consequence of the Thellusson Act. There are some cases in which
the residuary legatee is so distinctly described in the will that
he is entitled to the sums which fall under the residuary clause,
find cannot be any longer accumulated. ..... But this is certainly
not the case. I think that in this case the residuary legatee is
not at present ascertainable. Ho legatee is so pointed out that
we can. say that we are certain who the legatee is who must take."

In vt -¥>yal, Iafi-xptfy (269) it was not the

identity of the beneficiary, but rather precisely what that

beneficiary should take that was to be fixed at a date specified by

the truster. Here there were gifts of income to certain annuitants,

after the death of the last of which the residue was to go to the

Glasgow -loyal Infirmary, surplus income was directed to be

accumulated for specified purposes, but these were rendered illegal

after twenty-one years by the Thellueson Act. Here the bequest to

the Infirmary undoubtedly vested absolutely and there was no question

of establishment of identity. But nonetheless the gift was not to

carry with it the surplus income. As Lord Kinnear si«kU (270)
"I entirely agree that if there had been a gift of residue in

the larger sense, by which a testator given to a residuary legatee
his whole estate subject to oertain purposes, some of which may Iiave
failed, the accumulations which arc rendered illegal by the Act
would simply have been directed to be devoted to purposes which have
failed, and having failed, would fall within the residuary gift which,
although it was the word •residuary', defines the estate which the
so-called residuary legatee is to take by reference to the position
of the funds in the trustees' hands at a specific date."

This decision was applied in iilson'a Trustees v. Gla

Infirmary (271) on similar facts.

However it is suggested that the principle, aa stated by Lord

Kinnear /

269. 1909 GO 1231; following woatherall v. Jhornburafa (1878) 8
Ch. 1) 261.

270. ibid at pp. 1237/8.
271. 1917 3C 527.
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Kinnoar may be too wide. The point is surely not so much the

specific date (although that in itself would seem to

distinguish these lines of cases from most of those where the court

lias found a present gift) but that the specific date is related to

an extraneous event, an event which does not depend upon the

accumulation, but rather upon which the accumulation is node to

depend. By way of contrast in Og^yi^'s yt IZfrfr

of Dundee (272) the accumulation was directed for a hundred years}

a date unconnected with anytiling except the accumulation and which,

when declared void under the Act, was instrumental in the finding

of a present gift. In Maxwell's Trustees v. Maxwell (273) there

was net even a date provided, the accumulations seemingly to

continue in perpetuity. .again the gift was held to be a present

;ift of capital carrying the income -with it.

Rather more doubtful is tlie case of Colcuhoun v. dolcuhoun'a

Trustees (274) where the accumulation was governed not by date but

by amount, the direction being that the accumulation was to continue

until a specified sum had been accumulated. Here there was clearly

no present gift in any real sense, the court in effect accelerating

payment of the fund cmd thereby of the income produced by it.

This rather individual decision was emulated in an Outer House

decision in 1938. In Donaldson's Trustees v. II.: . .ydvocate (275)

the direction was to accumulate income until £1,000 had boon

amassed. However here Lord Russell preferred to rely on (-rilvio'a

Trustees /

272. (1846) 8 D 1229.
273. (1877) 5 R 248.
274. (1892) 19 R 946.
275. 1938 8.L.T. 106 (O.H.).
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m holding, as a natter of

construction that the terns of the will conferred a present gift.

In iflfifepjffiito Yt irt&frypzip1? ynpat^ (276) the testator had

left an entailed estate in trust, with directions to his trustees

to purchase with his residuary estate land adjoining the entailed

property. Until such purchase was effected the trustees were

directed to pay three quarters of the income to the heir of entail

and to accumulate the balance which was to be added to the residue.

On the twenty-first anniversary of the death the purchase had still

not been aada, whereupon the accumulations were curtailed by the

statute. It was held that the heir of entail was entitled, to tiio

surplus income under the principle in hpyd Y,t,

(277) to the effect that income arising from a fund subject to a

direction that it was to be employed in the purchase of land to bo

entailed belonged to the heir of entail.

The most recent case is that of bpydeq1? A'ruqfocffi v, ,-oyciypyg,

of lierchiston Castle school (278) whore the possibility of

postponement of enjoyment arose from a codicil to the testator's

will setting up a series of annuities which were charged on residue

and which was framed in such a way as to contemplate the accumulation

of surplus income until the death of the last annuitant. The

statutory period expired throe years before this death and the

trustees transferred to a suspense account the surplus income arising

during this time. The question arose as to who was entitled to these

surpluses. /

276. (1377) 4 R 962.
277. (1826) 4 3 438.
278. 1965 3C 56.
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surpluses. 0a the basis of Lnith v. Glasgow loyal li^iruarv (269)
and Wilson's Trustees (27l) it was argued that the codicil

operated so as to provide a postponement with the result that the

surplus income would not go with tho corpus of the residuary fund.

The court however rejected this, Lord Justice-Clerk Grant

explaining: (279)

"[This argument] proceeded on the basis that Laith v. Glasgow
So.YPtl Infirmary and WftlaOft's T^stees v, Glasgow Itoyal IpfiiH«y,
are directly in point in the circumstances here. In both those
cases the residue appears to have already vested in the residuary
legatees at the date when the accumulation of surplus income became
illegal, but it was not suggested that they were entitled to
payment of the capital at that date. In each case the gift of
residue took the fora of a direction to. pay on the death of an
annuitant or annuitants. There was no present gift of the residue
and the residuary legatees rights could not be accelerated by the
operation of the Thellusson Act. And, although the residue
clauses disposed of income which could be legally accumulated,
they did not dispose of the accumulation which became illegal.
The latter income accordingly fell into intestacy.

As I read the testamentary writings in the present case,
however, the situation is markedly different. Under [the
original will] there is an absolute and unqualified gift of the
residue as at [a date prior to the expiry of the accumulation
period]. The codicil does not affect that except in so far as it
directs a postponement of payment until the death of the last
surviving annuitant. 3o far as this direction involves the
retention by the trustees of sufficient capital to secure the
payment of the annuity or annuities, it is valid and effective.
The retention of the balance of the capital is, however, a very
different matter. Under the codicil the income from that balance
is merely to be accumulated and ultimately to be paid over to the
residuary legatees who have an already unqualified and absolute
right to the fee, and there are no trust purposes which cannot be
secured without the retention of the fee In the hands of the
trustees. In these circumstances .«••• [the residuary legatees]
are entitled to demand payment of the free balance of the
residue." (280)

for /

279. ibid at pp. 65/66.
280. Lee also cases discussed aad cited above in section '.4.1;

at p. 573.
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For the surplus income to go with the capital, then., there

needs to be a present unqualified gift of that capital. If

there is not such a gift what happens to the surplus income?

The answer would seem to depend on whether the settlement

was to take effect inter vivos or mortis causa. If the settlement

took effect inter viv©3 then the permissible periods for

accumulation would end either at the death of the settlor or

twenty-one years from the date of the settlement, whichever was

held to be appropriate to the particular settlement. In the case

of the latter period, if it elapsed prior to death there would

appear to be little problem as, subject to an express provision in

the deed, surplus income would be undisposed of and would result to

the settlor during his lifetime. If he still possessed any, or

was due any, at the date of his death this would form part of his

estate and would pass accordingly.

If the first period applied so that the accumulations ceased

on death the same principle ha3 been held to apply. (281) In

this particular case however a problem might arise if the inter

vivos settlement which directed the accumulation also covered the

settlor's estate on death. The question is whether the surplus

income passes as on intestacy or forms part of the estate covered

by the settlement. s in all matters concerned with the destination

of surplus income the matter dapends on the provisions of the

particular deed. (282) If the deed is so widely drawn as to

include /

231. .Ion :ank v. Jaapbell 1929 SC 143J lussoll'o 'w --V v.
.cassell 1959 3C 143.

282. uiloa Tank v. Campbell supra at pp. 152/3 per Lord Juatice-
Clork Alness.
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include tlie settlor's entire estate of which he stood possessed

at the date of death then there aeeias little doubt that the

surplus income would be dealt with under the settlement; if

the deed were not so widely drawn, it would pass as on intestacy.

If the second accumulation period applied but in such

circumstances that the settlor died before the twenty-one years

had elapsed, then if the circumstances were such that surplus

income were to arise it would presumably fall into his estate and

be dealt with either under the residuary clause of his will or on

intestacy as the case may be.

On the other hand if the settlement is testamentary different

principles will apply, and the result will vaxy according to

whether what is given is a specific fund or a gift of residue.

If the subject of the accumulations is income arising from a

specific fund then, subject, as always, to any direction in the

will, income freed from a direction to accumulate will fall into

roeid ,.. in .. teen' .-ii:vfcci-s y« . ro\m (283) this result nsued

when accumulations on an invested legacy were curtailed by the

statute. However in this case only one half of the residue had

vested with the consequence that the income released by the statute

was held to be payable as to one half to the beneficiaiy whose

right had vested, and as to the other half, to such persons as

would be entitled on intestacy. (284)

If /

283. 1923 SO 228; Jee also Jtorie'a Trustees v. dray (1872)
1 R 953.

284. The reason for this finding was that the latter half could
not be added to the share of residue which had not yet vested
because this would de facto amount to an accumulation which
would not apparently be covered be any of the periods
stipulated under the Act. 8ee al30 Lady Gibson's Trustees
ietitionsrs 1963 SO 350.
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If however the gift i3 a residuary one then prima facie

any surplus income will pass as on intestacy. The reasoning

behing this is simply that the effect of curtailment releases

income which, in the absence of express direction, will be

undisposed of. If it is undisposed of as far as the residuary

estate is concerned it cannot be dealt with under the will,

n such it must fall outside the scope of the will and so be

dealt with as on intestacy, (285) /us Lord Ivory stilted in

Lord v. .olvint (286)

"[T]he parties entitled to prohibited accumulations are
those who would have taken ab intestato at the time of the
testator's death. The question raised necessarily involves
the principle of intestacy. There are no directions in the deed
for the disposal of these accumulations, other than that they
shall remain in the hands of the trustees, to be dealt with along
with corpus, when the time for dealing with both arises, There
is no beneficial enjoyment, no right or interest in anybody
whatever. In the face of this, the statute enacts that the
accumulations, in so far as prohibited by the statute, are to be
received by such person or persons as would have been entitled
to them if the accumulations had not been directed. That is,
in other words, just saying that they are to be dealt with on
the footing of intestacy. They are the fruits of an estate
which belonged to an intestate. They are a parcel of that
estate, necessarily connected with it, and not appropriated by
the testator; which is just 3sying that they would have fallen
within his succession if not otherwise dealt with."

Prior /

285. See Lord v. Colvin (i860) 230 111; Pursell v. :lder (1865)
4 Ixacq. 992 U.L.); Ca^fflfVp Ifusfoefi v> flefleafp's
Trustees (1083) 10R 1205; Campbell's Trustees v. Jar. ?bell
(1891) 1811 992; aider's Trustees v. Pree Church of Scotland
(1892) 20R 2; Logan'3 Trustees v. Lorern (1896) 23d 848t
1 toon's Trustees v. Hoon (1899) 2F 201; ligokay's Trustees v.
Hackay 1909 3C 139; Smith v. Glasgow Royal Infirmary 1909
30 1231; Hutchison v. Grant's Trustees 1913 8C 1211;
■ilson's Trustees v. Glasgow Royal Infirmary 1917 3C 527;

v, ifrPWft supra; Tn^oeq y,
Robertson's Trustees 1933 X 639; Proer'a Trustees v.
Leighton 1946 8.L.T. 255 (O.H.); Oarov's Trustees v. dose
1957 SC 252; Lady Gibson's Trestees Petitioners 1963 3C 350.

286. (1860 ) 230 HI at p. 127.
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Prior to the passing of the succession (Scotland.) ,.ct 1964,

(287) where surplus income fell to be dealt with as on intestacy,

a further problem arose as to whether the party to take was to be

the heir at law or the heirs in mobilibus. The general rule was

that if the accumulations comprised rent or other produce of

heritage only, then they passed to the heir at law. However the

particular person who filled that description was ascertained,

not at the date of death, "but at the date each payment became

due. (288) If howovor the accumulations derived from moveable

estate (289) then the appropriate beneficiaries ..ere the heirs in

aobilibus (290) ascertained as at the date of death. js the 1964

. ct (291) largely abolished the special position of the heir at law

with regard to heritage this problem can no longer arise, the

surplus income now going to the heirs in mobilibus.

There is one exception to this general rule that surplus

accumulations /

287. statute 1964 c. 41.
288. Campbell's Trustees v. Campbell (l89l) 18R 992; Logan's

unstops Vf bofiaq (IS96) 2gR 848; Look's Trustees yt oo^
(1899) 2F 201; HWtn^r's Truatoes vt nlinburgh, Chamber
-P-^rce 1911 2 J.L.T. 287 (O.H.); .jafoQft's Tyustnx. v,
Browa 1923 8C 228; Hair's Cur tor Bonip, v, Inlqnd Revoke
1932 JO 151; .<obertsoq'a Trust.vt .obcrtson's hV!.-tpoa
1933 8C 659; Ivor's Trustees v, heighten 1946 3.L.T. 255
(O.H.).

2C9. Lord v. Colvin (i860) 25D 111. Rent3 of heritage accumulated
in the hands of the trustees during such period as the statute
allows and reduced into their possession for the purposes of
the trust are laovoable, and surplus income derived therefrom
is disposed of as moveable estate and does not go to the
heir at law even though it is indirectly the proceeds of
heritage. See ,ilson's Trustees v. Glasgow Royal Infirmary
1917 3C 527 (and cases cited there) for a critique of the
rule.

290. i.e. next of kin.
291. section 1.
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accumulations from a residuary estate fall to be dealt with as

on intestacy and this occurs in the rare case where the testator

specifically provides for the event, and in effect creates a

second residue, albeit containing exactly the sane interests as

the main residuary disposition. Lord President Dunedin

described then in ..mi,th vt as follows: (292)
"A residuary clause may be conceived in such terms as will,

by means of present gift, embrace everything, and there are cases
of their description where there is a residuary clause which gives
to the residuary legatee, by way of present gift everything that
has not otherwise been disposed of. Then, of course, any
accumulation as to which there is no direction will fall within
the residuary clause." (293)

4«4«3» j receipt of Surpluses

A final question arising from the situation brought about by

a contravention of the statutory restrictions concerns whetiier

the income freed by the statute from the accumulation, falls to be

treated in the hands of the ultimate recipient as income or as

capital. The point has significance in two situations: first,

if they are to be treated as income, the payments will form part

of the recipient's total income and so be potentially liable to

income tax; and second, where the released income passes to a

settlement under which there are interests in liferent and in fee.

This lust case will occur, for example, where the excessive

accumulation is from a specific fund and the surpluses fall into

residue /

292. 1909 3C 1231 at p. 1236.
293* See also per Lord Maugham in Berry v. Seen [1938] AC 575

at p. 582.
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residue which has been thus settled; or where the excessive

accumulations arise under an inter vivos settlement and fall to

be treated as part of the residuaiy estate of the settlor wliich

has been thus settled. (294)

In ji -lr'J^r.-tor honis v, Inl; ad 'tcyor;uo (295) surplus

income from an accumulated fund of heritage passed to the heir

at law who sought to reclaim the income tax that had been paid

on it by the trustees. The Revenue on the other hand claimed

that, whatever its position in the hands of the trustees, as far

as the beneficiaiy was concerned he received it as capital. It

was held by the First Division that the sums paid over to the heir

at law, having originated as the annual value of heritage, were of

an income nature and remained ao. The court distinguished a

dictuu of Lord Curriehill in lord v. ;olvin (296) where the view

was expressed that in relation to moveables the suras were received

as capital on the basis that undisposed of moveable properly vests

in the heir in mobilibus at the testator's death as a unvieesitas.

"The pail may, at the date of the testator's death, seem to be quite

empty (just as may a residue pail) but the pail, such as it is,

passed to the heir in mobilibus, ana anything that may subsequently

drop into it, hovrever unexpectedly belongs to him." (297) In

L ir'o /

94. In a Canadian case, id./ ood (1961) 28 D.L. :. (2d) 583 a
further circumstance emerged, namely where an excessive
accumulation of residue had been directed, but when the
next of kin died after the testator's death, but before the
curtailment of the accumulation having settled his
residuary estate by will on A for life, with remainder
to B in fee.

295. 1952 3C 151.
296. (1860) 233 111 at p. 133.
297. For Lord 3ands, 1932 3C at p. 156.
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MM the distinguishing factor was the temporary nature
of the heir at law's interest, ceasing as it did on his death

:ind not foriling part of his estate.

If this distinction had any validity, it is of course now

redundant with the assimilation of heritage and moveables as

regards devolution on intestacy, (298) as a result of which the

principles governing moveables would now apply. Two points

however night be made at this Juncture: first, that the decision

in 1-i.ir'r: case runs counter to the general line of authority

in Scotland holding as it does (albeit with regard to moveable

estate) that such sums are received as capital; and second, that

o « colmontntor at least, (299) feels that in subsequent similar

cases, even with regard to moveables, the decision in this case

would be followed, although it must be stated that he gives no

reasons for this view.

i'he Scottish authority referred to consists of the dictum of

Lord Curriehill above mentioned and the decision of the iccond

•

Jiviaion in l.iion ,aql: of Gotland vt -Jamr-bell (300) which
concerned an inter vivos settlement under which the settlor's

residuary estate was conveyed at his death on trust for A in

liferent and B in fee. The Act curtailed the accumulations at

the death of the settlor whereupon the excessive accumulations fell

into residue and the question arose as to whether the liferentrix

was entitled to them as they fell in (i.e. as income) or only to

the revenue from thorn (i.e. as capital). The court held that she

was /

298. Succession (Scotland) Act 1964 s.l.
299. Dobie - "Liferent and Fee" at p. 268.
300. 1929 3C 143.
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was entitled only to the revenue from them. As Lord Onaidale

put iti (301)

"It must be borne in mind that no part of the capital of the
'trust-e3tate' constituted by the declaration of trust is vested
in the settlement trustee. what he does come to hold was, no
doubt, income in the hands of the other trustee, and that is the
reason why the latter had to eject it from his 'trust-estate' j
but the settlement trustee ingathers it as capital just as he
does the other items of the testator's estate, and it becomes
subject, just like the rest of the testator's estate to its
provisions, and only to the provisions of the testator's will,"

The essential point about this decision was that there

existed in effect two trusts - the inter vivos settlement and the

will trust and - that while the trustees of the first no doubt

received the surpluses as income, when these were passed as part

of the estate to the trustees of the second, they became capital

in the second trustees* hands.

It was argued that thi3 was effectively adding capital, and

therefore instituting a further accumulation and a battery of

nglish cases (302) were cited to the effect that ouch additions

constituted a simple accumulation (303) which was caught by the

ct. The court however managed to distinguish these on the basis

that they dealt with single testamentary trusts and not the

combination which confronted the court here. s Lord Ormidale

said: (304)

"[l]n each and all of them the question under consideration
was in connexion with one deed only - a will, itself containing a
clause of direction to accumulate; and, as a matter of fact, in
each of them the maximum period of twenty-one years had elapsed
during which income had been accumulated. Further, the surplus
income in these cases was true income from first to last - the
estate which produced it being in the hands of the sane trustees -
and /

301. ibid at p. 158.
3C2. Crawley v. Crawley (1835) 7 Sim, 427; Ite Pope [1901] 1 Ch. 64;

^ Ihllllne tlSoT 49 L.J. Ch. 198, Re Cababa (1914) 59 S.J.
129; In :c frfffrtta [1916] 2 Ch. 570; Re Carside [1919] 1 Ch.
132.

303. See above section 4,2,1.; at p. 324.
304. 1929 SC at p. 159.
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and won received by then as incone of the estate. In ny opinion
these cases are of no assistance. They do not appear to deal
directly with the matter in hand. In none of them had the
surplus income in fact become residue of the testator's estate
as here."

In Lady Gibson's Trustees. Iotitionors. (305) as in the

Union Tank case there was an inter vivos trust directing an

accumulation coupled with a will. Here however the renid : ry

clause of the will directed that the residuary estate be

transferred to and held by the trustees of the inter vivos

settlement on the trusts of that settlement. To give effect to

that provision would undoubtedly have sanctioned a double

accumulation. The court therefore held that the surplus income

was to pass as on intestacy. There was no discussion, however,

as to how this was to be received; presumably as capital as it

became part of the testator's estate, albeit ineffectually

disposed of, and as part of that estate passed.

The distinction would appear to centre around this point;

whether or not the surpluses are received as part of someone's

estate, for it would seem to be this fact of death, and its

consequent effect of capitalising the deceased's assets of

. .over nature, that is decisive. In word v. Oolvin (506) it was

on this point that ijord Ourriehill's remarks wore bare . : "e said;
" ince, in this class of cases the income of a trust estate,

whan not disposed of by the testator during the period while the
beneficial right to the capital of the trust estate has not vested
in any one, is held to consist of the testator's intestate estate,
and is succeeded to by his representatives ab intestato, it
follows that, according to the regulating principle of intestate
succession, /

305. 1963 0 350.
306. (1860 ) 231) 111 at pp. 132/3.
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succession, the right to the whole of such revenue vests a norte
testoris in these legal representatives. In ouch cases the
right vests in the legal representatives ..... in consequence of
the estate itself being vested in trustees for their behoof,
ijjd hint so vests in then is the whole of tho intestacy, including
the undisposed of revenues, during all the period while the
beneficial right to the capital nay remain in suspense. "Pio
parties who are in the position of being the legal representatives
at tho tine of the testator's death, and when the right to the
intestate succession vests have right to all the revenue which may
become due during the whole of tho period while the capital iay
be hold in suspense, although they may die during its currency;
because all of it, from first to last is equally included in the
intestate succession of the defunct. The right itself, although
the subject of it may so become payable by instalments at
different periods of time, is a unuxa quid; and it vests at once
and entirely in the representatives of the defunct immediately on
his death. The circumstance that the subject of a right consists
of annual payments is quite consistent with the right itself being
such a unura rruid, and indivisible as to succession. This is
exemplified by the case of annuities; for if a person having right
to an annuity, payable during the continuance of another person's
life, dies intestate, what his legal representative succeeds to is
the of annuity itself during the whole of its currency and
not merely ouch instalments thereof as may become payable Tiring
his own lifetime. (307) /nd an annuity although in other
respects it differs from a right to the income of the trust estate
in the class of cases we are considering, serves to show that a
right may be a unum quid, although the subject of it acy consist of
instalments payable during an indefinite period of time. ere it
otherwise, ouch an intestate succession of even personal . fcnto
would consist of a series of successive liferent rights; aid
instead of each liferentor, after the first deriving his r." ght
from his Immediate predecessor, according to the rule of intestate
succession, all of them would derive it successively from, the same
predecessor. ....•

To the extent to which he may have no disposed of the income,
hia intestate estate would of course be diminished. a it it would
only be diminished in extent. Its nature or legal character, so
far ao left unaffected by the settlement, would not "be changed and
would still be intestacy; and as his intestate succession, the
right thereto would vest immediately on his death in the parties
who would then be his legal representatives, and would bo subject
to their disposal. If, in such a case, the period of suspense of
the right to the capital should oontinue for a period of thirty
years, and the testator had disposed of the instalments of the
posthumous income for the first twenty-one years of that period,
but not for the remainder of that period, the instalments of the
remaining nine years would 3till retain their character of intestacy,
and belong to those who would bo in the position of being his legal
representatives at the time of his death."

Accordingly /

307. This was the point of difference stressed by the court in
Hair's Curator Bonis v. Inland Revenue 1952 SC 151.
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.ccordingly then tho pooit ion would seen to be that unless

there is this transfer from an inter vivos trust into the estate

of the settlor the surplus income will retain its income raoter

in the hands of its recipient, whether that recipient bo m

individual or another inter vivos trust (unless of course the

provisions of this latter trust expressly capitalise it),

uinilarly if there is a transfer from testamentary trust to a

b .'iciaiy or to another trust (but not another estate) Uo surplus

inco . ■ will retain its charoci jt ..a inooruo, the fact nd cc noquencos

of death not intervening.

4,b. .. xmnation of ..ccu-nlations

v,e have seen that from the line of cases beginning with

y« —.. w.,.,-—pf.iTu (3^) re . .. re is a

present gift of the fee which has vested in tho beneficiary prior

to the curtailment of the accumulation by tho ct, that c .rtailraoBt

operates ao as to discharge the duty to accumulate enabling the

beneficiaries entitled to take both the gifted property and the

income it produces. that this line of oases -loos not lo, nowover,

is to enable the beneficiary to put an end to the accumulation

itself .."itiiia the statutory period. lower to do this wauls seen

to arise ortly in cases governed ty the rule in ■ ?,« i.nteaa r.

i-.idler. (309) a principle which was described in that case by Lord

lobar. u in tho following terms: (3!0)

"bver /

300. (1846) 8D 1229.
309. (1890) 18ft 301.
pi ♦ ibid at pp. >10/311.
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"Jvor since I know anything of -he law of trusts, - have
■ 0' lored it to bo a settled, nr=A indeed an eln-iont.- rrj
..■a j„Oii i -i uiu.L. ao.^,. :ax a .. .r .\.c h: foe,
that i a simple trust which the court rill execute by div 7ting

.;j at fch aula c.f ... ..' c-,1 .. - a. ..f; . - ,w 106
'

■

. r ; o . \ ' " •' ■ -r •• ■ ■

of the gift the same right of divesting the trustees, and so putting
an end to the trust, which the truster himself possessed, because
u-f : a gift in foe the grantee ac aires all the right in hie
property which the truster had to give. It seems to me to be not

.

... _,roposition .... .t .. ic .L r _ by
that a person should have an estate in fee and that some other
per ..... u 0 r:... care ti.,. h-vo Uic -u,,!1 o- ..'i-cchoi.J. ...i,

- J: r be ■- "fb.b- ' t1 ' - b b-, ' J ;i
down hy writers of authority on the law of ungland and I have never

.....

The principle was further explained by Lord President Balfour,

Lord Mam, Lord McLaren and Lord Kirmear in a joint opinion in

Yuill*s Trustees v. Thomson (511) in the following terms:

.....

indefeasible right of fee is given to a beneficiary of full age,
he is entitled to payment of the provision notwithstandin any
... a.., .... go -... . ,o r h..-a oupj-tiJ. . ..... .. .-.on,
nd to pey over the income periodically, or to apply the capital
or income in some way for hie benefit. The proposition was
ualified in the opinion of Lord President Inglis "qy the a iition
.. ,, L. . ,r -i".... ... ...:• ... ,... . rv ... .... . ...h ac
secured without the retention of the vested estate or int rest of
lha beneficiary in the hands oi the true tees, the rule cannot be

_ ., ■ • • t Of V C.i 1 tO
eh. will wf the test-tor. This is a necessary .ualificatioa

•••• ay bo contingent 1 ".abilitr'.os the aav/t o Lich
au . b. precisely uscaiu in.d, ... i... .. , ■ .. a ry

to retain such a sun as the trustees Judge to be sufficient.

c rul( o 1; 11 s to 'ft of l absolute or ur ? 'fiod
, ... ..,f fee, because of tho f s is burdened wlta a... or
other charges a sufficient sum must be retained to provide for
those charges out of the income of the portion retained. further
the rule presupposes an indefeasible rigjlt of fee because it may be

....i— J—......,.

trustees .ore empowered in certain circumstances, as in their
discretion, to reduce the right of fee to a liferent, it may be their
duty to retain the fund until they shall be satisfied that the
necessity will not arise for exercising the power."

The /

311, (1202) 4f 815 at p. 319.
512. (1078) 5R (H.~.) 151.
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The case of Jailor's drustees v. ISller was not of itself

concerned with accumulations, and though accumulations figured in

Tuill's Trustees, that decision is not of much assistance on the

point at issue because the accumulations there had been curtailed

by the operation of the Thellusson Act. Such Scottish authority

as there is is indecisive and, by and large, at variance with the

established rule in nglish law (313) that where the requirements

for the application of the principle are satisfied as regards the

beneficiary's interest "a direction to accumulate the income is

only a mode of preventing the person from enjoying the property,

which can have no effect". (314)

The point of variance seems to be the view that a direction to

accumulate is itself a trust purpose (315) and therefore that any

application of the principle of Killer's gnus tees would be

incompetent as the direction to accumulate would bring it within

Lord President Xnglis' qualification. The principal proponent of

this view was Lord .'..toon in his opinion in luilrhead v.

i uirhoad. (316) an opinion with which the other members of he

House of Lords concurred. The case concerned an annuity payable

o\it of the income of tho residuaiy fund, with a direction to

accumulate the balance of such income not utilised in servicing

the annuity. In point of fact the principle in Killer's case

wan held to be inapplicable because the interests of the rociduary

beneficiaries had not yet vested? but Lord atson addressed himself

with regard to the direction to accumulate as follows. He saidi (317)

"It /

313 • -under;:, v. Youtier (l84l) 4 Beav. 115.
314. per James L.J. in .oata.-rqll yt fhonflpy& (1878) 8 Ch.D 261

at p. 269*
305. per Lord Monerieff in SBMtiBMb 1902 4P at p. 328.
316. (1890) 17R (H.L.) 45.
317. ibid at p. 48.
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"It seems to me that, apart from other considerations, an
insuperable bar to the respondents* de . nd for present distribution
Is to be found in the fact that the testator has given a positive
direction that accumulations of revenue shall be continued until
the death of his widow. They endeavour to meet that obvious
difficulty by arguing that the accumulation was intended to secure
his widow's annuity and was not meant to serve any other purpose,
but the direction is express and unqualified, and neither the
context of the deed nor the circumstances of the trust lend
probability to the argument."

The implication then is that if the direction were "express

and unqualified" and not connected with the annuity, that would

be sufficient to negative the application of the principle in

Lord atson'a remarks were addressed in connection with the

earlier decision of the ocond Division in Lucas* Trustees 7. The

Lucas Trust. (318) In this case trustees were directed to

accumulate income during the lifetime of the truster's widow, who

was on annuitant on the estate, and the accumulations together with

the capital of the trust were to form a fund which was to be vested

in certain trustees for the establishment of a charitable

foundation to be called "The Lucas Trust". There were J.go certain

contingent interests ascertainable only at the widow's death. The

widow repudiated the annuity and as a result it was held that the

trustees of The Lucas Trust were entitled to immediate payment

"subject to existing and contingent interest". The problem with

this decision is that there were apparently no judgements given,

the report containing only the interlocutor. But Lord atson

commented on this case: (319)

"The /

31a. (laoi) aa 502.
319. (1390) 17R (H.L.) at p. 49.
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"The case differs from the present in this important respect,
that the trustees of the charity, and they alone, were entitled
to the estate and its accumulations, so that the transfer to them
could not prejudice any beneficiary. Jut it was the plainly
expressed intention of the testator that the residue increased qy
occumulations until his widow's decease, and no lesser amount
should be employed in launching Ms charitable scheme, and I
entertain a doubt whether the Court was justified in giving the
estate to the administrators of the Lucas Trust without Imposing
upon them the duty of accumulation as directed by the truster."

Several points arise out of those statements. In the first

place, it must be remembered that they were obiter and in no

sense necessary for the decision, and as su.ch are not binding in

respect of future decisions. In the second place, it should be

recalled that the context in which the remarks were delivered was

one of showing that the interests of the residuary legatees had

not vested and that the arguments and analyses in the judgement

were directed to that end. If read in that light much of the

difficulty arising from the generalised language used disappears.

(320) And lastly, and this porhaps is the most crucial, lord

utaon's view seems to be based on the paramountcy of the

principle of giving effect to the expressed intention of the

tiMster. How lulrhoad v. 'uirla.ad wan decided a few months before

^;.ier v, riller's Trustees (321) and in this latter case the basis

of the arguments employed by the minority judges was this self-same

principle of the weight to be given to the truster's intention.

Having failed in HiHer*0 case, which has been upheld meny times

subsequently, (322) it is suggested that Lord . atson's arguments

can /

320. Compare the statements of Lord Hunter in Howbrav'n Tinotecs
owbruy';- isooutors 1931 SC 595 at p. 599.

321. 1890 18S 301.
322. uoe aittjl I'rtpfosu, Vt (1902) 4? 815? s' '--np^W

J£jlMMs (1903) 5? 401; ihicculloch vt ..accuilocft'a yyyotoep
U903T6F (H.L.) 3; i^t^es y, „fttg9n 1913 JC 1133?
ompton's Judicial Factor v. iknraardo's Homes 1917 SC 713?
drahffa y, Graham'a aOMtett 1927 SC 368?
vohool 1965 SC 56? See also Dobie on Liferent and Pee at p. 12
and cases cited there.
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can be discounted.

However if so discounted we are left with a principle which

has never properly been applied by the courts to terminate an

accumulation in Sootland, except in one case, in which judgements

were apparently not delivered. In this situation, given that there

exists a parallel principle in English law, (523) it is suggested

that the Snglish rule, that accumulations can be terminated where

the beneficiary has a present unqualified and indefeasible right

in fee, be applicable in Scotland also, This, however, raises in

all cases the primary question as to the nature of the interest

which must be decided, as in Kuirhe&d v. Tfairfaead. (324) before

there can be any possibility of applying the principle of illor1s

Trustees. As in so many areas of the law governing accumulations

the question is ultimately one of construction. (325)

323. The rule in oaunders v. Yautier (1841) 4 Beav. 115.
324. (1890) 17R (H.L.) 45.
325. Compare the differing treatments by the House of Lords on

two Cases on similar facta illustrating this point,
uhartaq y,n [1895] AC 186 and Bejyy Y» foen
L1938] AC 575.
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CHAPTER VI

RULES AMD PERPETUITIES

In the preceding chapters we have traced the rise and fall of

the perpetuity from its historical roots up till the present day.

It will have been seen that the idea of perpetuity flourished,

especially in Scotland, during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. And yet during the latter part of this period, on both

a national and family level the continuance of perpetuities came to

be regarded first as irrelevant and then as positively harmful, (l)

The demise of the perpetuity began with the destructibility of

the entail. Once this had been achieved the trust form had been

employed with increasing frequency in attempts to attain the same

ends. iind yet in this employment were the seeds of destruction of

the whole perpetuity concept, for trustees either acquired or were

given powers of sale the exercise of which necessitated alienation.

This was emphasised in the reforms of the later nineteenth century

remodelling the laws of England and Scotland as regards settled

estates. The settled estate wa3 no longer to be considered as

something, the sanctity of which must not he violated; it had

become just one form of capital which, like any other, could be

exchanged, disposed of or otherwise dealt with for the benefit of

those entitled under the settlement.

With this the settlement Itself no longer acted so as to hinder

commerce /

1, See above at Chapter I, section 2, p. 21 et seq., Chapter III,
sections 3.6 and 3.7 at p. 161 et seq, and p. 176 et seq.
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commerce in land or in any other asset. It is perhaps symbolic

that in 1925 (2) the first perpetuity, the English entail, was

considered to be so purged of its perpetuity implications that it

became available in personal as well as real property.

The reasons for this change have in part been discussed

already. (3) The pressures imposed by the legislation, the

positive economic damage inflicted on those intended to benefit

all played their part. Perhaps they were instrumental in ending

the belief in the utility of primogeniture. Certainly the notion

gained acceptance that younger children were no less worthy of their

parents' bounty than the eldest son and with the dramatic increases

in the taxation both of income and capital that have taken place

during the present century the practice of fragmentation of family

assets has been seen to have advantages in the preservation of

family wealth such that make adherence to the strict rules of

primogeniture and the consolidation of assets implicit therein

sheer folly. Indeed whereas the idea of the perpetuity embodied

the notion that ownership, albeit of a limited kind, was to be

protected and even enforced, the present feeling is that the

divesting of ownership, while retaining some measure of control, is

the most that can be done to protect the family. For the danger

now comes no longer from the family itself but from the Government.

Given than this reversal of attitudes questions arise as to

the part played by the perpetuity rules in this and of their

relevance /

2. Law of Property Act 1925, section 130.
3. Gee especially Chapter I, section 2 p. 21 et soq.; Chapter III

sections 3»6 and 3.7 at p. 161 et seq. and p. 176 et seq.
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relevance at the present day.

i. sl tihe Mm flmato&Ufti

It is sad, given the trust placed in them that the Rules

against Perpetuities appear to have played little part in this

reversal of attitudes. Indeed given the process of settlement

and resettlement that was widely adopted during the latter part

of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries it might be asked

whether they had any significant effect at all in the curbing of

the effects that flowed from perpetuities.

To this latter question the answer must be in the affirmative:

the mere existence of the device of resettlement would 3eem to

indicate that. While it is true that they came to be allowed for

in arrangements made, they nevertheless had the effect of making

the fulfilment of the settler*s aim dependent, not only on his

draftsman, but on the acceptance by future generations of his aims,

for without their co-operation, the retention of family wealth on

the lines laid down by him was impossible.

The very process of settlement and resettlement can in a sense

be seen as a half-way house to the position that applies at the

present day. While on the one hand the original settler's

directions might serve as guidelines, the process permitted

deviations to take into account changes of circumstances. At the

present day flexibility is all, or almost all. Settlements are

drafted giving powers of variation and termination to trustees to

employ as they think best for the beneficiaries in the circumstances.

And /
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And those circumstances are very largely dictated by fiscal

considerations. Gone are the balmy days of 1878/79 when, with

income tax at a standard rate of 2d in the £, it was hoped to be

able to abolish it altogether. By 1916 this had risen to five

shillings in the pound} by 1940 to eight shilling and sixpence.

In addition there was supertax of three shillings and sixpence in

1916 and the surtax rate for 1940 was up to nine shillings and

sixpence. At the present day taxation of income rises to eighty

three per cent on the top slioe (4) plus an investment income

surcharge of fifteen per cent where appropriate. Capital taxes

again did not begin to bite until the current century began to

unfold. Under the Finance Act of 1894 (5) the rate of estate

duty on an estate of over a million pounds was only eight per

cent. By 1914 this had increased to twenty per cent (6) and by

1940 (7) to fifty-two per cent, with a rate of sixty-five per

cent for estate of over two millions. At the present day the

effective top rate is approximately eighty per cent. (8)

Given these figures it will be seen that the deaths of two

or more entailed proprietors or liferenters in possession within

a short time would diminish the available fund to such a degree

that the only true beneficiary would be the Exchequer.

Apart from purely fiscal considerations the reforms of 1925 (9)
in /

4. Finance Act 1974, section 761.
5. Section 17.
6. Finance Act 1914, section 12 and First Schedule.
7. Finance Act 1940, section 16 and Sixth Schedule.
8. Finance Act 1971 section 6l(l).
9. Administration of Estates Act 1925 section 46.
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in England confirmed the practice of dividing parent8* estates

equally among their children, only entailed estates going to the

heir at law, a position that was emulated in Scotland in 1964 (10),

albeit in a slightly different way.

As external factors would appear to be responsible for the

unwillingness to create perpetuities at the present day the question

of the continued relevance of perpetuity rules comes into focus.

Given that the property settled is in no way inalienable any effect

the rules have must be in connection with the beneficial interests

created under the settlement and any justification for their

retention must lie here.

In a recent work on English Property haw one writer felt that

he had found it. He wrote) (ll)

"In so far as it prevents the creation of remote future interests
the rule still has a useful, though limited, function. It is true
that death duties are now a powerful disincentive to the creation of
such interests, but there needs also to be some absolute barrier to
the occasional attempts of eccentric autocrats to rule other people's
lives from their graves ••••• My own guess is that the Rule is,
generally, beneficial ••••• in that it probably helps the legal
advisers of testators and others to persuade their clients not to
indulge in the creation of fanciful trusts."

Morris and Leach make substantially the same point. They

write: (12)

"Another reason for the Rule ••••• seems to the present authors
to be far more realistic. It is that 'the Rule against Perpetuities
strike a fair balance between the desires of members of the present
generation, and similar desires of succeeding generations, to do what
they /

10. Succession (Sootland) Act 1964 section 2.
11. Brie Poole "English Property Law" (1973) at pp. 317/318.
12. The Rule against Perpetuities (2nd Ed, 1962) at p. 17.
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they wish with the property they enjoy'. (13) It is a natural
human desire to provide for one's family in the foreseeable
future. The difficulty is that if one generation is allowed to
create unlimited future interests in property, succeeding
generations will receive the property in a restricted state and
thus be unable to indulge the same desire* The dilemma is thus
precisely what it has been throughout the history of English law,
namely how to prevent the power of alienation being used to its
own destruction. In this idea of compromise between two
competing policies - freedom of disposition by on© generation and
freedom of disposition by succeeding generations - the Rule against
Perpetuities seems to the present authors to find its best
justification."

It is difficult to refute statements ouch as this, and indeed

applying them to Scotland it would appear that the Scottish rules

of liferent enlargement effect this compromise with a clarity which

the Modem iiule in iingland lacks. However if both rules, Jnglish

and .cottish, were abolished it is suggested that it is unlikely

that attempts would be made to create interests reaching into the

mista of the uncharted future and still less that such interests,

even if created, would be given effect to.

As to the first, the obvious disinoexitivea to such creation

are fiscal. Avon if the instrument chosen was a discretionary

trust the probability of the imposition of a wealth tax (14) and

the certainty of a deemed disposal every few years (15) giving rise

to a charge under a capital transfer tax would act as deterrents to

all but the most stupid. And even in the case of the most stupid

who might override all advice there exist now in Scotland (16) and

in Jngland (17) powers to vary the provisions of trust settlements

so that in practice the creation of limited interests reaching out

into /

13. noting Lewis M, Limes "Public Policy and the Dead Hand"
(1955) J)# 33#

14. Green Paper "v/ealth Tax" (1974) Cmnd. 5705.
15. white Paper "Capital Transfer Tax" (1974) Cmnd. 5704.
16. Trusts (Scotland) Act 1961, section 1*
17. Variation of Trusts Act 1958.
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into the future need not, and in all probability would not,

operate to break this compromise. It i3 therefore suggested

that the existence of rights to vary the beneficial interests

granted under trusts dispenses with the need for any "absolute

barrier" which might be provided ty the perpetuity rules.

Similar objections can be raised against other justifications

for the existence of a Rule. Thus, for example the American Law

Institute (17a) propounds the view that perpetuity rules prevent

the undue concentration of wealth in the hands of a few. Given

that opinions will differ as to what amounts can be said to

constitute an "undue concentration" and as to how many comprise

"a few" (18), while this may have been true in the past, and may

even have been a reason (19) for the promotion of a policy of free

alienation, the same end can now be effected by taxation, and in

particular by the taxation of capital. If the concentrations of

wealth that exist today are held by some to be unduly large this

state of affairs would seem to have arisen in spite of the

existence of perpetuity rules. In other words for those who

believe that wealth is unduly concentrated in the hands of a few

the perpetuity rules have manifestly failed: for those who do not

they are likely to attribute the reason to such external factors

as the scope and levels of twentieth century taxation rather than

to the existence and operation of perpetuity rules.

Professor /

17a. Restatement of Property, vol. iv (1944) p. 2129.
18. See e.g# Atkinson "Uneaual Shares" (1972;J Polanyi and Wood

"How Much Inequality" (1974).
19. See above Chapter II, section 1 at p. 36 at oeq.
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Professor Sines, who has been perhaps trie leading modern

apologist for the existence of a perpetuity rule, states in

general terras that it is socially desirable that the wealth of

the world should be controlled by its living members and not by

the dead, (20) In such general terras this proposition is

difficult to fault. But then he proceeds to elaborate his

argument. M example of the Perpetuity Tiule's furthering this

objective, he says, is that the Rules effectively restrict the

limitations that can be created behind private trusts: that as

trustees investment powers are narrower tlian those of absolute

owners, if something like a perpetuity rule did not operate to

limit the duration of such trusts, too much private capital

would be tied up and would not be available for the financing of

new economic enterprises,

Several things can be said about this. In the first place

the investment activities of trustees are becoming increasingly

similar to those of private individuals. Modern investment

clauses, particularly where largo sctounts of capital are involved,

tend to be drawn in such a way that trustees are empowered to

invest the trust fund "as if they were absolute owners thereof".

In the second place funds for the type of investment envisaged by

Professor dimes - the examples to gives are of investment in jot

propulsion and atomic energy - tend to como in Large part from, the

government and from corporate funds. Given this, the part played

W /

20, Tublic Policy and the Bead Hand"at pp. 59-60,
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by private trusts is minimal and so the effect of the existence

of a perpetuity rule, if it had any effect at all, would also

he minimal,.

Professor dimes gives another example. He 3aycs (2l)

"To meet the changing and unforeseeable economic conditions
of each generation, there should be some free flow of property
between capital investments and consumer's goods if
depression strikes, so that beneficiaries of trusts need to
invade the corpus, or if inflation becomes rampant, so that the
mount of trust income becomes inadequate, the beneficiary
cannot use the capital of the trust,"

In other words, according to Professor dines, a perpetuity

rule tends to prevent a continued freezing of capital. There

is, indeed, a great deal of truth in this, and in Chapters I (22)
and III (23) there are examples of the effects of this freezing

of capital. However the question still remains an to whether in

the fiscal climate of the present day the scope of existing taxes

and the imminence of their being supplemented by others does not

perform the same function more effecientlyj that whereas the

perpetuity rules inhibited concentration over long periods, present

day fiscal legislation positively promotes fragmentation.

Indeed from what we have said it might be felt that such

legislation has taken over the function of the perpetuity rules

with regard to perpetual settlements. However this point must

not, perhaps, be pressed too far, for this effect is produced by

specific types of taxation, direct taxation attacking at

progressively high rates concentrations of income, transfers of

capital, /

21. "Is the Rule against Perpetuities Doomed? - The Wait and See
Doctrine" (1953) 52 Mich L. Rev. 179 at p. 192.

22. Section 2 at p. 21 et seq.
23. Sections 3»6 and 3*7 at p. 161 et seq, and p. 176 et seq.
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capital, and. soon, no doubt concentrations of capital per se.

If ever there were a 3hift of emphasis to consumer taxation such

that the weight of the Revenue^ attack is lifted from the

possession of wealth and placed on its expenditure and employment

then the situation would clearly be different. Quite how likely is

such a fundamental change is unknown, and probably unknowable.

Certainly during the late nineteen sixties and for the first few

years of the current decade various politicians from all the main

parties stated their support for ouch a change. But the present

rovertion to an obsessive egalitarianisra would tend to discount

the implementation of such a change in the immediate future.

If rules against perpetuities have any relevance at the

present day it would seem to be as reserve weapons to guard against

the effects of such a change. Certainly, of all the jurisdictions

in which perpetuity rules exist, and in which reforms have been

made over the last fifty or so years, few, if any, have "been in

favour of complete abolition. I'Joat have been concerned merely to

eradicate anomalies; others have recast the form and nature of

their rules; but all of these have accepted without demur (24)
the need for the existence of a perpetuity rule, even in a climate

of high direct taxation. It may be that it is considered that

taxation is such a fluid instrument that it cannot be trusted

permanently to police perpetuities. If this is the case then

certainly the possession of a perpetuity rule, albeit as a second

line /

24. bee for example iburth Report of the English Law Reform
Committee 1956 para 4.
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line of defence, would seam to be dccirablo.

.Aa for the rules against accumulations, those constituted

the first real stage to prevent the undue agglomeration of

wealth, ihereaa the perpetuity rules operated on wealth

already acquired, the accumulation rules operated in a modest

way to prevent the acquisition of too much and for too long. In
they

a sense, directed as they were, against size,/wera forerunners of

the monopolies legislation of today, which enshrines the principle

that the 3heer size of a concentration of wealth nay be harmful

and needs to be regulated, do long as this principle is

observed its application to private fortunes nay not be out of

place,

Jhothar the present cost of the rules is appropriate however

is another question. Certainly they arc extremely complex and

provide a number of traps for the draftsman, not only in that tiiey

can operate so as to frustrate the obvious intention of the

settler (24), but also that they can harm the intended beneficiaries,

giving rise as they can, to estate duty liability. Indeed, "the

Ihelluoson hot has become one of the principal pillars of tho tax

authorities in their ceaseless skirmishing against wealthy settlors

and testators [and tjhere is little doubt that its repeal would be

strenuously opposed by the Inland Revenue', (23)
But /

23, horris and Leach at p, 306,
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But long tern accumulations, like perpetuities, are

anachronistic. iFrom this study it will have been seen that the

idea of perpetuity flourished, especially in Scotland, during an

ago in which attempts to establish perpetual settlements reflected

the prosperity, the stability, the hope and above all the

confidence of that period. Indeed the assumption that a settlor

could and should be able to carve out the future of limitless

generations embodies that confidence to the point of arrogance,

it the present day in an age that displays little of that stability

and even less of that hope and confidence such assumptions seem

rather patlietic.


